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That God could create beings free over against himself is the Cross which 
philosophy could not bear but upon which it has remained hanging. 1 
 
Introduction 
 
The Nicene Creed (AD 325), expressly states that Jesus Christ for our salvation came 
down from heaven and that He was crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate. He 
suffered and was buried and the third day He rose again, according to the scriptures. 
Here the structure and sequence of soteriological events are explicitly stated in creedal 
formulation, where Christs crucifixion holds the strategic centre point, where Jesus 
not only dies, but dies for our salvation. The Cross is the emblematic sign of Christian 
authenticity, the kernel of the kerygma of faith and paradoxically the preferred 
mechanism that God uses for salvation. Indeed, St Paul proclaimed to the world in the 
first century: We preach Christ crucified a stumbling block to Jews and folly to 
Gentiles, but to those who are called, both Jews and Greeks, Christ the power of God 
and the wisdom of God.2 Even in the Gospels the apparent contradictory sign of the 
Messiah being nailed to a tree is highlighted, with taunts from onlookers and the last 
satanic temptation, to save yourself and come down from the Cross,3 is used to 
psychologically torment him in a last ditch attempt to abort the salvific enterprise; but 
salvation transparently can only come through the acceptance of the Cross.4 For as the 
great Spanish mystic and doctor of the Church St John of the Cross declares: If you 
desire to possess Christ, never seek him without the Cross whoever seeks not the 
                                                
1 Keirkegaard (1970) Journals and Papers, vol. II, ed. and trans, Howard V. Hong and Edna H. Hong 
Bloomington, Indiana University Press, 58. (entry no.1237). 
2 1 Corinthians 1:23-24.   
3 Mark 15:30, see also Mathew 27:42-43 & Luke 23:35.  
4 Brown, Raymond E. (1986), A Crucified Christ in Holy Week. Essays on the Four Gospel Passion 
Narratives. The Liturgical Press, Collegeville, Minnesota, 33. 
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Cross of Christ, also seeks not the glory of Christ.5 Jesus indicates the magnetic pull 
of the Cross when he says in his own words: and I, when I am lifted up from the 
earth, will draw all men to myself,6 thus indicating the portal or ladder to heaven that 
the Cross symbolizes, where the divine glory7 shines diaphanously through the wood 
of the Cross. It is as well to remember, however, that when we speak about the glory 
of God we are in fact speaking about the disclosure of his nature, which means that in 
his death, Jesus glorifies God and he himself is glorified; in other words, we see here 
the nature of God, and the nature of his Son. The glory of God is revealed.8 On Good 
Friday the centrality and instrumentality of the Cross is venerated, behold the wood 
of the Cross on which hung the saviour of the world.9  
 
The Cross is thus heavily laden with soteriological significance but we should never 
look at the Cross without being reminded of the resurrection,10 for the death and 
resurrection of Christ cannot be separated, since both are part of the mysterious 
purpose of God.11 Indeed it has been argued that the gospel tradition was formed 
backwards, starting from Jesus resurrection and working toward his birth.12 And 
for this reason the Cross and resurrection are two dimensions of the one single saving 
reality and are, therefore, necessary to illuminate each other. Karl Rahner stipulates 
this when he says: From this perspective, if the fate of Jesus has any soteriological 
                                                
5 St John of The Cross (Otros Avios y Sentencias, sentence 83 & 84), cited in Stein, Edith (2002), The 
Science of the Cross, ICS Publications, Washington D.C., 282. 
6 John 12:32. 
7 I glorified thee on earth, having accomplished the work which thou gavest me to do; and now Father, 
glorify thou me in thy own presence with the glory which I had with thee before the world was made. 
John 17:3-5. 
8 Hooker, Morna D. (1994), Not Ashamed of the Gospel. New Testament Interpretations of the Death of 
Christ, William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 95. 
9 The dramatic unveiling and adoration of the Cross on Good Friday was introduced into the Latin 
liturgy in the seventh or eight century but has its origins in the Church of Jerusalem at the close of the 
fourth century. 
10 Hume, Cardinal Basil (1998), The Mystery of The Cross, Darton, Longman & Todd, London, 21. 
11 Hooker, 18. 
12 Brown (1986), 9. 
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significance at all, this significance can be situated neither in the death nor in the 
resurrection taken separately, but can only be illuminated now from the one and now 
from the other aspect of this single event.13 However, for the purposes of this thesis 
it will be necessary to focus exclusively on the significance of the Cross to establish 
what is happening at this point in the drama of salvation. Yet it must always be 
remembered that it was the resurrection that transformed the tragedy of Christs death 
into a triumph, where the reality of the resurrection reversed and overturned the 
apparent supremacy of evil, and the kingdom of violence, with that of the abiding 
peace of the kingdom of heaven.14 The New Testament writers are united in insisting 
that the Cross is at the heart of the gospel: if the death of Christ is meaningless 
without the resurrection, so, too, the resurrection depends for its significance on the 
crucifixion.15 For although it appeared that he died because it was the will of God 
that he should die,16 albeit at the hands of wicked men; For Christ also died for sins 
once for all, the righteous for the unrighteous that he might bring us to God, (1 Peter 
3:18). On one level Jesus in his death makes dying and death itself a holy thing,17 but 
at a more profound level, death because it is a distortion and curse, should not be seen 
as a welcome deliverance from life itself,18 for Christ came to bring life in 
abundance,19 and not celebrate death or elevate it to a position of desirability. Death is 
definitively the last enemy which Jesus victoriously conquers.20 If death had been 
                                                
13 Rahner, Karl (2006), Foundations of Christian Faith. An Introduction to the Idea of Christianity, 
Crossroad, New York, 266. 
14 Jesus came and stood among them, Peace be with you, when he had said this he showed them his 
hands and his side. John 20:19-20. 
15 Hooker,140. 
16 Ibid., 15, 17, and Stott, John (1986), The Cross of Christ, Intervarsity Press, Nottingham, England, 
42. See also: Acts 2:23; 3:18; 4:28. 
17 Hume, 26. 
18 Brown (1986), 9. 
19 The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I came that they may have life and abundantly. 
John 10:10. 
20 Death is swallowed up in victory. O death, where is thy victory? O death , where is thy sting? 1 
Corinthians 15:54-55 
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overcome and Christ was alive, the curse had also been annulled and changed to 
blessing. The scandal of the gospel of a crucified Messiah was in fact no scandal but 
gospel  good news for the world.21 
 
The New Testament contributors and the early post apostolic Church, therefore, had a 
firm double base in the teaching of Christ and his apostles for making the Cross the 
unmistakable sign and symbol of Christianity.22 In the influential though apocryphal 
gospel of Nicodemus that narrates the descent of Christ to Hades, there is a 
description of Christ applying the sign of the Cross on the foreheads of Adam, the 
prophets and patriarchs of old, the forefathers, the martyrs and all the righteous in 
Hades, so that they may enter heaven.23 Indeed, throughout history the sign of the 
Cross has been seen as a mark of Christian identity.24 It was Constantine, the first 
Christian emperor, who, according to his biographer Eusebius of Caesarea, on the eve 
of the Battle of the Milvian bridge (October 28 AD 312) saw a cross of light in the sky 
along with the words in hoc signo vinces,25 which he immediately used as an emblem 
on his shields for which he later attributed to his military success. Since then the 
Cross has become the exclusive mark of Christianity, although its soteriological 
significance has a mysterious theological depth which needs to be plumbed with care 
and exactness. Samuel Zwemer summarises the centrality of the Cross in these words: 
If the Cross of Christ is anything to the mind, it is surely everything the most 
profound reality and the sublimest mystery. One comes to realize that literally all the 
wealth and glory of the gospel centres here. The Cross is the pivot as well as the 
                                                
21 Hooker,13. 
22 Stott, 50. 
23 Andreopoulos, Andreas (2006), The Sign of The Cross. The Gesture, The Mystery, The History, 
Paraclete Press, Brewster, Massachusetts, 110. 
24 Ibid.,72. 
25 In this sign you will conquer. 
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centre of New Testament thought. It is the exclusive mark of the Christian faith, the 
symbol of Christianity and its cynosure.26  
 
To explore and navigate around the soteriological significance of the Cross is a 
complex theological journey of discovery into the region of the Churchs teaching on 
the atonement. I shall attempt to salvage the hidden treasures found in the deep 
waters27 of the Churchs tradition, where it can be likened to diving at extraordinary 
depths, where one can be left giddy and disorientated. Deep-sea divers tell of a 
certain depth at which the human brain becomes possessed of the illusion that natural 
breathing is again possible. When this happens, the diver removes his helmet and 
drowns. He is inebriate with a fatal enchantment called le vertige des grandes 
profondeurs, the vertigo of the great deeps. Masters of scholastic reading and 
explication knew this dizziness.28 It is easy to see why one can be engulfed by this 
sensation of being overwhelmed, and this is in part due to the fact that the Church 
herself has never compressed and allowed to be crystallised out, a concise doctrinal 
statement of its own teaching on the atonement. This lack of definition and clarity has 
led to a position where a variety of legitimate explanations of the saving significance 
of Jesus Cross have circulated, at different points in the history of doctrine. The sheer 
scope of the different metaphors and soteriological models29 of understanding that 
have been brought to bear,  some of which are complementary, some overlapping, 
some openly in competition with each other and some evidently contradictory, 
indicates the complexity of the project. What it also indicates is that there has been an 
evolution in the doctrine of redemption where fixed points of certainty, like stars in 
                                                
26 Zwemer, Samuel M. (2006), The Glory of the Cross, Diggory Press, Cornwall, 3. 
27 Luke 5:4: Put out into the deep and let down your nets for a catch. 
28 Steiner, George (1991), Real Presences, The University of Chicago Press, 43. 
29 Rahner (2006), 284. 
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the night sky, are not always where they appear to be. The unlearned are apt to think 
of the dogmatic formulas with which they have been acquainted as fixed and 
immutable; but the history of doctrine shows that they have most of them changed 
their form from age to age, and nowhere is this more true than the doctrine of 
redemption.30  
 
The problem for any student of the atonement is the multiplicity of biblical images 
such as redemption, ransom, sacrifice and victory which is compounded with the 
addition of other images such as satisfaction, transforming love, reconciliation, and 
scapegoating from different periods of theological reflection. They are often treated as 
if they are independent of each other, where one may be given primacy or used as a 
coordinating metaphor which subsumes others. They either stand alone as monolithic 
systems or are combined and held in tension to one another. In some cases apparently 
unrelated images are put together, that ordinarily would resist merger, thereby 
obscuring the already fuzzy and uncertain subject area. There is little attempt at 
rationalisation, standardisation and systemisation because it is believed that they are 
fundamentally unconnected to each other, bearing no essential relationship. To 
reveal some of the serious problems associated with addressing this doctrine through 
just one interpretation or through an array of unconnected theories, images or 
metaphors. The tendency is either to make the doctrine unrealistically transparent or 
impenetrably opaque. Such a situation is bound to impoverish the proclamation of this 
central doctrine of the Christian faith.31 Here is the tacit assumption that there exists 
an irreducible pluralism of images which offer partial glimpses through a variety of 
                                                
30 Foley, George Cadwalader (1909), Anselms Theory of the Atonement, Longmans, Green and Co. 
New York, 3.  
31 Terry, Justyn 2007, The Justifying Judgement of God. A Reassessment of the Place of Judgement in 
the Saving Work of Christ, Paternoster Theological Monographs, 44. 
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hermeneutical windows, all necessary so as to better grasp the soteriological 
significance of the Cross. These images of the atonement are best understood 
themselves as metaphors or models of the atonement, which are paradigmatic systems 
designed to interpret what is both objectively and subjectively happening on and 
around the Cross of Jesus. My task in this thesis is to separate and analyse the main 
lines of soteriological enquiry that orbit the Cross, and to come to a contemporary 
position which best expresses what is the nature of the exchange that secures 
humanitys salvation. I will firstly examine the cogency of using metaphors in 
atonement theology itself and then critically evaluate what I consider to be the most 
convincing metaphors for interpreting the work of Jesus on the Cross. This will 
necessarily include a detailed exposition of: sacrifice, victory and ransom, the alluring 
model of transforming love, as proposed by Abelard, and finally the theory of 
satisfaction that was expounded by his medieval competitor and counterpart Anselm, 
the then Archbishop of Canterbury. 
 
I shall also consider one of the freshest and keenest insights formulated by the cultural 
anthropologist, René Girard, on The Scapegoat and although it has its roots in the 
historic Hebrew Day of Atonement, is a device so ubiquitous in human culture that 
God adopts it so as to break the spell of violence that it begets. It thus reveals the 
darkest sin and current that lurks under the surface of society, namely violence, where 
God breaks the machinery of sacrifice once and for all whilst simultaneously exposing 
humanitys inherent blood lust. Perhaps the only new insight in my whole thesis is the 
claim that the rule of St Benedict was instrumental, or at least influential, on the 
construction of Anselms Cur Deus Homo? I can find no other author who alludes to 
this, although I do not develop it myself, for my purpose is to come to a sharper 
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understanding of how the Cross works as a soteriological tool. My premise from the 
outset is that a cluster of metaphors are necessary, so as to do full justice to the 
richness of atonement theology. After all, that is why the Church in her wisdom has 
elected not to opt for one metaphor to the exclusion or detriment of others. However, I 
will come off the fence and suggest which metaphors are the most deserving whilst 
dismissing others. In particular the penal substitution theory that has its roots with the 
Benedictine monk, Anselm, where the death of Christ becomes the critical moment to 
secure salvation. I cannot exclusively endorse one metaphor (for example sacrifice) as 
a controlling model over others, despite sacrifice remaining a vivid image in the 
popular psyche, even in a post-Christian and religiously indifferent secular culture. 
Yet it is perhaps the way in which the investigation proceeds and the study pursued in 
this thesis that adds to its novelty and I hope clarity; where the teaching of the 
atonement is didactically presented in such a way that the full soteriological 
significance of the Cross of Jesus, and the greatest teacher of all, can be better 
revealed.32   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
32 Rabbi, we know that you are a teacher come from God; for no one can do these signs that you do, 
unless God is with him. John 3:2. 
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Chapter 1. Metaphors and Models 
 
The Cross has indisputably become the supreme and universal symbol of salvation for 
Christianity. However, why Jesus had to die the ignominious death of execution on a 
cross in order to heal the breech between God and humanity is at first glance unclear. 
It is, however, beyond dispute that the Cross stands at the mid-point of the Churchs 
soteriological system, occupying the central ground for all to contemplate, indeed the 
epicentre and meeting point of Heaven and Hell. As Frank James puts it: Christ 
fulfilled the law and brought together heaven and earth bridging the chasm between 
the holy God and sinful man.33 The Cross then is the pivotal axis on which salvation 
turns, reversing that which has gone before and effectively bridging the gap between 
God and humanity. For this reason the doctrine of the Atonement34 must remain at the 
centre of any Christian theology, proclaiming the liberating grace of God that is freely 
undertaken and thereby resisting any Pelagian notion of self-salvation. The work that 
is accomplished on the Cross is from first to last the work of God the liberator, albeit 
through the God-Man, Jesus Christ.35  
 
Jesus death may have finally opened the eschatological gates of paradise, that which 
was lost through Adam,36 but how this is achieved and what exactly happens at this 
locus between the human person and God has to be examined with some forensic 
exactness. Moreover, we may legitimately ask where does the Incarnation and his 
                                                
33 Frank A. James, in Hill, Charles E. & James, Frank A. (Editors), (2004), The Glory of the 
Atonement, Intervarsity Press, Illinois, 405. 
34 For the purposes of this thesis I shall take atonement to mean the bringing together of two parties that 
have been estranged, literally at-one-ment. 
35 The doctrine of the Atonement must continue to be at the heart of Christian Theology. Gunton, 
Colin (1988), The Actuality of the Atonement, T&T Clark, Edinburgh, 101. 
 36 Soteriology is from the Greek Soteria, Salvation. 
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active ministry fit into this equation and is the Resurrection a mere afterthought or at 
best a ratification of what is accomplished on the Cross? The Church throughout her 
history has prudently resisted one all encompassing dogmatic declaration which seeks 
to pin down, for all time, any formulation that sums up her teaching on the 
Atonement. Understanding the Cross cannot be reducible to one definitive 
interpretation because the Cross is essentially a saturated phenomena.37 Other 
doctrinal statements in comparison have been articulated with precision and 
enthusiasm, such as the Christological and Trinitarian declarations from the great 
councils of Nicaea (AD 325) and Chalcedon, (AD 451), albeit without first a process of 
refinement through disputations, most of which were messy and bitter. Rival camps 
have notoriously jostled for position to claim the ultimate prize of having their own 
theological insights pronounced orthodox, only then to have the satisfaction of 
knowing that these insights could be recited in creedal form in perpetuity. In the area 
of the atonement theology, the Church has resisted the temptation to endorse any one 
exclusive position, thereby giving space for a creative tension between the variety of 
competing models which exist side by side.38 This absence of any dogmatic 
pronouncement is a catalyst for each generation to grasp anew the perennial relevance 
and full force of the staurocentric39 position of its own soteriological heritage. Each 
ecclesial community has to grapple with the metaphors that have been, and the 
metaphors that will inevitably come, in their attempt to communicate the paradoxical 
wisdom of Christ crucified.40 
 
                                                
37 The Cross is a non reductive, saturated phenomenon that refuses to be assimilated by medieval or 
modern theories alike. Tracy, David, cited in Hill, 401. 
38 Gunton, 1988, 111. 
39 From the Greek: Cross-centred. 
40 1 Corin. 1:23-25. 
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This tendency to body swerve away from clearly defined creedal formulations in the 
area of atonement theology could suggest a lack of certainty about how Jesus death 
helps us either objectively, by securing our redemption, and then subjectively 
guaranteeing its appropriation in the lives of individual believers. Conversely, it could 
be argued that the rich significance of the atonement is so complex and mysteriously 
profound41 that no one sharp creedal statement of faith would do; no once and for all 
doctrinal declaration would be sufficient to articulate the full significance of what is 
achieved for us on the Cross, no matter how crisp and focused the balance of words. 
For this reason no one metaphor should be allowed to dominate the other. Whatever 
tension we feel between the various images for thinking about the atonement must not 
be relaxed, but rather endured.42 This composite or multi-strata quality of atonement 
language can at first appear confusing until it is remembered that the Churchs 
tradition is not a static phenomena but in fact a living one. Tradition is not a dead 
deposit from which to quarry but a vital and organic entity that ensures that the 
Church has the capacity to adapt to a new generation and speak meaningfully in an 
idiom that is understood. Each generation is historically embedded in a specific 
cultural milieu which demands more than just the repetition of tried and tested 
formulas; it also requires new insights to help uncover that original deposit of faith 
more fully. This desire not to just repeat tired and worn out phrases, indicates that the 
Churchs teaching on the atonement cannot be completely exhausted;43 rather, to limit 
atonement to one formulation alone would be to effectively gag or muzzle the 
tradition. Colin Gunton puts it more savagely to insist on the static continuity of one 
                                                
41 Evans, Stephen (1996), The Historical Christ and the Jesus of Faith: The Incarnational Narrative as 
History, Clarendon, Oxford, 96-97. 
42 Vanhoozer, cited in Hill, 370-371. 
43 Green, Joel & Baker, Mark (2000), Recovering the Scandal of the Cross, Paternoster Press, Cumbria. 
P114. 
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particular expression would be to strangle the tradition.44 Yet no matter what aspect 
of theology we may seek to articulate we are limited by the language we are using. In 
the final analysis all we have is words and in the circumstances of soteriology, 
language that pertains to atonement heavily draws on the semantics of metaphor;45 
and to be a master of metaphor is to have the spark of genius, as Aristotle states in his 
Poetics.46 
 
George Steiner in his book Real Presences begins with the image of discarded words 
inhabiting the forgotten and abandoned spaces of our lexical house, like fading 
characters that linger as a haunting reminder that they too once possessed vitality and 
relevance. Vacant metaphors, eroded figures of speech, inhabit our vocabulary and 
grammar. They are caught, tenaciously, in the scaffolding and recesses of our 
common parlance. There they rattle about like old rags or ghosts in the attic.47 
Theology has never had any other medium with which to operate other than what 
language can provide, where the tools of metaphor, analogy, symbol and myth are 
used in the craft of constructing meaningful statements. The process is ongoing, as the 
community of faith energetically persists in seeking to communicate the kerygma of 
faith in new and arresting ways that are evocative, relevant and invariably poetic. For 
metaphysics can express its objects in no other way than by images, but it pulls its 
images to pieces and strips them down in the exact endeavour to conform to the 
                                                
44 Gunton, 1988, 111. 
45 The rhetoric of metaphor takes the word as its unit of reference. Metaphor, therefore, is classed 
among the single-word figures of speech and is defined as a trope of resemblance. As figure, metaphor 
constitutes a displacement and an extension of the meaning of words; its explanation is grounded in a 
theory of substitution. Ricoeur, P. (2007), The Rule of Metaphor. The Creation of Meaning in 
Language, Routledge, Abingdon, Oxon, 1. 
46 But the greatest thing by far is to be a master of metaphor. It is one thing that cannot be learnt from 
others; and it is also a sign of genius, since a good metaphor implies an intuitive perception of the 
similarity in dissimilars. Aristotle (1987), Poetics, trans. R. Janko, Hackett, Indianapolis and 
Cambridge (1459 a 5-8). 
47 Steiner, 3. 
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realities ... The subjective process of inspiration is essentially poetical, the content it 
communicates is metaphysical.48 Metaphor,49 in particular, is one of the fundamental 
ways in which we interpret reality and the world around us, thereby demonstrating 
that language is by its very nature a dialectical force that seeks to create new ways of 
communicating old certainties. Metaphor is the vital principle in all living languages. 
It is the verbal expression of the process and products of the imagination with its 
powers of creative synthesis ... Metaphor is thus the dynamic, synthetic and creative 
force in language.50 Although at times difficult to interpret or rationalise, good 
metaphors are essential to communicate meaning and reality itself, for they are 
foundational building-blocks which can be constructed and organised into 
sophisticated hermeneutical systems. When in ordinary speech we want to make 
significant meaningful assertions, we do so in the form of metaphor. Metaphors can 
be unravelled into similes or expanded into symbols. Symbols and similes can be 
elaborated with some philosophical and theological sophistication into analogies. 
Analogies can be developed into models and these models become the building blocks 
of theology and doctrine.51  
 
Metaphors then, are the most basic elements in any theological tool kit for they seek 
to articulate cognitive belief that would remain unuttered and incoherent without their 
existence. The metaphorical mode of language has ontological relevance insofar as 
through it a new context of being is disclosed, grounded in a gain to language. The 
new (metaphorical) use of a word gives this word a new meaning and with this new 
                                                
48 Farrer, A. (1948), The Glass of Vision, Dacre Press, London, 148. 
49 Soskice defines metaphor as: that trope, or figure of speech, in which we speak of one thing in 
terms suggestive of another. Soskice, Janet Martin (1987), Metaphor and Religious Language, 
Clarendon Press, Oxford, 15, 54. 
50 Stanford, W.B. (1936), Greek Metaphor; Studies in Theory and Practice, Blackwell, Oxford, 100. 
51 Avis, Paul (1999), God and the Creative Imagination. Metaphor, Symbol and Myth in Religion and 
Theology, Routledge, London and New York, 76. 
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meaning new being is brought to speech.52 Metaphors which succeed in being 
purposeful and relevant must have a certain creative thrust, for without this 
imaginative fecundity they become flattened out, sterile and inevitably falter. Their 
job is always to be evocative of presence and truth, and like symbol and myth (their 
semantic counterparts) they exist to reveal reality, to give voice to being itself.53 Yet 
metaphors like symbols, although basic constituents of language, are not all of the 
same quality or calibre; some are purer than others; indeed some may even be harmful 
or counterproductive as truth transmitters carrying a negative load. Marc Bleth 
cautions us to be on the alert to becoming entangled in a web of metaphors of our own 
construction, for inadvertently they may hoodwink us into believing that they have 
constructed a literalist and absolute grasp of reality. Not to recognise metaphors, but 
to speak or write them is to be used by those metaphors and to be entangled in them. 
To recognise them is to use them, consciously alert to the influence and consequences 
of their use . . . Indeed, a dead metaphor, a metaphor transferred into a literal 
statement is clearly mythic.54 The ability to discriminate and recognise the value and 
appropriateness of individual metaphors is an acquired skill, likened to that of a 
dilettante or connoisseur of fine things, you simply know when you are in the 
presence of something good.55 For the theological community this has a more 
pressing  concern, for although it may be a complex process to identify the worth of 
anyone one metaphor, the history of tradition and orthodoxy has taught us that some 
metaphors are more indispensable than others. Indeed, some distort truth claims and 
need to be discarded as being inappropriate. These fugitive metaphors obscure rather 
                                                
52 Webster, J. (1985), Eberhard Jungel on the Language of Faith, Modern Theology 1, 261. 
53 From this conjunction of fiction and redescription I conclude that the place of metaphor, its most 
intimate and ultimate abode, is neither the name, nor the sentence, nor even the discourse, but the 
copula of the verb to be. Ricoeur, P. 2007, 6. 
54 Bleth, Marc (1977), The Process of Thinking, David McKay company, New York, 80. 
55 See Ramsay, Ian (1964), Models and Mystery, Oxford University Press, 17. 
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than elucidate communication and represent a dangerous twist in the doctrinal track 
that if followed would terminate in a heretical dead end.56 What is important to grasp, 
from an epistemological point of view, is that there can be no raw and unfiltered 
experience of reality. Everything, even the experience of the mystic, has to be sifted 
and mediated through the screen of metaphorical language that defies any attempt at a 
reduction to a more crude and literal expression. Theologians above all need to 
recognise that any quest for greater and greater degrees of literalness is a wild-goose 
chase. All the significant assertions of theology are expressed in language that is 
irreducibly metaphorical. 57 
 
Despite this, there has always been a latent suspicion of metaphor, as if it were 
something inherently secondary or parasitic to meaning, a substitute for a more 
immediate and direct expression. It is suggestive of ornamentation and 
embellishments like gargoyles on cathedral roofs, something striking and theatrical 
but essentially superfluous. We unavoidably operate in a post modern linguistic 
universe that customarily talks in terms of the mere metaphor, the empty symbol and 
the exploded myth as if language had been drained of substance and metaphor was the 
froth that gave the mere illusion of depth. Throughout the history of rhetoric, 
metaphor has been treated as a sort of happy extra trick with words, an opportunity to 
exploit the accidents of their versatility, something in place occasionally but requiring 
unusual skill and caution. In brief, a grace or ornament or added power of language, 
not its constitutive form. 58 Metaphor can, therefore, conjure up something pejorative 
and dishonest as if something could and should be said in a more up front way. This 
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view has its legacy in the enlightenment when Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) and 
John Locke (1632-1704) vehemently dismissed metaphor as harmful to the cause of 
truth. Hobbes said that people abuse speech when they use words metaphorically; 
that is, in any other sense than that they are ordained for; and thereby deceive 
others.59 This fundamental idea that metaphors are words being used to substitute 
for others goes back even further, in fact right back to Aristotle of the classical period 
where in his work the Poetics he says: a metaphorical term involves the transferred60 
use of a term that properly belongs to something else; the transference can be from 
genus to species, from species to genus, from species to species, or analogical.61 
Obviously the question which comes to mind is transference of what to what? Yet this 
statement demonstrates that in metaphoric meaning there is a process at work not a 
momentary, static insight; it operates like a story, moving from here to there, from 
what is to what might be.62 
 
 Metaphors in the modern mind have for too long been associated with myth and fable 
which pedal fantasy rather than perspicacity. Nietzsche was highly critical of the 
untruth that could be propagated by language and the illusion that metaphor could 
project. He illuminates by commenting: A mobile army of metaphors, metonymies, 
anthropomorphisms: in short, a sum of the human relations which become poetically 
and rhetorically intensified, metamorphosed, adorned ... truths are illusions of which 
one has forgotten that they are illusions; worn out metaphors which have become 
powerless to affect the senses; coins which have their obverse effaced and have lost 
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their currency, becoming again mere bits of metal.63 The upshot of this is that no one 
metaphor can have the exclusive claim to be absolute, as this would render all others 
redundant; the reality is that we need a profusion of metaphors that are constantly 
being minted to be effective and kept up to date. Metaphors are notoriously short-
lived and often die being reduced to their intrinsic base worth rather than continuing 
to communicate something revolutionary new. The flux of language as a living 
medium ensures that it is ever transforming and creative, seeking to incarnate its latest 
inspiration in a lexical form.64 A sign that a metaphor has died is when it is to be 
found in a dictionary or lexicalised, although the sedimentation of ossified metaphors 
in dictionaries or even doctrines does not mean that they stay dead; they can be 
resurrected and reincarnated in a different epoch65 throwing a renewed metaphorical 
punch. Indeed, it was the pioneering work of I. A. Richards in 1936 and Max Black in 
1954-5, that rediscovered and reintegrated metaphor back to its original position, of 
being suggestive of a unique and often non-reducible way of speaking. Metaphors can 
reveal reality and evoke presence in a way that cannot be easily replicated. There was 
a renewed appreciation that metaphor is a vehicle of the cognitive. It has the power to 
communicate something breathtakingly new, often saying something that has not ever 
been said before in that way, and thereby enriching our understanding. Metaphor, as 
we have described it, is the way of human knowing. It is not simply a way of 
embellishing something we can know in some other way. There is no other way. If 
this is so, then human knowledge (of whatever sort) has certain characteristics. It is 
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tentative, relativistic, multi-layered, dynamic, complex, sensuous, historical, and 
participatory.66 
 
Metaphors then, have the extraordinary capacity to create new contextual meaning.67 
It is the novelty value of a lively metaphor to create new possibilities of understanding 
and interpretation of the world. A good metaphor may not simply be an oblique 
reference to a predetermined subject but a new vision, the birth of a new 
understanding, a new referential access. A strong metaphor compels new possibilities 
of vision.68 Metaphor belongs to the genesis of thought and opens up reality in 
ways that are hazardous, incomplete and thrilling.69 It is important that we locate 
metaphor in this context of knowing. A metaphor is not just a word, not even an 
image, but a conjunction of discourses, a joining of worlds.70 I. A. Richards suggests 
that a metaphor is not so much an interaction between words as a borrowing 
between, and intercourse of thoughts, for it is primarily in the realm of thought that 
is metaphoric, where individual metaphors are derived and fashioned from its 
interplay.71 Metaphors are thus often a product of an intuitive act that resists reduction 
to a standard or a literalist meaning. They shatter and alter our understanding of 
reality itself. When we ask whether metaphorical language reaches reality, we 
presuppose that we already know what reality is. But if we assume that metaphor 
redescribes reality, we must then assume that this reality as redescribed is itself novel 
reality. . . . With metaphor we experience the metamorphosis of both language and 
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reality.72 Living metaphors give emphasis and so awaken insight73 giving a new and 
clearer way of seeing the world, expanding our frontiers of knowledge. Moreover, 
significantly, metaphors can become compressed and condensed into fertile 
symbols,74fortresses of understanding that become something abidingly serviceable. 
These in turn can evolve into models, which have the unique capacity to become 
reliable hermeneutical constructs for the interpretation of reality itself. In the domain 
of theology this is especially so, and in the realm of the atonement they are critical to 
a proper and fulsome soteriological understanding of the significance of the Cross. 
 
Metaphors, and in particular atonement metaphors, seek to unpack the saving 
significance of the Cross and should never be written off as cosmetic commentaries, 
for they are crucial to underpinning our notion of what is being achieved by Jesus. 
They seek to translate the salvific reality of the atonement into an idiom that can be 
grasped, they are never merely extrinsic or ornamental. The general lesson to be 
learned is that metaphors are not odd, unusual, improper or merely decorative. They 
are so pervasive as part of our experience that they are a, if not the, clue to what 
language is and does.75 Indeed, all disciplines use metaphor and models to enhance 
understanding, it is not simply the preserve of theology which could be dismissed as 
being quaint or out of touch. The sciences also draw heavily on metaphor in order to 
seek clarification.76 As Ricoeur points out:Metaphor is to poetic language what the 
model is to scientific reality. Now in scientific language, the model is essentially a 
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heuristic instrument that seeks, by means of fiction, to break down an adequate 
interpretation and to lay the way of a new, more adequate interpretation.77 To use 
metaphor is, therefore, not a retreat into a theatrical world of private language games, 
as if they are words dressed up to do the rounds, but rather they are a robust attempt to 
engage head-on with reality.We can comment upon the metaphor, but the metaphor 
itself neither needs nor invites explanation and paraphrase. Metaphorical thought is a 
distinctive mode of achieving insight, not to be construed as an ornamental substitute 
for plain thought.78 However, some metaphors that have been employed in the 
history of atonement theology have the ability to set alight the imagination, to speak 
more evocatively and persuasively than others. They have a promiscuous facility to 
capture some latent insight that cannot be easily overlooked, even when the cultural 
and historical setting that has acted as midwife to them has passed. Indeed, some 
metaphors can be said to have a certain staying power79 and be called root metaphors 
from which others derive their relevance. 
 
Some metaphors are particularly useful because they can function as a general 
paradigm or comprehensive sorting-house under which we can place a number of 
other metaphors that conveniently fit into the same group or family. The complexity 
of the atonement requires that we use a constellation of metaphors. These 
constellations can be gathered under the umbrella of the most suggestive metaphors of 
the group, so-called root metaphors, which are particularly appealing in terms of 
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describing the atonement.80 These root metaphors are sophisticated and complex 
enough to function as models.81 Root metaphors gather and organise other metaphors 
into clusters of meaning. However, it is not sufficient to squeeze or compress these 
root metaphors or models together in order to convey the fullness of atonement 
theology, for they are significantly different enough, not to be simply lumped together 
as if they are saying the same thing over and over again. In fact, it is often the case 
that other metaphors license other metaphors, mutating in a flurry of self-propagation 
in an attempt to maintain their ground in the field of contemporary communication. 
This creation of a new generation of metaphors is often in itself best explained by 
utilising other metaphors, which can give rise to the giddy and enclosed notion of a 
circle of images.82 For this reason theology must always be cautious about which 
metaphors to use, yet be ever ready to take on board new insights. Theology must 
always be tentative and open to revision. One metaphor is usually best illuminated by 
another metaphor. The biblical metaphors thus have no sacrosanct value as literal 
terms. Their meaning is what is important. They actually license the creation of new 
metaphors that may in our time convey the reality conveyed by them in a better 
way.83 
 
However, the metaphors that have been most serviceable and as a result those that 
have survived the longest, enjoying a more distinguished theological career, should 
not be easily dispensed with just because they seem mythological or socio-politically 
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dated. In fact, successful metaphors evolve into models to guarantee their longevity. 
Metaphors are employed only momentarily . . . but models are more fully elaborated 
and serve as wider interpretive schemes in many contexts . . . models offer ways of 
ordering experience and of interpreting the world. . . . They lead to conceptually 
formulated, systematic, coherent religious beliefs which can be criticized, analyzed 
and evaluated.84Some metaphors have become so monolithic in their stature and 
serviceability in atonement theology, that they are supreme models of soteriological 
underpinning enjoying classical and abiding formulation e.g. sacrifice, victory, 
ransom, redemption, reconciliation, satisfaction and so on. They are so embedded 
within the tradition, and for good reason, that they should be respected as paradigms, 
for they are survivors and grandees of a rich theological heritage. Indeed, atonement 
theology can only claim to stand in continuity within an orthodox stream if it 
continues to build on the models that are rooted in scripture and tradition. It would be 
an impoverished and distorted legacy if redaction was done to the tradition itself, in a 
rash attempt to standardise and tidy up the apparent contradictory images that 
circulate in connection with atonement talk. We do well to heed Colin Guntons 
advice to treasure our metaphors, particularly those which have, over the centuries, 
commended themselves as especially illuminating.85 Needless to say there is no 
reason to suggest that the soteriological canon is closed, new models could appear that 
will continue to inspire, be didactic of purpose and thus uncover further the mystery 
of salvation.86 Indeed, some metaphors may appear to die, no longer taking centre 
stage only to be called to life again in a different time and place, thereby adding to the 
matrix of our understanding through further addition and reconstruction of ultimate 
reality.In philosophical discourse, the rejuvenation of dead metaphors is particularly 
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interesting when these metaphors supply the semantic addition. Reanimated metaphor 
once again functions as fable and as redescription, which characterize living 
metaphor, and leaves behind its function of mere addition at the level of 
denomination.87 Using metaphor is thus a rhetorical process which unleashes a 
power to redscribe reality which is both cognitive and affective, appealing to our 
minds eye and emotions, and this is equally true in the realm of atonement theology.  
 
Why there have been different metaphors or models that have successfully spoken to 
generations hints at the complexity of the project. It is not sufficient simply to pile on 
the metaphors so we can, as it were, stand on them to improve our view; but we can at 
least say that the models themselves provocatively lead us towards the saving reality 
of Jesus on the Cross, albeit in slightly different ways. They work because they 
glimpse that reality and shed light on it by drawing our attention to yet another view 
point. Indeed, it would be better to say that the models each describe the same atoning 
work of Christ but from a different perspective,88 and more pertinent still, often from 
a different historical locus. These metaphors or models do, however, have a notional 
relationship of complementarity to each other in the sense that they are all necessary 
in helping us to grasp the soteriological import of the Cross. At times these models 
may clash and even appear contradictory, yet collectively they provide a broader 
vision granting us different horizons from which to view the Cross of Christ.89 Let us 
turn to these root metaphors or models that have been so tantalisingly compelling in 
the history of atonement theology, and in particular those that have enjoyed the sheer 
brute stamina to survive. More trenchantly still, where, when and why have these 
metaphors emerged when they did? 
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The historical and cultural contextualization of atonement metaphors 
 
When analysing the etymological origin of the most successful metaphors that have 
been utilised in the history of atonement theology throughout the centuries, it 
becomes apparent they have been drawn from various worlds and disciplines. They 
have been successful not only because they are relevant, but because they embody a 
creative thrust and have the power to evoke and imaginatively communicate a 
fundamental insight into the soteriological logic that is being played out on the Cross 
of Christ. They have the surgical precision and skill to expose a raw nerve in the body 
of atonement theology and are thus sensitive to the concerns of the day. As Gunton 
remarks, all the main ways of spelling out the saving significance of the life death 
and resurrection of Jesus contain a considerable metaphorical and imaginative 
content, drawing, as is often remarked, from a number of human institutions: notably 
the legal system, the altar of sacrifice, the battlefield and the slave market.90 The 
moment in history in which these metaphors or models emerged becoming dominant, 
is a reflection of the socio-political concerns of the society at the time. There is then, a 
certain overlap or convergence of theological insight with the culture of the day and 
for this reason most metaphors are, to a greater or lesser degree, historically relative 
revealing in some instances as much about the community that coined them than it 
does about the Cross. 
 
Charles Raven argued, ransom made a great deal of sense to a slave group, who 
longed for nothing more than the day when they would be bought for a price and 
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released. A culture dominated by a belief in ethereal beings, both demonic and good, 
would welcome news of the conquest of the evil spirits, the principalities and 
powers and the spiritual hosts of wickedness in the heavenly places of which St 
Paul speaks in Eph 6.12.91 This insight forged as it is in the sitzem leben of its day is 
later picked up, reappropriated and somewhat amplified, for example, by the writer 
Gustaf Aulen in his classic work Christus Victor, who demonstrated that one of the 
salient and original models that the Church preferred to use was one of Victory. Aulen 
himself writing in-between the Great War and the Second World War was himself 
caught up with the jingoistic military-style language that pervaded his day; as a result 
he himself could not remain unaffected by that linguistic atmosphere. Similarly, early 
Christianity itself did not emerge from a vacuum, and the nascent Churchs own 
developing identity would have been deeply impregnated with the religious and 
theological concerns that were germane to it then. Not only did the new Christian 
movement have its roots thrust deep in the Hebrew soil and practice but was also alert 
to, and presumably dialogued with, the religious customs and beliefs of the 
surrounding tribes and cultures. The language of sacrifice was thus part of the 
subconscious setting and heritage of the Christian splinter group from Judaism; early 
Christians would be familiar with the language of sacrifice from various cultic and 
liturgical settings. A religious community brought up on the cultus of the old Israel 
would readily carry over the sacrificial concepts to the understanding of the death of 
Christ, reinforced as it was, with the description of Jesus as the Lamb of God.92 It 
was only when the early church had its numbers swelled from neophytes that had 
absolutely no connection with Judaism, that the language of sacrifice became 
somewhat anachronistic and alien to them (unless they themselves converted from 
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pagan and near eastern mystery religions that also utilised the concept of sacrifice in 
their own theological praxis). 
 
Moreover, many converts to the Christian movement were slaves or ex-slaves from 
the Roman Empire, whose own experience would have made the pursuit of freedom a 
powerful crucible in which to forge new and virile metaphors. Consequently, ransom 
made a great deal of sense to a slave group, and was in all probability snatched 
directly from the market place. This model spoke evocatively to a suppressed remnant 
who longed for nothing more than the day when they would be bought for a price and 
released; yet this model has recently undergone a new lease of life (particularly in 
South America) where the gospel, hybridised with Marxist thought, has given an 
oppressed people a renewed sense of vision simply called Liberation Theology. 
Corrupt political structures and the phenomena of globalisation, coupled with rising 
oil and food prices, have meant that people are caught in a web of macro-economics 
that binds them as effectively as the old shackles of the slave. The cry of the poor has 
meant that the underdog of history will naturally gravitate to a theological model that 
speaks to them of salvation. In the medieval period, a mercantile or exchange model 
that came to the fore which reflected the social stratification of society at the time 
became the primary lens for which Christs work on the Cross would be understood 
for that period. The hermeneutic here would be Satisfaction and would be developed 
brilliantly by Anslem of Canterbury.93 Another competing model that emerged in that 
era centred on personal encouragement and transformation. It was developed by Peter 
Abelard but was also indirectly linked to the courtly love movement of the medieval 
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period; although not initially as successful, it is still probably one of the most 
compelling and universally acceptable models for all time. 
 
However, it is important to state that most of these metaphors or models that have 
emerged from the historical and cultural setting of their day have a limitation in how 
they can be applied. Taken too literally they can be stretched and distorted to the point 
where their credibility to operate can become such a caricature that they 
metamorphose into something more like myth. Metaphors are pressed too far when 
we expand or generalize their application. This happens, for instance, when we use 
the commercial metaphor of redemption (the freeing of slaves by means of payment) 
to argue that it is the Devil or God the Father who demands payment. Such 
generalising does not take into account the limited scope of the metaphor. Either way 
- whether by reductionism or generalization - we push the metaphor too far, and we 
fail to acknowledge humbly that our use of metaphor binds us to a limited 
perspective.94 Distorting metaphors by extending their meaning runs the danger of 
doing violence to their original intention. Metaphors may have a shelf-life but the best 
of those in atonement theology linger and remain with us as testimony of a 
conversation the Church had with the culture of its day. They provoke us and 
challenge us to find new ways of preaching the gospel by unpacking the saving reality 
of Jesus Passion, and for this reason will always remain part of the heritage of the 
Churchs tradition.  
 
Naturally those who wish to dismiss atonement language as mere metaphors, words 
strutting their stuff on a contemporaneous stage, can all too easily deconstruct and 
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dismiss the language employed purely because it can be linked to a theological and 
cultural vogue.95This transmission of certain types of language within the tradition 
can be likened to a family that cherishes its own customs, memories and shared 
history. It will operate well when its own mental furniture is in place and although 
some items may eventually merge into the background and be forgotten, or even 
relegated to the attic as heirlooms, they still remain part of the cultural heritage.  
However, it should caution us to the fact that these metaphors do have their 
limitations. They might give us glimpses of intuition, like family portraits, reminding 
us of where we have come from, but they should not be enthroned as permanent and 
extant family members. Family albums change and are updated, it would be weird to 
have a long distant cousin exhumed and placed centre stage in the living room just 
because they were a sensation in their day. Family members are indeed indebted to 
those who have gone before but the next generation should feel no compulsion, either 
to be in competition, or to give them a significance they no longer deserve. For 
example, this post-biblical history of the model ransom serves to illustrate an 
important point about how models are to be employed in soteriology; they are not to 
be implemented literally, as if they were complete symbols of the death of Christ, 
but rather as incomplete symbols. They should not be isolated from one another or 
be in competition with each other.96  
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Good metaphors have the capacity of transcendence 
 
This brings us to the essential point to be made, and that is, all these models and 
metaphors should transport or transfer us away from themselves so as to induct us 
more fully into the greater reality (in which they are already steeped) in which they 
seek to communicate. Metaphors are the vehicles of fresh insight and thus 
constitutive of our apprehension of truth; that symbols mediate the transcendent 
because they participate in what they symbolise, and that myths, which are archetypal 
stories studded with numinous symbols, embody a sacral narrative of human identity 
in the face of the divine reality.97 Metaphors should be able to discard the trappings 
of their own historical grandeur and specific cultural identity to reveal the basic truth 
they are nudging us towards; for a line of demarcation should be drawn between to 
use and to be used, lest we fall victim to metaphor, mistaking the mask for the face. 
In brief we must expose metaphor, unmask it.98 In the realm of soteriology 
metaphors expose the saving significance of Christ on the Cross, which is one of 
healing alienation and the restoration of friendship both with God and with each other. 
The Cross is a gateway back into paradise and every atonement metaphor with great 
depth and inexhaustible reserve should strikingly point us to the eschatological reality 
that is opened up to us in the dynamic of the Cross. The metaphors of atonement are 
ways of expressing the significance of what had happened and was happening. They 
therefore enable the Christian community to speak of God as he is found in concrete 
personal relationship with human beings and their world.99 The historical questions: 
why did Jesus die? How did Jesus view his own death? And what did he and his 
subsequent followers think he was accomplishing? are obviously questions of 
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paramount concern and foundational to the study of atonement theology. N.T. Wright 
suggests that Jesus own preferred great metaphor for interpreting the saving 
significance of his death, which he employed at the Last Supper, was not the Day of 
Atonement, but the Passover.100 Green and Baker remind us that the function of 
salvation is one of healing, to restore and reconcile that which has been broken and 
should not be reducible or caricatured as some stock-exchange like transaction. The 
purpose of forgiveness is the restoration of communion, the reconciliation of 
brokenness. The aim of forgiveness and justice alike is not to balance the books, as in 
a system of exchange that distributes punishment in accordance with the measure of 
guilt, on the contrary, their aim is personal communion. Gods justice is Covenantal-
relational and is almost synonymous with faithfulness.101 It is essential, therefore, to 
be reminded of the salvation history of the people of God that is intimately linked to a 
covenantal setting. 
 
The Covenant and the Passover 
 
It seems self-evident that the context in which any atonement theology must be placed 
is first and foremost within the structure of covenantal relations. The Passover, 
therefore, is the primary and most primitive backdrop from which the saving work of 
Jesus and the Cross must be seen. This is the most basic contextual referent from 
which other metaphors have evolved. To do justice to the biblical data is to 
acknowledge that what Jesus was seeking to implement was not something foreign to 
the mind-set of Judaism but continuous and co-terminus with it.  The relationship with 
God was first and foremost covenantal, not merely legal or transactional and this has 
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to be the underpinning rationale for interpreting the significance of Jesus death. 
Gods covenant with Israel is not merely an abstract code; it is a concrete promise of 
love and faithfulness. The juridical conceptual system has never exhausted the 
meaning of the covenant. The covenant is gift before it is law. 102 What is happening 
in the lead up and climax of Christs death on the Cross is a restoration and 
preservation of right covenantal relations. For Jesus death on the Cross is a new 
exodus, a new Passover Supper, a new return from exile, an entry into a new kind of 
Promised Land, a building of a new and better temple.103  
 
Only when the linguistic atmosphere of the Passover is acknowledged and recognised 
for what it is, does it become clear that this is the fundamental hermeneutic of how 
Jesus interpreted his own mission.104 The Last Supper was indeed a Passover meal105 
where Jesus and his disciples remember and evoke the Sinatic Covenant, where Gods 
earlier deliverance from the bondage of Egypt is brought to life, relived and indeed 
made present. Exile was the punishment for Israels disobedience, and restoration of 
the covenant meant ultimately homecoming and return to Gods favour. Jesus words 
during the Last Supper suggest that he substituted his own person and work for the 
temple and its sacrificial system. This is my blood of the Covenant, which is poured 
out for many;106 conversely, his cleansing of the temple was a judgement on the 
futility of ritual sacrifices.107 The metaphor or model of sacrifice, however, will be 
explored more rigorously and in greater detail in the following chapter. G. Ashby, 
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however, goes so far as to refer to the Passover as the missing link. He elucidates how 
the origins of the Passover had its beginning in a desert people of nomads. It was a 
feast which the Hebrews had already observed before they arrived in Egypt as a result 
of being displaced through famine, known as a Chag or trek-feast referred to in 
Exodus 8:1. Unleavened bread and bitter herbs would be desert fare and took place at 
the spring full moon, before Bedouin would begin their trek to fresh pastures. It is a 
sacrifice of nomad or semi-nomadic shepherds, offered for the good of the flock in 
spring - when goats and sheep drop their young and when the journeys to the summer 
pastures are undertaken. The blood smeared on the door posts and lintel would 
indicate an aversion sacrifice to deal with the desert djinns or with plagues.108  
 
The feast obviously evolved when the Hebrew tribe abandoned its nomadic 
wanderings and adopted a more fixed agrarian pattern, and when the construction of 
the Temple meant that the cultic life of the nation became centred in and around 
Jerusalem. However, the feast itself, with its roots in the agricultural fertility rites of a 
wandering tribe evocatively reminded them of the night the Hebrews won their 
freedom with the passing over of the angel of death. Exodus 12 and Deuteronomy 
16:1ff connects it directly with saving history, and sees in its performance a concrete 
manifestation of Yahwehs redemptive action in history. Passover is the ultimate 
sacrifice which also powerfully calls to mind Gods action for Israel at the Sea of 
Reeds when the encamped Hebrews were caught, quite literally, between a rock and 
a hard place. Yet it remains a thoroughly historical sacrifice, a feast rooted not only in 
a cyclical fertility rite, but one which continues to remind the Jewish people both of 
the tears they shed as slaves under Pharaohs taskmasters, and their subsequent escape 
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crossing a treacherous body of water and safe passage towards the Promised Land and 
liberation.109 For celebrants of the Passover, these events were actualised and made 
present to them as if they were participants themselves, a true memorial or anamnesis, 
encapsulated in the Seder meal. For this reason, even in the Diaspora, celebrants can 
wistfully say next year in Jerusalem, next year may all be free, as a haunting 
reminder of their historical circumstance and quest for salvation through Gods direct 
intervention. 
 
Christs blood, therefore, also has a dual role: it both cleanses (as in expiation) and 
averts spiritual death being reminiscent in a more potent fashion of the blood that was 
smeared on the door posts that protected the Hebrews against the angel of death, that 
passed over their houses on the night when the Passover meal was being celebrated. 
However, the blood is in essence linked with the ritual that is associated with 
covenant making. It re-establishes and restores the relationship between God and 
man. During this act of covenantal renewal Christ is seen as the liberator, 
typologically prefigured in Moses who frees them from slavery enabling them to enter 
into a renewed friendship with God. The whole trajectory of Jesus movement 
towards the Cross is thus intended to be one that connects with this event and remind 
those present of the rescue of the slaves from bondage from Egypt. Passover was the 
Festival of deliverance from Egypt and the most basic relationship Israel had with 
their God as liberator. Passover and Covenant are intimately connected, for the 
Passover is not only the exodus feast but also the Sinai feast. Rescuing, liberating, 
renewing, recreating, sacrificing, expiating, cleansing. In other words they believed he 
was saying I am Passover, I am Moses, and I am the God liberator. I am Aaron, I am 
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the Passover lamb.110Another typological twist is with the comparison of Jesus 
Cross with that of Moses holding aloft the bronze serpent in the desert. Moses holds 
high for all to see a prophylactic devise given by God so that the people who were 
afflicted by snake bites could look upon the uplifted image and be healed. (John 3:14; 
Numbers 21:1-9). The Cross similarly counteracts the venom of the old vicious 
enemy of Christ who is depicted in the book of Revelation as the great Dragon, the 
ancient serpent who is called the Devil and Satan, the deceiver of the whole world, 
(Revelation 12:9). The Cross and the death of Christ are thus interpreted in a 
medicinal way as a healing devise provided by God as an antidote to the poisonous 
influence of the Devil.111 
However, without doubt the dominant theme that is being played out in the gospels is 
Christ as Passover, for Christ died and rose at Passover time and it is generally 
accepted that Johns chronology of events has Jesus own death coincide with the 
slaughtering of the Passover lambs at the Temple. The knives are quite literally being 
sharpened for the Passover lamb when Jesus meets his end. Although the disciples 
share a meal of unleavened bread the day before, the atmosphere is still redolent of 
Passover itself. The symbolism cannot be more graphic.112 In the other gospel 
accounts113 Jesus and his disciples keep the Passover indicating that he saw himself as 
ushering in what the Passover effected. The Last Supper is, from first to last, a 
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Passover event from which immediately follows the Passion,114 beginning with the 
agony in the garden. There was a conscious and deliberate merging of salvation 
history, today is the day of salvation.115 Chronos and Kairos meet and the time is 
one of ripeness and fulfilment. The imagery of Jesus portrayed as a lamb is clearly 
meant to trigger in the collective and atavistic memory an intimate association with 
Passover and Covenant renewal.116  
I have suggested here that the original backdrop to understanding the death of Jesus is 
Passover and the restoration of the Covenant. However, if this is the master key or 
primary hermeneutic that should be applied in the realm of soteriology it must be 
acknowledged that the language of atonement quickly shifts its ground and agenda in 
order to speak meaningfully to an increasingly non-Judaic audience. St Paul was 
writing to a people outside Palestine, Jews or Greeks who had never experienced 
sacrifice. So he uses language which has the flavour more of the law courts, juridical 
terms like acquittal or language more suited to commercial transactions like penalty 
paid. It is the idiom of the slave market where slaves receive their freedom but at a 
price paid and for a ransom traded. Behind this, however, Paul still retains the notion 
of entering into a covenant, as did the Israelites at Sinai, but now the language takes 
on a different nuance and emphasis more aptly suited to the Hellenistic world in 
which it has to function; but it is here, where the theological waters become murky, 
with the intrusion of newly forged metaphors that are at times dangerously taken out 
of context, or just taken more literally at face value than is prudent. For, It was 
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precisely at this point that the early Church Fathers lost the original background in 
Pauls thought and inserted instead a background of their own which St Paul had 
never intended to be there. They made it not a rescue operation, pure and simple, but a 
bargain driven with the devil - The devil that had played no part in the Exodus at all. 
In Exodus God had defeated Pharaoh - the Fathers had God driving a hard and 
somewhat immoral bargain with the devil; for his people.117  
 
So as Christianity makes inroads into a new Hellenistic and later Latinised culture, the 
language and imagery adopted to shed light on the atonement became further removed 
from any Passover ritual or sacrificial system from which it originated. The language  
associated with transaction, redemption, ransom and later satisfaction (and ultimately 
with a legalistic twist) came to the fore, which in itself spawned questions of what 
was the exact nature of the exchange  taking place on the Cross and to whom was the 
ransom being paid?118 This led to more exotic and extreme distortions of Jesus death 
interpreted in vicarious and penal substitution phraseology. This development 
ostensibly preserved Gods Justice at the expense of creating an anthropological 
caricature of God the Father as some sort of blood lusting potentate, where mercy and 
forgiveness retreat into the background. Christ may be the liberator being victorious 
over death but what was the objective mechanism being employed if it was not one 
still steeped in sacrifice,119even in some remote sense. Before I examine the classic 
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metaphors that were adopted by the early Fathers of the Church it will be necessary to 
excavate with greater clarity the exact nature of sacrifice itself. Jesus death may have 
been a Passover event, and a new covenant, but it still drew heavily on the notion of 
sacrifice, for Jesus did not condemn sacrifice; indeed he offered himself as a 
sacrifice, he is the paschal victim and his sacrifice is the sacrifice of the new 
covenant,120 and it is exactly to the history and meaning of sacrifice, as a premiere 
model of the atonement, that we must now turn.  
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Chapter 2.  The Enigma of Sacrifice 
 
For many to approach the Cross of Christ is to approach someone engaged in the 
heroic and noble act of sacrifice. Christ nailed to the Cross is interpreted in the 
crudest way possible as an act where an innocent man suffers for the good of others, 
or at least for some metaphysical ideal. This secular usage, divorced from any ritual or 
cultic baggage, is bound up with the notion of a costly giving up121 and in this case it 
is to give up ones life for a greater cause; for others or more ambitiously for the 
whole world;122 for greater love has no man than this, that a man lay down his life 
for his friends.123 This is not a difficult concept to grasp as it is linked to an act of 
generosity, or perhaps foolhardiness, by the immolated victim. This is as true for 
soldiers risking their lives in the heat of battle as it is for a parent devoting their life to 
the welfare of a child. The appellation sacrifice then has an immediate currency which 
has admittedly become cast away from its original religious moorings. Robert Daly 
goes as far to suggest that the popular secular concept of sacrifice doesnt reflect the 
Old and New Testament usage, and therefore leads to massive distortions particularly 
in theories of the atonement.124 However, the emotional charge that the word 
conveys is not necessarily all bad. Although the secular stress is on giving something 
up it can still evoke feelings of awe and admiration if it is an exchange for a greater 
good. Yet sacrifice is not a mechanical economic transaction but an act which 
expresses the faith that a relationship is possible between offerer and the unseen 
receiver of sacrifices. In the action of sacrifice some changes occur in the object that 
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is sacrificed (victim) i.e. death. Yet sacrifice is not primarily a death rite.125 Although 
in popular parlance, when sacrifice is considered in a religious setting, it is often 
equated with the slaughter of a victim, and invariably involves a bloody sacrifice.126 
In fact according to F.C.N. Hicks: The man in the street, and many who are more 
familiar with theology than he, would still, if they were asked to describe a sacrifice, 
suggest an altar, with a living victim bound upon it, and a priest standing over it with 
a knife in his uplifted hand.127 
                                                     
Sacrifice is a complex and fluid term difficult to navigate around but what is almost 
universally agreed upon is the basic definition that sacrifice comes from the latin 
sacrificium (sacer128 and facere) which means to make holy or sacred.129 The word 
originally implied an activity which involved making an offering to a god in order to 
sanctify, and for this reason it should be considered in its original context to be a 
term belonging to the world of cults, rituals and worship.130 St Augustine establishes 
the point when he says that sacrifice is a divine matter even when performed by 
man, for its function is to unite human beings in a relationship of friendship so as to 
secure happiness. Thus the true sacrifice is offered in every act which is designed to 
unite us to God in a holy fellowship, every act, that is, which is directed to that final 
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good which makes possible our true felicity.131 Augustine also suggested in a 
practical way that true sacrifices are acts of compassion.132 At the turn of the 
twentieth century the French anthropologists Hurbert and Mauss defined sacrifice as: 
A religious act which, through the consecration of a victim, modifies the condition of 
the moral person who accomplishes it or that of certain objects with which he is 
concerned.133 What is clear is that the religious activity of sacrifice, is an action 
designed to establish and transform ones relationship, and in some cases, even ones 
identity to the divine. Bivano suggests this by stating: My working definition of 
sacrifice in its most general theistic sense is that sacrifice is an action that seeks to 
establish or transform ones relationship with the divine, often with a material 
offering or visible ritual, whose goal is the transformation of ones own religious 
identity.134 Bivano then concentrates on a more fundamental premise still by saying 
that dedication is the core meaning of sacrifice.135  
 
However one defines sacrifice, it can be construed as an action that seeks to achieve 
something at a profoundly metaphysical level, and for this reason can be interpreted 
as a grammar or language of communication136 between the profane and sacred, a 
ladder linking earth to heaven.137 It will often involve more than the offering of 
material things where sacrifice can be personally costly138 involving the dedication 
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of the will and the gift of self.139 In most religious societies sacrifice was seen as 
efficacious and potent for it released power, the power of life itself as an enabling, 
integrating and life-giving energy.140 In the Judaeo-Christian tradition which was 
originally centred on the cult and the maintenance of good covenantal relations, 
atonement was always something achieved at the initiative of God alone. It was God 
himself who provided the ritual tackle of sacrifice as a mechanism to affect expiation 
and reconciliation. Jesus life can thus be interpreted with sacrificial overtones where 
he willingly gives himself as a dedicated self-gift,141 to God in order to secure 
humanitys salvation, which climaxes on the altar of the Cross.142 For this reason St 
Thomas Aquinas can succinctly summarise the passion of Christ as also being a true 
sacrifice and one motivated by the power of love. This gesture, this voluntary 
enduring of the passion, motivated as it was by the greatest of love, pleased God. It is 
clear that Christs passion was a true sacrifice.143 It is because Jesus is the one and 
true mediator that he alone can reconcile humanity with God. His sacrifice on the 
Cross becomes supremely a sacrifice of peace144 where he himself might be both 
the one who offered and who was offered,145 both priest and victim. 
 
The religious significance of the term, therefore, conveys a different twist or nuance 
from the secular usage. It is of a totally different calibre, being more connected with 
joy, festivity and thanksgiving,146 with the emphasis linked more with the idea of 
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giving than giving up, where the giftedness147 element comes to the fore. The word 
never connoted reluctance or deprivation or renunciation or sadness or inevitability 
grimly accepted. Sacrifices were occasions of greatest joy and festivity and 
thanksgiving, and were gladly performed as expressions of the attitude of men to their 
gods. Sacrifices were always as large as possible; the larger they could be made, the 
greater would be the accompanying joy and festivity.148 It has to be said at the outset 
that theories of the atonement that focus on the suffering, death and destruction149 of 
the victim is by and large without any scriptural foundation.150 The most primitive 
application of the term in the history of Israel connects it to the wandering tribal 
customs of the desert nomads and also with the settled habits of an agricultural 
community. A nomad would naturally offer that which was of value and in this case it 
would be something directly from their flock, whether a goat or lamb.151 Many Jewish 
tribes, however, did not identify directly with these pre-settlement desert wanderers 
but were sedentary Canaanite tillers of the soil. They offered not from their flocks but 
from the fruits of the earth. These two strands are reflected in the gift homage ideas 
that are associated with the sacrifices of Cain and Abel,152 which emphasise the 
differences in agricultural practice and what they had access to of value. The motive 
that underlies each sacrificial action here is still one of gift,153 where the purpose of 
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sacrifice is benevolent, not destructive. Sacrifice is offered from the stuff of life 
closest to the offerer, their food, their livelihood.154  
 
Scholars such as Ashby have alerted us to the fact that sacrifice in its original form is 
intrinsically wrapped up with the context of worship and the paraphernalia of ritual. 
Sacrifice involves action, drama, ritual, and worship however rudimentary or 
sophisticated. It is not merely a technique. It is always understood as being effective 
at doing something and it is creative.155 Sacrifice, therefore, was a conscious act by a 
people to affect something, a manipulation of metaphysical reality or the supernatural 
realm. It would consist in its most basic form in making an offering to a god either to 
enter into communion with that god, or perhaps to avert danger and to soothe the 
deitys anger. What is clear is that there is an implicit acceptance that some code or 
infraction had been trespassed which needed to be repaired. The sacrifice operates as 
a sort of fence-mending technique to ensure that any infringement of the relationship 
between god and the worshipper is restored and maintained. Sacrifice is 
theologically interesting because it has to do with divine persons, not just with 
impersonal forces.. sacrifice, despite its crude origins, its notion of feeding the 
gods, provides an arena for theological reflection.156 Sacrifice, a phenomenon that 
has manifested itself in most cultures, is thus essentially to do with boundary 
maintenance and the restoring of relationships with the deity. It has a communal 
function between persons. What is common to all sacrifice, no matter who practises 
it is action, action taking place between two partners, the one human the other 
superhuman. Sacrifice brings about a change and benefits the sacrificer. Sacrifice is, 
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therefore, concerned with action in relationship with communication, with 
persons.157  
 
In the ancient world the precise meaning of sacrifice is somewhat ambiguous, 
complex and fluid. Sacrifice itself had a broad application but what was germane to 
all sacrifices was that something was offered of value. In the ancient world, sacrifice 
did not simply mean slaughter of animals. It covered all forms of offering to the gods 
like the first fruits of the harvest, wine, barley, flour and so on, though slain animals 
were usually regarded as richer and better offerings.158 In Greco-Roman religions 
people had a crude understanding of what they were affecting by offering sacrifice, 
but they knew they were affecting something; for sacrifice is a practical system for 
improving the spiritual environment, originating in ancient assumptions about feeding 
and appeasing the god.159 The most generic form was the gift offering. Individuals or 
whole communities embarked in some kind of transaction where a gift essentially 
masked a bribe used to enlist the protection or favour of a particular deity. 
Throughout the history of ancient Greece people regarded sacrifices as a means of 
feeding the gods. The ordinary worshipper thought that the gods were dependent on 
sacrifices for their food. Sacrifices were thus a crude means of winning their favour, 
and were often understood as gifts offered more or less as a bribes.160 In some 
instances it highlights the extent to which there is a shared experience being 
undertaken in the banquet between the worshipper and their god. As well as 
supporting the idea of gift there is also the deeply satisfying idea that something has 
been done well, and a meal shared, on some mystical plateau. Man, literally, and 
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God, figuratively, partakes of the same feast. Sacrifice is completed in feasting; far 
from being renunciatory, sacrifice is profoundly fulfilling.161 So in other contexts, 
which were more upbeat and celebratory, religious ceremonies focused on 
communion with the god which was entered into by way of a feast. A meal was the 
central event in which the god was encountered and portions of the food offered on 
the altar. In these communion sacrifices the god was present as a sort of head of the 
family where all feasted together and the worshippers praised the greatness of the god 
and thanked him for his protection and support.162 In some instances the worshippers 
actually feasted or partook of the god himself and obviously echoes or vestiges of this 
can be seen evident in the Christian Eucharist, where early Christians were charged 
with the ghoulish practice of cannibalism or even feasting on corpses.  
 
Aversion sacrifices, steeped more perhaps in superstitious practice, sought the need to 
find ways of finding some sort of spiritual detergent to dissuade or wipe away 
pollution and the contaminating influence of forces considered unclean. It meant that 
offerings were even made to evil spirits and ghosts of the dead, as is still the case in 
some African religions. The object of the offering was to keep them as far away as 
possible from the land of the living, in order to deflect their negative influence which 
was thought to cause disease, old age and death.163 In the Temple this tactic of the 
diversion of death is most evident. Instead animals become the target for this death 
sentence that lingers inpalpably in the air, but after the destruction of the Temple the 
people themselves become the target as history has revealed. In the Temple, the 
people are forgiven and protected. There, the death that everywhere else hovers over 
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them is diverted to animals, so that while the animals die, the people are strengthened 
by their proximity to God. But everywhere else, this diversion is not permitted. 
Everywhere else, and particularly when there is no Temple, the people become the 
sacrifice, as Jewish history has shown so many times.164 This need to seek 
purification and, in particular, the use of blood as some kind of holy disinfectant is 
most strongly pronounced in the Hebrew Day of Atonement with its allied rituals. It 
indicates an underlying sense of universal sin and unworthiness coupled with the need 
to seek cultic purity which was a major psychological and religious factor that 
inspired the need for sacrifice.165  
 
A common understanding in the ancient world and one which has given rise to 
distorted atonement theologies is where the deity is perceived in anthropological 
terms. Sacrifice became not just a trade-off to enlist the support of a local deity but 
more menacingly an attempt to buy off or ameliorate a gods anger. Offering 
sacrifices here became a placation or propitiation, a sort of cosmic insurance policy in 
an attempt to keep the god happy.This is what the term propitiation means: 
appeasing and making peace with someone who is angry. Sacrificial ritual preserves 
this idea of the offering being persuasive or even coercive, but other ideas are added 
to the understanding of sacrifice. The food-offering gets described with the more 
dignified label of gift, thus emphasising respect and obeisance rather than 
manipulation.166 However, no matter what motive underlay the sacrifice, divine 
acceptance of the gift and ultimately forgiveness itself (of transgressions made) was 
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purely the gift of God. No amount of manipulation or coercion could force Gods arm. 
Forgiveness is not to be identified with atonement, propitiation or expiation, for this 
was Gods ultimate gift of personal favour.167  
 
However, it must be said that the rationale underpinning acts of sacrifice in the 
ancient world had several strands and cannot be oversimplified or reduced to one, 
even though the primary intention was to secure forgiveness and seek communion. 
Sacrifice in its complex and varied manifestations can briefly be summarised as 
follows: they are classified into a generic threefold aspect namely: gift sacrifices, 
propitiation or sin offerings and communion sacrifices.168 Whatever the motive the 
intention was of practical concern and one designed to bring about the welfare of the 
community. Sacrifice is fundamentally pragmatic in motivation, relating to issues of 
survival and well-being. In any culture, sacrificial techniques are based upon ancient 
metaphysical beliefs; with time, the ancient metaphysics are largely forgotten, but by 
then the ritual has attained such sanctity that it cannot be overthrown, though it can be 
changed. When changes are made in ritual, they come from spiritualizing 
reflection.169 Sacrifice then has an interesting evolution and has not remained static. 
Although many of these strands were evident in the practice of ancient Israel itself, it 
will now be expedient to focus on cultic practice specific to Judaism, so as to 
understand the heritage which gave rise to the Cross of Christ being interpreted in 
sacrificial terms. 
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Sacrifice in the Old Testament 
 
Sacrifice in the Old Testament has a rich and complex variety of forms which falls 
into various categories, thus indicating the sheer variety of offerings and sacrifices 
that exist existed.170 This suggests that you are not dealing with a simple rite but an 
interlocking and developing system.171 The classifications of sacrifice in this period, 
however, can conveniently be broken down into Communion Sacrifices (similar to 
those found in pagan religions) which involved feasting with the god, accompanied 
with offering praise and thanksgiving. Gift Sacrifices (or peace offerings) also found 
in pagan rites but in this context were essentially bribes whereas for the Hebrews it 
involved offerings purely of praise and tribute; after the exile priests offered a 
continual act of praise in the form of Holocausts which were burnt offerings by means 
of fire. Lastly there were the third type of sacrifice that dominated the Temple at the 
time of Christ known as Sin Offerings which were designed to ameliorate the all 
pervading need to maintain cultic purity, not only in and around the Temple daily,  
but also nationally on annual ceremonies of expiation172 so as to avert disaster. The 
prosperity of the nation depended on the removal of impurities and unintentional 
infringements of the law. Sin offerings were a God-given means of wiping away sin 
and any accidental infractions of the cult; they were not interpreted as human attempts 
to buy off the anger of God. Sin offerings can be further divided into subgroups of 
Propitiatory offerings (which were offered to placate an offended deity, where only 
traces remain in the Old Testament), Aversion sacrifices (designed to ward off the 
powers of evil, and again only traces survive in Judaism), and finally Expiatory 
sacrifices as God-given means of wiping away sin and removing pollution and were 
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thoroughly Jewish in design.173 There was perceived to be a ranking of importance 
over sacrifices where the holocaust was considered primary because it was burnt 
entirely in honour of God and nothing of it was eaten. The second rank in order of 
holiness was held by the sin offering, eaten only by the priests at the entrance to the 
temple on the same day as it was sacrificed. The peace offerings in thanksgiving were 
in third place; they were eaten the same day, but anywhere in Jerusalem.174 
 
Sacrifice has many levels of meaning yet it is fundamentally linked to an activity that 
is meant to restore good covenantal relations and the flow of propitious divine energy 
and activity. Sacrifice was meant to be costly, at times painful, but essentially was gift 
orientated and ubiquitous so as to keep open the divine means of communication as a 
guarantor of atonement. Sacrifice is one very important means of restoring the flow. 
Metaphorically, it often literally involves a flow of blood or a flow of sacrificial 
smoke. It is a destruction of that part of the self which impedes the flow and an 
abandonment of the self to that which is greater than it, the total process of self and 
significant others in their living together. To give up is often painful. Here to give up 
in sacrifice is a necessary piece of social surgery. For the Invisibles the sacrifice 
would be a gift; for men, an atonement.175 Of equal significance to the blood 
sacrifices in the early Christian mindset was the offering of incense, which had by the 
time of the New Testament become one of the most prevalent sacrificial rites 
associated with the temple. Incense became a common feature of the cultic practice, 
so much so that it was prescriptively used on a daily basis to give homage to God. 
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According to the legislation of Exodus,176 Incense was to be burned twice a day on the 
altar of incense, which stood inside the temple proper, in the Holy Place in front of the 
veil leading into the Holy of Holies. The connection of incense with prayer was 
intimately entwined with the ritual and liturgy associated with the sanctuary, a time 
where prayer could be seen to rise along with the worship of psalm singing.177 Psalm 
141, v 2 Let my prayer be counted as incense before you and the lifting up of my 
hands as an evening sacrifice, associates incense directly with the symbolism of 
prayers ascending to God, as it does in the New Testament Apocalypse.178 This 
interpretation of the incense offering became a connecting link of significance and 
continuity in the later development of a more spiritualised idea of sacrifice in post 
Temple Judaism and early Christianity.  
 
A paradigm shift during the time of transition between the Old and New Testaments 
resulted in greater importance being attributed to the right attitude or intention of the 
worshippers during any cultic act. This allied with notions of thanksgiving and praise, 
rather than just implementing the rubrics of the cult, underscored the reality that for 
sacrifice to work at all it has to be fundamentally acceptable to God. Behind this idea 
is the conviction, particularly in oriental societies, that he who accepts a gift is in 
some way bound by ties of favour to the donor. The sweet smell of the sacrifice is not 
regarded as placating the anger of God at sin, but as a symbol of the pleasure of God 
in the due discharge of his services.179 Overlooking the anthropological overtones, 
what became important was not so much how something was done but whether it was 
carried out in a spirit of obedience to Yahweh. This in itself paved the way for the 
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Law and acts of piety to occupy a more strategic position in late Judaism, even 
supplanting cultic sacrifice itself at a later date. The cult had lost its supremacy well 
before the Christian era, cultic sacrifice had in fact, if not yet in the religious 
consciousness of the people, been reduced to a non-essential position in the religion of 
Judaism. This helped make it possible for Judaism to survive as easily as it did the 
destruction of its temple.180 
 
Before considering the replacement of ritual altogether with its spiritualising and 
moralising trends, spurned on by the prophets who saw a pure heart as equal if not of 
primary importance, it is necessary to grasp just how malicious and damaging sin was 
considered to be in the cultic life of the nation. Impurity wasnt just an inconvenience 
it had the potential to contaminate everything. Impurity is taken quite literally, as a 
stain on the sacred installation and altars of the Temple needing to be removed. God 
will abandon the Temple if impurity is allowed to persist. Impurity stands for 
disorder, a kind of spiritual chaos; ritual restores purity that is order. Sacrificial ritual 
then is seen as protective, rather than propitiatory.181 Sin had a kind of spiritual 
materialism attached to it where the stain literally needed to be cleansed and removed 
for it unleashed a force that defiled the sinner, the sanctuary and the land.182 
Moreover, the sacrificial rituals preserved and guaranteed the viability of the covenant 
and the priests had a vital role in facilitating this to ensure that forgiveness was 
obtained. Without the priest there was no ritual and without ritual, no forgiveness. 
The impurity that corrupted the temples had to be cleansed, or the god would depart 
from the temple. In this regard, Israels temple religion does not differ from that of 
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Assyria, Babylon, or Canaan. This impurity was cleansed through the sacrificial cult 
and through expulsion rituals like the scapegoat rite,183 a rite which was of a 
different class and order altogether to that of sacrifice. 
 
The covenantal relationship between Israel and God was a partnership but not one of 
equals. God was wholly other, transcendent, but paradoxically amongst them in the 
midst of the Temple and enthroned in the Holy of Holies. It was this holiness and 
separateness that led to awe and a sense of trepidation where one literally had to tread 
carefully in his presence. Only the High Priest himself was allowed into the Holy of 
Holies and that was only once a year on the great feast day of the Atonement. As a 
sort of spiritual defence ritual needed to pay special attention to boundary 
maintenance, expressed in terms of purity, cleansing and separation. The priestly 
technology of cleansing and separation was a defence against intended or unintended 
provocation of the deitys wrath.184 Sin was not a private affair it was a breach of 
covenantal etiquette resulting in a rupture in harmonious covenantal relations. Sin 
impacted in a real way by upsetting the stability and fabric of community life. It was 
tantamount to a psychic earthquake and had far reaching consequences.185 It 
threatened the continued patronage of God and could alarmingly even result in God 
departing from the temple. Sin, therefore, had a pervasive influence and it could 
pollute the temple itself: Sin is a miasma that is attracted to the sanctuary. Deliberate 
sin penetrates all the way to the Ark of the Covenant in the most holy place, and to its 
lid, the kapporet. Impurity must be cleansed, principally on Yom Kipper, the Day of 
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Atonement, with a series of purification offerings, other sacrifices, and the scapegoat 
ritual.186  
 
Israel, therefore, had various strategies to cleanse and purify the temple and its 
environs, which almost bordered on an obsession. Any effective cleansing here would 
have a spiritual impact on Israel itself leading to prosperity and stability both in public 
and private life, and the only life force strong enough to affect this was blood, as the 
Levitical code stipulates.187 Clearly it is God in his mercy and forethought that 
provides the means and method to mop up these infractions in covenantal relations; it 
is God, who initiates the removal of the very sin that corrupts human beings and 
disrupts covenantal relations, by providing the remedy in the form of sin offerings, the 
vital ingredient being blood and what it represents. The Levitical texts do not treat 
the slaying of the animal as the crucial moment; they focus on the careful 
differentiation (using six different verbs) of pouring, daubing, draining, squeezing, 
sprinkling, or splashing the blood on the sacrificial altar, the incense altar, the temple 
curtain, or the mercy seat, depending on the different kinds of sin and the different 
people who sinned. This has nothing to do with punishing the animal but with the 
purifying power that lifeblood is thought to have. The animal is not killed in order to 
punish it but to get access to its blood.188 This notion that blood is such a potent life 
force capable of such mystical qualities is hard to grasp, even though it is obvious that 
any significant loss of blood can result in the loss of life itself. It may be the case that 
the life-force within blood can counteract the death-force or impurity that results from 
sin. For people of the ancient world it was a precious commodity, it was life itself, 
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once imprisoned but now released through death and the holiest thing they had access 
to. As Hicks puts it: It is not the death that atones, but the life. The death is vital to 
the sacrifice, because it sets free the blood, which is the life. But the victim is, in a 
true sense, operative, not as dead, but as alive as it had been slain.[for] the death is 
only made effective when the work of the blood begins.189   
 
What is clear is that it was the life of the sacrificed animal that was required during 
the priestly mediation and not its death; for the blood was not simply the vitalising 
principle when it pulsated throughout the animal, for it had an independent life of its 
own even when removed from the body.190 For that reason it was sacred belonging to 
God and capable of such ritualistic power. The central act involved the blood of the 
animal, poured out and smeared on the altar. For the Israelites, blood was the symbol 
of life - It was this life-bearing power of blood not the death of the animal - that 
resulted in a change (Lev 17:11). The life of the unblemished animal represented the 
power to restore the defective life of the sinner.191 More poignantly still, the blood of 
animals acted as a replacement or substitute for the blood of the sinner. There was an 
obvious note of exchange where the blood or burnt offering acted as a proxy for the 
individual who had violated the law, or who indulged in acts of cultic impurity. A 
person should realize that he has sinned against God with his body and his soul, and 
that his blood should really be spilled and his body burned, were it not for the loving 
kindness of the Creator, who took from him a substitute and a ransom, namely this 
offering, so that its blood should be in place of his blood, its life in place of his 
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life.192 Blood was also was connected to fertility and birth and  thus had an aura and 
mystic of life attached to it, which in part explained the taboos and purity laws 
associated with blood in the Old Testament,  especially those connected to menstrual 
blood.193 Blood was a vital life principal that had a sacred power of its own. As the 
anthropologist Victor Turner observes: It may be even thought to reanimate that 
which is dead while deanimating that which is alive. The fact that blood is present at 
birth as well as at slaughter gives bloody sacrifice a rebirth as well as a life-
terminating quality.194 
 
Because of bloods sacral character it was used in ritual and cult as a powerful 
cleansing agent, specifically because of its life-enhancing qualities, although used in 
different measure depending on the severity of the offence.Different levels of 
purification are spelled out in the Levitical texts for the handling of different levels of 
pollution. Hattat blood applied to the burnt offering altar purges pollution caused by 
the commoners involuntary sin; pollution caused by the high priest is cleansed by 
blood sprinkled before the curtain. Blood sprinkled on the Kapporet, or mercy seat, 
cleanses deliberate and wanton sin, and this can only be done once a year, on Yom 
Kipper.195 The essential point to grasp is that the Hebrew word for atonement Kipper 
actually means to cover, conceal or remove and something is lost in translation if this 
concept falls from view. The word hilasterion appears in Romans 3:25 and 1 John 
2:2 and 4:10 but the English translation is problematic; sometimes being rendered 
expiation or atonement. In the Septuagint hilasterion is used to refer to the lid of the 
Ark of the Covenant on the Day of Atonement, when it was covered with blood 
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(Exod.25:16). Such usage connects with the idea of atonement as covering of sin.196 
Sin then is covered up by the life in the sacrifice and when this covering up has been 
achieved the barrier preventing good covenantal relations is also removed. Moreover, 
to translate the verb Kipper as atonement197or even more technically as expiation is to 
lose the full force of its intrinsic meaning. With regard to Christ on the Cross, it is not 
always the case that crucifixion brought on excessive blood loss that resulted in death. 
As inhabitants of the ancient world knew, crucifixion was not necessarily a bloody 
death as the victims more often or not died from suffocation.198 However, for the early 
Fathers of the Church such as Tertullian blood and blood shed was crucial for 
salvation and he emphasised its positive effects: cleansing, sealing, freeing, 
protecting, restoring, vivifying, inebriating, reinstating, redeeming.199  
 
Moreover, the wounds of Christ were often depicted as doorways of access or places 
of refuge, a consolation rather than a violation as their penetration provided a means 
of entry into heaven and the reopening of the way to salvation.200 Christs blood was 
particularly efficacious, as demonstrated in the book of Revelation where the theme of 
washing in the blood of the lamb is uppermost, and so is the celebration of martyrdom 
where the garments of the martyrs, stained in their own hot blood, is then soaked and 
washed clean in Christs blood.201 Only when it is fully appreciated that bloods 
prophylactic function is to cover sin, in order to cleanse and purify, can the pitfall be 
avoided that perceives blood being used as the raw material to appease a bloodthirsty 
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deity through some brutal and juicy offering. However, the verb Kipper, can have 
another dimension included within it so as to capture the full weight of its meaning. 
Embedded within can be etymologically concealed the dual elements of both cleanse 
and ransom, and it is perhaps this that holds the fullest interpretation. In sum, 
inadvertent sin and major impurity both require sacrifice for atonement. Since both 
inadvertent sin and major impurity endanger (requiring ransom) and pollute (requiring 
purgation), sacrificial atonement must both ransom and cleanse. The verb used to 
describe this dual event is the verb and the power of the rite to accomplish both is due 
to the lifeblood of the animal.202 
 
The Day of Atonement 
 
For the Hebrews the highest feast day of the year was the Day of the Atonement, 
(Yom Kipper) this was the climax of the liturgical season resulting in the ratification 
of the covenant and the banishment of sin. Sacrifice was an inextricable part of the 
ceremony and it was the role of the King as representative of the nation to offer the 
sin sacrifice. When there was no king it fell to the High Priest (Aaron or his 
descendants) who offered the annual expiatory sacrifice.203 The Sacrifice of Day of 
the Atonement (Yom kipper) is in effect two rites, the offering of an Ox by the high 
priest for his sins and for those of the priesthood, and the ceremony of the two goats, 
chosen for their roles by lot; the one an offering for the sin of the nation and the other 
let loose for Azazel, the wilderness demon with sin laid on its head by the laying on 
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of hands204 and confession over it.205 The second goat becomes a scapegoat, whose 
destination was the wilderness synonymous with death and the forces of anti-life; but 
the logic of the Scapegoat was of a totally different order from that of sacrifice, in fact 
it is not a sacrifice at all for it sheds no blood but becomes in effect a sin carrier. 
Expulsion is the opposite of sacrifice in many ways; a curse-bearer is the opposite of 
a precious gift. Sacrifice is more theological, focused on a relationship to a deity, and 
communicated through obeisance and repentance, while scapegoat is more magical, 
retaining primitive ideas about the literal manipulation of metaphysical reality.206  
The scapegoat starts out pure but then has the sins of the nation transferred or 
transmitted onto it and as a result it becomes an object that is considered totally 
impure and unclean.  In no way could its blood be used as some form of cleansing 
agent because it became a repository for all that is corrupt, a thing cursed, and sin-
saturated blood could not cleanse a holy place. Finlan refers to this process of transfer 
as a curse transmission ritual and suggests that many cultures in the Far East used 
such expulsion rituals, either before battles or on high feast days to purge the nation of 
any defilement and disease that would militate against success.The curse 
transmission ritual involves the expulsion of an evil, a disease, or curse from the 
community by transferring it to a victim that will act as a carrier, literally taking the 
evil out of the community.207 The process involved the ritual selection, transference 
or investiture of sin and then separation and expulsion of the victim from the midst of 
the community transporting the contagion with them. It became a sort of sin bin or sin 
porter whose mere presence constituted a real threat. The cursed object as a result was 
ceremonially driven out of town or pushed over a cliff, but not before being roughly 
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treated and abused in a dramatic gesture of repulsion. This often resulted in some sort 
of mob frenzy where the goats hair was pulled and it was spat upon as a thing of 
derision. It is clear that there is a fundamental distinction to be made between 
expulsion rituals and sacrifice.208 A sacrificial animal is a gift; a curse transmission 
victim is a sin-carrier, not a gift (would one offer a gift to a wilderness demon?). The 
sacrificial animal remains pure; the scapegoat starts out pure, but is made utterly 
impure and does not rate as sacrifice. The sacrifice has its end in a solemn moment 
within the sanctuary, but the scapegoat meets its end in a frenzied mob action where it 
is driven out with wild abandon.209 What is clear is that Jesus sacrifice on the Cross 
could not simultaneously be both a sin offering and a form of scapegoating, for this 
would be a logical contradiction, a mixing of two clearly distinct and mutually 
exclusive rites; unless there is the tacit collapsing and compression of multiple 
atonement metaphors onto the Cross of Jesus to underwrite its supremacy as Gods 
preferred mechanism of salvation. Indeed, it is only the later Epistle of Barnabas, 
where the scapegoat becomes the type of Christ which increasingly becomes a more 
common motif in Christian literature, underscoring the ambiguous conflation of 
Christs sacrifice being interpreted simultaneously as both expiation and as an 
aversion.210 Thus highlighting the fact that Sacrifice could serve two such 
contradictory aims that of inducing a state of sanctity and that of dispelling a state of 
sin.211  
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The Day of Atonement then had two rituals operating but both with the intention of 
seeking purification from sin and a ratification of the covenant. The sin offering 
involving blood only dealt with inadvertent or unwilling sins, however in the New 
Testament when Christs death on the Cross is interpreted as a sin offering212 it is 
more comprehensive, conclusive and all-embracing in its efficacy. Paul in particular 
sees an interchange between the animal sacrificed with that of the sinner. The 
sacrificial victim for all intents and purposes becomes the substitute or representative 
of the sinner. When the victim dies the sin is also destroyed. This process of 
destruction is speeded up in the case of Jesus, the representative man, the hilasterion, 
and destroys himIf we have understood Pauls theology of sacrifice aright, the 
primary thought is the destruction of the malignant, poisonous organism of sin. Any 
thought of punishment is secondary.213 However, although some wish to interpret 
Jesus sacrifice as a substitutionary death,214 what Jesus represents is humanity and 
dies for all (2 Cor. 5:14) not instead of men but as man,215 i.e. as representative 
man.216 It is not so much the case of Jesus and the believer changing places in some 
forensic exchange, but rather Christ sharing our estrangement from God so that we 
might share his sonship. Morna Hooker elucidates this when commenting on salient 
Pauline texts: Christ became what we are in order that we might become what he 
is. Death, life; curse, blessing; law, liberty; slavery, sonship; sin, righteousness; 
riches, poverty. These bold sentences express Pauls conviction that Christ shares 
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fully in the human situation in order that, in him, we may share in his.217 Christians 
thus participate in his sacrificial death through baptism so as to share in the new 
creation of the resurrection. 
 
However, Christs sacrifice was understood firstly in the biblical sense as expiatory218 
and blood was used to purify and then facilitate reconciliation. It was also used to seal 
and restore the covenant, both old and new.219 What was desired was to unite Israel 
with their God, to affect communion at any cost and the way to achieve this was with 
the sin offering with its use of blood, for blood joins or unites the two parties as well 
as cleansing, it produces a pact of friendship, it endorses a contract, and the two 
become one. Indeed it is often graphically referred to as cutting a covenant often by 
using an animal as a substitute although it is the bloodshed of circumcision that 
quintessentially seals Gods covenant with his people (Genesis 17:9-14). Admittedly, 
there is a rejection of human sacrifice in the Old Testament, although there is some 
evidence to suggest that there lingers the ghost of child sacrifice which comes to light 
in the sacrifice of Isaac.220 The Akedah221 the story of the near-sacrifice of Isaac, 
demonstrates that blood of the cultic animal substitutes for the life of the community. 
The Akedah is interesting because it uncovers the primitive notion that sacrifice is an 
offering to God yet exposes the paradox of faith, or as Kierkegaard would say a 
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teleological suspension of the ethical,222 where murder is translated into a holy act. 
Yet it depicts the necessity that communion is only possible through a radical act of 
sacrifice.223 The paradox lies in the fact that life is made manifest by death, for what 
looks like a death rite is in fact an induction into the fullness of life. Blood 
symbolically representing the power of life is offered and given up, transporting both 
victim and sacrificer into the realm of the sacred and eternal present. The paradoxical 
assertion that life lies in, is made present by, is given by, death was never rejected. 
Blood encapsulated, represented, asserted, enacted it - blood shed and living, drops 
and flow, moment and eternity, violation and salvation.224 It is this life-surrendering 
as well as life-giving aspect of sacrifice that comes clearly into focus, yet God himself 
provides the means and method of sacrifice. So when Isaac asks Abraham where is 
the victim for the holocaust? the reply given is: God will provide a victim for the 
holocaust.225 Similarly this antitype is picked up in the New Testament parallel when 
Paul says: God did not spare his own Son but delivered him up for all of us.226  
 
Rabbinic interpretations on the text that relates to the Akedah are numerous, but there 
is a suggestion that Abraham is in this position, in the first instance, as a result of the 
jealousy the angels have over humanitys special relationship with God. As a result 
they make accusations against Abraham, the strongest of which is his initial failure to 
provide a thanksgiving sacrifice to God at the birth of his son Isaac.227 Commentaries 
on the text also suggests that Isaac was fully grown and as Abraham was an old man 
he asks his father to bind him first, thus demonstrating his complicity and willingness 
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to be the sacrificial victim.228 According to Kessler the Rabbis go as far to suggest 
that Isaacs blood is actually spilt drawing attention to the fact that Isaac should be fit 
for sacrifice and even freely carrying the wood that is required for the holocaust cut 
by Abraham.229 Thus the binding and sacrifice of Isaac is a forerunner or pale 
imitation of what is to be completed by Christ; for another interpretation in the 
rabbinic tradition is that the ram in the Genesis pericope is no longer a substitute for 
Isaac but is transformed into Isaac himself, and thus Isaac becomes the sacrificial 
lamb, and to all intents and purposes, it is considered as if he had been sacrificed.230 
The gospel parallels were accentuated in the patristic era underscoring that the wood 
that Isaac carried for sacrifice was a prototype for Jesus carrying the wood of the 
Cross,231 where like Isaac he is bound in the Passion232 and the identification with 
Jesus as the ram is most strong in the gospel of John when the Baptist says: Behold, 
the lamb of God, who takes away the sins of the world.233 This typological 
prefiguring became part of Christian folklore when it was also contrived that the 
mountain on which Isaac was sacrificed was the same one on which Calvary was 
centred.234  
 
The atmosphere or backdrop for both was a covenantal setting where blood binds both 
parties. In lavish abundance the sacrificial phraseology of the Old Testament is 
applied to Christ. The rich sacrificial language that is studded throughout the Old 
Testament is now copiously applied anew to Him because the death of Christ draws to 
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itself all that sacrificial imagery associated with the atonement.235 He is the Lamb of 
God which takes away the sin of the world (John 1:29). He is our Passover (1 
Cor.5:7). He is the propitiation for our sins (1 John 2:2, 4:10).He gave Himself on 
our behalf an offering and a sacrifice to God of an odour of a sweet smell (Eph 5:2). 
He made peace through the blood of His Cross (Col. 1:20); and His blood cleanses us 
from all sin (1 John 1:7).236 Sacrifice, then, was the most solemn binding of the 
covenant both in the Old and New Testaments; it removed danger, cleansed sin and 
restored Israel and the people of God to right relationship. It brought life, joy, 
liberation and peace. For Sacrifice is neither liturgically or theologically expiation 
alone; it leads to reconciliation. Cleansing sin and making further communication 
possible; the purpose is communion. The community feast is a time for serving and 
meeting God.237 In fact, not to be in covenant and right relationship is to court 
alienation, exile and death. Yet the forgiveness that is transmitted through any 
atonement ritual is always and at every time the gift and initiative of God, where it is 
always God who supplies the means of expiation through the mechanism of sacrifice. 
Ultimately the Cross is the supreme act of sacrifice because the Cross is understood 
as Christs offering of himself to the Father, and his offering is understood to be made 
effective by his death. He is the Priest and the Victim.238 
 
Sacrifice shifts its ground; there is a fundamental seismic shift with the sacking of the 
Temple in Jerusalem AD 70 which effectively brings a halt to the sacrificial system. 
Yet embedded within Judaism it is a polemic and dialectic which effectively allows 
for the transition and survival of sacrifice in another form. The parts of Hebrew 
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literature most closely associated with the daily cultic life of the Temple were the 
psalms that accompanied worship. These ironically represented an alternative and 
opposing strand of tradition to sacrifice. The psalmody that accompanied the 
processions in the Temple richly celebrated the fact that prayer, praise and repentance 
were of a more authentic and vital concern than the trappings of the cult. The 
psalmody in the midst of the Temple provided a necessary corrective to the 
mechanical following of the rubrics of sacrificial worship alone.239 To a certain extent 
Israels rabbis accepted the destruction of the Temple because they knew that the 
sacrificial liturgy was not ended, but rather would continue, quite literally, in Israels 
life and flesh.240 The prophets had always been critical of a mindless non-reflective 
application of ritual which failed to take into account the spirit in which sacrifice was 
meant to be undertaken. More important still was the motive of the offerer and their 
purity of heart. Corruption and double standards were castigated in their rhetoric. If 
the cult was used in a spirit of hypocrisy and in a mechanistic way it was denounced. 
Prophets stressed that the sacrificial system was useless without moral virtues, they 
insisted on the superiority of justice, mercy and love to all forms of material 
offering.241 This moralising influence of the prophets acted as a corrective to abuses, 
where the wisdom literature, the law and the psalms testify to this end.242 The whole 
thrust of their rebuke was to reform and correct the abuses, not to abolish sacrifice 
altogether. However, with the end of the Temple and the destruction of its ritual 
tackle, sacrifice as a phenomenon had abruptly ground to a halt. Yet, within the 
tradition, starting with the polemic of the prophets, lay dormant the seeds of its own 
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recovery but this time in a far more spiritualized form. The rabbis were able to 
preserve the Jewish religion by drawing on their own heritage. Rabbi Joshua felt 
moved to lament: Woe to us for the place where the sins of Israel were expiated is 
destroyed, but Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai was able to reply: We still have a means 
of expiations of equal value - the practice of kindness, for it is said I will have 
kindness not offering.243 
 
Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai also taught that: prayer, charity and penitence take 
predominance instead of sacrifice, and it was from the excavation of this tradition 
and the utilising of prophetic texts and the psalms that gave legitimacy to replacing 
physical sacrifice with a sacrifice of a pure heart. Acts of charity, prayer, fasting and a 
broken and contrite spirit became of equal value. Indeed Christianity itself emerged 
from the rabbinic strand of Judaism rather than the cultic, and by allowing the 
dominance of law above ritual it easily gave way to the spiritualising of sacrifice. 
Prayer and virtue rather than sacrifice became a meaningful offering to God. The 
synagogues had prepared the way for the survival of Judaism after the destruction of 
their central religious shrine. The long-standing tradition that morality was more 
important than sacrifice, was to become extremely important to early Christianity as a 
spiritualizing of sacrifice.244 There was thus an emergence of a clear tradition which 
delighted in the abolition of blood sacrifice, itself facilitated by the demolition of the 
Temple in AD 70. This supplanting of the ritual associated with the Temple, and the 
slaughterhouses of its precincts, with the more contemplative form of prayer and 
ethical observance, inevitably came to be seen as a more preferable and purer way of 
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communion with God. It was essentially a service from the heart rather than being 
something reliant on the cultic priesthood and their bloodbaths.245  
 
Prayer and thanksgiving  the spiritualization of sacrifice 
 
For Christians, the rejection of pagan sacrifice had always been a priority, they had 
declined food offered to idols being sold in the market place, they had even resisted 
the burning of incense to pay homage and allegiance to the emperors, so keen were 
they not to compromise and offer sacrifice that they actually became despised and 
mistrusted for their alleged atheism which left them open to attack and persecution.246 
However, sacrifice in its primitive form began to decline, for the Greek and Roman, 
public sacrifices had long since become discredited in the eyes of intelligent people, 
while Hebrew sacrifices belonged to the past. With the Jerusalem Temple destroyed, 
never to be rebuilt, and even Passover, minus its lamb looked more like a banquet 
than a sacrifice.247 The way forward for Christianity was to emphasise that the 
sacrifice of praise and thanksgiving, in effect a life of prayer, was considered to be an 
equally acceptable sacrifice to God. The life-style of the Christian had sufficient 
asceticism built within it for it to be considered a sacrifice in its own right. Indeed St 
Paul encouraged Christians to offer spiritual sacrifices248 and to be built up into a 
spiritual house, the new Temple. Late Judaism was able to adapt to the new situation 
without the Temple and early Christianity, from which it emerged, was a logical 
continuum of this process. In summary, spiritualization describes the transformation 
and eventual abandonment of sacrifice, through substitution, moralizing, 
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interiorization, metaphor, rejectionsism, and philosophic reflection that shifts the 
focus of religion toward spiritual transformation.249  
 
However, this was not the only development that could be brought to bear in 
unravelling the enigmatic knot of sacrifice. Martyrdom itself was a hermeneutical 
devise for shedding light on sacrifice. A heroic death could operate as a substitute for 
sacrifice where suffering could potentially atone for sins in a vicarious fashion. This 
development was a tradition that was already emerging within Judaism. When late in 
the Old Testament period belief in the resurrection of the dead began to spread, the 
primitive idea that suffering and death is a punishment was broadened to include the 
idea that by suffering one could atone for his own sins. Then faced with the enigma of 
the suffering of the just, the idea of the just man atoning vicariously for Israel became 
common.250 However, this belief was unlikely to precede pre-Christian Judaism, and 
although the classic text on vicarious suffering is utilised from Isaiah 13:53 and 
especially 53:12: he bore the sins of many; it is in fact a unique text which stands 
alone. However, Christians cashed in on this text, bolstering their interpretation of 
martyrdom, whilst Judaism often avoided commenting on it.251 Later, under pressure 
from anti-Christian controversies rabbis often interpreted the death of Moses and the 
Akedah as having actual atoning value. Interestingly, whatever soteriological 
significance was claimed by the Christians for Jesus Christ, the Jews tended to claim 
for Moses and Isaac.252  
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In fact it was the Maccabean martyr theology which proved the richest seam to quarry 
from pre-Christian sources for the idea of a vicarious death.253 The tradition that a 
martyrs death could expiate sin was the earliest positive means of understanding the 
death of Christ. The martyr saw himself as participating in the atoning sacrificial work 
of Christ.254 Judaism, however, was far more reluctant with the idea, whilst the early 
Christian Church embraced it with relish. The concept of self-surrender was an 
emotive submerging of oneself into the life-enhancing power of God, where ones 
death blends and is subsumed into a vital communion with the living God. 
Communion with God is not only life-giving; it is also life-taking, since our lives are 
owed to God, as expressed by Israels sacrificial laws. Authentic communion with 
God will include this life-surrendering aspect, because in surrendering ourselves to 
God we receive his life-giving power, rather than our insubstantial claims to 
autonomy, as the basis of our lives. In the terrible danger of sacrifice, dying to 
ourselves, we live in communion with God.255 This idea of immolation and offering 
oneself up was reinforced with symbolism connecting Christs death to the Pasch or 
Passover. Reference was made to the way the Passover lamb was prepared with it 
being placed on the spit in a cruciform fashion and, the hyssop being evocative of the 
blood daubed on the lintel of the door posts at Passover.256 Christs death was thus 
most definitely seen in the context of Passover, which did not have any notions of 
penal satisfaction attached to it, ideas quite foreign to the Old Testament. Yet, it can 
be affirmed without hesitation that the idea of vicarious substitution is indeed one of 
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the many ideas that grew up around the Old Testament Pasch. It provided the natural 
background for the New Testament idea of Christs vicarious sacrificial death.257  
 
This in itself merged with the other atonement tributary of Jesus death being 
interpreted as a sin offering which meant the coalition of the two most powerful rites 
associated with atonement. It illustrates the conviction of the early Church that the 
Old Testament especially its soteriological institution was both fulfilled and 
superseded in the person of Jesus Christ. For the Passover and the sin offering were 
the two rites which the Jews of New Testament times associated most closely with 
redemption and forgiveness.258 Christs death on the Cross, in this context, can 
legitimately be seen as a sacrifice;259 where his death or rather offering of his life back 
to the Father was interpreted by the merging of these various soteriological currents. 
The sacrifice of the Cross is the fulfilment of the two national sacrifices of Israel, the 
Passover and the sin offering in the Day of Atonement.260 The combination of 
Passover with the Day of Atonement  then allied with the vicarious death of a martyr 
(and the potency of Jesus blood through his divine nature) had far greater efficacy 
than all the preceding sacrifices of the Old Testament put together. What is important 
to note is the sheer complexity of Sacrifice as a concept. The various strands that form 
an outcrop at various points in Israels cultic history, and then again in the New 
Testament strata, are compressed together to produce the richest of all seams which 
are directed to worship and the removal of that which impedes communion. The full 
context of sacrifice, in other words, envisions expiation, purification, restitution, 
complete self-gift, and thankful communion. In and through this regular and multi-
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faceted sacrificial liturgy, the communion of Gods people with God is liturgically 
attained in a mode that takes sin seriously and that has, at its core, dispossessive 
thanksgiving to the Creator.261 
 
The only New Testament book that deals with the subject of sacrifice directly is the 
Letter to the Hebrews and the whole thrust of this document is to say that all sacrifices 
have been summed up and superseded by Christ. Hebrews portrays Jesus as the High 
Priest who also offers himself as a sacrifice, replicating in himself the basic 
requirements of sacrifice and acting as a means of purification and entering the 
heavenly sanctuary with his own blood262 which is infinitely more effective and life 
giving. Yet on this occasion he also surpasses and perfects the Old Testament criteria 
offering a once and for all sacrifice, thereby effectively abolishing the old system.263 
The drama of Jesus sacrifice is played out in the familiar theatre of the Jewish ritual 
system, but one which reaches its climax and definitive conclusion in his death, where 
a new covenant is established by building on the foundations of the old.264 Yet, there 
is no indication in the letter that suffering is an end in itself, or that God demands 
suffering or death in payment for sin. Hebrews remains within the general boundaries 
of our review of Old Testament practices, i.e. sacrifice relates to purification for sin 
and is not a payment to appease.265 It is interesting to note that Hebrews repeats the 
rabbinic formula that without the shedding of blood there is no forgiveness of 
sins.266 What Hebrews teaches is precisely the eternity of the sacrifice,267 its once 
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and for all character without its need to be repeated. For Christs death was the 
fulfilment of all the expiatory rites of the Old Testament his blood the ultimate means 
of purification.268 The notion of the continuing sacrifice of Christ is encompassed 
through his priestly and ongoing intercessory role in heaven.269 Jesus gives his life in 
a spirit of loving obedience to his Father which elevates it to the level of atoning 
significance. If Jesus had met his end in a more conventional way by dying quietly in 
his bed or through a tragic accident, his death would not have had such redemptive 
force. Thomas Aquinas declares God can be propitiated only by an offering of 
homage that is due to God. His sacrifice is received by God as sufficient for the sins 
of the world because it is offered in pure love and obedience by the divine/human 
agent of salvation; because Jesus is human, he can give his life; because he is divine, 
his sacrifice is sufficient for all.270 Although on the part of those who put Christ to 
death, the passion was a crime; on the part of Christ, who suffered out of love, it was 
a sacrifice. And that is why Christ himself is said to have offered this sacrifice and not 
those who slew him.271 
 
Hebrews takes for granted the knowledge of the sacrificial system which would have 
been familiar to Jewish converts. Yet as Christianity fanned out through the empire 
colliding with gentile cultures this connection is lost. It is here that alternative 
strategies and metaphors for understanding the significance of the Cross are imported, 
which later develop in some instances into full blown penal substitutionary theories. 
The early church once cut off from its Jewish roots lost the Jewish outlook and 
presuppositions and very naturally pagan ideas and explanations were imported into 
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the interpretation. Ideas of propitiation or placating of Gods anger were introduced 
to explain how Christs sacrifice dealt with sin.272 However blood atones because of 
the life it contains273 and the verb kipper (to atone) has the nuanced interpretation of 
to cover or expiate (perhaps connected to the Arabic Kafara)274 to dedicate ones life 
(as a sort of physical prayer,275 or gift276) and also ransom.277 The whole pattern and 
texture of Jesus life was sacrificial. A life that demonstratively radiated divine love, 
which climaxed in the self-gift of himself to his Father for his brethren, thereby 
underscoring the pattern of life that should be adopted by the disciple. By this we 
know love that he laid down his life for us: and we ought to lay down our life for our 
brethren.278 For the sacrifice of Christ is more than an atoning sacrifice, it was a 
sacrifice of worship and obedience279 that  reflected the very principal which is 
present at the very heart and centre of the life of the Trinity. 280 For the sacrifice of 
the Son presupposes the co-sacrificial love of the entire Holy Trinity,281 where there 
is the perpetual perichoresis of mutual self-gift of fertile love that eternally flows 
between each member of the Godhead.282 It can thus be construed that God, who is 
revealed in Christ, is continually sacrificing himself in the kenotic act of creation and 
the work of redemption through his Son.283 Yet it was the two ancient Jewish feasts, 
the Passover and the Day of Atonement and their merger in the early soteriological 
mindset of early Christianity that had served so well in interpreting the death of 
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Christ. The meaning predominant in both was that of an aversion sacrifice, the 
removal of sin, protection from sin, death and the Devil, the escape from slavery to 
sin and the powers of evil.284 The author of the Hebrews also picks up this motif of 
defeat of death and the Devil, but not through some transaction, payment, or ransom 
but by defeat through victory. Since therefore the children share in the flesh and 
blood, he himself likewise partook of the same nature, that through death he might 
destroy him who has the power of death, that is, the Devil, and deliver all those who 
through fear of death were subject to lifelong bondage.285 Indeed, it is the Fathers of 
the Church who subsequently makes theological raids on such imagery that results in 
the Devil being perceived in more mythological terms and of holding humankind to 
ransom; and it is to the theme of victory over death and the Devil, rather than sacrifice 
that we must now turn, particularly as we have just ascertained that the verb Kipper 
(atonement) can also communicate the lexical thrust of ransom as well expiate. 
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Chapter  3.  Ransom and Rescue 
 
Sacrifice emerged from the religious crucible of cult and although in its original 
context it has an undeniably positive, life enhancing character it also carries along 
with it, albeit in the contemporary psyche, a negative shadow which reeks of death. It 
is this pejorative undercurrent which disables sacrifice from operating as a metaphor 
that effectively transports its meaning across the threshold of the sacred towards the 
secular world. The intrinsic efficacy of sacrifices no longer convinces the modern 
mind, and contemporary enquiries are entitled to something satisfactory with which to 
replace the ancient convictions about blood sacrifice.286 The mechanism of salvation 
that is operative on the Cross, therefore, may not be immediately transparent but what 
is achieved is nothing less than the total emancipation of the human person from the 
forces of sin and death. The Cross, itself a machine of death, paradoxically becomes 
the supreme iconic and totemic symbol of freedom and victory. The death struggle 
has somehow been transfigured into the instrument of freedom and life. His cosmic 
myths of divine combat have pictured the champion as pierced, wounded, even slain 
but emerging victorious. His records of kingdoms and empires have told of a heroic 
substitute who bears the ultimate penalty of the social law in order that the 
condemned may be set free.287  
 
The New Testament authors when they refer to Christs death as a sacrifice are 
relatively silent on the causal link that is operating between the destruction of death 
and the liberation of humanity, merely repeating it as an accepted formula.288 
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However, embedded in the Pauline corpus is a nascent view of the Cross as being 
triumphant over the forces of evil. The Cross is seen as a weapon that disarms and 
defeats the cosmic powers whilst simultaneously operating as a celestial battering 
ram, forcing open the gates of paradise. The Cross seen as a weapon of cosmic 
warfare and triumph, is a theme well utilised by the earliest Christian polemists 
having a long and distinguished rhetorical career. What the Christian evangelist has 
ever been concerned to proclaim is that such an event in space and time received its 
altogether definitive and final enactment when the Son of God willingly exposed 
himself to the hosts of evil on Golgotha-cosmic and social, personal and 
psychological; further that the necessary sequel of Golgotha, expressed in the 
Resurrection event, has opened the gate of everlasting life.289 It is to this notion of 
the Cross defeating evil through the victorious Christ, with the ensuing theories of 
ransom and rescue, that will now be the subject of our enquiry. 
 
The notion of a heroic death, the sacrificial giving up of ones life to further a cause or 
save a nation was not unfamiliar to the ancient world. Indeed the Maccabean martyrs 
had already set a precedent that their lives would be a substitute for the sins of the 
nation, thereby preserving the good of Israel. Their valiant lives became an acceptable 
offering of redemptive value, their blood purifying and operating as some sort of 
ransom for sin. This concept of the noble or effective death already had an acceptable 
lineage and was not alien to the society of the day. The idea of Christ dying for others 
could quite easily be placed in this category without alarming sensibilities, for the 
notion of a heroic death as a holy sacrifice was instantly understood. The language of 
dying for ones people or ones cause became familiar to the ears of everyone in the 
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Hellenistic world, being a respected literary and philosophical concept. The rhetoric 
of a noble death enters into Hellenistic civic cults, courtroom arguments, funerary 
speeches, and pep talks by soldiers.290 However, Pauls usage has more profound 
ramifications even though it is inextricably linked to the concept of transaction and 
the buying back of slaves. Paul is a spinner of metaphors and has a pragmatic streak 
to ensure that the gospel is universally embraced, and thus has no qualms about 
commandeering language from another domain. Metaphors imported from the slave 
market, such as redemption, could easily find themselves in juxtaposition with the 
more cultic language of sacrifice and scapegoat. Paul seems eager to combine 
several models for describing the death of Christ, each of which speaks of a 
transaction. The martyrdom or cultic death amounts to a redemption payment. The 
transactional nature of slave-redemption is conflated with sacrifice in its aspect of gift 
or payment to God. Martyrdom, too, is holy like a cultic act and also worth something 
in Gods eyes (redeeming). Scapegoat joins the mixed image, bringing out the themes 
of transfer and expulsion of sin.291  
 
The utilisation of a metaphor such as ransom then should not cause much surprise 
being a familiar category employed in the culture of the day. Law and order was the 
responsibility of the Roman Empire and roads were policed by soldiers for which 
many travellers benefited, but banditry and hostage taking were not uncommon. 
Ransom was a fact of life for many and a last resort in moments of dire straits. The 
concept of ransom was also part of everyday life at the time when theologians were 
using the Christus Victor model to explain atonement. In spite of the efforts of the 
Roman emperors to establish peace and order, marauding gangs roamed the roads, 
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capturing travellers and demanding a ransom payment for their release. Slaves lived 
in bondage but could be redeemed and freed for a price.292 However, what is first 
used as a metaphor of convenience later becomes petrified into a model that 
constitutes a system in its own right. Many of the metaphors used by Paul jostle for 
position but the metaphor of redemption crystallises out into something more abiding 
and monolithic. Looking at  the Pastorals and at other Deutero-Pauline literature, we 
see that Pauls metaphors get turned into doctrinal formulas, with sacrifice and 
redemption conjoined, justification subordinated, and scapegoat and adoption fading 
out. Pauls subtleties are lost on his successors who fuse together and freeze his 
metaphors. Redemption becomes the controlling figure; even sacrifice is understood 
as redemption.293 
 
The theme of buying back or rescuing hostages from some abductor begins to take on 
a significant pulse beat, the rhythm of which is picked up by many succeeding Church 
Fathers. In the New Testament, texts become littered with ransom and redemption 
terminology.294 Although Paul himself is more mercenary and relaxed in the usage of 
metaphors, being comfortable in switching from one to the other depending on his 
audience, the notion of rescue is a model that takes on precedence in other writers. 
For Paul, his soteriological concern induces him to conflate metaphors, but all work 
together to underwrite the salvific career of Jesus that climaxes in the duplex 
movement of Cross and Resurrection and ultimate victory. Pauls soteriology is 
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complex and multi-layered and even has suggestions in primitive form of a whiff of  
penal substitution, but this should not be wrenched out of context and caricatured so 
as to obscure the more dominant view; notably of Jesus as a sin bearer which 
exchanges a curse for a blessing and sin for righteousness. Neither should it be 
allowed to obscure the dimensions of cosmic rescue and typological fulfilment. 
Christ is martyr-rescuer, punishment-bearer, and promise-fulfiller, emphasising that 
God had always intended to save all humanity, not just Israel... Jesus role, then, for 
Paul was heroic, tragic, and triumphant.295  
 
Christus Victor  The classic model 
 
It was the Lutheran Pastor Gustav Aulen in his seminal work Christus Victor who 
recovered from the tradition the more primitive and pristine hermeneutic of the Cross 
being seen as a victory; and this has even been described as the ultimate metaphor. He 
states categorically: though it is expressed in a variety of forms, not all of which are 
equally fruitful, there can be no dispute that it is the dominant idea of the Atonement 
throughout the early Church period. It is also in realitythe dominant idea in the 
New Testament.296 Aulen is right to take cognizance of the biblical and patristic data 
that is rich in language of conflict and warfare, and right to remind us that this should 
not be mitigated or tidied up.The biblical imagery of divine warfare and the 
metaphors of ransom and of victory are pervasive in scripture, and we should neither 
ignore them nor domesticate them. A biblical perspective requires a relative cosmic 
dualism that affirms real warfare, both in Christs life and in ours, while at the same 
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time insisting on the ultimate sovereignty of God.297 Indeed, this interpretation of the 
atonement (according to Aulen) reigned supreme for over a thousand years only being 
eclipsed later by the Latin or legalist view begun with Tertullian, and later reaching its 
zenith with Anselm and his famous theory of satisfaction.  
 
This juridical outlook, with its accompanying notions of merit and penance, 
dominated the western Church from then on. Jesus is defeated and dies the inglorious 
death on a public cross. Yet, paradoxically, he later emerges as one victorious and 
vindicated; even going so far as to rescue those held captive by the devil in the 
underworld, like prisoners of war being released at the cessation of hostilities. Aulen 
gave prominence to this theory because he considered it to be the classical teaching of 
Christian antiquity, which had been overshadowed since the Middle Ages by 
Anselms theory of satisfaction.298 However, other scholars have also seen the 
political significance of empire being a significant force in the emergence of this 
model. Like tectonic plates that grind together, the power politics of the day thrusts up 
a new structure. J. Denny Weaver argues that: we must understand the historical 
matrix of Church confronting empire as influencing the development of the Christus 
Victor motif of the atonement, and also the rise of the Constantinian synthesis of 
church and empire as causing the abandonment of the Christus Victor model as the 
explanation of the Atonement.299  
 
Aulen also referred to the classic view as the dramatic, having the hallmarks of a 
cosmic shoot-out or warfare between God and the forces of evil. This type of view 
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may be described provisionally as the dramatic. Its central theme is the idea of the 
Atonement as a Divine conflict and victory; Christ-Christus Victor-fights the tyrants 
under which mankind is in bondage and suffering, and in Him God reconciles the 
world to himself.300 Certainly in the early Church, belief in the pervading presence of 
evil spirits and the angelic realm was something more or less taken for granted. The 
desert Fathers, and other rugged pioneers of spiritual combat from St Anthony to 
Evagrius Ponticus, were well versed in the art and wiles of the evil one. The theme of 
combat with the Devil even becomes codified in the rule of St Benedict.301 The 
emergence of the Christus Victor theme was, therefore, a natural development of this 
psychic backdrop or belief in Satanology. The cosmology of that era also led people 
to understand conflicts on earth as related to and intertwined with conflict between 
celestial powers. It is not surprising that Christians framed their discussion of the 
Cross and resurrection in terms of a cosmic conflict between God and the forces of  
evil, with the resurrection sealing Jesus Christs victory over sin, the Devil and 
powers of evil.302 The advantage of this system is that it takes seriously the insidious 
reality of evil and sin that cannot be dismissed as mythological constructs on which to 
pin psychological or political realities. The notion of sin is not just objective, but also 
highly personal. Thus the classic type can escape the criticism that it views the 
bondage of sin as an abstract, impersonal force. Moreover, the classic view holds to a 
broad understanding of sin. It is not just transgression of the law but has to do with the 
evil powers of death, the Devil, law, and the curse.303Salvation is a drama and 
cosmic event, a battle that results in an act of restoration or at-one-ment where God 
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reconciles the world to himself and in so doing is himself reconciled. Seen from this 
side, the triumph over the opposing powers is regarded as a reconciling of God 
himself; he is reconciled by the very act in which He reconciles the world to 
himself.304  
 
Although God is victorious, Aulen himself accepts the limitation of this cosmic drama 
where it can be seen that it plunges God and his universe into a titanic and dualistic 
struggle. The background of the idea is dualistic: God is pictured as in Christ 
carrying through a victorious conflict against the powers of evil which are hostile to 
his will. This constitutes Atonement, because the drama is a cosmic drama, and the 
victory over the hostile powers brings to pass a new relation, a relation of 
reconciliation, between God and the world.305 Although a clear advantage here is that 
salvation is understood from first to last as a work of God (God as warrior) it can also 
be caricatured as being too truimphalistic, mythological and mitigating of the 
humanity of Jesus. A common criticism of Aulens book is that it advocates too 
triumphalistic a view of Atonement and fails to emphasise enough the human and 
even tragic elements of the story..an examination of the biblical material shows that 
Aulen is right to speak of a victory, but that it is not merely a divine victory. The 
victory is at once human and divine.306 Some scholars have accused Aulen of flirting 
with Docetism when he suggests that the primary focus has to be on the action that 
God takes in the redemptive drama. Yet, the Christus Victor theme posits a close 
connection between the Incarnation and the Atonement, because the Atonement is the 
work of God Incarnate. God steps down to bring about reconciliation; people do not 
bring about their own salvation. Without denying the true manhood of Christ, the 
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classic idea emphasises that it is God who in Christ reconciles the word to himself.307 
Naturally, the theory itself can be exposed as an elaborate construct on a flimsy 
foundation. If the searchlight of rationalism and the forensic tools of science are 
brought to bear the theory can evaporate like a will-o-the-wisp. If we depersonalise 
the influence of evil, and demythologize the armies of Satan battling under the 
banners of darkness, or set it all aside as poetic elaboration of the opposition between 
good and evil, then at the purely rational level little is left of the theory.308  
 
The Christus Victor model has many strengths but also many weaknesses, however, to 
understand why the model was so serviceable and destined to become such a major 
player in the soteriological language of the first millennium, it will be necessary to 
look at how various early Fathers endorsed and developed the theme. What all have in 
common is the recognition of the hegemony that the Devil has over the human 
situation. The demonic has surreptitiously gained control over the human person 
ensnaring them in a web of sin and deceit from which they struggle in vain to be 
freed. Many of the Church Fathers also looked at the Christus Victor theme not so 
much from the perspective of sin and punishment but more from that of slavery and 
freedom, Human beings were not primarily the perpetrators of violence but were first 
of all the victims of satanic tyranny.309 The theme itself has two main variants with 
degrees of emphasis as Finlan points out. The Christus Victor branch subdivides into 
two: namely the ransom theory, in which the Devil was tricked into thinking it had 
gained power over the Son by killing him, but God triumphs by raising him from the 
dead and in the process defeats the Devil whilst cheating him of his captives; and 
secondly the cosmic battle version, that stresses Christs warrior status and his 
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resurrection which ultimately conquers evil.310 One of the early Church Fathers to 
utilize the ransom theory and also develop such a panoramic view of Christs work 
involving descent into our realm to bring about rescue is Irenaeus.311 On closer 
inspection, as we shall see, his theological system is more intriguing and 
evolutionarily radical than it first appears. 
 
Irenaeus appropriation of the Ransom Theory and its thousand years 
supremacy 
 
Indeed, so architecturally significant is the edifice of Irenaeus theological and 
anthropological construct that Robert Grant in the opening chapters of his book 
Irenaeus of Lyons refers to Irenaeus as the most important Christian controversialist 
and theologian between the apostles and the third century genius Origen312 He 
built up a body of Christian theology that resembled a French Gothic Cathedral, 
strongly supported by columns of biblical faith and tradition, illuminated by vast 
expanses of exegetical and logical argument, and upheld by flying buttresses of 
rhetorical and philosophical considerations from the outside.313 One of Irenaeus 
great insights was his theory of recapitulation which sees Christs salvific career as a 
progressive and dynamic achievement resulting in our own deification or theosis. For 
Irenaeus, Atonement is not simply a salvage mission, rescuing something after it has 
gone horribly wrong, it is much more profound than this. He is the first theologian 
after Paul, however, to seriously entertain the notion of ransom, and this Ransom 
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theory of Irenaeus became, and for nearly a thousand years continued to be, the 
dominant orthodox traditional theory on the subject. The details of the transaction 
with the Devil vary considerably in different writers.314 It is his contribution to the 
soteriological structure of the Church that makes a serious analysis of his work so 
crucial. 
 
The whole concept of transaction and ransom obviously raises the question if 
humanity is enslaved to whom was the ransom being paid, God or the Devil? The 
most common answer was to the Devil and it was Origen of Alexandria who first 
developed a detailed theory of how Jesus was a ransom payment to the evil one: To 
whom did he give his life a ransom for many? Assuredly not to God, could it then be 
to the Evil One? For he was holding fast until the ransom should be given him, even 
the life of Jesus; being deceived with the idea that he could have dominion over it, 
and not seeing that he could not bear the torture in retaining it.315 According to 
Origen, once Jesus was in His charge the penetrating light of Christs divinity, now 
revealed, was such an unbearable contradistinction to the Devils own being, that he 
had no choice but to release him and all his captives. Christ in a sense carries heaven 
around with him wherever he goes even, and most especially, when he trespasses into 
the realm of the dead. St John Chrysostom says that, upon Christs death, the Sun of 
Righteousness descended and shed light upon (the darkness of Hades) and made 
Hades into heaven. For where Christ is, namely there is heaven.316 Conversely, the 
Devil carries Hell around with him as some diabolic train. It is highly significant that 
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Bede who, no doubt, believed in a local Hell, is able with equal facility to consider 
Hell as an act. In this sense, the Devil, even when he leaves the Hell which is a place 
carries his Hell everywhere he goes.317 What is significant in the ransom theory is 
that the Devil is presented as being conquered and even cheated of his ransom, where 
God uses tactics and a stratagem similar to that of the Devil, but with the sole 
intention of manoeuvring the devil into a position where he is effectively hoisted by 
his own petard. It was Origen then who took up Irenaeus Ransom theory and who 
was in turn responsible for stamping the theory on much of the theology of the East 
and West, emphasising the strategy in which the Devil was outmanoeuvred and 
outwitted.  
 
For Origen the existence of good and evil spirits was not some literary invention but a 
real and present concern to Christian and Pagan alike. Origen sees Christ as the 
rescuer who enters the Devils lair. He (Christ) having become free among the dead 
and stronger than the power of death and so much stronger than death, that all who 
will amongst those who are mastered by death may also follow him (i.e. out from 
Hades, out of deaths domain) death no longer prevailing against them for everyone 
who is with Jesus is unassailable by death.318Origens soteriology is rooted in a 
cosmic battle where the resurrection is the trigger that releases the surge in divine 
energy, which transfigures and transforms the battle lines from within the enemys 
camp. The glory of Christ in His descent is that very resurrection light shining in the 
underworld, infusing the holy dead with the light of glory. This covert victory by 
stealth results in the restoration of the divine image in the human person and their 
ultimate divinisation. Christ defeated the Devil by rising from the dead and freeing 
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the spirits in prison (1 Peter 3:19)319 in the Devils realm. The Resurrection is at the 
centre of his theology; Christ and his Resurrection are life-giving fountains from 
which salvation springs. Justification means believers are really made righteous by 
Christ not just acquitted because of him and even goes beyond this: Christians can be 
transformed into the likeness of Christ.320 This progressive justification and 
sanctification is typical of a Catholic notion of deeper transformation and ontological 
change towards holiness, rather than the human person having holiness merely 
attributed or reputed to them.321  
 
Deception and Gregory of Nyssa 
 
Perhaps the best example of one of the Church Fathers that introduced the theme of 
deception and the element of trickery into the notion of redemption was Gregory of 
Nyssa,322 one of the Cappadocian trio and younger brother of St Basil,323 who 
spawned the idea of Christs flesh being likened to fish bait on a hook. Although the 
development of the ransom theme in the direction of deception was not exclusive to 
him, it is found in Rufinus and many other earlier writers. It is also found in the life 
of St Anthony according to Athanasius, where Christ catches the Devil like a Dragon 
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on a hook. The idea of a trick may have been suggested by 1 Cor 2:8.324 St 
Augustine later uses the simile of a mousetrap; as mice are enticed into the trap by the 
bait, so Christ is the bait by which the Devil is caught,325 but when the Devil oversteps 
the mark by attacking the divine Son he initiates a legal penalty against himself. 
Finlan suggests that although Gregory does have a ransom theory, a better appellation 
would be that of Rescue. Gregory, picks up the idea of Irenaeus, but says something 
the latter never did: that the Devil has legitimate power over humans, since they sold 
themselves into the Devils power. God has no right just to steal people away from the 
Devil, but has every right to buy back these people.326 He then jettisons the 
established ransom formulae introducing the novelty of deception. Salvation is no 
longer the result of an old-fashioned trade-off with the Devil pure and simple, but 
now becomes a test of nerve and a game of deceit and one-upmanship. 
 
In Gregorys own words he spells out the fishing analogy in detail: In order to secure 
that the ransom on our behalf might be easily accepted by him who required it, the 
Deity was hidden under the veil of our nature, that so, as with ravenous fish, the hook 
of the deity might be gulped down along with the bait of flesh, and thus, life being 
introduced into the house of death, and light shining in the darkness, that which is 
diametrically opposed to light and life might vanish; for it is not the nature of 
darkness to remain when light is present or of death to exist when life is active.327 
Like Origen the theme of Christs light illuminating the dark dungeon of Satans 
prison is played out. And it is here that the Devil, overreaching himself, is repulsed 
and vanquished by the brightness of Christs Divinity, which is antithetical to the 
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darkness of his kingdom. Despite the obvious caricature of the mythological plot 
some scholars have argued that the idea of deception and ransom stretches the biblical 
data itself to breaking point. Moreover, it is not consistent with other scriptural 
references that locate the Devil as being perfectly aware of the true nature and identity 
of Jesus of Nazareth. In the gospels the demons appear to have little doubt as to 
Christs true identity (Mark 1:25, 34; 3:11).What is more, is Satans ownership 
such that God had to pay him a ransom to be just? While the ransom idea itself is 
indeed biblical, it would stretch the biblical data to infer that Satan is the recipient of 
the price.328  
 
However, like many of the early Church Fathers, Gregory has an upbeat and positive 
portrayal of the Incarnation perceiving this as having a more strategic and important 
role than the crucifixion, and to a certain extent the resurrection. He clearly presents 
the atonement as flowing directly from the Incarnation, with the result that the 
crucifixion is relegated to a comparatively minor and secondary position.329 Then 
since what was needed was the ascent of the whole of our nature from death to 
renewal of life, he stretched out a hand as it were over the prostrate body, and in 
bending down to our dead corpse he came so near to death as to come into contact 
with our state of mortality and by his own body to bestow on human nature a 
beginning of the resurrection, by raising up through his power the whole of man along 
with himself.330 For Gregory it is the Incarnation that unites the human race with 
God bridging the gulf that separates humanity and God which was a result of the 
estrangement created by original sin. St Gregory of Nazianzus331 and fellow 
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Cappadocian rightly objects to the idea that a ransom would have to be paid either to 
Satan or to God; The question is: To whom was offered the blood that was shed for 
us, and why was it offered, this precious and glorious blood of our God, our high 
priest, our sacrifice? We were held captive by the Evil one, for we had been sold into 
the bondage of sin, and our wickedness was the price we paid for our pleasure. Now 
a ransom is normally paid only to the captor; and so the question is, to whom was this 
ransom offered, and why? To the Evil One?  What an outrage! ..If it were paid to 
the Father, I ask why? We were not held captive by him.332 The problem with the 
deception theory despite its proponents advocating it as an expression of Gods 
wisdom and justice, is that it is precisely these qualities that are compromised. God is 
seen to operate with double standards using the same devices employed by the Devil 
but to even greater effect. God appears to act duplicitously and in a questionably 
moral way. Many would argue that the divine deception involved in the exchange 
seriously compromises Gods justice. By using deception or violence God would use 
the same means that Satan had initially used to introduce sin into the world. 
Whereas Satans deception of Adam was for the ruin of human nature, Gods 
deception was for our salvation.333  
 
The ransom theory may have its limitations, but at least it takes seriously the 
enslavement of the human person and the relative powerlessness of the individual to 
be an architect of their own liberation. Christs ministry is strewn with examples of 
Jesus signs of power, miracles or exorcisms of deliverance which underscore the 
notion that Jesus primary role was to liberate from bondage. The human person is in 
need of a redeemer and although liberation comes at a price, it is initiated by God at 
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the outset for he alone has the resources to bring this about. In the words of St Basil, 
the third member of the Cappadocian trio: Every human soul has submitted to the 
evil yoke of slavery; slavery to the common enemy of all. Mankind has been 
despoiled of the liberty which was the gift of the creator and has been brought into 
captivity through sin. Now, for any captive to recover his liberty a ransom is required; 
nor is it possible for a brother to ransom his brother, nor for each to ransom himself, 
for the ransomer must be far superior to the conquered slave.334 This model of 
ransom subsequently evolved into more exotic forms and with the addition of a legal 
twist laid the foundations for the idea of exchange and penal substitution. When the 
ransom theory got into the hands of legally minded westerns like Tertullian and his 
successors that it bore its bitterest fruit, and became the parent of many other views 
which have continued to blacken the character of God long after the formal 
abandonment of the ransom theory itself.335 However, early proponents of the 
argument avoid trespassing into language that smacks at using violence either by 
means of appeasement or transaction. Irenaeus, Origen and Gregory of Nyssa each 
avoid even hinting at Christ appeasing God the Father or the Father punishing the 
SonOrigen strongly dismisses the notion that Jesus Christ was supplying a ransom 
payment to God the Father.336  
 
To sum up, although the Christus Victor model entertains the notion of metaphysical 
dualism where the forces of evil are personified, it does at least take seriously the 
supremacy of God as a divine warrior who, through the Cross of Christ, achieves 
victory over his wayward creation. That said, it may appear a victory that is somewhat 
remote to us and one in which a done deal has been achieved on our behalf, but one in 
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which we are hardly involved. The distant drum beat of Christ the conqueror is indeed 
far off, diminishing any sense of urgent need to engage with the forces of evil that 
continue to dehumanise; the war may be won but hot-zones of engagement still 
prevail. But on the positive side the Christus Victor theme looks at sin not just as 
personal vice, but as an institutional problem as well. Sin thus becomes identified 
with abuse of power and cemented into structures, structural sin. Moreover, the 
Christus Victor theme takes liberation from bondage seriously as well as the notion of 
Jesus combat with the demonic in the scriptural data, where to be saved is to be freed 
from enslavement to evil. Despite the extremes of cosmic dualism, the Christus Victor 
motif at least entails a serious view of human evil, acknowledging that human effort 
alone will not dissipate its influence.337  
 
The theory itself may have reigned supreme for over a thousand years but when it 
reached the rationalism and legal mind of Anselm, he rejected it not only as being 
fanciful but also illogical. For Anselm, the ransom theory was discredited, not only 
by its intellectual absurdity but by its irreverence. Anselm absolutely denied that 
the Devil ever had any lawful authority over man or any rights which God was bound 
to respect.338 Yet the political circumstances had changed. Christianity was no longer 
removed from the centre of political life, no longer on the edge but a significant 
player in the power politics of the day. This meant that victory as a metaphor, 
achieved by ransom, which spoke eloquently to an underclass of slaves, was 
becoming increasingly mute as a result of Christianitys increasing social 
acceptability. The decline of the use of the Christus Victor motif after the sixth 
century, was more likely caused by changing cosmology and the Constantinian 
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synthesis of church and state. The tension between the empire and the Church had, in 
the early days, funded an atonement theology grounded in the image of Christ 
conquering even in death. When the Church became so closely linked with worldly 
powers, then a conflict-victory metaphor was less connected to peoples daily 
lives.339 Yet it must said, that even today with the reality of hostage taking in 
political and military unstable areas such as Iraq and Afghanistan, where special 
forces have to go in on raids to free hostages from Islamic extremists, the Christus 
Victor theme still has an uncanny and abiding relevance. 
 
Irenaeuss theory of recapitulation 
 
Irenaeus of Lyons is perhaps the most ingenious exponent of all the ransom and 
rescue theories that prevail and for this reason deserves special consideration. It is a 
theory that is breathtaking in its sweep and soteriological depth, whose trajectory 
results in nothing less than the perfectibility of the human condition and its resultant 
divinisation. Thus God planned everything in advance for the perfection of man, and 
for the realization and revelation of His dispensations, that His goodness might be 
displayed, His justice fulfilled, the Church conformed to the image of His Son (Rom. 
8:29), and that man might one day be mature, mature enough to see and understand 
God.340 Yet despite an upbeat outlook it maintains a realistic grip on the damaged 
and immature state of the human condition. Therefore the word acknowledged 
himself as son of man, recapitulating in himself that primal man from whom the 
formation of the woman was made, so that as through the defeated man our race went 
down to death, so again through man the victor we might ascend into life, and as 
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death won the prize over us by man, so again by man we might win the prize over 
death.341Liberation comes through the God-man becoming our representative who 
passes through all the stages of human existence, retracing and reversing our fallen 
condition. He neither rejected nor went beyond the human condition and did not 
abolish in his person the law of human growth, but he sanctified every age by the 
resemblance we have with him.342 He reaffirms this by saying that he passes through 
every age thereby endorsing his own credibility as archetypal man, the second Adam, 
even though old age is not entered into, it is in principle, as Christ reaches mature 
manhood before his own death.  
  
It is a soteriology of repair but at the same time a progressive movement upward to 
advancement and maturity. Irenaeus theory of recapitulation343 is, therefore, worthy 
of closer scrutiny being a model of atonement that shines more brilliantly than most. 
As stated earlier, Irenaeus utilizes the metaphor of ransom, a metaphor that was 
picked up by later Church fathers and embraced with far more vigour and seriousness. 
Irenaeus does allow that Christs death was a ransom payment to the Devil, but this 
notion is not developed and does not form the core of his soteriology. For one thing, 
the Devil had not gained his rights over humanity legitimately but by violence. 
Irenaeus sees Christ rescuing humanity by rescuing human nature itself. This is 
known as the doctrine of recapitulation.344 Ransom, itself, therefore, fits into a 
wider framework for Irenaeus, although it remains an underpinning motive of the 
whole soteriological structure, for Satan had taken possession of mankind becoming 
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343 St Paul coined the word recapitulation to express the meaning of the Incarnation: it was Gods 
plan to bring everything together under Christ as Head, everything in the heavens and everything on 
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mans lawful lord. The rules of engagement and the universal concept of justice meant 
that deliverance without a payment would be unbecoming to God.345 Ransom is 
always regarded as a payment to the powers of evil, or even to death, by which their 
influence is neutralised and overcome.346 Their influence as such is crass and 
exploitive; it abuses humanitys inherent weakness and immaturity. When one traces 
the Christus Victor theme in Irenaeus, a dynamic picture emerges; Satan has abused 
Adam and Eves moral immaturity, tempted them into disobedience, and thus 
captured and imprisoned the human race. Repeatedly, Irenaeus refers to Satan as the 
strong man, whom Christ has bound and robbed (Matt 12:29).347 
 
For Gustav Aulen, commenting on Irenaeus, it is God who is the active agent of 
salvation: where God is both the reconciler and the reconciled,348 although to do 
justice to the anti-Gnostic and anti-Docetic polemic of Irenaeus he says that: the 
work of redemption is accomplished by Christ as man.349 He elaborates this point 
further by saying: the redemptive work is accomplished by the logos through the 
manhood as His instrument.350 However, although the Incarnation is considered of 
strategic importance, it is not considered sufficient to immunise the human race with a 
dose of divinity, in order to repair the damage done by the virus of disobedience, that 
rages like a death dance in the blood of humanity. If Irenaeus had completely 
followed Platonic logic, however, then Christ would simply be the bearer of a 
mysterious heavenly substance brought to earth to inoculate humanity with the divine. 
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In that case, the Incarnation itself would have been sufficient for salvation.351 But 
Irenaeus did not hold this view, for the death and resurrection also had a significant 
part to play, as indeed did the sovereignty of the will exercised in moral choices that 
perennially confront the human person. 
 
Christ overturns the previous order by reversing and reconstituting the human 
condition in a new and pristine fashion. Therefore he came in visible form into his 
own region (John 1:1) and was made flesh (John1:14) and was hanged from the wood, 
in order to recapitulate everything in himself. And his own did not receive him.352 
Humanity finally wakes up to their plight and can now imitate Christ who gently 
persuades, not through violence but by example, how to fulfil ones heavenly 
destiny.By recapitulating both Adams life and his death, Christ retraced and in 
principle restored humanity to incorruptibility and immortality. While this means that 
Irenaeus atonement theology has an objective component - Christ truly gained the 
victory through his life and his death - it also implies a subjective pole: Christ is now 
our perfect teacher, who rescues us from forgetfulness and imparts true knowledge, as 
well as our moral example, who persuades us to imitate him.353 The chains by which 
Satan has bound the human condition are broken free and Satan in turn is 
incarcerated. So in recapitulating everything he recapitulated our war against the 
enemy. He called forth and defeated the one who at the beginning in Adam had led us 
captive, and he trod on his head. 354 
 
                                                
351 Green,120-121. 
352 Grant,170, citing Irenaeus (Book V 18.3). 
353 Boersma, 187. 
354 Grant, 173, citing Irenaeus (Book V 21.1). 
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The Devil is crushed in defeat and death itself is destroyed, although there is 
obviously the sense of the now but not yet quality about it otherwise it would have the 
character of a completely over-realized eschatology. The mechanism that is used is 
most definitely persuasion and not violence and here lies the key to Irenaeus 
insight into how Christ gains the victory. He did not use violence, as the apostasy 
had done at the beginning when it usurped dominion over us, greedily snatching what 
was not its own. No, He used persuasion. It was fitting for God to use persuasion, not 
violence, to obtain what He wanted, so that justice should not be infringed and Gods 
ancient handiwork not be utterly destroyed.355Obedience overturns disobedience and 
reverses the whole process. Christs obedience in the face of temptation is for 
Irenaeus a significant part of the answer to the question of how Christ gains the 
victory over Satan, sin and death. As for the Devil, who is merely an apostate angel, 
he can only do what he did in the beginning, that is seduce and lead astray the mind of 
man to transgress the commandments of God and gradually blind the hearts of those 
who hear him and forget the true God, worshipping this one God.356 The Devil can 
only tempt but the project is to pollute the freedom of the human race by introducing 
the notion of independence and resistance into the mind of humanity, to plant the very 
seeds of sedition; But Christ becomes humanitys model and teacher showing us how 
to uproot these noxious weeds of rebellion at their conception. Christ gained the 
victory not by employing counter-violence but by faithful obedience in the face of 
satanic temptation. The theory of recapitulation clearly implies that it is not only the 
death of Christ but also the life of Christ that has redemptive significance.357  
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The whole concept of Christ acting as our head and retracing our footsteps in order to 
repair and reverse the trajectory towards death is achieved by Christ becoming 
human. And he recapitulated in himself the work originally fashioned, because, just 
as through the disobedience of one man sin came in, and through sin death prevailed 
(Rom.5:12-19), so also through the obedience of one man justice was brought in and 
produced the fruit of life for men formerly dead.358 By becoming our representative 
he gets it right and overturns the wrong choices made by Adam. In recapitulation 
Christ both sums up and restores humanity.359 Christ heals each progressive phase of 
human life by living through it; his obedience in each stage of life repairs the damage 
done by human sin. The tree of the Cross reverses the rapacious looting from the tree 
of knowledge in the Garden of Eden.Therefore when the Lord obviously came into 
his own domain, with his own creation bearing him up as it was borne by him, and by 
his obedience on the tree recapitulating the disobedience in the tree, and with the 
seduction of that betrothed virgin Eve dissipated by the truth announced by the angel 
to Mary.360 It is this dynamic renewal and renovation, being much more than a mere 
salvage operation, which takes the insights of Irenaeus to a new soteriological plateau. 
Indeed, according to Irenaeus the reversal of disobedience is so complete that the 
restoration project takes place not only in Christ but Mary, thus producing a fitting 
and holistic symmetry. This is why the law gives the name wife to a woman who is 
betrothed to a man but still a virgin, thereby indicating the circular movement from 
Mary back to Eve. What was bound could be untied without a reversal of the process 
of entanglement. The first bonds had to be untied by the second, so that the second 
bond playing the role of loosener of the first.Similarly, the knot of Eves 
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disobedience was untied through the obedience of Mary. For what the virgin Eve tied 
through unbelief, the Virgin Mary set free through faith.361  
 
The recapitulation of the human race is thus complete but this technical word can now 
be seen to be more dynamic and progressive than on first utterance. The key word 
recapitulate (anakephalaiosis) has been something of a problem for translators. 
Usually it is rendered as recapitulate, which is literal, but hardly does justice to the 
Greek by reason of its modern English meaning which has become little more than 
summing up or repeat. The real meaning is much more creative, and denotes 
something like reassembling the separated limbs of a corpse and bringing them to life 
again under the control of the head.362 For Irenaeus, the descent into Hell363 and the 
journey into the realm of the dead is a significant descent of solidarity but also 
ultimately rescue for humanity. He states: For since the Lord went into the middle 
of the shadow of death Psalm 22:4) where the souls of the dead were, and then rose 
bodily and only after the resurrection was taken up into heaven.364  
 
Rescue through descent, The Harrowing of Hell 
 
The notion of rescue by descending into the enemys realm and plundering the Devil 
of his hostages has its formulation in the Apostles creed, where after Jesus dies he 
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does not go straight to heaven but it states that: He descended into hell.365The 
classic orthodox theological understanding of the Harrowing of Hell is that Christ 
descended, not to the hell of the damned but to its threshold or forecourt, the limbo of 
the Fathers (Sheol), for the purposes of rescue and liberation. Christ descended in 
His soul united to His divine person only to the limbo of the Fathers. His power and 
authority were felt throughout all the abodes of hell, although differently in each one. 
His descent accomplished two purposes, the liberation of the just and the 
proclamation of His universal power. Finally, in this glorious descent, Christ did not 
suffer the pain proper to any of the abodes of hell.366Christs descent is thus a 
glorious one, a manifestation of his light and power and although he assumes the 
punishment for sin in his humanity (i.e. death) in his divinity he continues to enjoy the 
beatific vision.367 Indeed, part of his mission is to confer in the process of liberation 
the glory of heaven onto those held captive. In western representations of Christs 
descent he frequently carries the standard of the Cross as staff or a long narrow flag 
with the red cross of St George emblazoned on it. He usually stands only just inside 
a doorway, the gate of hell, indicating that His soul did not descend to its farthest 
depths, gehenna, but only to the holy dead whom He is shown drawing forth. As in 
the Byzantine icon, Christ grasps the wrist, or occasionally hand, of Adam, drawing 
him forth from hell, represented by the walls of a fortress, a cave, or the mouth of a 
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large beast. Behind Adam are visible the souls of the just, often depicted with halos 
and in a posture of supplication. However, there is not always a consensus between 
the early Fathers of the Church on this doctrine, for example, St Augustine thought 
the idea of conversion after death and the ongoing preaching of the gospel in hell,368 
to be contrary to both reason and faith,369 for it undermined the necessity and urgency 
of preaching the gospel in this life. This is consistent with the later view of the 
protestant reformers, where Jesus on the Cross experiences the full force of hell as a 
form of spiritual torment, devoid of any consideration of a spatial or geographic 
descensus.370 
 
Hell being emptied has some precursor in a corpus of literature from the Ethiopian 
book of Enoch where Enoch is commissioned to go to the fallen angels and to 
disclose to them in one short shocking statement: that they will find no peace. It is 
clear, then, that the theologoumenon of the Hades journey of Christ into the 
underworld may have as its model the legend of Enoch.371 The Gnostic gospel of 
Nicodemus in particular has the most colourful and graphic account of the liberation 
of Hades where it says: Again the voice sounded, Lift up the gates. When Hades 
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heard the voice the second time, he answered as if he did not know it said, Who is the 
king of glory? The angels of the Lord said, The Lord strong and mighty, the Lord 
mighty in battle. And immediately at this answer the gates of brass were broken in 
pieces and the bars of iron were crushed and all the dead who were bound were loosed 
from their chains, and we with them. And the king of glory entered in like a man, and 
all the dark places of Hades were illumined372 However, it is also to St Augustine 
that we owe the clarification with regard to the distinction between Hades and Hell, 
namely between the underworld where all the dead dwelt, and the realm of 
confinement where the non-elect were especially incarcerated, where there is no hope 
of rescue or release.373 In the biblical corpus of the Old Testament and inter-
testamental literature Hell or Sheol was simply portrayed as a place of shades, a 
twilight world of lingering forgetfulness where ones existence was suspended in a 
country of silence and solitude. Here ones identity and even remembrance by God 
was blotted out, despite ones pleading for rescue.374 
 
A more contemporary rendition of the doctrine of the harrowing of Hell is found in 
the work of Hans Urs von. Balthasar, Mysterium Paschale. Although he does not 
strictly represent the traditional Catholic position, he suggests that Jesus descent is a 
logical continuum of his solidarity with the human condition and the ultimate goal of 
the Incarnation. It is a radical extension of the suffering endured on the Cross. For 
Balthasar, then, the Descent is a continuation of the Cross. It is a continuation of 
expiation and it is a continuation of suffering. Indeed, it is the completion and 
perfection of both of these, for only in Sheol is there redemption accomplished. Christ 
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suffers more in Sheol than He suffered on the Cross, more than the souls waiting for 
him there.375 Indeed, Balthasar argues that Sheol is a spiritual condition and that he 
experiences the reality of human death and even the Visio Mortis in contrast to the 
Visio Dei, the beatific vision, which is eclipsed in his sojourn through Sheol (the only 
region of Hell that Balthasar actually contemplates). Jesus tastes death and the 
anguish of abandonment by the Father. We cannot say that Jesus, instead of the 
sinner, is punished by God. Nor can we say that He feels damned by God and placed 
in Hell. For we associate the state of Hell with a hatred of God where the gates of Hell 
are closed and locked from the inside. It would be meaningless to ascribe to the 
crucified the slightest resentment toward God. But it is quite possible to speak of the 
Son of God suffering what the sinner deserved, i.e. separation from God, perhaps 
even complete and final separation.376 His obedience is thus no longer an active 
obedience but rather cadaver obedience, the obedience of a corpse.377 Unlike earlier 
presentations of the Descent in both East and West which assumed that Jesus was 
active in Hell (1 Peter 3:18 where it says that he preached to the spirits in prison) 
Balthasar insists on his total passivity. It is here that Jesus experiences the total reality 
of the sinful condition of the human being, stripped of faith, hope, love, and any 
prospect of redemption in a state of apparent Godforsakeness.378 Balthasar elucidates: 
In Sheol, in the Pit, all that region is the darkness of perfect loneliness. But to be 
without contact with God means to be without the inner light of faith, hope, loveIf 
Jesus has suffered on the Cross the sin of the world to the very last truth of this sin (to 
be forsaken by God), then he must experience, in the solidarity with the sinners who 
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have gone to the underworld, their (ultimately hopeless) separation from God, 
otherwise he would not have known all the phases and conditions of what it means for 
man to be unredeemed yet awaiting redemption. 379 
 
But Jesus does not stay dead, and as the trajectory of his passage through Sheol is 
defined in the harrowing of Hell, once his mission of rescue is complete he returns to 
life more revivified and glorious than before, in the glory of the resurrection. It is this 
upward curve, the return journey that identifies Jesus true ontology and mission. The 
human person is heaven-bound, being left in no doubt after Jesus audaciously raising 
the standard of victory in the enemys own territory, reclaiming the whole of creation 
for himself. Jesus goes where even angels fear to tread, for no place is off limits to 
him.380 Thus, it is to the very motive that lies behind the redemptive drama that must 
now be analysed; in the realisation that God is in essence love381 and it is essentially a 
sacrificial love that flows between members of the Trinity that is the catalyst for 
salvation and the restoration of all of creation.382 It is to Peter Abelards penetrating 
medieval insight, that love is the beating heart of the atonement that we must now 
turn. Love may be an antithetical emotion to the adrenaline-fuelled special forces 
style raid of ransom and rescue, but nevertheless it is a connecting metaphor with that 
of sacrifice; as Sergius Bulgakov states: The Son Himself, made incarnate and 
human, is the High Priest, who enters with His sacrificial blood into the Holy of 
Holies of the Trinitarian Divinity. The sacrifice of the Son presupposes the co-
sacrifical love of the entire Holy Trinity God so loved the world (John 3:16), and 
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love has no power without sacrifice.383 It is also the reason that God became 
Incarnate in the first instance,384 so as to embark on the process of restoring friendship 
with humanity in the free gift of reconciliation. The wounds of Christ are thus also 
wounds of love385 as Abelard keenly demonstrates, love isnt simply a feel good 
factor, an ethical and subjective impulse geared to imitating the saviour but rather an 
objective reality ontologically linked to Gods nature and grace. Grace alone has the 
capacity to transform hearts and minds as well as lift up, thereby reversing, restoring 
and healing (or as Irenaeus would say recapitulating) the crippled state of original 
sin that had incapacitated the human condition to the point where humanity became 
unable to reach the kingdom of Heaven unaided. Only love, which is a sacramental 
reflection of the living God, has the power to rescue, 386and redeem. 
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Chapter 4. The Power of Love 
 
Peter Abelard387 was arguably one of the most fertile minds and innovative 
theologians of the twelfth century. Although he started as a logician and academic of 
the schools, a passionate and illicit love affair with Heloise, a girl for whom he was a 
tutor, and its aftermath, was to have far reaching ramifications that changed not only 
the course of his own personal history, but facilitated an insight into the motive of 
what inspired Gods dealings with humanity in the act of Redemption. His experience 
of human love was to enable him to recapture a significant insight into the 
transforming power of love and to apply this logic to what lay behind Gods dealings 
with his world. Indeed his articulation of love as being the sublime revelation and 
actualization of who God is, fleshed out in the Incarnation and poured out on the 
Cross for humanity, is not just an insight shaped from the medieval world of courtly 
love, or indeed even from his own personal history, but one from the very heart of 
God itself. It is in the self-determination of his nature that God performs the mighty 
act of redemption in Jesus Christ; He is moved by love to purpose the restoration of 
his fallen creatures; his nature as love dictates his self-manifestation in Jesus Christ, 
the mediator who assumes manhood in order to touch sinful mankind at the point of 
its disorder. The Incarnation marks the scope of Gods compassion; the Cross marks 
the intensity of his love. Christ is the revealer of Gods love and mans redeemer.388  
 
Love not only reveals itself in the drama of salvation that climaxes on the Cross, but 
fundamentally also has the ability to transform that which it touches. Love goes where 
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it hurts and heals the disorder in the human person, not just individualistically or 
subjectively but actually, in an intense exchange of love that emanates from the 
divine-human encounter. The Incarnation and the Cross represent the summit of 
divine communication, where love is the universal language that leaves nothing 
untouched and has within itself the capacity to change everything. For love is the 
constitutive element for all Gods relationship with his creatures. It is the motivating 
power in creation and subsequently in re-creation; it is the controlling force in 
providence and in restoration of fallen creation. Gods essence is love; his fellowship 
with man is imprinted by Love. Abelard is consistent in his delineation of the logic of 
divine love in all facets of the relationship obtaining between God and man.389 To 
reduce Abelards insights to a mere exemplary or ethical model of the atonement with 
a strong whiff of Pelaganism attached would indeed be a caricature of his position. It 
is with some necessity, therefore, that a closer reading of Abelard is required with the 
intention of reclaiming his insights in the field of soteriological study, so that the 
power of love can again be appreciated as one of the salient and abiding models for 
any understanding of atonement theory. 
 
For the sake of clarity, it will be useful to observe how Abelard dismisses and refutes 
other theories of the Atonement that captured the minds of his contemporaries, which 
may have contributed to his condemnation and censuring at the council of Sens.390 
Abelard rejects as illogical and absurd both the dominant theories of the day, the 
Ransom and Satisfaction theories promoted by the Fathers and Anselm in his Cur 
Deus Homo? respectively. Both theories are suspect because they impose a limitation 
on Gods free action, effectively encasing the divine will in a system of soteriological 
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scaffolding that is imposed from without. First, Christ was not Incarnated to redeem 
sinful mankind from a lawful dominion of the Devil. Second, Christ was not 
Incarnated to offer satisfaction to God or to appease his wrath. The soteriological 
explanations known as the dramatic theory, and the satisfaction theory are both 
rejected by Abelard, because of the intrinsic defect that they impose on God, an alien 
necessity which controverts the biblical affirmation that freely elects to redeem sinners 
because he is love.391 The Devil may have held humanity under his spell but his 
power as a hostage taker was not a legitimate one, for he does not represent an 
alternative source of power in a dualistic universe. His function is rather one of gaoler 
and tormentor rather than as legal custodian, for a seducer has no right over property 
that belongs to someone else, and in this case humanity belongs to God; How unjust 
it would be that he who seduced the other should deserve, as a result, to have any 
special right or authority over him.392 Furthermore, Satan cannot promise something 
for which he cannot deliver, namely Immortality. Abelard concludes that the Devil 
did not acquire any rights over human beings simply because he successfully tempted 
them to disobey God. God may have given the Devil permission to torture human 
beings as punishment for their sins, but the Devil is only a jailer or licensed tormentor; 
he has no actual right over us, and God can withdraw us from the Devils power at any 
time without doing the Devil any injury at all.393  
 
Having rejected the idea that the Devil has any real sway over the soteriological 
equation, Abelard also dismisses the notion that God is some petulant feudal landlord 
that requires appeasement by way of satisfaction, in recognition of the honour due, in 
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order that he can be reconciled with his creatures. The shoe is definitely on the other 
foot: human beings are in need of reconciliation to God. With a clear and discerning 
eye Abelard sees that it is man who needs to be restored to correct posture; man who  
has disrupted the divine intention and suffers a need for reconciliation, redemption, 
and liberation; man must be reconciled to God, not God to man. Abelard proclaims 
that God, who is essentially love, is eternally acting for mans reconciliation.394 
Moreover, the whole notion that God demands payment for himself in the currency of 
his Sons death is not only weird but unjust; Indeed, how cruel and wicked it seems 
that anyone should demand the blood of an innocent person as the price for anything, 
or that it should in any way please him that an innocent man should be slain - still less 
that God should consider the death of his Son so agreeable that by it he should be 
reconciled to the whole world.395 The attempted assassination of divinity in the act of 
homicide of the Son, as way of a payoff to God the Father, would only have 
exacerbated an already bad situation. If humanity owed a debt to Gods honour which 
had to be satisfied, then the death of Christ at the hands of human beings would only 
have made matters worse.396 God would understandably be more angered by such an 
act, for humanity would be even more culpable and held responsible for a far greater 
crime than before,397 and to balance this by claiming that God desires the murder of an 
innocent, in order to achieve redemption, is simply to add insult to injury. Thus, 
Abelard by clearing the decks of accepted and mainstream theories is thus free to 
explore other more fruitful lines of enquiry. 
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To his critics this position seemed to court a heretical posturing, where it can be 
conjectured that if Christ did not come to release humanity from captivity to the 
Devil, the Cross is in effect evacuated of any coherent power.398 Arguably, the 
Crucifixion is reduced to merely that of an eloquent, but superfluous, demonstration 
of love; a love that can be admired and may even be imitated but one that does not 
objectively achieve much. Abelards account of the redemption seems to William of 
St. Thierry and St Bernard to be even more alarming. Both quote from a report of his 
teaching, a so-called book of the sentences of Master Peter, in which Abelard seems 
to assert that Christ did not come to free humanity from any legitimate yoke of the 
Devil. If he denies that humanity was not rightfully held in captivity by the Devil, 
does that not render unnecessary the death of Christ on the Cross?399 However, to 
understand Abelards position is to place an entirely different slant on the Redemptive 
drama. To demythologise and then emphasise the power of love is to recognise the 
human and divine aspects of the Incarnation, which reveal the capacity which both 
God and the human person has to love. The mystical or supernatural emphasis of love 
was traditionally found in the monastic cloisters with its heady spirituality, whilst 
Abelard appreciated a more earthy and virile version for which he had first-hand 
experience. While there was much discussion at the time in monastic circles about 
the nature of love, as evident from the writings of William of St.Thierry and Bernard 
of Clairvaux, the emphasis here tended to be on divine love and the divine grace that 
made it possible for fallen humanity to perceive this transcendent love. Abelard, by 
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contrast, prefers to emphasize the natural capacity of the educated person to 
understand the nature of love.400   
 
Both positions recognised the profound capacity love had to induce transcendence and 
union with another. For monks, and St Bernard in particular whose ascetic practices 
suppressed any stirrings of sensuality,401 pure love was a metaphysical ideal, and not 
one to be confused with human sexuality, despite the use of erotic language such as in 
his commentary on the Song of Songs. Woe betide any monk or nun who confused 
divine or spiritual friendship with human love between the sexes. This was made clear 
by another distinguished Cistercian abbot, St Ailred of Rievaulx, who described with 
some approval how a nun of Watton in Yorkshire, had been made to castrate her lover 
in the presence of their nuns, and his bleeding testicles were then pushed into her 
mouth as a symbolic revenge for  the violation of her chastity.402 St Bernard asked 
more delicately whether any of his monks had received the privileged and intimate 
mystical experience of a Kiss from the mouth of Christ? emphasising the 
supernatural dimension from which theology was undertaken within the cloister. On 
the other hand, the kisses that Abelard described are rather more down to earth, from 
the mouth of Heloise. This underscores the reality that Abelard was firstly a red-
bloodied male, and secondly an intellectual and empiricist, rather than a mystic or 
ascetic. His source of learning flowed from books rather than any personal spiritual 
enlightenment.403 Abelard was typical of scholastic intellectuals in seeing 
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Christianity not as a mysterious cult, but as a rational code of rules. Its lifeblood was 
logic, and not the visual and tactile attractions upon which the great Romanesque 
pilgrimage churches of Abelards day depended.404  
 
Yet despite Abelard being more of an academic than St Bernard, both were attempting 
to articulate that Christ came to show us how to love. The ascetic spirituality of the 
cloister was balanced for Bernard in the tender and exquisite art of the day. 
Romanesque and early Gothic styles ensured that any asceticism was warmed by the 
aesthetics of powerful but tender crucifixion figures.405 Abelard however was all 
too human despite his intellectual brilliance, and satiated himself instead on the 
warmth of a physical embrace. Abelards ardour was only held in check by his 
egotistical desire to protect his own reputation, and from the pages of the Historia 
Calamitatum (The history of his misfortunes) he sketches the indiscretions that finally 
propel him into religious life and the monastic state, for which he has no real 
inclination: I must confess that in my misery it was the overwhelming sense of my 
disgrace rather than any ardour for conversion to the religious life that drove me to 
seek the seclusion of the monastic cloister.406 By his own admission he groomed 
Heloise, a young girl who required a tutor and because he possessed such advantages 
of youth and comeliness, that no matter what woman I might favour with my love, I 
dreaded rejection of none. He went out of his way to seduce her where the lessons 
they embarked on became lessons of love; Under the pretext of study we spent our 
hours in the happiness of love, and learning held out to us the secret opportunities that 
our passion craved. Our speech was more of love than of books which lay open before 
us; our kisses far outnumbered our reasoned words. Our hands sought less the book 
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than each others bosoms - love drew our eyes together far more than the lesson drew 
them to the pages of our text.407 Such was their passion, his own narrative describes 
their insatiable hunger for each other, where they drank greedily from the fountain of 
love, whilst trying to cover their tracks and conceal their affection. In order that there 
might be no suspicion, there were indeed sometimes blows, but love gave them, not 
anger; they were the marks, not of wrath, but of tenderness surpassing the most 
fragrant balm in sweetness. What followed? No degree in loves progress was left 
untried by our passion, and if love itself could imagine any wonder as yet unknown, 
we discovered it. And our inexperience of such delights made us all the more ardent 
in our pursuit of them, so that our thirst for one another was still unquenched.408  
 
As a result of this clandestine coupling, Heloise was spirited away under the cover of 
darkness, away from her guardian uncle, to Abelards sisters house in Brittany where 
she gave birth to a son called Astrolabe. In an attempt to make amends, and also to 
save his own reputation, he offered to marry her if the bond could be kept secret. He 
then dispatched her to a convent of nuns at Argenteuil, not far from Paris, where she 
herself had been brought up and educated. This proved to be only a temporary 
inconvenience to their desire for each other, for Abelard later recalls, he continued to 
enjoy sexual relations with her, even once in the refectory of Argenteuil during Holy 
Week.409 However, to place a wife in a convent was tantamount to a divorce,410 
which resulted in her enraged uncle and kinsman bribing one of his servants so as to 
break into his lodgings at night whilst he was asleep to seek revenge. There they had 
vengeance on me with a most cruel and most shameful punishment, such as astounded 
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the whole world; for they cut off those parts of my body with which I had done that 
which was the cause of their sorrow. This done straightaway they fled, but two of 
them were captured and suffered the loss of their eyes and their genital organs. One of 
these two was the aforesaid servant, who even while he was still in my service, had 
been led by his avarice to betray me.411 This sense of disgrace from his enforced 
castration was an inducement for Abelard to retreat into monastic life, where he 
embarked not only on a theological career but also a literary correspondence with 
Heloise; the letters of which have become one of the most famous love stories in 
history. It is this experience which shaped and coloured his own atonement theology, 
albeit at times subliminally, that warrant it being acknowledged as forming an 
influential backdrop to his understanding of Gods revelation of love in the 
redemptive drama. 
 
The letters of Abelard and Heloise 
 
In Letter 5 to Heloise he acknowledges that his seduction of her was an abuse of his 
position, where he forced himself on her. You know the depths of shame to which 
my unbridled lust had consigned our bodies, until no reverence for decency or for 
God even during the days of Our Lords Passion, or of the greater sacraments, could 
keep me from wallowing in this mire. Even when you were unwilling, and resisted to 
the utmost of your power and tried to dissuade me, as yours was the weaker nature I 
often forced you to consent with threats and blows. So intense were the fires of lust 
which bound me to you that I set those wretched, obscene pleasures, which we blush 
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even to name, above God as above myself.412 But for Heloise the conquest of love 
had been such a seminal experience that the rigour of the cloister had no effect of 
expunging its memory; indeed its aridity only added spice to the recollection of what 
she enjoyed with him, even in moments when sanctity should take precedence, she 
caved into sexual fantasy. In my case, the pleasures of lovers which we shared have 
been too sweet - they cannot displease me, and can scarcely shift from my memory. 
Whenever I turn they are always there before my eyes, bringing with them awakened 
longings and fantasies, which will not even let me sleep. Even during the celebration 
of the Mass, when our prayers should be purer, lewd visions of those pleasures take 
such a hold upon my unhappy soul that my thoughts are on their wantonness instead 
of on my prayers. I should be groaning over the sins I have committed, but I can only 
sigh for what I have lost.413 Yet her love was also unselfish and unstinting having 
more the character of charity or caritas rather than anything hedonistic, for she 
desired only him. It was this purity of love for no particular gain or reward, other than 
to enjoy the object of her affection for its own sake that was the epistemological 
breakthrough for Abelard. He realized that love directed toward God must be of the 
same character and calibre of the love which God shows towards his creation, namely 
a pure love that is generous, free and lacking in any rapacious desire to control or 
possess. She sought for nothing in Abelard save himself, desiring him only not 
anything of his. So far was her love free from any selfish desire for its own fulfilment 
that, in order to obey Abelards wish, she was willing to give up what her love alone 
desired, Abelard himself, and become a nun. Etienne Gilson was led by this passage 
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to suggest that Heloise was mainly responsible for inventing the theory of selfless 
love which Abelard then applied to mans love for God.414  
 
Heloise, however, was a reluctant nun, whose real love in life was the passionate 
affair she had with Abelard which was to haunt her for the rest of her life. Indeed she 
never let go of Abelard and never gave up on him, and it was this unconditional 
almost altruistic love, that was to demonstrate to Abelard the nature of true love. 
Abelard himself admitted that their relationship had taught him about the true nature 
of love: Know that although love may be a universal thing, it has nevertheless been 
condensed into so confined a place that I would boldly assert that it reigns in us alone 
- that is, it has its very home in me and you. For the two of us have a love that is pure, 
nurtured, and sincere, since nothing is as sweet or carefree for the other unless it has 
mutual benefit.415 Heloise, however, was unable to reconcile herself to the great 
injustice of her lover being cruelly robbed of his manhood which effectively 
terminated their union and discarded her into the frigidity of the cloister. Heloise 
could play the part in public of the perfect nun precisely because her heart was dead; 
she was dead to the world, as every religious person should be. Abelard, on the other 
hand, who retained all his worldly ambitions despite becoming a monk, had a 
disastrously unstable monastic career, quarrelling with one monastery after another 
until he returned in the 1130s to his former life as master in the Paris schools. 416 
Yet Abelard had a more pragmatic and survivalist outlook and attempted to make 
good his situation by embracing theological reflection and study, attempting to put 
behind him his relationship and its associated pleasures. Heloise on the other hand 
was unwilling or unable to deny herself that which had obviously been the most 
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authentic and profound of all experiences. It simultaneously chimed in with the 
courtly love movement of the day, and for this reason was too human, erotic and real 
to relinquish. After they separated, Abelard and Heloise sublimated their love for 
each other in opposing ways. He directed his passion as well as his mind towards 
analysing the example of Christ, whose suffering on the Cross as so bound us to 
Himself in love (in Abelards words) that we will not fear to endure all things for 
His sake. Because Heloise would not - or could not accept the justice of Abelards 
castration, she could not turn to Christ for solace.417 Heloise had the honesty and 
directness to bluntly assert that she was prouder to be his whore than the empress of 
Rome and that she would willingly have followed him to Hell.418 
 
Abelard rejoined by trying to channel Heloises love for him and her outrage at his 
wounded masculinity for love of Christ instead, and in particular his suffering 
humanity. He tried to fix her gaze on the crucified one and encouraged her to see him 
as her true spouse. Have this man always, sister, as your true spouse and the spouse 
of all the Church. Keep him in mind. Look at him going to be crucified for your sake, 
carrying his own Cross.419 And again he says: To him, I beseech you, not to me, 
should be directed all your devotion, all your compassion, all your remorse. Weep for 
the injustice of the great cruelty inflicted on him, not for the just and righteous 
payment demanded of me..Mourn for your Saviour and Redeemer, not for your 
corrupter and fornicator; wail for the Lord who died for you, not for the servant who 
lives and, indeed, for the first time is truly freed from death.420 Abelards influence 
was such that his encouragement to Heloise to focus on the suffering Messiah meant 
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that he was in the vanguard of a whole spiritual movement that concentrated on the 
agony of the Cross. It was his concern to elevate the love of Heloise onto a 
redemptive footing, that resulted in his development of the idea of transforming love 
being the primary chord that resonated from the life and death of Jesus. In his 
commentary on St Pauls Epistle to the Romans, Abelard came to describe Christs 
suffering and love in a new way because he was concerned about his own redemption. 
He had tried in his correspondence with Heloise to persuade her to join him in love 
and pity for the suffering Christ, and it seems to have been in this context that he first 
developed his ideas about redemption.421  
 
Yet Heloise persisted in her fidelity to Abelard and pressed him in her correspondence 
to clarify the meaning of true love. In Letter 24 his solution to her frequent question is 
answered by his connecting a few phrases from Cicero and modifying them slightly, 
but revealing the rich fecundity of love as a transforming and unifying force. Love is, 
therefore, a particular force of the soul, neither existing for itself nor content by itself, 
but always pouring itself into another with a certain hunger and desire, wanting to 
become one with the other, so that from two diverse wills one is produced without 
difference.422Abelards monastic career by way of contrast was loveless, often 
chequered and plagued by conflict, acrimony and fear of attempts on his own life 
from his wayward monks. The violence of my enemies I see in the danger to my 
body if I leave the cloister; but within it I am compelled incessantly to endure the 
crafty machinations as well as open violence of those monks who are called my sons, 
and who are entrusted to me as their abbot, which is to say their father. Oh, how often 
they have tried to kill me with poison, even as the monks sought to slay St 
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Benedict!423 Whether these were actual attempts on his life or just a growing sense of 
paranoia and distrust with those in his charge is unclear. However, one influence in 
his life remained constant and steady, and it was this anchor in his soul, Heloise and 
her undying love that was the golden chain that led invisibly straight back to God and 
reflected most perfectly Gods love for humanity. As a human being the most 
outstanding thing in his experience was the unselfish, passionate, disinterested love 
shown to him by Heloise. The characteristic thing in his theology was his emphasis on 
the unselfish love of God inflaming the soul with passionate disinterested love in 
return. The two cannot be unconnected.Abelard found God through his own human 
life story.424 It is his relationship with Heloise, therefore, and his conviction that she 
should open her heart to the sufferings of Christ rather than to him that represents the 
germ of the idea of his redemption theory.425 
 
Christ the revealer of divine love which is much more than mere exemplarism 
 
It has been stated that Abelards reinterpretation of the redemption contains one of 
the great new ideas of the twelfth century; it asserted that the Incarnation was 
efficacious, not in satisfying the just claims of God or the Devil, but in teaching by 
example the law of love. It left out the whole idea of compensation to God for human 
sin, and threw the whole emphasis of the Incarnation on its capacity to revive mans 
love for God.426 However, a common error in the reading of Abelard is to suppose 
that Jesus is merely showing us a good example, where the Incarnation can be 
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reduced to a project of education where Jesus is the celestial teacher,427 embodying 
and revealing wisdom Incarnate. His teaching and the illustration of his life in effect 
becomes an illumination where he is the heavenly guide that shows us how to lead an 
ethical life and ultimately the way back to heaven.428 Abelard also states clearly that 
Jesus teaches us by word and example even unto death, but only so we bind ourself to 
him more fully in love. Through this unique act of grace manifested to us - in that his 
Son has taken upon himself our nature and preserved therein, teaching us by word and 
example, even unto death - he has more fully bound us to himself by love.429 For this 
reason Abelards position has been caricatured as the moral influence or 
exemplary theory of the atonement. Abelard, however, reminds us that Jesus entire 
life has salvific overtones and not merely his death on the Cross, despite this being the 
ultimate consummation of a pattern of life already embraced. St Bernard was the first 
of many to criticise Abelard for promoting a mere exemplary view of the atonement. 
Bernard comments: He holds and argues that it must be reduced just to this, that by 
his life and teaching (Jesus) handed down to men a pattern of life, that by his 
suffering and death he set up a standard of love. Did he then teach righteousness and 
not bestow it, reveal love and not infuse it?430 Jesus then brings about what He 
teaches and promises; He is not offering some self-help theology, a decoded manual 
to liberation and salvation, rather He is the revealer of divine love. The soteriological 
metaphors - Christ the Teacher and the Illuminator - are to be analysed under the 
rubric of Christ the revealer of Divine love, since His Incarnation and atonement 
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graciously create Christians and introduce them into the Christian life. Jesus life, 
ministry, and death thus present much more than a body of ethical precepts and 
examples for the believer.431  
 
With Abelard, we must ascertain how he perceives the divine encounter and 
restoration of humanity, from the point of contact with the Incarnation, to fully 
appreciate his position on the redemption. The Incarnation is an act of love in its 
motive, a revelation of love in its particulars, a source of love in its consequences. 
Acting in love, the Son of God freely assumed a particular human nature that had no 
merit to deserve this role.432 He accepts the premise of original sin, although there is 
a twist and variation of emphasis, where original sin means inherited punishment and 
not inherited or imputed guilt. Nonetheless humanitys position is such, that like 
Augustine, he acknowledges the state of alienation and wounded nature that the 
human person now has as a result of the Fall. The divine-human relationship has 
been disrupted by mans initial and continual consent to evil. It is his integrity that is 
disordered, his nature that is vitiated, his will that is disoriented. Sin is contempt for 
God that alienates man from his loving creator and protector, but does not alienate 
God from men, in spite of the fact that it impairs the original channels of divine 
love.433 For Abelard, morality is always a matter of the heart, for sin is a matter for 
the soul; it is an interior, personal and deliberate intention to consent to some form of 
ethical evil. It is not so much the act that is judged by God but the intention. Abelard 
is notorious for his contention that the Jews who killed Christ did not sin, because 
they did not consent to what they believed unfitting, but rather to what they 
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(mistakenly) thought would please God.434 Indeed actions can even be morally 
neutral. He defines sin in the starkest and most simplistic terms as contempt for 
God where all sin is ultimately directed against God. Intention alone determines 
Gods judgement of men. God judges only the soul, not the work. In sin the intention 
is evil; it is a conscious decision, a component of free, personal, deliberate consent to 
evil.435 The emphasis is on personal responsibility and a radical interiorization of sin. 
The fallout from this situation is that humanity owes a debt of damnation, implying 
that they will have to endure the second death. They are still liable to eternal 
punishment imposed by God for the mistake of their first parents, even though they 
are not held personally responsible.436 Universal guilt is something that Abelard plays 
down which may account for the clerical backlash against him. 
 
The wounded condition of human nature in disordered desire or concupiscence437 is, 
however, still passed on like some sexually transmitted disease. Abelard reiterates 
the teaching of both Anselm of Laon and William of Champeaux that sin is 
transmitted to humanity through the carnal lust of sexual intercourse, but he differs 
from them in not seeing this as grounds for damnation. Lust is the consequence of 
original sin rather than sin itself. Through Gods mercy our sins are forgiven, and 
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punishment in the life to come is lifted.438 This stay of execution of the death 
sentence against humanity is revoked through Gods intervention, not through some 
exchange or substitution but more through solidarity in love, where the gates of 
paradise are opened. And from sin, that is, from the punishment for sin that He bore 
for us in the flesh - in the humanity He had assumed, and not according to His divinity 
- He destroyed sin, i.e. He took away from us the punishment for sin by which even 
the righteous were bound before, and He opened the gates of heaven.439 The motive 
for God intervening in this situation is in its simplest form one of love. The motive 
of Gods restitution of the broken bonds of the divine-human relationship is divine 
love, and that redemption finds its ground and expression in the person and work of 
Jesus Christ.440 The Incarnation then is the start of a process of liberation and 
restoration which climaxes on the Cross. The entire movement of the salvation drama 
fleshed out in the person of Jesus is characterised as love, and one which breaks the 
bonds of slavery to sin. God is moved by love to redeem men from their sinfulness 
because it is of His essence to love; He is moved to receive man into fellowship of 
love in the time of grace; He is moved by love to instil in the elect that love which 
removes the barriers of sin, restores mans integrity, and enables Him to turn to God 
in responsive love. 441 This is achieved not just through a transformation of intention; 
a change of heart in individuals after witnessing the life and sacrifice of Christ which 
somehow brings on lookers back on track, otherwise the charge of exemplarism 
against Abelard would hold. Nonetheless, he reminds us that the whole christological 
package is necessary.442 
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Abelard brings into focus that Jesus entire life, as well as His death, is crucial as a 
manifestation of the love of God, and for this reason His whole life should be viewed 
as a panoramic sweep of soteriological significance. Abelard put the emphasis back 
on the whole of Christs life, not just its tragic end. The message of his death is no 
different than the message of his life: He came to instruct us in Gods love and to 
inspire us towards receptivity of Gods grace.443 The trajectory of Gods passage 
through our realm in the Incarnate form of the Son, is not so much to leave clear 
footprints as markers to show us how to get out of the bog and mire of our fallen state, 
but rather a declaration of love that flows from God and back to God. The whole life, 
death, and resurrection of Jesus Christ displays the cycle of emanation and return. The 
Son of God is Incarnate in the world as the concrete, personal manifestation of the 
redemptive diffusion of the Summum bonum;444 his teaching and sacrifice are Gods 
seeking; His Resurrection and ascension are his return to God with those whom He 
has redeemed.445 The impact that the Incarnation has is obviously one that is 
intended to influence the status quo and for all time thereafter. Jesus is not meant to 
be some accidental tourist who is merely passing through, but one who is destined by 
design to change everything, including peoples hearts. The purpose of the 
Incarnation had been to impart to men sweetness and light by the instruction of Christ, 
and to quicken their souls by the contact with them of this Divine temper. His theory 
of the Atonement was, as I have said, that it was needed and intended to enkindle in 
us such love toward God as should effectually incline us to do His will, and make us 
                                                                                                                                       
nature and preserved therein teaching us by word and example even unto death - he has more fully 
bound us to himself by love; with the result that our hearts should be enkindled by such a gift of divine 
grace, and true charity should not now shrink from enduring anything for him. (Abelard, Exposition of 
the Epistle to the Romans, 283.) Gwenfair M. Walters, cited in Hill, 245. 
443 Finlan,75. 
444 The highest good. 
445 Weingart, 68. 
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ready for suffering and service in His cause.446 Yet the imitation of Christ is not 
meant simply to be taken as a template for martyrdom. Christs life as an embodiment 
of Gods love should be practised in its ethical dimension. It is, however, the 
revelatory capacity of Jesus mission, and in particular the Incarnation, crucifixion 
and resurrection that represent the summits of Gods self-declaration and disclosure of 
who He is. The Passion should not be thought of merely as an example to emulate. It 
is the event that above all others reveals to us the nature, the supreme and unstinting 
love, of God Himself. By showing us how much God deserves to be loved - not 
merely because of what He has done for us, but because of who He is. Abelard 
exclaims, Oh that we might have such pure affection for God that we would love 
Him insofar as He is good in Himself rather than insofar as He is useful to us!447  
 
The Cross as a ladder of perfection 
 
The strongest accusation against Abelards position vis-à-vis an atonement theory is 
that it is all too subjective. The Cross itself can even be bypassed as an optional extra, 
for if Jesus only came to show us love and how to love, albeit with divine potency, the 
death of Christ even on a Cross can seem superfluous. Unless the Passion actually 
accomplishes something, unless there is an objective transaction made in and 
through the death of Christ, there is nothing about the Passion to inspire our love: 
pity, perhaps, or sympathy, but not love or gratitude.448 The Passion has to reveal or 
achieve more, otherwise the connection with Christs death and humanitys salvation 
is merely accidental. It would seem that the twin pitfalls of adopting a moral 
exemplarist viewpoint and an allied Pelagianist position, of ruggedly getting to 
                                                
446 Storrs, 48. 
447 Abelard (Comm. Rom., 204.), cited in Browner, 275. 
448 Ibid., 262. 
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heaven under ones own steam, cannot be avoided. However, Abelard, like other 
theologians is not so dogmatic or clear on how the atonement is appropriated. On 
closer inspection this acquisition of love, which results in the perfectibility of the 
human condition and the restoration of the image of God, is achieved as a gift of 
grace and cooperation with that gift. For Abelard the Cross is not a redundant 
instrument but a tool or ladder of perfection which we use to climb. He himself is the 
way whereby the faithful pass from exile to their own country. He too has set up the 
Cross, from which he summons us, as a ladder for us to use. On this, for you, the only 
begotten Son of God was killed; he was made an offering because he wished it. 
Grieve with compassion over him alone and share his suffering in your grief.449 The 
steps that are taken are steps in love and solidarity with the suffering one, and what is 
dispensed as a result is grace, or Gods life, experienced as love. Abelards theory of 
love is designed, like that of his contemporaries, to explain the nature of charity. 
Abelard considered charity to be a disposition, not a particular act. His theory of love 
is therefore concerned with the nature of the disposition to love God in the right 
way.450 
 
God loves us first, and always makes the first move in taking the initiative in the 
solution to redemption. There is one way in which the Passion is obviously 
distinctive. It involves not merely the offer of happiness but an actual concrete step 
taken by God to secure our happiness. It therefore excites not only desire but 
gratitude.451 However, it is not just about evoking our gratitude, it is far more, a 
reaching out with a desire to pull us up by equipping us with the tackle to make the 
ascent ourselves aided with grace. Yet this drawing us to Himself in friendship is not 
                                                
449 Abelard, 1995 (Letter 5 Abelard to Heloise), 85. 
450 Abelard, 1995, 288. 
451 Browner, 274. 
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imposed or violently thrust upon us. God seeks man in his predicament to draw him 
by grace to fellowship. In this seeking and drawing, God is patient, for in His love he 
never acts violently to negate mans essential nature, even when it is distorted by sin. 
Although man, perverted by sin, judges Gods patience to be a weakness and thus 
despises and rejects His invitation, God is not to be rebuffed, he continually moves 
towards man in order to attract Him to Himself.452 God gives us grace to achieve 
this, although grace should not be seen as some sort of steroid injection or celestial 
juice to propel us along, it is in fact no thing at all other than Gods action on the 
human heart;453 for love transforms and really changes us constitutionally. It is a gift 
from first to last but significantly has the capacity to spill over from the heart of God, 
in surplus, and become abundantly, and infectiously, infused into our own hearts.  
 
The love exhibited in the Incarnation and death of Jesus Christ is creative, 
transforming love. It first acts to restore the inner life of man, which sin has alienated 
from God and neighbour. Abelard calls it a gift of divine grace, because the recipient 
does nothing to merit it and because it is substantive, a new quality of life that is 
infused in the heart of man by God.454 This new found desire recognises that God 
alone can grant us eternal happiness, yet the motive we should have, ought to be like 
Christs, pure and unselfish. We should not cling to God out of desire for reward or 
fear of damnation. God gives us grace by offering us eternal happiness, and we do 
his will because we want what he offers. But the passion was supposed to enable us to 
serve God because we love God for His own sake and not because we fear 
                                                
452 Weingart, 60. 
453 The process of redemption does not take its rise in our contemplation of Christ. The awakening 
point of the Christian life is the discovery of what Christ has done for us. Taylor, Robert. O.P. Was 
Abelard an Exemplarist? Theology 31 (1935), 213. 
454 Abelard (Exp. in Epist. ad Rom. II. iii. Ibid., 859a),  cited in Weingart, 125. 
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punishment or desire reward.455 The image of God is restored in the human person 
and they are Justified and made righteous and brought back into right relationship to 
God. The infusion of Gods love has a medicinal and antiseptic quality which wipes 
out sin and heals the individual with a new orientation for ethical action. The 
particular appropriate aspect of Gods saving activity, comprehensive of this, is the 
infusion of divine love in the unregenerate hearts of sinners. It also consists in the 
removal of the obstacle of sin that places man at enmity with God, and with mans 
response in faith in Christ as saviour. God infuses the gift of grace to reconstruct and 
reorient the diseased and disordered spiritual life of the sinner.456  
 
Bernard of Clairvaux vigorously combated Abelards position in his Letter to Pope 
Innocent Concerning Certain Heresies of Peter Abelard. He assumed that he had 
adopted a position where the Passion was a unique example of Gods love alone, 
where nothing objective is happening (no payment of a ransom to deliver us from the 
power of the Devil, no satisfaction made to restore Gods honour) only a change of 
heart which is awakened within us as a result of contemplating the crucified one. 
Naturally from this exemplarist viewpoint logically flows the Pelagian idea that 
divine grace is neither necessary to act well, or required to reach paradise. Abelard, 
according to Bernard, makes the glory of our redemption and the pinnacle of our 
salvation consist, not in the power of the Cross or the price of Christs blood, but in 
the improvement of our own way of life.457 Yet Abelard is clearly not saying this.458 
                                                
455 Browner, 274. 
456 Abelard (Exp. in Epist. ad Rom. II. iii. 832c.), cited in Weingart, 124. 
457 Browner, 259. 
458 In answer to the charge of Pelagianism pressed against him by his enemies Abelard offers a simple 
statement: I confess the grace of God is necessary for all and that without it neither a natural faculty 
nor free will is sufficient for salvation. Grace certainly anticipates us so that we may will, then follows 
so that we are able, and finally joins with us so that we may persevere. Grace is primarily in the 
ontological order as the sole foundation of Gods act of redemption, and in the order of salvation as 
gratia preveniens. Weingart, 181. 
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He does however acknowledge that although grace is offered to all in a prevenient 
fashion, how exactly individuals respond and cooperate with that grace is largely up 
to them, either way their will has to be engaged. Abelard argues that God offers His 
grace to all, but that we differ in how we respond to that grace. One person, perhaps 
meagre in resources, may be kindled by desire for the kingdom of heaven, while 
someone else, perhaps physically more capable, is driven by laziness. What matters is 
always their inner intention, ones will.459 This focus on individuality has been seen 
as a weakness in presentation, but without lurching towards a position of full-blown 
apokatastasis (universal redemption and restoration), this cannot be avoided. 
 
Admittedly, the strength of Abelards position is that he has realigned as of central 
importance the whole life of Jesus and His teaching, avoiding the idea that Jesus was 
born merely to die. His whole life is in fact a pattern of love that reaches its 
conclusion and crescendo on the Cross. Arguably some have suggested that this cuts 
the Cross down to a mere gesture or symbol rather than a totemic mechanism of 
salvation through love. Although he does include Jesus death as part of what moves 
us to love, he does not explain why Jesus death on the Cross was necessary. It 
appears his atonement model could function logically without the Cross.460 Abelard 
by shifting the ground and seeing the bigger picture meant that he was vulnerable to 
being seen as out of step with the spirituality and pious practices of his day. The fact 
that he attached no special significance to the death of Christ was sufficient of itself to 
make his teaching unacceptable to an age which was laying ever greater stress on the 
death, both in theology and devotion.461 Others, however, have stressed that the mere 
sacrificial act of laying ones life down for others is indeed a potent enough gesture, 
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rooted in love,462 to generate a conversion experience and a reformation of life in the 
believer. Whatever were mens theories about the grounds on which the death of 
Christ became necessary, it was the love exhibited by Christ in submitting to that 
death which has really moved the heart, touched the conscience, and regenerated the 
life of believers.463 Moreover, others have pointed out the need for repentance is not 
stressed by Abelard and his down-playing of universal guilt has promoted the 
conclusion that sin is not such a big obstacle in Abelards soteriological equation. It 
looks suspiciously as if the human person has a greater capacity for perfectibility and 
self-advancement than they should have. Indeed Green and Baker comment: Abelard 
displays overconfidence in the human capacity to bring about our salvation. He 
assumes that, awakened by the example of Gods love, we can arrive to a point of 
living righteously. Sin appears as a relative and surmountable barrier for Abelard in 
contrast to an absolute and insurmountable barrier in the other explanation.464  
 
The Cross as a Sacrament of Gods Grace 
 
Yet all these authors have missed the fundamental corrective and referent that Abelard 
employs to demonstrate that the Cross holds a strategic and central place in the theatre 
of salvation. It is here, on the Cross that God so eloquently not only reveals His 
essence and true nature of love for us (pro nobis), but also our participation in that 
process of redemption which is clearly as an unmerited gift. The Cross is the ultimate 
peak, the loftiest and most sublime high point of the whole of Jesus salvific career 
that manifests and triggers a surge of divine grace. Abelard concludes his sermon on 
the Cross with the singular declaration that this unparalleled manifestation of love 
                                                
462 Greater love has no man than this, that a man lay down his life for his friends. John 15:13. 
463 Rashdall, 360. 
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effects our salvation. Because it is not of our own power to accept the chalice of 
salvation, that is, to share by suffering in the passion of Jesus and by carrying our own 
cross to follow him, He himself grants this to us by his grace, by which we are 
redeemed.465 The Cross then, is not an added extra, a piece of soteriological top spin 
for effect alone, but a Sacrament of who God is, a sign of love that brings about the 
grace that it refers to; After which everyone is made more righteous, that is, more 
loving towards God, after the passion of Christ than he had been before, because a 
realized gift incites greater love than that which is only hoped for. Therefore, our 
redemption through Christs suffering is that supreme love in us which not only frees 
us from slavery to sin, but also acquires for us the true liberty of sons of God.466 The 
language that is used here, such as acquires for us and incites, demonstrates that 
Abelard is of the mind that the revelation of Gods love in the Crucifixion has a 
redemptive impact which itself generates a transformation in the anthropological state 
of the human person, and cannot simply be reduced to a matter of imitating Christ 
alone. It is the demonstration of Gods love which is simultaneously restorative, and 
so to all intents and purposes an objective act. The main point that Abelards critics 
have missed, and as a consequence minimised and satirised his position, is the failure 
to appreciate the dynamic role that grace has in his atonement theory, the very power 
of Gods love. 
 
It is God alone who acts on the soul and brings about our salvation. We can achieve 
nothing without Him and give Him back nothing which was not already His own. 
Grace, in true Augustinian fashion is free and unmerited and necessary to heal and 
restore that which was wounded, helping us on our way. As Abelard states: Certainly 
                                                
465 Abelard (Sermo xii 484ab.), cited in Weingart,123. 
466 Abelard (Romans, II. 3:26.), cited in Fiddes, 2003, 143-142. 
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He is the one who works in us both to will and to act for the sake of a good will. He 
anticipates us so that we may will, he follows us so that we are able, and He assists 
that will which he inspires lest it be deficient. He freely gives that will by which we 
merit, and He rewards the merits themselves which He has caused in us. For He 
rewards nothing in us except his own gifts; thus neither merit nor reward is of us but 
from him to us.467 Grace is, however, never imposed. God does not ride roughshod 
over freewill for no one is ever press-ganged into Paradise. The characteristic of love 
is that its touch is delicate and light, and here grace and love are synonymous. God 
like a true lover invites and desires a response where the individual is invited to work 
synergistically with God for their own salvation, which at its most basic involves 
nothing more than yielding to divine love. Grace would not be grace if it were to 
violate mans integrity; God would not be love if His power were so irresistible that it 
crushed human personality. Abelard thus safeguards human responsibility by his 
synergism; man may co-operate with Gods subsequent grace to merit the reward of 
eternal life.468 The individual is accountable in the sense that love always demands 
an answer, how should one respond? Love cannot be forced but it always requires a 
response. The Cross is thus not a histrionic gesture of surplus love, a saturated 
moment of passion, but a fitting conclusion to a life lived in love, where even in death 
love is embraced in the belief that it is stronger than the extinguishing grasp of the 
grave. In any event, love can be experienced for what it is; it is not just a novel idea or 
a metaphysical ideal. Man cannot know the depth of divine love unless he 
experiences the benefits of that love. The life and death of Jesus Christ would have no 
revelatory significance or redemptive power pro nobis if men did not receive the 
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atoning efficacy of that life and death; as he experiences salvation, man knows that 
God is love. 469 
 
The Incarnation which is the most significant outcrop of Gods love and wisdom has 
the capacity to transform the world from within. God stands shoulder to shoulder with 
humanity in an act of soteriological solidarity; particularly on the Cross, going further 
than any one has before, even to Hell and back. Gods love is infinite and it is at the 
lowest point of human existence, death, where Gods love intervenes and is most 
apparent. Jesus is neither simply our representative, nor substitute, but the transaction 
that takes place on the Cross is a dialogue of love. God demonstrates that he reaches 
out and rescues potentially all persons from the brink of annihilation, where the 
second death can no longer do harm. The exhibition of divine love in the Incarnate 
Logos is mans justification, restoration in the imago dei, instruction in the Christian 
life, and the deliverance from sin, fear and the Devil; it is his adoption as one of the 
sons of God, and endows him with authentic liberty.470 The act of atonement 
encompasses the whole sweep of Christs redemptive career which climaxes on the 
Cross disclosing a love which has the power to transform that which it touches. The 
Cross is like a pebble that is cast into the waters of history, where the ripples fan out 
in all directions and at times swamping all that it touches in a tide of love. Love is 
infused in those who respond to this love. The disclosure of divine love is 
tantamount to salvation for those who receive Gods revelation in faith, hope and 
love. This manifestation of love is one which works the miracle of spiritual 
transformation in the life of the recipient, by joining him to God and neighbour in an 
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indissoluble bond of affection.471 Abelards soteriology obviously has a theocentric 
emphasis for it is always Gods love energising and transforming. The power of love 
ensures that the depth of penetration is not just psychological or ethical but results in 
the total transformation of the human person from the inside out; fitting them for their 
eternal destiny which is nothing less than the beatific vision. 
 
Abelard indicates that it is the presence of the Holy Spirit within the believer that is 
the dynamic principle that brings about this regeneration, equipping the individual in 
the theological virtues of faith, hope and love. The work from first to last is always 
God. For, in the logic of divine love salvation is a work of God, from his self-
determination to reveal himself in Jesus Christ for mans redemption to the gracious 
application of Christs benefits to sinners by the Holy Spirit; Mans regeneration is 
the particular office of the Holy Spirit consonant with his special property of love.472 
The human person is justified473 and made righteous before God. Their sins are 
pardoned and their status changed, where he or she are no longer in a state of 
alienation but communion with their creator as sons and daughters of God. The 
Passion fits us to receive fulfilment and happiness which is nothing other than God 
himself, which in turn make us more capable of responding with charity.474 This is the 
power of love, it is the motive behind Gods salvation, it dictates the pattern of the 
divine activity in creation, providence, and redemption until all is in all. 475 
 
                                                
471 Abelard (Exp. in Epsit.ad Rom. II. iii 832b.), cited in Weingart, 124. 
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473 Justification means renewal through the infusion of love, forgiveness of sin, life in the Spirit, and 
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Abelards own life journey was a love affair with Heloise which changed him beyond 
measure; the intensity and passion of which was a foretaste of that which could most 
sublimely and exquisitely be experienced through Gods revelation of love. Heloise 
never gave up on Abelard and her fidelity and memory was to warm him and steady 
him for the rest of his life. It was this earthy, erotic, and self-giving experience that 
was to give him the profound insight that the very nature and activity of God in the 
atonement is one solely of love. Transforming love is, therefore, one of the premier 
soteriological models of the atonement, for what is played out in the arena of 
salvation history, is nothing less than the worlds greatest love affair between God and 
humanity. The Cross is the summit and meeting point of Heaven and Hell where love 
conquers all. Heloises love was a sacrament of the love of God for Abelard; their 
human love a reflection and participation in the very celestial fount from which all 
love flows. For love shows the characteristic of new wine, which fermenting as it is 
born and by wantonness as it ages, bubbles up and overflows unable to contain itself, 
always seething and fermenting with fresh affections.476  
 
Fittingly, before Abelard dies, where he languishes in a monastery virtually under 
house arrest for his turbulent theological career, his gaze is always fixed even at a 
distance on the object of his love, a love which taught him everything. Peter the 
Venerable writes: An immense lime-tree long stood in the grounds of the convent, 
under which, according to a persistent tradition, he whose sun was now fast 
descending in the west used to sit for hours, silently meditating, with his face always 
turned toward the site of the Paraclete, in which Heloise had her home among her 
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nuns.477 Abelards terrestrial and theological passions converge and harmonise in the 
duplex desire of his heart. Heloise dwells in the convent of the Holy Spirit, an earthly 
and heavenly love that both demonstrate in their own unique but not dissimilar ways, 
the absolute power of love. Through all this, the sheer gratuity and gifted element of 
love shines through, which has the capacity to restore hope and liberate. Abelard 
learnt that true love was not only transforming but sacrificial in character. It is linked 
to Gods essence478 and in itself invites and communicates the fullness of life. Abelard 
uncovered the secret of redemption that love is the motive that lies behind the 
atonement.479 However, divinity enters our realm not simply to teach lessons in love, 
as a sort of sublime role model, but to radically purify, heal, ransom and redeem. 
Jesus, motivated by extreme love, takes on the sins of the world to dissipate their 
toxic load, transporting them (as the archetypal scapegoat) away from the heart of the 
community. For our sake he made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him we 
might become the righteousness of God.480 It is Jesus action that mysteriously 
exposes the root problem that lurks under the surface of community life and culture; 
its incessant self-destructive urge and appetite for violence and the sacrificial 
mentality of scapegoating, the opposite behaviour to true love and caritas. Jesus 
embraces this mechanism only to break it once and for all,481 thereby demonstrating 
that Gods ways are fundamentally different from humanitys. For my thoughts are 
not your thoughts, neither are your ways my ways, says the Lord.482 It is to the 
crucified scapegoat and the work of René Girard that we must now turn. 
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Chapter 5. The Crucified Scapegoat  
  
The Cross of Jesus may be the paramount religious symbol of salvation, and 
crucifixes may adorn the walls of churches throughout the Catholic world, even being 
appropriated as fashion accessories or jewellery, but underneath lurks the more 
sinister reminder that the Cross is fundamentally an instrument of violence and 
execution. One may as well have in its place a graphic symbol of the guillotine, the 
hangmans noose or even a Kalashnikov. The Cross will always remind us that 
whatever hermeneutic is utilised to unpack it of its salvific significance, it exposes an 
anthropology rooted in violence, which through the mechanism of sacrifice is even 
projected almost magically into the realm of the divine. Paradoxically, it is this 
sacrificial act of sacred violence that is exposed in the Bible as one that God endures 
only so as to side with the innocent victim. Sacrifice is a kind of magicians practice, 
where violence is the essential act, but in the representation of the event ones eyes 
are always directed elsewhere at the moment the axe falls. Above all, what is typically 
hidden is the view and voice of the victim as a victim. But the Bible tells us with 
staggering bluntness that the violence is the magic. The power is in the blood.483  
 
The Cross may be legitimately interpreted as a sacrifice484 but ironically it is the death 
of Jesus that illuminates the reality of sacrifice as a piece of failed technology. The 
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functionality of the crucified one is to expose the myth that God desired the handing 
over of his Son, in the bloodiest manner possible, as a forensic substitute to make 
good a warped interpretation of divine justice. Instead, the death of Jesus set in 
motion a very concrete historical effect, the unveiling and undermining of sacrifice. 
Christ died for us, to save us from what killed him. And what killed him was not 
Gods justice but our redemptive violence. He stepped in between our violence and 
our victims, and has been a haunting presence there ever since.485 The lingering 
anthropological legacy of the Cross is one that demonstrates Gods solidarity with 
victims and exposes the mechanism of violence which is used against them as a 
defunct but ubiquitous practice found operative in all cultures. Communities all too 
often employ the technique of the scapegoat486 to project and dispel the self-generated 
evil from within its own midst. Ironically, it is the practice of scapegoating itself, 
often dressed up in sacrificial rites, that is sin-ridden as it cunningly obscures the 
reality of the victim, who in the process is transmuted into a guilty party or even 
divinized. Scapegoating is one of the deepest structures of human sin, built into our 
religion and our politics. It is demonic because it is endlessly flexible in its choice of 
prey and because it can truly deliver the good that it advertises. The sacrificial 
dynamic is most effective where it is most invisible. Victims are called criminals, 
gods, or both. So long as we are in the grip of the practice, we do not see our victims 
as victims.487 
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In this chapter I will seek to demonstrate that violence lurks at the heart of every 
culture, being truly characteristic of the human condition and that it is the violent 
impulse of human beings that pins Jesus to the Cross; and it is this violent act of 
redemption that is in fact man-made, profanely generated and not God given. This 
demystification of sacrifice will be uncovered as I explore the cultural construct that 
is endemic to most communities, being discovered and articulated by the French 
philosopher and literary critique René Girard, in his ground-breaking thesis on the 
relationship between violence and the sacred. The scapegoat mechanism that 
religious rites harness, through the paraphernalia of sacrifice, is in effect a channel to 
discharge or safely expel this violence out from the ranks of community. Girards 
ethnological, psychological and cultural analysis of myths and literature allows us to 
see Jesus, as portrayed in the Gospels, as the innocent victim, the crucified scapegoat. 
Jesus brings deliverance but only by exposing the practice of sacrifice, showing us 
that the toxic by-product of death on a Cross is in fact a poison chalice and not a 
healing balm. For the Passion is the divine act revealing, reversing, and replacing our 
redemptive violence, which we so long and tenaciously hid from ourselves in the very 
name of the sacred. When our sin had so separated us from God and built our peace 
on blood, God was willing to come and die for us, to bear our sin and suffer the 
condemnation that we visit upon our victims and so deserve ourselves. God saved us 
from our form of reconciliation, healed us of our dependence on that sad 
medicine.488 The anthropological role of the Cross effectively undermines the 
structures of sacred violence and shows the world that it is possible to live without 
them. Nevertheless, it is necessary to ask ourselves is violence indeed the root of all 
culture? and does religion, and in particular the Christian revelation, expose this and 
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present the secular world with an effective soteriological means of dealing with these 
violent origins of  humanity? 
 
Christian anthropology points to the fundamental dignity of the human being as a 
creature made in the image of God but a creature that is nonetheless still in the 
process of becoming. The human person is a complex synthesis of the temporal and 
eternal, the finite and infinite, body and spirit, compulsion and freedom. The 
individual is always confronted by the choice of becoming the sort of person God has 
created them to be, but this requires the possibility and openness to the future. The 
creatureliness of the human being dictates that we are locked into an ongoing process 
of formation and creation. There is no fixed psychological state but a continuous 
striving for existence or being.489 This in itself can generate a negative slipstream of 
anxiety, fear or angst490 that is unique to the human condition and separates us from 
other animals through the sheer possibility of becoming something other than we are. 
Human beings, lacking a set psychology, are free, which means that we are aware of 
possibilities open to us. We can shape the future through our choice of actions. It is 
out of this capability that angst arises. Freedom, which entails an awareness of future 
possibilities, constitutes an element of human nature that animals lack, an element that 
needs to be named: spirit.491 The philosopher Soren Kierkegaard492 isolated this 
angst ridden phenomenon as an indicator of the alienated state of human beings vis-à-
vis God and the world. It is this empirical angst itself that has the potential to generate 
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violence because it has its roots thrust deep into original sin. Angst is only possible 
because the human person is spirit as well as matter, but the psychological way in 
which individuals manage or seek to control this angst can be legitimate, either 
cooperating with God in creation, or result in actions that seek to cover up or violently 
eliminate this state of being. The nature of original sin has often been explained, and 
still a primary category has been lacking - it is angst; this is the essential determinant. 
Angst is a desire for what one fears, a sympathetic antipathy: angst is an alien power 
which grips the individual, and yet one cannot tear himself free from it and does not 
want to, for one fears, but what he fears he desires.493  
 
Angst is a reminder of our incompletion and possible future salvation 
 
The individual desires God but fears the letting go and radical conversion that is 
necessary in order to reorientate ones life to the extramundane. Sin is not a leap of 
faith but a leap into the self where the over-riding motivation is ego protection to 
resist the pull or openness to the future and God. Sin is an attempt to cancel out the 
angst within, cushion its discomfort and evade spiritual maturity. Sin thus entails a 
hardening of the individuals psychological structure; the ego becomes a kind of 
shell within which the individual hides in an attempt to evade the possible further 
development of the self. In this state, the self seeks to protect itself from the future, 
that is, it continually seeks to fend off the possibility that it could die to itself and be 
reborn in a different, more mature formation.494 Angst is a genuine state of spiritual 
turmoil, the motor that drives the individual towards the ever receding supernatural 
existential horizon that is God. Angst is essentially a reminder of incompletion and 
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lack of fulfilment and spiritual integration, it points to wholeness to come. It is more 
optimistically an indicator that salvation is a future possibility. Those who seek to 
suppress that ache of incompleteness seek to smother angst by muffling its presence 
and listening not to the call of God but the voice of the narcissistic ego turned inward. 
Notice here the acoustic metaphor that is central to Kierkegaards anthropology. The 
demonic insists on listening only to itself, it must close itself off from the voice of 
God, because that voice is the Word of creation. Even though the voice of creation is 
a quiet voice, it calls with a persistent, subtle invitation that puts pressure on the 
individual (pressure to move forward through the experience of angst). From the 
perspective of the demonic ego, this invitation must be drowned out.495  
 
For Kierkegaard, the root of violence is spiritual evasion496 where individuals are 
most threatened by the psychological integration and wholeness of others. Holiness or 
goodness in others has to be repelled and resisted at all costs because they are a 
reminder of their own state of spiritual immaturity and inadequacy. This in itself can 
lead to a state of jealousy or rage which ends in violence or lashing out towards the 
other. What is being protected and fended off is the avoidance of inner growth and 
ultimately a relationship with God. What is being protected is the fear of change, fear 
of the future, fear of the unknown. To encounter the living God is not easy but risky 
for it is fundamentally a call to grow up which demands courage and cooperation with 
the grace or help of God freely offered. To sum up: we have arrived at the insight 
that resistance to the possibility of spiritual growth gives rise to violence. It is not 
simply the case that individuals fail to become psychologically integrated: they are 
actively evading the possibility of becoming psychologically integrated. Sin is not a 
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negation but a position. It is this active evasion, this willful sloth that is the most basic 
root of the impulse to attack another human being.497  
 
Another psychological thinker who has shed light on the darker and violent 
motivation of the human condition is Carl Jung,498 who observed the human tendency 
of self-deception, the ability of the self to lie, to cover up the flawed nature of the 
human condition by projecting it elsewhere. The Christian notion of original sin, 
which is essentially the acknowledgement of being shackled with a warped and 
wounded constitution, leads to the realization in all people of the profound 
inadequacy of human nature. In the words of Saint Paul: I do not understand my own 
actions. For I do not do what I want but I do the very thing I hate.499 This self-
loathing is a realization that buried deep within the human condition is the carnal 
presence of sin that is ceaseless and restless in its inventive propensity for evil. This 
shadow side of the self is so contradictory to the cultivation of a positive self-image 
that it is projected outward, discharged and dumped onto others. This mechanism can 
be interpreted as generative of scapegoats itself, but it most certainly tarnishes the 
other with an array of negative perceptions and personas, transferring the negative 
impulses onto the alien out-with. Since the shadow is that part of the personality 
which contains repressed feelings of inferiority and guilt, the ego attempts to reinforce 
its positive self-image by projecting the shadow onto other human beings. Political 
entities express this by seeing evil in some other group which must be struggled 
against to the death. Human beings do not want to face honestly their own moral 
failings and inadequacies, so they see tyranny, oppression, treachery, and other 
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negatives in the enemy.500 The danger arises when a whole community suffers 
from this same psychological state, functioning in a way which is blighted by this 
spiritual sickness. The society develops a need to identify and attack an enemy. The 
society selects scapegoats and sacrifices them as a way of reinforcing its impulse to 
ego-protection. We hate most those who hold out to us a goal, an ideal.501 
 
Raymund Schwager, a Girardian scholar, concluded that a communitys great need to 
create scapegoats wasnt simply a tributary or conduit to channel out negative energy 
building up within a community, like some social sewer. Rather the scapegoats, who 
were often selected in a random and arbitrary fashion, were also decoys, where God 
was intended as the real target; Scapegoating in fact reveals a deeper underlying 
hatred of God. The New Testament texts reveals that rampant resentment against 
God is what ultimately lies behind the tendency towards violence, and the fact that 
through all random scapegoats God is aimed at as the supposedly guilty one shows a 
new connection between the mechanism of unanimous violence and the origin of 
sacred ideas. If at every ganging-up against a random victim, God is meant in a 
hidden and mysterious way as the ultimate scapegoat, then some dark notion of God 
must also be projected into each random victim.502 The witness of the Gospel is 
important because it unmasks the worldly power structures and stratifications of 
inequality in a society that feeds off rivalry, envy and competitive desire known as 
mimesis. The Word of God when it enters this situation, fraught with its natural 
undercurrent of violence, challenges it by its mere presence. Jesus, the word of God 
Incarnate articulates an absolute contradiction to the status quo of generating 
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scapegoats. His presence represents such a clear and present danger to the stability of 
the accepted order that the apparatus of sacrifice is swiftly brought to bear to snuff out 
and extinguish his message. Paradoxically, it is his death that constitutes a great 
epiphany which casts a profound searchlight on the nuts and bolts of the prevailing 
system, revealing a radical critique of its existence; a mechanism which has lain 
hidden since the foundation of the world. The revelation, the disclosure, the 
unmasking of the mimetic world occurs in his death on the Cross, the sign whose 
signification and significance is that the prevalence of mimetic desire and rivalry, 
which are actuated and controlled through social structures of substitution or sacrifice, 
cannot tolerate the presence of the one who does not distinguish people and values 
according to these structures that control and validate violence.503 
 
The Cross unmasks the violent beating heart of human culture and the lie of 
sacred violence 
 
The Cross of Christ thus stands as some vast theological Grand Canyon that exposes 
the structures that society uses to deflect turbulence and violence from within its own 
midst. The Cross unmasks the violent heart of human culture. This can only be 
achieved by God entering into the whole framework and thereby showing that not 
only is he opposed to such violence, but is also the only one capable of freeing 
individuals and societies from such a self-perpetuating system. He is the only agent 
who is capable of escaping from these structures and freeing us from their 
dominance.... a non-violent deity can only signal his existence to mankind by having 
himself driven out by violence - by demonstrating that he is not able to establish 
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himself in the Kingdom of Violence.504 This exposes the inherent lie of sacred 
violence, where religion and the technology of sacrificial rites captures the original 
violent act and seeks to discharge it for the good of the community, assuming all 
along that it is an a priori antidote designed by God.It becomes increasingly clear 
that the actual initiative to kill does not originate in God after all, but in human 
beings. Sacred violence is not from God, but simply human beings attacking one 
another.505 Furthermore, to interpret Christs death as a good old-fashioned sacrifice 
runs the danger of perpetuating the old mythic elements of sacrifice that are grounded 
in the ancient but primitive concept of placating an angry deity, whilst simultaneously 
shoring up the whole violent edifice. The Cross works by unravelling, deconstructing, 
revealing and demystifying such ancient mythic paraphernalia. Jesus death helps us 
to see that Jesus did not die as such a sacrifice. Rather, Jesus death reveals Gods 
love as that which refuses to participate in the cycle of mimetic desire and vengeance. 
Jesus death is not an act of violence God needs.506 However, René Girard was the 
first to analyse the biblical texts through the psychoanalytic and literary grid which 
gave rise to a hermeneutic which suggested that violence lies at the core of culture 
and the structural matrix of all religion.507 Girards atonement theology may indeed be 
built on an ontology of violence that can lead to a negative perception of culture 
itself,508 and even result in a Gnostic view of salvation as knowledge based.509 
Consequently, we need to critically evaluate René Girards hypothesis and test its 
veracity close up. 
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For Girard there is no ambiguity in identifying the fact that violence lurks behind 
every culture and is indeed the foundational principle and structure510 that gives rise 
to all cultures. Human beings are violent animals, and unlike the animal kingdom 
which has inherent braking mechanisms in situations of rivalry or competition, human 
violence can spin out of control unchecked. Furthermore, human culture is 
chameleon-like in its predisposition and ability to permanently conceal from itself its 
own collective origins rooted in violence.511 People do not wish to know that the 
whole of human culture is based on the mythic process of conjuring away mans 
violence by endlessly projecting it upon new victims. All cultures and all religions are 
built on this foundation, which they then conceal, just as the tomb is built around the 
dead body that it conceals.512 Society is built on various murders over which tombs 
hide the evidence, but more duplicitly, conceal the foundational murder from 
consciousness altogether. Although this is transparently a dark and pessimistic 
assessment of human culture, one only has to cast ones eye on the news or the world 
of film and entertainment, to see that murder and killing are ubiquitous and indicative 
of humanitys inherent blood lust, for which the young are initiated at an early age.513 
The biblical data with its aetiological pattern points to the first cities being built from 
the hand of Cain, a hand that was stained with the blood of his brother Abel, the first 
murder. Civilization, therefore, has its architectural foundations thrust firmly into the 
primordial murder.514 With a further transcendental twist Girard blatantly attributes 
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cultures violent beginnings to the manipulative presence of Satan who himself is 
responsible for triggering all murders.515 My thesis is really that the Gospels view 
Satan as the principal - if not the entire reality - of human culture since the foundation 
of the world.516  
 
Satan will be put on the theological rack later and although Girard doesnt have a 
dualist conception of creation it would be true to say that Satan casts a dark shadow 
over human culture, being the prince of this world517 who figures largely, but albeit 
discretely, in human culture. It would be true to say that human interaction often ends 
in conflict and rivalry, where violence is almost a tangible force that permeates and 
pollutes everything it touches. Violence has been transformed into a sort of seminal 
fluid that impregnates objects on contact and whose diffusion, like electricity or 
Balzacian magnetism, is determined by physical laws.518 Violence itself begets 
violence which can start a chain reaction where vengeance becomes the driving factor 
to redress both real and perceived incidents of conflict and injustice. Vengeance in 
more primitive societies was a vicious circle that easily spun out of control, but in 
more advanced societies the judicial system as a social institution operates by 
suspending escalations of violence; deflecting vengeance by effectively having the 
monopoly of vengeance at its disposal but in a more controlled manner.519 Violence 
then is something eminently communicable and like a beast from its lair once stirred 
up will hurl itself indiscriminately on any surrogate victim if deprived of its original 
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object on which to vent its fury. Violence within a human grouping can only be 
contained for so long without it bursting its banks and people being caught up in a 
flood tide of violence.520 The manifestation of violent outbursts, are usually linked 
with the presence of spilt blood as the vital life force that is profligately shed, which 
demands not only retribution but also contaminates that which it touches. When men 
are enjoying peace and security, blood is a rare sight. When violence is unloosed, 
however, blood appears everywhere - on the ground, underfoot, forming great pools. 
Its very fluidity gives form to the contagious nature of violence. Its presence 
proclaims murder and announces new upheavals to come. Blood stains everything it 
touches the colour of violence and death. Its very appearance seems, as the saying 
goes, to cry out for vengeance.521 Religion, according Girard in all cultural 
manifestations has the supreme function of capping and containing this violence so as 
to redirect and discharge it safely out with the bounds of the community, yet 
ambiguously and paradoxically using sacrificial violence to affect this.522  
 
Ritual and sacrifice regulate violence, which is mistakenly seen as the sacred 
 
Religion, then, is far from useless. It humanizes violence; it protects man from his 
own violence by taking it out of his hands, transforming it into a transcendent and 
ever-present danger to be kept in check by the appropriate rites appropriately 
observed.523 The function of ritual is two-fold; to purify violence and trick it into 
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emptying itself onto a victim whose death will create no further reprisals.524 Once 
sacrificial rites have been seen to be effective, a community will seek to regulate the 
violence which manifests itself from within by using sacrifice as a safety valve which 
protects the community from its own violence. The victim virtually becomes a 
substitute for the entire community, drawing to itself all the scattered elements of 
dissension and angst within the community and neutralizing them.525 The awesome 
machinery of ritual demonstrates that violence and the sacred are inseparable,526 being 
more or less synonymous, although it is only good when it is outside the boundaries 
of the community itself,527 where it can be worshipped at a safe distance as a sort of 
divinity because of the peace it brings in its wake. The sacred is thus perceived as a 
force transcendent and external to the community which may exert its presence in an 
incomprehensible way, beyond language, but one which is rather beneficent rather 
than malevolent.528 Religion has the supreme function of harnessing and 
communicating with the divine for the good of the community. Religion is nothing 
other than this immense effort to keep the peace. The sacred is violence, but if 
religious man worships violence it is only insofar as the worship of violence is 
supposed to bring peace; religion is entirely concerned with peace, but the means it 
has of bringing it about are never free of sacrificial violence.529 
 
Violence or rivalry within human communities is linked to the process of imitation or 
mimesis,530 a theory which both political and the natural sciences have overlooked 
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or been unable to penetrate.531 The imitation of desires can become rivalistic where 
we desire what the other desires in the game of one-upmanship, where the other can 
become a model that blocks the originally desired object. Anothers desire itself may 
even intensify the initial attractiveness of the object resulting in a triangularity of 
desire. It can be observed that quite often children do not know what to desire and 
have to be inducted or taught. Indeed, the whole of western society is built on a huge 
orgy of consumerism where advertising whips people up into a mimetic frenzy of 
avarice and superfluous desire. It is no coincidence that the last prohibition in the 
Decalogue sums up the preceding four by highlighting the danger of coveting or 
desiring ones neighbours goods. Mimetic desire does not always result in conflict, 
but it frequently does as the tenth commandment suggests.532 It is, therefore, listed 
because it is a serious attempt to root out the number one problem in every human 
community - and that is violence. The principal source of violence between human 
beings is mimetic rivalry, the rivalry resulting from imitation of a model who 
becomes a rival or of a rival who becomes a model.533  
 
Yet without mimesis there would be no human language, culture, learning or 
intelligence or even freedom. It is both a force of cultural cohesion and integration but 
potentially one of discord and dissolution. In fact mimesis separates human beings 
from the animals in their capacity for imitation.534 Mimetic desire may be the force of 
attraction and desire that leads to conflict but it is not bad in itself, indeed it is even 
intrinsically good for without it we could not be open to what is either human or 
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divine. Mimetic desire enables us to escape from the animal realm. It is responsible 
for the best and the worst in us, for what lowers us below the animal level as well as 
what elevates us above it.535 Mimetic desire, therefore, does not need to be 
renounced but needs to be redirected and focused on that which essentially has its 
terminus in non-rivalry, non-competitive and non-egotistical grasping behaviour that 
seeks only status and prestige. This isnt necessarily the monastic and ascetic 
Imitation of Christ as found in Thomas à Kempiss spiritual classic, but rather the 
desire of Jesus himself to resemble the Father as much as possible, and so to reflect 
perfectly the image of God.536 That way we are liberated from the scrum of 
competitive and vicious rivalistic desires that lead to violence rather than to true 
transcendence. What Jesus advocates is mimetic desire. Imitate me, and imitate the 
Father through me, he says, so its twice mimetic. Jesus seems to say that the only 
way to avoid violence is to imitate me, and imitate the Father.537 Since Jesus 
recommends imitation, it is a fundamental good, being the only true highway back to 
God, but like human freedom it can also be a sure route to Satan. The difference lies 
in the way of imitation. Jesus imitates God in a spirit of childlike innocence and 
obedience, where Satan imitates God in a spirit of acquisitive desire and rivalry.538 
 
A mimetic crisis within a community generates the need for a surrogate victim 
 
Human communities then can be a seething mass of competing and conflictual desires 
which can all too easily lead to a breakdown and collapse in distinctions, difference 
and identity within a community triggering a mimetic crisis. With the crumbling of 
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order, suppressed rivalries begin to surface and spread like a plague.539 This erosion, 
often held in check by prohibitions and ritualistic taboos, heralds the surging of 
reciprocal violence that spreads through the community like wild-fire bringing great 
contamination, threatening the very fabric, stability and survival of the cultural 
order.540 A common enemy is required that will prevent open internecine warfare or 
anarchy, by projecting the collective negative load onto a victim who can be accused 
of some perceived guilt. The slightest hint, the most groundless accusation, can 
circulate with vertiginous speed and is transformed into irrefutable proof. The 
corporate sense of conviction snowballs, each member taking confidence from his 
neighbour by a rapid process of mimesis. The firm conviction of the group is based on 
no other evidence than the unshakeable unanimity of its own illogic.541 This melt-
down in difference results in the critical need to seek out a surrogate victim so that the 
scattered hatred of the many can be unified in the principle of all against one. The 
mechanism of the scapegoat emerges and is thus born.542 This mimetic agitation or 
crisis is so contagious that it is virtually unstoppable, until all disparate hatreds 
converge and are effectively transferred onto an innocent victim, who is then expelled 
from the community taking the accumulative angst and repressed hostility of the 
group with them. Once the contagion of mimetic violence is reintroduced into the 
community, it cannot be contained. The community, then, changes its tactic entirely. 
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Instead of trying to roll back mimetic violence it tries to get rid of it by encouraging it 
and by bringing it to a climax that triggers the happy solution of ritual sacrifice with 
the help of a substitute victim. 543  
 
The scapegoat fulfils the extraordinary position of being at once feared and held 
responsible for all the ills of the group, yet simultaneously having the power to affect 
a resolution and cure. This dual function is curious until it is realized that the 
animosity and polarization that configures the scapegoat, is linked to their ability to 
soak up the animosity of the group and then deal with it by discharging it through 
their own exile.544 They are thus feared and then revered; they are both the poison and 
the antidote. If the scapegoats were not unanimously feared and hated to start with, 
they could not sponge off the cesspool of scandals inside the community; they could 
not restore the peace. As a result of this process, these same scapegoats may arouse 
such gratitude and reverence that they are ultimately made divine. But their peace-
making power is always dependent on a previous belief in their power as 
troublemakers.545 The mimetic crisis has the power to decompose communities and 
then recompose them again through the mimetic violence which triggers the 
scapegoat mechanism. This process brings intense relief and a sense of liberation 
where the victim is perceived to be initially some monster but now hailed as a divine 
saviour. Girard refers to this as the surrogate victim becoming a monstrous 
double546 who partakes in all possible differences within the community. There is 
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effectively a double transference547 firstly of aggression followed then by 
reconciliation, which appears transcendental and sacred in its origin. Like a bolt of 
lightning, the scapegoat mechanism suddenly frees all men without being answerable 
to anyone except perhaps to the victim himself, who is likely to become an idol after 
his disappearance. No one can control or manipulate the mechanism. It bears all the 
marks of a supernatural intervention. Everything about it suggests a power that 
transcends wretched humanity. It is the prototype of every sacred epiphany.548  
 
The dark trinity of desire, violence and the scapegoat which brings peace 
 
The community afflicted undergoes a profound purging or catharsis through its own 
blood letting. The process of hunting out a surrogate victim, the selection of a target 
who becomes a common adversary can be arbitrary, yet it is effective in eliminating 
everyones antagonism.549 The community polarized against their innocent victim, are 
oblivious to the mechanism itself, only being satisfied in an unshakeable conviction 
that they have found the one and only cause of its troubles.550 Everyone within the 
community is aware of the potentially explosive build up of smouldering violence. It 
is as if everyone moves with extreme caution, It is as if the community had suddenly 
become an arsenal piled high with gunpowder.551 It becomes, therefore, not only 
expedient but convenient to blame an individual, despite their innocence, for they 
become, to all intents and purposes, the dangerous person within their midst. Its 
members instinctively seek an immediate and violent cure for the onslaught of 
unbearable violence, and strive desperately to convince themselves that all their ills 
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are the fault of a lone individual who can be easily disposed of.552 Yet because the 
violence that is directed on the victim is intended to restore the equilibrium and 
tranquility of the group, it is logical to suppose that it is the victim themselves that 
brings this about. Order and difference that was dissolved in the mimetic crisis is 
reconfigured and the old boundaries of cultural distinction magically reappear. Once 
the victim is killed the crisis is over, peace is regained, the plague is healed, all the 
elements become calm again, chaos withdraws, what is blocked or locked or 
paralysed is opened, the incomplete is completed, gaps are filled, and the confusion of 
differences is restored to proper differentiation.553 The origins of the violent sacred 
is, therefore, the mimetic disturbance generated from within the group. This itself is 
only diminished by the scapegoat mechanism that halts the vicious circle of violence, 
albeit by using the more surgical violence of expulsion or even murder. The victim 
becomes the focal point around which a malevolent quasi-substance, the sacred, 
appears to accumulate.554 This polarization continues until it flips over to a beneficent 
force being transformed by the expulsion or sacrifice of the victim. This process is 
interpreted as a sacred intervention because it appears to arise outside the demarcation 
lines of the community. There is a clear perception of boundaries, the interior and 
exterior, where the inner profane space is inhabited by ordinary people and the outer 
realm inhabited by the powers or divinity responsible for the scapegoat mechanism.555 
The surrogate victim moves freely between the two, becoming a barrier and link 
between the sacred and the community,556 where ultimately they are seen in the new 
superhuman light as saviour, the restorer of peace. 
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Girard postulates that religion has played an invaluable and strategic role in culture by 
operating as a safety valve that ensures that violence embedded within communities, 
is systematically channelled outward by the viaducts of the cult. Religion invariably 
strives to subdue violence, to keep if from running wild. Paradoxically, the religious 
and moral authorities in a community attempts to instill nonviolence, as an active 
force into daily life and as a mediating force into ritual life, through the application of 
violence.557 The anthropological significance of sacrifice is that all religious cultures 
have practised sacrifice in the widespread belief that their internal violence can be 
purged by the immolation of a victim. Sacrificial immolation is a vehicle which 
suggests that behind the rite lies a real blood sacrifice that serves as a model for 
religious ritual. The religious communities try to remember that event in their 
mythologies, and they try to reproduce it in their sacrifices.558  Human sacrifices are 
often later replaced by animal substitutes but there always lurks the original 
foundational murder behind a sacrificial rite. The genus of whom can function as a 
surrogate victim in communities are in fact numerous and heterogeneous. They 
encompass a wide spectrum of human candidates as potential victims, which may 
include the weak and infirm, children, prisoners of war, slaves, the handicapped, the 
ethnically different, to anyone who represents a threat to a community because of 
their perceived difference. It will include the dregs of society right up to Royalty who 
are often at the eye of a storm when there is social upheaval and revolution.559 
Victims are isolated and blamed for all sorts of heinous crimes for the greater good 
and survival of the community. 
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A possible target need only be slightly more attractive560 or more intelligent than 
others in the group, but as long as the whole group can come together in agreement 
that the individual is guilty and responsible for all their ills then they will fit the 
criteria. The victim who is often a marginal figure, politically weak or isolated, is 
selected almost randomly, yet must function as a mediator between the profane and 
the sacred. For this reason they must simultaneously differ from members of the 
community but also resemble them, otherwise there will not be an effective 
polarization of the malevolent aspects of the community around them.561 The victim is 
both a foreigner and also a native, as they move from the inside to the outside in order 
to successfully accomplish their role as saviour and refounder of the community.562 
What is critical is that the gap between the community and the individual must not 
grow too wide otherwise they will cease to function as a true representative and 
surrogate. To be a successful victim, or a good conductor of the violent impulses of 
the group, they have to be of them but not one of them, otherwise violence will spill 
over and impure violence will mingle with sacred violence,563and reprisals will be 
sought.564 What is clear is that members of the group are oblivious to the workings of 
the scapegoat mechanism, it has a certain aura of invisibility about it; for if it dawned 
on them what they were subconsciously doing the process would short circuit and 
grind to a halt, for this reason most communities are unable to identify their own 
scapegoats. Human beings do not understand the mechanism responsible for their 
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reconciliation; the secret of its effectiveness eludes them, which is why they attempt 
to reproduce the entire event as exactly as possible. 565  
 
Sacrifice and ritual are organically connected. Sacrifice expressly has the function of 
quelling and subduing violence that arises naturally within human communities, 
seeking to prevent further conflicts from erupting.566 The function of ritual is to 
purify violence; that is to trick violence into spending itself on victims whose death 
will provoke no reprisals.567 Ritual sacrifice is an atrophied version of the original 
collective murder which leaves its distinctive trace568 or echo. The orientation of a rite 
however is designed to mitigate violence and banish it to the outside, by revisiting and 
repeating as faithfully as possible the collective violence of their predecessors,569 yet 
this time safely enveloped in the cult. Ritual sacrifice is, therefore, founded on a 
double substitution. The first is the selection of the substitute victim that represents 
the entire community, which goes relatively unnoticed. The second is the ritualistic 
substitution which is merged and superimposed onto the first that seeks to reproduce 
the original violent act or murder.570 The rite is distinctive in its attempt to recapture 
the freshness of the original experience in the language of the sacred, safely mirroring 
the original mimetic crisis.571 It can even be said that the mystery of the former is 
sacramentally petrified in the latter. Ritual initiates a new constructive cycle that 
brings alive, through a process of anamnesis, the original violence now focused on the 
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surrogate victim which protects the community allowing culture and community to 
flourish.572 The mechanism which achieves this always remains elusive and slightly 
out of view, yet it brings peace and a sense of well-being. Ritual imitation 
differentiates, distinguishes, simplifies, organizes and classifies data in such a way as 
always to mutilate, destroy and hide mimetic mechanisms, especially that of the 
scapegoat, whose differentiating and mystifying effects it endlessly prolongs. Ritual 
thought can never fully grasp its own origin, which is perpetuated in philosophical 
thought and, today, in the social sciences that have inherited the powers of rite as well 
as its basic impotence.573 
 
The Crowd 
 
In a sense, the impotence of a rite is a reality for it has to be endlessly repeated, 
because communities are endlessly generating new and innovative forms of violence. 
The principal agency for the ejection of the scapegoat is the phenomenon of the 
crowd. All individuality degenerates in the heightened state of mimetic excitement 
and contagion forcing a group dynamic like that of a pack animal, a lynch mob that 
seeks a war of all against one. The crowd subsumes all individuality and demands 
uniformity. We find an acute sensitivity to the psychology of the lynch mob; the 
crowd has a need to kill its victim - a need that has arisen out of its own dynamics, 
without any reference to the actual guilt or innocence of the one being killed. The 
crowd demands unanimity and will turn on anyone who does not support that goal 
into another victim.574 In the crowd there can be a vortex of mimesis where each 
member reaffirms the blood lust of the other, inciting the other to more extreme acts 
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of false accusation or savagery against the victim. The crowd is a place for the 
coward, a place to hide in order to evade the truth, to regress safe in the knowledge 
that whilst being a member of the baying mob, one is at least not its victim. The 
community deeply disturbed by simmering and underground resentments seeks to 
purge itself of those elements of discord, and hunts out the alleged corruptor and 
traitor in its midst. The crowd by definition seeks action but cannot affect natural 
causes. It therefore looks for an accessible cause that will appease its appetite for 
violence. Those who make up the crowd are always potential persecutors, for they 
dream of purging the community of the impure elements that corrupt it, the traitors 
who undermine it.575 The crowd gravitates to an epistemological opinion that 
embraces the convenience of untruth, selecting an innocent victim and blacking them 
so that the community can appear white.576 For Girard, the untruth of the crowd 
consists in the way it seizes upon a victim and kills him to meet its own psychological 
needs. The crowd prevents itself from descending into a chaos of self-destruction by 
choosing a scapegoat whose death will create a new sense of social unanimity and 
cohesion.577 The mechanism of generating scapegoats, should then, alert us to a 
hermeneutic of suspicion where there appears a fundamental flaw in the self-
generating machinery of sacrifice itself, where on closer inspection it is not the finger-
prints of the sacred that are pulling the levers that cast out violence, but rather the 
demonic that luxuriates in mimetic contagion, conflict and rivalry. 
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Satan is the engine of mimetic desire 
 
Girards insight into the dynamics of human communities and the anthropological 
reality of mimesis and the violent contagion that it can trigger, fomenting a furnace of 
scandals leads him to postulate that the entire process is driven by the demonic. Satan 
is the engine of mimetic desire running wild and loose in any community. This 
fundamentally is indicated by the violence and false accusation that is mounted and 
hurled onto an innocent victim. The nomenclature of the Devil has always 
traditionally been understood as being that of a liar, a murderer578and false accuser579 
from the beginning. In transforming a community of people with distinct identities and 
roles into a hysterical mass, Satan produces myths and is the principle of systematic 
accusation that bursts forth from the contagious imitation provoked by scandals. 
Once the unfortunate victim is completely isolated, deprived of defenders, nothing can 
protect her or him from the aroused crowd.580  Satan is the motor or driving force of 
mimetic scandals581 that blocks other peoples pathway to fulfilment, but succeeds at 
the same time attributing the blame onto others within a community. Satan sows the 
scandals and reaps the mimetic whirlwind.582 Individual scandals start small but all 
eventually converge and meet in a highway which sweeps everyone along. The road 
on which Satan starts us on is broad and easy; it is the superhighway of mimetic 
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crisis. But then suddenly there appears an unexpected obstacle between us and the 
object of our desire, and to our consternation, just when we thought we had left Satan 
far behind us, it is he, or one of his surrogates, who shows up to block the route. This 
is the first of many transformations of Satan: the seducer of the beginnings is 
transformed quickly into a forbidding adversary, an opponent more serious than all 
the prohibitions not yet transgressed.583  
 
Satan casts out Satan, thereby making himself indispensable to community living 
 
Satan, therefore, is linked to the circular mechanism of violence, he is the name given 
to the mimetic process as a whole which creates conflict and rivalry. He both stirs up 
the mimetic snowballing and then the violence that quenches it which brings peace. 
He is the self-organizing system that paradoxically creates disorder and then order 
within a community; the division and then the mysterious bond that unites. The 
demonic allows, on the one hand, for every tendency toward conflict in human 
relations and for the centrifugal force at the heart of the community, and, on the other 
hand, for the centripetal force that brings men together, the mysterious glue of that 
same community.584 This analysis of human culture may be profoundly pessimistic 
but it does supply an explanation that the sciences of sociology, anthropology and 
psychoanalysis have failed to give an alternative unifying theory or meta-narrative. 
Satan is, therefore, indispensable in human communities because Satan casts out 
Satan using the violence of the scapegoat mechanism, thereby giving the illusion of 
the permanent restoration of peace and tranquility. The kingdom of Satan is nothing 
other than the violence that casts itself out, he is the exorcist and the exorcism. If he 
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were purely a destroyer, Satan would have lost his domain long ago. To understand 
why he is the master of all the kingdoms of this world, we must take Jesus at his 
word: disorder expels disorder, or in other words Satan really expels Satan. By exe-
cuting this extraordinary feat, he has been able to make himself indispensable, and so 
his power remains great.585 Essentially God has nothing to do with the process for 
the force of expulsion always originates in Satan himself.586 
 
Satan then is not necessarily an ontological being in his own right but is in fact 
parasitic on the whole process of human interaction that goes bad. He represents false 
transcendence that is achieved through the accusing and lynching of an innocent 
victim. The false accusations and lies that spin out of control until they all alight on 
one victim. Satan is no being other than the flimsy costume of falsehood and 
mendacity. The devils quintessential being, the source from which he draws his 
lies, is the violent contagion that has no substance to it. The devil does not have a 
stable foundation; he has no being at all. To clothe himself in the semblance of being, 
he must act as a parasite on Gods creatures. He is totally mimetic, which amounts to 
saying nonexistent as an individual self.587 Indeed, he is incapable of existing apart 
from the state of quasi-possession, where he increases in strength and influence only 
when resistance to mimetic urges weaken.588 With this understanding Satan doesnt 
have a personality or being as such, which can be interpreted as an alternative centre 
of power in the universe. There is no dualistic principle working itself out here, Satan 
is not another rival to God but a parasite on what God creates by imitating God in a 
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perverse and grotesque way. He is the monkey or ape of God.589 To affirm that Satan 
has no actual being, as Christian theology has done, means that Christianity does not 
oblige us to see him as someone who really exists. The interpretation that assimilates 
Satan to realistic contagion and its consequences enables us, for the first time, to 
acknowledge the importance of the prince of this world without also endowing him 
with personal being. Traditional theology has rightly refused to do the latter.590Yet 
Satan is always someone, as he has the face both of an accuser in the process of 
violent expulsion of the surrogate victim, and for a time the face of the scapegoat 
himself as the satanic power attaches itself to the victim.591 The end result is always 
the murder or expulsion of an innocent victim because the process is rooted in the 
ancient trail that leads back to the foundational murder of all communities. Girard 
darkly speculates that human culture is built over the tombs of deceit because human 
beings owe their origin to a self-perpetuating system that conceals its true nature, the 
lie about collective murder and its continuing usefulness in society. That is the 
reason why he was a homicide from the beginning; Satans order had no origin other 
than murder and this murder is a lie. Human beings are sons of Satan because they are 
sons of this murder.592 For the sign of Cain is the sign of civilization. It is the sign of 
a murderer protected by God.593 
 
The Gospels reveal what have been hidden since the foundation of the world 
 
In the Gospels the great metaphor of the tomb is embedded within the text which 
cryptically suggests the conspiracy and concealment that is foundational to all human 
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cultures.594 It betrays the need to conceal the reality of the corpse, to hide death, and 
particularly the death of innocent victims that always remain just out of view. It 
indicates that people lie and kill in order to conceal the original lie about violence and 
murder. This pattern is repeated in an endless cycle of violence embraced in the 
scapegoat mechanism. Deep within the individual, as within the religious and 
cultural systems that fashion the individual, something is hidden, and this is not 
merely the individual sin of modern religiosity or the complexes of psychoanalysis. It 
is invariably a corpse that as it rots spreads its uncleanness everywhere.595 Luke 
compares the Pharisees not just to beautiful white-washed tombs that conceal dead 
mens bones,596 but more significantly to underground tombs that conceal not only 
death but their own existence. They remain hidden and invisible under a process of 
double concealment. Woe unto you! for you are like graves which are not seen, and 
men walk over them without knowing it.597 And for this reason the Gospels reveal 
what has been hidden since the foundation of the world598 in the history of all culture 
and at all times. Humanity has an insatiable appetite and need for ritualistic and 
sacred violence, which has no basis in God, but rather points to humanitys own 
violent origins and constitution. Indeed, God has no need for sacrifice and it becomes 
apparent that He has, and always will be, on the side of victims because they are 
innocent. There is no irony or coincidence in the fragment of text that reveals that 
when Jesus dies on the Cross the heart of the sanctuary, and locus of cultic sacrificial 
activity, is exposed by the rending of the Temple curtain; the structure is now 
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redundant and superfluous. This message is underscored by the dead rising from their 
tombs and walking into the city. The sacrificial victims who have lain anonymously 
buried in unmarked graves walk and now talk.599 Their silence is effectively broken 
and their guilt vindicated. This is the power of the Gospels, they explosively reveal a 
non-sacrificial understanding of redemption. 
 
God is on the side of victims 
 
The Gospels themselves are the summit of a textual structure that has been quite 
literally soaked in revelation. The process itself started in the Old Testament and 
reaches its climax in the Passion. The Gospels are fundamentally dissimilar from 
conventional mythic systems for they do not operate on the same footing. They 
neither demonize nor divinize the scapegoat in the shifting sands of mimetic 
contagion. To all intents and purposes the Gospels are a road map that enables us to 
circumnavigate more archaic religions without losing the way.600 Their impact is such 
that mythic formulations and renditions of culture crumble when they encounter the 
Gospels, and in particular the Passion, such is their revelatory pedigree. For 
centuries, now, the Passion has turned itself about as a triumph at the level of cultural 
understanding. It provides the interpretative grid by means of which we prevent texts 
of persecution from crystallizing into sacrificial mythology. In our own time all 
modernist culture, that bastion of anti-Christianity, begins to disintegrate on contact 
with the Gospel text. We owe all the real progress we have made in interpreting 
cultural phenomenon to that one revelation whose effect continues to deepen among 
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us.601 This process of revelation is steeped within the biblical corpus which gradually 
emerges from the Hebrew scriptures that exposes the scapegoat mechanism, revealing 
a God that is fundamentally on the side of victims. 
 
The Gospels fully unmask a truth already partially disclosed in the pages of the Old 
Testament. Indeed according to Raymund Schwager violence is the most central 
theme of the Old Testament,602 where there are over six hundred passages linked 
directly to its reality with no other human activity mentioned as often.603 On closer 
scrutiny, however, divine violence is always an immediate consequence of corrupt 
and evil human actions,604where human beings are the causal link in any chain of 
divine anger; for whenever sacred violence is mentioned it is always evidently human 
beings that are attacking one another.605 God himself never becomes violent, and 
violence doesnt originate from him, he only drives the guilty away from his presence 
leaving them to their own devices. Admittedly, this may include wicked men 
administering divine retribution or more fundamentally evil deeds simply being 
allowed to recoil on the perpetrators. Girard can easily be criticized as having a neo-
Marcionite perception of the Judeo-Christian scriptures, for undoubtedly the Old 
Testament portray an ambiguous and arduous exodus away from the world of 
violence and sacred projection, which only reaches its fullest clarity in the pages of 
the Gospels. The process of demystification may start in the Old Testament but it only 
reaches its zenith in the Passion which reveals the scapegoat mechanism, i.e. that 
which should remain invisible if these forces are to maintain themselves. By revealing 
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that mechanism and the surrounding mimeticism, the Gospels set in motion the only 
textual mechanism that can put an end to humanitys imprisonment in the system of 
mythological representation, based on the false transcendence of a victim who is 
made sacred because of the unanimous verdict of guilt.606 The Gospels alone then 
encapsulate the fullest knowledge and code-breaking capacity to reveal the 
ontological situation of humanity. 
 
The Gospels expose the scapegoat mechanism and the innocence of the victim 
 
The Gospels transparently unmask violence as the work of human projections which 
calls into question the authority and legitimacy of all sacrificial institutions. Myths 
operate by condemning the victims who are always isolated and overwhelmed by an 
agitated crowd. The Bible categorically refuses to tread the ancient trail of attributing 
guilt to the innocent and accuse them of any stereotypical crimes, for there is a sharp 
and clear reversal in understanding of where the guilt lies. The Bible refuses to allow 
the scapegoat mechanism to work out its own logic unobserved and without criticism. 
From the pages of the Psalms, from Job, the suffering servant of Isaiah right up to the 
Gospels, the Bible exposes the standard and well-worn practice utilized by all 
persecutors, but this time the victims are never silent, because they are never guilty. 
The Gospels are not gentle with persecutors, who are ashamed like us. It unearths 
even in our most ordinary behaviour today, around the fire, the ancient gesture of the 
Aztec sacrifices and witch-hunters as they forced their victims into the flames.607 
The Passion narratives tell the old story of redemptive violence but this time from the 
point of view of the victim sacrificed. Moreover, they reveal it by dramatically telling 
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it as it is without wrapping it up in the illusion of myth, where redemptive violence is 
often crudely used by sinful human beings as a construct invented for peacemaking, 
but which has no divine legitimacy or sanction. Indeed the Bible teaches that the true 
God is not only not dependent on the scapegoat mechanism, in fact he dislikes it so 
much that he consistently takes the side of the victim against their persecutors.608 
Humanity alone is the architect of the institution, inspired in part by the satanic 
genesis of myth making.609 With a whiff of Gnosticism, Girard indicates that the 
Gospel revelation functions as a liberating text because it is grounded in this 
knowledge that emancipates. Men will finally be liberated by means of this 
knowledge, which will help them first to demystify the quasi-mythologies of our own 
history and then, before long, to demolish all the myths of our universe whose 
falsehoods we defend, not because we believe in them but because they protect us 
from the biblical revelation that will spring from the ashes of mythology and with 
which it has long been confused.610  
 
From a purely anthropological view the Gospels unveil the victim mechanism that has 
been used since the dawn of time, where the Bible is unique in its disclosure of 
showing a God who stands shoulder to shoulder with all victims unjustly accused. The 
Gospels unmask violence by following its roots that are thrust deep into the mimetic 
contagion of original sin. Only the Gospels denounce the founding violence as an 
evil that should be renounced. Only the Gospels put the blame not on the victim, but 
on the violent perpetrators. Only the Gospels do not regard the violence as sacred and 
do not transfigure it. Only the Gospels portray this violence as the vulgar scapegoat 
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phenomenon that it is, the fruit of mimetic contagion. Only the Gospels reveal the 
founding murder as a fruit of humanitys fallen state, a sin that God alone can 
absolve.611 Paradoxically, the Gospels that have unmasked the sacrificial fetish of 
human culture and history, have often been misconstrued by Christians who are often 
tempted to lapse back into a sacrificial reading of the text. Girard boldly claims that 
Christians have misunderstood the whole thrust of the biblical data, often attempting 
to squeeze it back into the straitjacket of a sacrificial understanding and rendition. 
Christians have often failed to recognize the originality of their own scriptures612 and 
Girard claims that it is of critical importance that this sacrificial interpretation of the 
Passion must be exposed as an enormous and paradoxical mistake.613  
 
This category mistake is tragic because it implies that Christianity that began with the 
impetus of a great revelation has over the course of time relapsed into pre-Christian 
and sacrificial modes of existence.614 This in itself, has often been the catalyst for the 
Church to adopt violent methods in the mistaken belief that it was perpetuating the 
kingdom of God through the sword, notably in its military campaigns against heretics, 
the Crusades, torture and the Inquisition.615 This elaborate sell out and effective 
switching to the tactics and arsenal of the other side, is eloquently portrayed in the 
novel The Brothers Karamazov, where the Grand Inquisitor interrogates the returning 
Christ of the Parousia with a confession of his status as a double agent. The Church 
has effectively betrayed and abandoned the purity of the original message for the 
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security to be found in mystery, sacrament and sacrifice.616 Only the kiss that Jesus 
imparts on the lips of the inquisitor is a lingering legacy of the sign of blistering 
contradiction, for the Kiss glows in his heart, but the old man sticks to his idea.617 
Girard is clear that this ground must be reappropriated, for the demystifying thrust of 
the biblical data exposes the founding mechanism which stops it from functioning, it 
breaks the ancient machine of sacrifice. The good news is succinctly this: that 
scapegoats no longer save men for the persecutors accounts are no longer valid.618 
In effect, this sacrificial concept of divinity must die, and with it the whole 
apparatus of historical Christianity, for the Gospels to be able to rise again in our 
midst, not looking like a corpse that we have exhumed, but revealed as the newest, 
finest, liveliest and truest thing that we have ever set eyes upon.619 
 
The divinity dissociates itself with violence by becoming its victim 
 
The Cross, the pivotal point of sacrificial Christianity, paradoxically has the profound 
capacity to reveal and expose the device that has lain hidden in human culture by 
embracing it as a totem. It unmasks the twisted and toxic logic that the sacred is 
grounded in violence and requires the violence of redemptive sacrifice.620 In reality 
these distorted images are aggressive projections from the realm of the profane that 
are superimposed onto the divine. Divinity, therefore, must be seen to be cleansed of 
every act or association with violence, and the only way to successfully accomplish 
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this is to become its victim. In a world of violence, divinity purified of every act of 
violence must be revealed by means of the event that already provides the sacrificial 
religion with its generative mechanism. The epiphany of the God of victims follows 
the same ancient trail and goes through the exact same phases as all the epiphanies 
of the sacred of persecutors.621 God has indeed entered into human existence in the 
person of Jesus but his fate is inevitably one of expulsion and death at the hands of 
men, for the proverbial lesson of the murderous tenants of the vineyard622 is germane 
to all human culture. Jesus is the supreme scapegoat because he is the most innocent, 
they hated me without cause,623 where his mere existence is a threat to the status 
quo of a world structured on violence, for evil seeks his destruction for no other 
reason than because he is good.624 Jesus becomes the Crucified Scapegoat par 
excellence immortalized in the words of the High Priest Caphias: You know nothing 
at all; you do not understand that it is expedient for you that one man should die for 
the people, and that the whole nation should not perish.625 God embraces the 
Scapegoat mechanism by becoming the God of victims, thus triggering the classic 
mimetic contagion and static which now has cosmic significance.From the 
anthropological aspect the Cross is the moment when a thousand mimetic conflicts, a 
thousand scandals that crash violently into one another during the crisis, converge 
against Jesus alone. For the contagion that divides, fragments, and decomposes 
communities is substituted a collective contagion that gathers all those scandalized to 
act against a single victim who is promoted to the role of universal scandal.626  
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Only Jesus can break the illusion of sacred violence 
 
Only Jesus, a man untainted with false transcendence and disordered mimesis, is 
capable of liberating humanity from the addictive and cyclical patterns of myth and 
false religion which has its roots in violence. Only Jesus is capable of breaking free 
from the usual systems of domination because he has no natural affinity with them, 
for he neither judges nor distinguishes people in relation to these structures. To 
recognize Christ as God is to recognize him as the only being capable of rising above 
the violence that had, up to that point, absolutely transcended mankind. Violence is 
the controlling agent in every form of mythic or cultural structure, and Christ is the 
only agent who is capable of escaping from these structures and freeing us from their 
dominance.627 At the heart of every religion is the same central event that generates 
the mythic thinking that is spawned from the founding murder at the bloody hands of 
the crowd, a fickle phenomenon, for the crowd that adores yesterday, and may even 
adore tomorrow, but in a split second transforms its victim into a scapegoat to secure 
the peace for which the community craves.628 Only if the groups unity cracks is their 
any dubiety in the favoured outcome and the cathartic effect may be aborted. Jesus 
was received ecstatically by the crowd when he entered Jerusalem but the crowd later 
turned on him in front of Pilate and lusted for his blood.  
 
For Christians there is an obvious obsession with Jesus death not because his death is 
especially unique but because it is typical and representative of all victims slaughtered 
by their persecutors. There is no intrinsic positive value to the death of Jesus629as 
such, the Cross does not endow suffering with significance, otherwise this would 
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legitimize the actions of torturers and executioners everywhere. It would mean that 
God sanctions the violence of sacrifice as a serviceable means for doing business and 
a desirable model for redemption. It would give some base value to the violent death 
of innocent victims, where instead it reverses the process and stops it dead in its tracks 
because it is an injustice. Jesus death is a resistance to scapegoating and not an 
endorsement of it. Christians are fixated on Jesus death and will accept no other like 
it. The accusation is perfectly correct. To believe in the crucified one is to want no 
other victims. To depend on the blood of Jesus is to refuse to depend on the sacrificial 
blood of anyone else. It is to swear off scapegoats. Sacred violence promises to save 
us from retaliatory catastrophe. But what will save us from sacred violence?630  
 
The function of the Christian community is to hold its nerve in times of mimetic 
contagion and to resist the compulsion to make scapegoats from the innocent. To 
point out the innocence of the victim and remind humanity that it is not a divine 
mandate. The violent unanimity of the Passion is a direct result of the massive 
mimetic transference of scandals onto the Cross of Jesus, behind which are the 
demonic powers who are threatened by Jesus presence and who seek his elimination. 
These powers are always presented as united in their decision to crucify Jesus. This 
is no propagandistic trick to inflate the historical importance of the Passion. The 
reference to the Cross is a definition of the powers in terms of the mimetic runaway 
and founding murder in which they are inevitably rooted even if they have not 
participated directly in the death of Jesus.631 These powers in turn are ceremoniously 
nailed to the Cross, thereby emptying them of their potency by making them a 
spectacle, exposing their secret which has lain furtive and hidden in the dark violent 
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corners of history.632 Sacrifice and its apparatus may be a deluded and failed form of 
technology but it has always given the temporary illusion of working, for Satan is 
both a source of order and disorder. Satan casts out Satan to maintain his hold on the 
dynamics of community life.  
 
Violence is wrong footed and confused when God takes the side of the victim in 
becoming a scapegoat, because it falls into a trap of its own making and design. 
Violence tries to cover its tracks and conceal its mechanism by resisting the prying 
eyes of revelation. But the more vigorously its attempts to bury its secret the Cross 
routs and reveals its presence. Violence reveals its own game.633 Satan himself 
transforms his own mechanism into a trap, and he falls into it headlong. God does not 
act treacherously, even toward Satan, but allows himself to be crucified for the 
salvation of humankind, something beyond Satans conception. The prince of this 
world depended too heavily on the extraordinary power of concealment of the victim 
mechanism.634 Every time Jesus opens his mouth he constitutes a real and present 
danger to the satanic empire by exposing the secret of Satan, and for this reason he 
must be silenced. Yet it is the word of God that most eloquently entraps the satanic 
methodology because he gives voice to the victim, he speaks for all those silenced by 
the brutality of sacrificial injustice. Either you are violently opposed to violence and 
inevitably play its game, or you are not opposed to it, and it shuts your mouth 
immediately. In other words, the regime of violence cannot possibly be brought out 
into the open. Since the truth about violence will not abide in the community, but 
must inevitably be driven out, its only chance of being heard is when it is in the 
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process of being driven out, in the brief moment that precedes its destruction as the 
victim. The victim therefore has to reach out at the very moment when his mouth is 
being shut by violence.635 And Jesus cry from the Cross is a cry which 
unambiguously indicates that God is on the side of victims. 
 
For Girard, the Cross has elements of deception which were first used by the Church 
Fathers: Gregory of Nyssa and St Augustine when utilizing the metaphor of a fish 
hook or mouse trap. Yet although it was St Gregory of Nazianzus and later St Anselm 
that saw this as a mitigation of Gods dignity through the employment of the art of 
deception, Girard points out that the deception is rooted in the Devils inability to 
understand Gods true motive in redemption. The idea of Satan duped by the Cross is 
therefore not magical at all and in no way offends the dignity of God. The trick that 
traps Satan does not include the least bit of either violence or dishonesty on Gods part. 
It is not really a ruse or trick; it is rather the inability of the prince of this world to 
understand the divine love.636 The Cross is also a victory637 because it demystifies and 
neutralises Satans craft of the scapegoat mechanism. The passion exposes the 
demonic lie that lurks at the heart of human culture, that violence even when 
transfigured through the transformation of cult and sacrifice, has its origin in 
murder.638 Satan is in effect defeated by the one weapon he could not conceive. By 
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respecting power he is defeated by its opposite, the weakness of the victim, which 
contradicts the power of satanic self-expulsion.639 The Cross works because it 
reproduces the founding event of all rituals, where the Passion is connected to every 
ritual on the entire planet640 and can, therefore, undercut it at its source. Only Jesus is 
capable of throwing off the hold of the founding murder, subverting sacrifice and 
escaping from the closed kingdom of violence to the breath-taking openness of the 
Kingdom of God. 
 
To refuse the knowledge that Jesus bears is essentially to refuse that Kingdom641 and 
although this has a Gnostic ring it underscores that the victory is one with an 
eschatological horizon; for the embracing of this revelation leads, albeit temporarily 
and perplexingly, to an increase in the spasm of violence, as if some great beast was 
in the final paroxysm of its death throes. This means that the violence, having lost its 
vitality and bite, will paradoxically be more terrible than before its decline; as the 
whole of humanity makes the vain effort to reinstate its reconciliatory and sacrificial 
virtues, this violence will without doubt tend to multiply its victims, just as happened 
in the time of the prophets.642 The world may for a time even resemble the man in 
the Gospels where a vicious demon was driven out only for him to be later invaded by 
seven others more sinister and pernicious than the first.643 Ironically, it is the Christian 
Church which has been on the vanguard of concern for victims, principally through 
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the activity of the Paraclete (the comforter or defender of the accused), which is now 
criticized by other groups in a competing scrum of victim concern, through a tide of 
political correctness and mimesis. The concern for victims in society can easily be 
twisted equivocally into an instrument of power and even into a tool of persecution,644 
for Satan is endlessly reinventing himself.645 For Satan has a tremendous ability to 
adapt to what God does and to imitate God, and so Satan - the ancient and tremendous 
power of the victim mechanism that expels violence through violence - is able to 
disguise himself and pose even as concern for victims.646  
 
The Triumph of the Cross 
 
The triumph of the Cross is real; Jesus achieves victory paradoxically through 
succumbing to the violence of the world, tracing it to its source, but then choosing to 
renounce violence, demonstratively resisting the temptation to retaliate in kind and 
with a stronger arsenal,647 thereby breaking its hold and spell. For this reason there is 
a deep emancipation from the servitude of redemptive violence that has existed since 
the dawn of time.648 Girards soteriology of the Cross may have elements of the 
Christus victor and moral exemplarist view - with tinges of Gnostic revelation - but 
nonetheless, this liberation is from all the models of atonement that fostered theories 
of some secret pact between the Father and Son which operated on a system of brutal 
sacrificial exchange. Where Gods honour, or justice, or anger was of primary focus 
where in reality it was the more ubiquitous legacy of human sin which held the key, 
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allied with mimetic contagion, which is really the same thing as Satan.649 And 
although Girard can controversially say that: we must rid ourselves of the sacred for 
the sacred plays absolutely no part in the death of Jesus,650 it is not God who dies but 
our love affair with sacrifice. What is in fact finally dying is the sacrificial concept of 
divinity preserved by medieval and modern theology - not the Father of Jesus, not the 
divinity of the Gospels, which we have been hindered - and still are hindered - from 
approaching, precisely by the stumbling block of sacrifice.651 For in the final analysis 
it is only love that has the true demystifying power, where Girard reminds us that the 
love of God is not found in death but life, not violence but peace, and the peace of 
God which passes all understanding.652 
 
In this chapter ritual concepts such as pollution, purification and sacrifice have been 
pursued by analysing the social turbulence that is generated at the heart of 
communities, where social groups get clogged up with negative sentiments that are 
then projected onto a random scapegoat. Here evil is thrust away, not necessarily 
through the surgical instrument of the knife, as in the ritual slaughter by the temple 
priest on the Day of Atonement, but rather in the allied ritual of the scapegoat. 
Sacrifice averts and expiates where Jesus himself becomes the victim, the highest 
expression and ideal is now realized, where God allows the sacrifice of His Son in the 
social ritual of the scapegoat mechanism, not simply to go along with its dark calculus 
in maintaining social stability and cohesion, but this time to break the machinery of 
sacrifice for good. Only then can there be a radical opening up of the way, previously 
blocked by sin, to facilitate a renewed flow of love between God and humanity. As 
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Turner puts it: social renewal (exists) through the surgical removal - interiorly in the 
will, exteriorly by the immolation of a victim - of the pollution, corruption, and 
division brought about by participation in the domain of social structure. Sacrifice is 
here regarded as a limen or entry into the domain of communitas where all that is and 
ever has been human, and the forces that have caused humanity to be, are joined in a 
circulation of mutual love and trust.653 When God adopts the scapegoat mechanism 
sacrifice is essentially reversed, where the normal dynamic of violence becomes 
instead an act of creation and a supreme tribute to Gods power.654 The wounds that 
are inflicted on Christ by agitated human beings are now commissioned, through love 
and sacrifice, to become healing agents. God takes the initiative and allows these 
marks to become the signature of redemption, revealing exactly what humanity needs 
to be redeemed from (sin and its multiple off-spring, violence), yet transforms these 
into wounds of love. The cure caused by love is to wound and inflict wound upon 
wound, to such an extent that the entire soul is dissolved into a wound of love. And 
now ... made into one wound of love, it is completely healthy in love, for it is 
transformed in love.655 It is to the examination of Christs wounds that allegedly 
have the extraordinary capacity to heal that we must now turn. 
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Chapter 6.  Wounds that Heal  
 
The Cross of Jesus props up a man wounded, but these wounds are paradoxically an 
agent of healing. The thrust of any soteriological enterprise is to capture the essence 
of salvation, which is fundamentally to escape the evil of pain and suffering.656 The 
whole drama of the history of salvation in the Old Testament is a remorseless flight 
and Exodus from the pain of servitude and oppression. Yet it is through the wounds of 
Jesus that liberation is found; as scripture testifies: by his wounds you have been 
healed.657 It was Carl Young who commented that only the wounded physician 
heals,658 and it was Henri Nouwen who popularised the notion that any authentic 
pastor had to be a wounded healer659 in order to be effective, where the very 
wounds become the locus for Gods intervention and healing activity of grace. Thus 
ministry can indeed be a witness to the living truth that the wound, which causes us to 
suffer now, will be revealed to us later as the place where God intimated his new 
creation.660 Fundamentally, it is the wounds of Jesus that are the archetypal wounds 
that heal and are the paradigm for any salvific activity.  
 
Any staurocentric theology which has the crucified Jesus as the focal point of 
contemplation has to appreciate the mysticism and cult of the Cross, that has arisen in 
various epochs of ecclesial life. The Cross has always been a trigger for conversion, a 
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catalyst to subdue the flesh so as to cultivate the life of the spirit. This often resulted 
in ascetic practices that punished the body, a warfare between the spirit and the flesh 
which enlisted the Cross as a piece of equipment for mortification.This warfare 
manifests itself in a continuous struggle in which following the example of Christ 
bearing his Cross is crucial. The Cross brings humiliation, discipline, and 
chastisement, which means that illness and pain are not merely to be suffered but 
welcomed as tools for this battle.661 This naturally resulted in negative perceptions of 
the body for it constituted an obstacle to ones eternal destiny.The Christian 
apologist Arnobius declared that the body is a disgusting vessel of urine and bag of 
shite.662 Only post mortem would the body regain some aroma of sanctity after it 
had been pummeled by a rigorous Christian life. The flesh of Gods revered servant, 
hardened and virtually mineralized by tough vigils and pared to the bones by pitiless 
dieting, would smell after death as sweet as a perfumed apple.663 Gregory of 
Nyssas looking to the Cross was not so much an act of contemplation but an 
endorsement to follow the Pauline principle of dying with Christ and putting sin to 
death664 so that through self-control the passions could be curtailed. As an imitation 
of Christs crucifixion: Looking to the Cross means to render ones whole life 
crucified and dead to the world, no longer moved or enticed to any sin....The nail 
would be the self-control that holds the flesh.665 To imitate Christ is to practise a 
rustic asceticism based on the Cross, effectively embracing it as a life-style option. If 
any man would come after me, let him deny himself and take up his Cross and follow 
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me.666 This was taken quite literally in some monastic enterprises. Brothers, gaze 
upon the Cross; if you choose to dwell here you will be nailed to it. You will have to 
abandon your own self-will entirely and you will be deprived of every liberty; even 
the right to eat or fast, sleep or wake will be taken from you. You will never see your 
family home again. You will be a prisoner from a stronghold from which there is 
no escape.667 This is reaffirmed in the work of Thomas à Kempis The Imitation of 
Christ, who alerts his readers to the ubiquitous fact that you can never escape the 
Cross; it awaits you wherever you go.668 However, although the Cross is at the centre 
of any robust spirituality it has to be said that what takes place on the Cross is not 
suffering for sufferings sake. God is not a sadist who takes delight in inflicting pain. 
This God of the Cross is not the great huntsman who sits over mans conscience 
like a fist on the neck. Anyone who understands God in this way misuses his name 
and is far from the Cross.669 Yet neither is God a bystander who is uninvolved in the 
events of the death of his Son. To what extent is God affected by the passion and to 
what extent is it legitimate to say that God suffers, for as some would say only a 
suffering God can help,670 has to be rigorously tested. However, clearly it is through 
a suffering Messiah, and precisely by means of this suffering, that we are healed and 
salvation won. The Cross reminds us that God takes seriously the pain of the world 
and binds its wounds from the inside. 
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It has often been said, that the Gospel of Mark and the other synoptic gospels are 
really passion narratives with an extended introduction;671 Passion mysticism became 
predominant in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries where there was a shift away 
from a focus on the atonement as victory and ransom and even Anslems satisfaction 
theory; to an appreciation of the humanity of Christ. Christs wounds became a source 
of contemplation, sustenance and healing.672 This manifested itself into flowering 
spiritualities that concentrated on the medicinal qualities of Christs sacred and saving 
blood. Julian of Norwich673 and her Revelations of Divine Love illustrates a trend in 
medieval piety that focused on the wounds of Christ which can be mystically entered 
into,674and are in themselves organically linked to the Mass. Christ was immolated on 
the altar of the Cross and this was accessible on the altar of every parish church. His 
blood as saving victim flowed sacramentally to renew and nourish the Church and all 
believers.675 Some mystics (such as the Italian tertiary, Angela of Foligno d.1309) 
went so far as to fantasise about drinking Christs blood directly from his open 
wounds.676 To meditate on the Passion became a particular devotion of the peasant, 
the sick and the dying. The Byzantine portraits of the conquering Christ and Christ as 
ruler of the universe (Pantocrator) were supplanted by images of the poor Christ, the 
man of sorrows whose twisted corpus and face etched with pain and bloody wounds 
were evident for all to see. The picture of Christ on the Cross painted by the German 
artist Matthias Gruewald,677 as an altarpiece for the monastery at Isenheim in Alsace, 
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is a classic representation of this which celebrates the acute suffering, tragedy and 
pain of human existence. Cripples and the sick were placed before graphic 
representations of the crucifixion. There was an obvious solidarity and affinity with 
suffering with the wounded Christ, yet the difference lay in the realization that 
Christs wounds are wounds of love that have the power to heal.678 It can be 
summed up by saying that suffering is overcome by suffering, and wounds are healed 
by wounds. For the suffering in suffering is the lack of love, and the wounds in 
wounds are the abandonment, and the powerlessness in pain is unbelief. And therefore 
the suffering of abandonment is overcome by the suffering of love, which is not afraid 
of what is sick and ugly, but accepts it and takes it to itself in order to heal it.679 
 
The signature of Christ after his crucifixion is inextricably linked to the wounds he 
received. Jesus retains forever in his risen body the marks of the wounds of the Cross 
in his hands, feet and side.680 Such is the significance of these holy wounds that any 
mystic, or saint in the making, could use it as a reliable guide to discern any diabolic 
deception, for the risen Jesus is always known by his wounds. For example, recall 
the legend of Martin of Tours who, when visited by a glorious figure in a vision who 
claimed to be Jesus, asked the figure to show Martin the scars on his body. The figure 
disappeared, it is said, and Martin knew he had been visited by the Devil.681 Thomas 
Merton in his book Bread in the Wilderness has an opening chapter Le Devot 
Christ, and describes the potency of a particular image and representation of a carved 
crucifix, pictures of which adorn the book throughout. It is of a crucifix that has been 
                                                
678 The Wounds of Love are the openings of Grace. Ward, Graham cited in Gibbs, Robert & 
Wolfson, Elliot R. (Editors) (2002), Suffering Religion, Routledge Publishers, London, 177. 
679 Moltmann, 42. 
680 John Paul II, 25. 
681 Farwell, James (2005), This is the Night. Suffering, Salvation, and the Liturgies of Holy Week, T&T 
Clark, New York, 126. 
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venerated for centuries in a chapel adjoining the Cathedral of Perpignan, in the south 
of France that powerfully expresses the suffering of Christ on the Cross. This is 
indeed the Christ whom the prophet Isaias described as a twisted root laid bare to the 
sun on the parched rocks of the desert. This is truly the Christ of whom Isaias cried: 
There is no beauty in Him nor comeliness and we have seen Him and there was no 
sightliness that we should be desirous of Him, despised and the most abject of men, a 
man of sorrows and acquainted with infirmity.Surely he hath borne our infirmities 
and carried our sorrows, and we have thought Him as it were a leper, and one struck 
by God and afflicted.682 The celebration of suffering as a redemptive motif in art is 
characteristically most striking. Religious art that depicts the crucifixion has often 
quite realistically been able to capture the true horror of Christs death. For Jesus 
death was in no way poetic, unlike Socrates who nursed a chalice of hemlock and 
would die urbanely discussing the finer points of philosophy, Jesus last words from 
the Cross were less coherent and better summed up as a scream.683 Yet Jewish 
theology reminds us that the proximity of death is paradoxically often linked with 
Gods favour and redemption itself. It is a sign of homecoming, as alluded to in a  
midrash: The Lord shall answer you in the day of trouble (Psalm 20:2). This is 
comparable to a father and his son who were walking along, and the son became tired. 
He asked his father, Where is the city? He replied: my son, let this be a sign for 
you: if you see a cemetery, know that you are close to the city. Thus says the Holy 
                                                
682 This crucifix is held to be miraculous, to grant many favors to those possessed of pure devotion. 
And there is a legend about Him. The bowed head is said to fall, each year, a fraction of an inch 
towards the chest. The Catalans say that when the chin finally comes to rest upon the chest, it will be 
the end of the world. Merton, Thomas (1954), Bread in the Wilderness, Hollis & Carter, London, ix  
x. 
683 Fiddes, Paul S. (2002), The Creative Suffering of God, Clarendon Press, Oxford, 194. 
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One, blessed be he, to Israel: If you see that troubles envelop you, at that moment 
you are redeemed.684  
 
The Cross has always been seen as a suffering symbol, although it has associations 
with death, the underdog of history has always been able to look to it for inspiration, 
as it often graphically depicted their own predicament. Slaves especially identified 
with Jesus685 as they lived in a world that rapaciously robbed them of their dignity. 
The roots of the Cross are planted deep in a sitz im Leben that reserved crucifixion as 
punishment for rebellious slaves. Although it is said that the Persians invented it686 the 
Romans reserved it, although not exclusively, for political and military crimes. 
Crucifixion, was always dished out to the lower classes, whilst the upper class could 
reckon on more humane punishments. Slaves were often feared for their potential to 
rebel and any uprising was swiftly crushed. The old custom of executing all the slaves 
of a household in the event of the murder of their master was revived in the time of 
Nero by decree of the senate. Any slave could expect the death penalty if caught even 
on the flimsy pretext of consulting an astrologer to determine the fate of the emperor, 
or asking similar questions about the future prosperity of his master.687 In military 
campaigns or larger slave rebellions the Cross was brought to bear. What is 
significant is that the Cross became synonymous with penal sentences reserved for 
slaves and violent criminals, where the method of execution ensured the maximum 
torture and humiliation of the victim. It became a sign of shame, the terrible cross, 
                                                
684 Cohn-Sherbok, Dan. (Editor) (2005), Holocaust Theology: A Reader, University of Exeter Press, 
U.K., 102 (Midrash Shoher Tov 20). 
685 Moltmann, 44. 
686 As a rule, books on the subject say that crucifixion began among the Persians. However, according 
to the ancient sources crucifixion was regarded as a mode of execution used by barbarian peoples 
generally, including the Indians, the Assyrians, the Scythians  and the Taurians. It was even used by the 
Celts. Hengel, Martin (1986), The Cross of the Son of God, SCM Press, London, 114. 
687 Ibid., 151. 
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the barren or criminal wood the infamous stake.688 It efficiently preserved the 
status quo and kept law and order through a spectacle of fear. The naked victim was 
displayed often at prominent places, at crossroads or high points, to act as a gruesome 
deterrent; an effective means of breaking the will of an occupied people.689 From a 
judicial point of view the form of execution would vary in its method of cruelty and 
ingenuity, where the caprice and sadism of the executioner was given free reign. The 
Cross could be used to display the corpse of either a dead or dying man. Seneca's 
testimony speaks for itself: I see crosses there, not just of one kind but made in many 
different ways: some have their victims with head down to the ground; some impale 
their private parts; others stretch out their arms on the gibbet.690 The overall effect 
was to rob the victim of their dignity as well as to maximize pain. Their bodies 
became food for birds of prey and the pickings of dogs, for many of the victims were 
never buried, a grave insult in the ancient world. Decaying corpses left unburied 
would become a particular affront to any Jew of Judea, as death was considered a 
contaminant.691 All executions took place outside the city walls as a matter of course 
to separate the living from the dead. There is some evidence to suggest, however, that 
under subsequent persecutions by Nero, Christians were ritually killed as sport in the 
arenas and their bodies fixed to crosses and then covered in tar and used to light up 
public places after dark.692 
 
                                                
688 Ibid., 99. 
689 Morna Hooker points out that crucifixion was used almost exclusively as a punishment for men 
where there are only a few references to women being crucified. No doubt the humiliation involved in 
crucifixion seemed peculiarly appropriate for men who were being stripped of all pretence to power. 
Hooker, 52. 
690 Hengel, 117. 
691 Deuteronomy 21:22. 
692 Hengel, 118. 
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The consequence of this was that Crucifixion became an infamous means of penal 
execution synonymous with servitude and social failure, which deeply hampered the 
early Christians missionary activity. When Paul said: We preach Christ crucified, a 
stumbling block to Jews and folly to Gentiles,693 this wasnt just a piece of hyperbole 
but a grim reminder that the Cross was not an obvious didactic tool or instantly 
recognized as a symbol of salvation. In fact it was just the opposite: a highly offensive 
article of faith that was a burden to preaching, madness to Roman and Greek 
audiences alike. An alleged son of God who could not help himself at the time of his 
deepest need694 and who rather required his followers to take up the Cross, was hardly 
an attraction to the lower classes of Roman and Greek society. People were all too 
aware of what it meant to bear the Cross through the city and then to be nailed to it 
and they feared it; they wanted to get away from it.695 For this reason one of the 
earliest depictions of the crucifixion scene is of an anti-Christian graffito taken from 
the Palatine, which is of a caricature of a crucified figure with an asss head with the 
inscription Alexamenos worships God. Not until the empire stopped using the 
practice of crucifixion could the Cross finally be rehabilitated as an acceptable object 
of devotion and seen as a key to salvation.696 
 
The centrality of the Cross in the Christian religion ensures that there is no evasion of 
suffering, no denial of the reality of the pain of the world, and no escape into the 
nirvana of enlightenment. There is a stark realism embedded in the Christian faith that 
reassures the human person that God has entered their situation and experienced 
woundedness and mortality close up. The Christian faith relates to suffering not 
                                                
693 1 Corinthians 1:23. 
694 He saved others but cannot save himself. Mark 15:31. 
695 Hengel,154. 
696 Murphy, George L. (2003), The Cosmos in the Light of the Cross, Trinity Press International, 
Harrisburgh, PA, 27. 
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merely as remover or consoler. It offers no supernatural remedy for suffering but 
strives for a supernatural use for it. A persons wounds are not taken from him. 
Even the risen Christ still had his scars.697 There is no avoidance of the reality of a 
world where suffering can be an existential feature that blunts the senses and debilitates 
the ego to the point of disorientation and extinction. The Cross is a reminder that God 
goes to the most extreme point of the world, the point in most need of healing, without 
shifting the ground and seeking an escape. C.S. Lewis articulates the all too human 
desire to flee from suffering: When I think of pain - of anxiety that gnaws like fire 
and loneliness that spreads out like a desert, and the heartbreaking routine of 
monotonous misery, or again of dull aches that blacken our whole landscape or 
sudden nauseating pains that knock a mans heart out at one blow, of pains that seem 
already intolerable and then are suddenly increased, of infuriating scorpion-stinging 
pains that startle into maniacal movement a man who seemed half dead with his 
previous tortures - it quite oercrows my spirit. If I knew any way of escape I would 
crawl through sewers to find it.698 However, to exclude the possibility of suffering 
would be to exclude life itself,699 and although Jesus was in solidarity with us and 
freely experienced maximum pain because he suffered for all sins at once,700 we must 
still ask the fundamental question does God suffer? Is there change in God? Does the 
Father suffer as the Patripassian and Theopaschite controversies, of the early third and 
sixth centuries,701 debated within the Church? 
 
 
                                                
697 Soelle, Dorothee (1975), Suffering, Fortress Press, Philadelphia, 155. 
698 Lewis, C.S. (1940), The Problem of Pain, Harper Collins Publishers, London,  105. 
699 Ibid., 25. 
700 Aquinas, Thomas (1965), Edited. T. A. Murphy, Summa Theologiae, Volume 54 (3a. 46  52) The 
Passion of Christ, Blackfriars, London, Question 46 article 6, 27. 
701 From 519 there was also the controversy about the expression one of the Trinity Suffered. Kung, 
Hans (1987), The Incarnation of God, Cross Road Publishing, New York, 524. 
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The Crucified God 
 
These are hard questions and go to the core of any soteriological method. Any 
theology of the Cross is bound to be controversial for it must focus on our knowledge 
drawn from the suffering Christ in his humiliation, or as Luther would say a 
Theologia Crucis rather than a Theologia Gloriae (knowledge gleaned from the realm 
of human reason and natural theology). Yet the Fathers and the scholastics of the 
Church also had a unique contribution to play in assessing the significance of the 
Crucifixion and spelling out the parameters of what was permissible to say.Thus 
because of its subject, the theology of the Cross, right down to its method and 
practice, can only be polemical, dialectical, antithetical and critical theory. This 
theology is itself crucified theology and speaks only of the Cross (Karl Rahner). It is 
also crucifying theology, and is thereby liberating theology.702 It raises questions on 
Gods participation in the Crucifixion, his ability to be compassionate and 
fundamentally his ability to save, rather than simply treading over the corpses of 
history with detached indifference. It was the historical situation in the early part of 
the 20th century, with the acute suffering caused by the Industrial Revolution and the 
decimation of troops in World War I that created the fertile ground for which notions 
of the passibility of God could first sprout.703 It was theologians, primarily inspired 
from a Lutheran confession that embraced the notion that not only did God suffer but 
there was forever a Cross in the heart of God. A theology of the Cross which 
understands God as the suffering God in the suffering of Christ and which cries out 
with the godforsaken God, My God, why have you forsaken me? For this theology, 
God and suffering are no longer contradictions, as in theism and atheism, but Gods 
                                                
702 Moltmann, 66. 
703 Weinandy, Thomas G. (2000), Does God Suffer? T&T Clark, Edinburgh, 2. 
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being is in suffering and the suffering is in Gods being itself, because God is love. It 
takes the metaphysical rebellion up into itself because it recognizes in the Cross of 
Christ a rebellion in metaphysics, or better, a rebellion in God himself. 704 The 
theological stakes are thus high in the quest to establish whether God himself suffers 
in the very wounds of Christ. 
 
The most radical notion of all is that not only did God suffer on the Cross but God in 
some way died. It was Hegel rather than Nietzsche who coined the phrase that God is 
dead which is still the fashionable position amongst contemporary atheists or 
nihilists. It is often the presence of evil in the world, both moral and natural, and the 
suffering of the innocent that atheists point to in order to prove the indifference, non-
existence or death of God. Yet those who survived the Holocaust or Shoah rarely 
adopted this position. How strange, Wiesel stated, that the philosophy denying 
God came not from the survivors. Those who came out with the so-called God is 
Dead theology, not one of them had been in Auschwitz.705 The current trend of the 
God-is-dead theologians has now been tempered and replaced with more fashionable 
Theopaschite tendencies. God suffers and he is changed by the process which lends 
credence to any theodicy because it goes some way to let God off the hook, he 
becomes a victim as weak and vulnerable as us to the vicissitudes of life. However, it 
is not God who dies on the Cross but rather the death of death, the cancelling out of 
non-being706 replaced with the embracing and resurgence of life.God has died, God 
                                                
704 A. Roy Eckardt, cited in Astley, Jeff; Brown, David & Loades, Ann (2003), Problems in Theology. 
Evil: A Reader, T&T Clark, New York,17. 
705 Kepnes, Steven cited: in Stoeber, 38. 
706 Such a God is therefore supremely immutable, in contrast to human transience, our dust-like 
frailty, and sinful corruption, our perilous dangling over the canyon between being and non-being, and 
our final subjection to the grave. So if God and perishability are to be thought together, the 
imperishable, metaphysically conceived God must die. Lewis, Alan E. (2001), Between Cross and 
Resurrection, A theology of Holy Saturday, William B Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, 
Michigan, 244. 
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is dead - this is the most appalling thought, that everything eternal and true is not, and 
that negation itself is in God; bound up with this is the supreme pain, the feeling of 
the utter absence of deliverance, the surrender of all that is higher. However, the 
course of events does not grind to a halt here; rather a reversal now comes about, to 
wit, God maintains himself in this process. The latter is but the death of death. God 
arises again to life.707 The Cross is a stark symbol of death and yet a gateway to life, 
and rejuvenation. 
 
The Impassibility of God 
 
Any discussion about whether the impassible God is wounded on the Cross of Jesus 
has to be linked to notions of Gods attributes. Modern psychological insights push us 
towards an understanding of God that must be compassionate, who suffers with us 
sympathetically, for that is the nature of love and especially sacrificial love. Love 
enters into the emotional world of another.708 Consequently, if God loves we can 
conclude that he must also suffer.709 Yet this position is a radical overhaul of prior 
conventional understandings of God. God has classically been perceived with a 
cluster of attributes that underscore his dissimilarity to us. He is known to be: 
incomprehensible, ineffable, incorporeal, immutable, incorruptible, imperishable, 
simple (indivisible), free, eternal, self-existing and perfect. In short God is pure act 
and pure being; nothing can be added to his goodness and nothing taken away. God 
acts and is not acted upon, whereas all creatures participate in Gods being in virtue of 
their creaturely status, but God is radically unlike his creatures and not dependent on 
                                                
707 Hegel, G.F.W. (1968), Philosophy of Religion, Routledge, London & NewYork, XIV, 167.  
708 Either God sympathizes and then he suffers, or God does not suffer and then he does not 
sympathize or care. Gavrilyuk, Paul (2004), The Suffering of the Impassible God. The Dialectics of 
Patristic Thought, Oxford University Press, 8. 
709 Fiddes, 2002, 16-17. 
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them in any way. He is transcendent and does not suffer change because he is perfect. 
Furthermore, creation is always incomplete, either in a state of decay or becoming, 
whilst only God is always fully actualized being.710 The criticism of this 
understanding is in part a result of an alleged process of chronic Hellenization of 
Christian Theology early on. This insight was a result of Adolf von Harnacks711 
theory of the development of dogma in relation to Greek philosophy. It was assumed 
that the early Church Fathers made raids on the ideas of the philosophers (in particular 
Plato), and uncritically imported these notions into mainstream theism, thereby 
corrupting and distorting the Gospel.712 The God of the Philosophers became the God 
of the Christians, where the notion of Gods impassibility ensured that God was 
apathetic with no room for divine emotions. He stands cold and remote from history 
immune from any suffering, complete in his own self-isolation. This was clearly 
antithetical and an obvious contradiction to the God of the prophets and apostles; the 
God of the Bible, a God of pathos who was deeply involved in history and human 
affairs, which climaxed in the most intense way in the life and suffering of Jesus.713 
 
However, although patristic thought embraced the notion of impassibility714 it wasnt 
automatically incompatible with the idea that God had certain positive emotional 
states such as love, mercy and compassion. Impassibility operated more as an 
apophatic qualifier715 saying more of what God is not rather than what he is. It 
efficiently and effectively ruled out passions and emotions that were unbecoming of 
                                                
710 Smith, 27. 
711 1851-1930. 
712 Gavrilyuk, 3. 
713  Ibid., 2. 
714 Philo, of Alexandria (20 BC-AD 40) as is well known, is the first to write a treatise on the 
immutability of God. There he argued that unlike unstable creation, the Existent is firm in his 
existence. He is incorruptible, imperishable, everlasting, endowed with all the virtues, and with 
all perfection, and with all happiness. Weinandy, 2000, 75. 
715 Gavrilyuk, 16. 
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the divine nature, such as greed, lust and to a certain extent anger, for which the early 
dispute with Marcionism716came to typify.In apophatic theology impassibility was 
first of all an ontological term, expressing Gods unlikeness to everything created, his 
transcendence and supremacy over all things, rather than a psychological term 
implying the absence of emotions. In this conceptual framework divine impassibility 
safeguarded Gods undiminished divinity and transcendence.717 Affirming divine 
impassibility, therefore, was perfectly consistent with Gods providential care for the 
world and his direct involvement in history. It simply meant that God was radically 
unlike the anthropomorphic Gods of mythology, and that any language used of God 
had to be couched in the more guarded semantics of analogy.  
 
Impassibility protected the transcendent otherness of God and denied him aspects of 
negative changeability that would make him part of the created order. It did not 
prevent him from being loving and caring in his goodness for his creation. 
Contemporary critics of Gods impassability argue that for God to be impassible 
means that he is unloving. This is not so. They forget that to say that God is 
impassible does not tell us something positive about God.718 Furthermore, biblical 
language with a negative nuance such as anger, jealousy or sadness do not necessitate 
fluctuations in Gods goodness but are more indicative of a change in the experience 
of that goodness. They are neither projections of emotions onto God but rather 
reflections of how human beings stand in relation to God vis-à-vis their own 
justification and righteousness. More simply put, it is a manifestation of Gods 
consistent fidelity and love. Is God not saddened by man turning from him and his 
                                                
716 Marcion (d.160) objected to the use of the Old Testament in the Church primarily on theological 
grounds. He taught that the deity of the Old Testament was cruel, warlike, inconsistent, and merciless 
and consumed with the passion of anger. Gavrilyuk, 53. 
717 Ibid., 49. 
718 Weinandy, 2000, 94. 
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love? If one understands sadness and pain as due to a lack of good and to the presence 
of evil, then God is not sad in this sense..but sadness could be predicated of God, 
not as a change in God, as the loss of a good possessed, but as an aspect of his 
almighty and all-consuming unchangeable love for his creatures.719 Sadness and 
anger are, therefore, realities in God not as fickle mood swings but rather indicative of 
the consistency and splendour of Gods providential care. Sorrow and grief can be 
legitimately attributed to God, but only by metaphorically referring to his response to 
evil and sin in the world. It does not necessarily indicate a passible divine nature 
without qualification. 
 
Does God change? 
 
The biggest charge against Gods impassibility is that if he is unable to change and 
experience suffering like us, not only is he indifferent720 to the world and its pain, but 
he is also locked in a static self-existence which is anything less than perfection. Yet 
for anything to change suggests that there is a potentiality, a possibility, and for God 
to acquire any more perfections would be a contradiction, it would place him in the 
realm of finite reality.721 Humans change because it is part of their make-up and state 
of imperfection. They are in a process of becoming and change to a greater or lesser 
degree by participating in the fullness of Gods life. The human soul, far from being 
static in nature, is hardwired for dynamic development. Thus it is capable of the 
change requisite for life in a body that is to be transformed in the resurrection, but 
                                                
719 Weinandy, Thomas G. (2002), Does God Change? Studies in Historical Theology, St. Bedes 
Publications, 79-80. 
720 Some say: complacent or egocentric. See Fiddes, 2002, 170. 
721  Psalm 101 26-28. 
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also that can grow as the character of its participation in God changes.722 For God to 
change and experience suffering would also suggest that evil is in the heart of God 
because evil classically understood is a privation of the good,723 a limitation, a lack of 
perfection. To suggest that God changes, and thus suffers, is to ontologically blur the 
distinction between God the creator and his creatures. It is sentimentally to suggest 
that God is like us in a reductive and crass anthropomorphic way. The logic of this 
obviously helps alleviate a negative theodicy implying that God stands shoulder to 
shoulder with us by sharing our angst; for if God suffers then he too is a victim and 
not a torturer.724 At a more profound level it demonstrates a misunderstanding of the 
very nature of divine life. Trinitarian existence is the highest intensity and source of 
all life that there is. God is pure actuality. God is immutable (according to Aquinas), 
not because he is static, inert, or inactive, but precisely because he is so supremely 
active and dynamic, because he is pure act. He is so much in act that it is 
ontologically impossible to be more in act. Paradoxically God is supremely 
immutable because he is supremely active.725  
 
Does God suffer? 
 
God, therefore, has no need to change because the Trinity is the fullest life that there 
is, the most passionate because the most active.726 The doctrine of Perichoresis727 
                                                
722 Smith, 147. 
723 Privatio Boni a term loosely referring to an absence or privation of the good, taken from St 
Augustines Enchiridion XI, where good and evil are perceived as being asymmetrical to each other, 
the shadow side of being. Evil is not a metaphysical entity in its own right but a corruption or 
deprivation of the good that should be there. Like a wound or disease it is a diminishment or defect of 
substance; hence pure evil cannot exist as it always rides piggy-back on something that is good in 
virtue of its own existence. Evil exists only in another but not in itself. 
724 Fiddes, 2002, 32. 
725 Weinandy,  2002, 78. 
726 Nothing could be further from the truth than the complaint of process thinkers that the God of 
traditional theology is static. The divine persons are precisely ecstatic in an eternal activity. 
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teaches us that the mutual indwelling of the three members of the Trinity, the self-
abandonment and yielding into the other with reciprocal and shared penetration, is the 
most intense form of life that there is. It is suggestive of a divine dance of dizzying 
and cosmic proportions that bursts forth with life and one that is ecstatically rooted in 
the passion of love. As subsistent relations fully in act, the persons of the Trinity are 
utterly and completely dynamic and active in their integral and comprehensive self-
giving to one another, and could not possibly become any more dynamic or active in 
their self-giving since they are constituted, and so subsist, as who they are only in 
their complete and utter self-giving to one another.728 The up-shot of this is that God 
does not suffer in the sense of experiencing any inner emotional pain, agitation, agony 
or angst.729 For if God did suffer, he would be something less than the living God, 
subject to change like us, and would not be worthy of our worship.730 Suffering, 
however, is at the heart of redemption. Although God does not suffer like us, it does 
not mean that he lacks compassion in the sense of suffering with us, because his love 
still embraces those who suffer. God hears the cry of the poor and moves out into the 
world and enters the human condition by way of the Incarnation. Only a God who is 
beyond a normal dynamic of suffering, which is a diminishment of being, can respond 
in this way. God does not have to suffer in his divine nature for suffering to be 
soteriologically significant, for God is still compassionate and experiences suffering 
in the person of Jesus. The Church asserted that the Son of God suffered in reality 
and not in mere appearance; that it was the Son who became Incarnate and suffered, 
not the Father; that the Sons involvement in suffering did not diminish his divine 
                                                                                                                                       
Trethowan, Illtyd. OSB. (1985), Process Theology and the Christian Tradition. Studies in Historical 
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status, because the Incarnation was a supreme act of divine compassion and as such it 
was most appropriate and God-befitting.731 To say that God suffered in the rawness 
of his divine nature would mitigate the reality of human suffering. For if God 
experienced suffering in a divine way, it would not be authentic human suffering but 
would be God suffering as God; but we do not suffer as God but as human beings.732  
 
Does the Incarnation induce change in God? 
 
God suffering in his divine nature, moreover, would also cancel out the need for an 
Incarnation in the first instance. If God could experience pain without assuming a 
human nature it would be unnecessary for him to become Incarnate. The most 
noticeable flaw of the theopaschite theory is that if God is, without qualification, 
capable of suffering without assuming human nature, then both the divine 
transcendence is put at risk and the assumption of the human nature in the Incarnation 
is rendered superfluous.733 The whole thrust of the doctrine of the Incarnation as 
crystallised out in the council of Chalcedon  (AD 451) is the belief that the divine and 
human natures exist in a way that does not violate the other but results in their union 
in one person. The linguistic markers preserve the tension and harmony between the 
divine and human natures, for they are without confusion, change, division or 
separation. The one person of Jesus Christ is thus both fully God and fully Man. God 
didnt change into a man and become something else but united himself 
(hypostatically) to a human nature so that the Logos took on a new mode or manner of 
existence. The Incarnational act is not one of local motion or change on the part of 
the Logos, as if he somehow left heaven and came down to earth, and changed 
                                                
731 Gavrilyuk, 18. 
732 Weinandy, 2000, 204. 
733 Gavrilyuk, 20. 
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himself into man. Rather the Incarnational act, the becoming, is the uniting of a 
human nature to the very person of the Logos in such a way that the Logos exists as 
man.734 The teaching of the Communicatio Idiomatum735 meant that it was perfectly 
legitimate to say in the same breath that Mary is Theotokos or Mother of God and that 
God suffered in the person of Jesus, albeit as some would say when pressed, in his 
human  nature. There is an acceptable interchange of predicates, so that whatever is 
said about the Logos and the attributes of the divine nature must be predicated of the 
humanity of Jesus and vice versa. In other words there are not two subjects in Christ. 
Moreover, it is legitimate to say that God is born, eats, sleeps and dies in the man 
Jesus. The Communicatio Idiomatum, therefore, is not simply a linguistic or 
grammatical appellation but points to a deeper ontological character expressing 
something about the reality of Jesus.736 God suffers as the man Jesus. 
 
Kenosis and some heretical considerations 
 
One of the theological speculations that have been brought to bear in an effort to shed 
light on the idea that God participates in our suffering is the doctrine of Kenosis,737 
the self-emptying of God inspired by the hymn in Philippians.738 For God to stand in 
solidarity with the rest of humanity he has to divest himself of his divine attributes  so 
that he can experience the frailty of human existence. The second person of the 
                                                
734 Weinandy, 2002, 86. 
735 The Communication of idioms is a Christological term used to describe the transference of 
attributes appropriate to either the divine or human nature and apply them either to each other, or to the 
total unitary subject of the Incarnation. 
736 Kung, 530. 
737 The divinity is present concealed under the human existence, open only to faith and not to vision, 
and therefore outside the scope of any theory. The fact that God enters into the hiddenness of his 
divinity under the humanity, this is what we mean by kenosis. Kung, 539. 
738 Though he was in the form of God, did not count equality with God a thing to be grasped, but 
emptied himself, taking the form of a servant, being born in the likeness of men. And being found in 
human form he humbled himself and became obedient unto death, even death on a Cross. Philippians 
2:6-8.  
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Trinity has to literally restrain, abandon, empty or limit some aspect of his 
divine self in order to become man.739 The downside of this evacuation of divinity is 
the idea that the Logos is now not fully himself and appears in some residual and 
atrophied version; and by implication this means that he is no longer fully God, he is 
God in some mutilated sense. If the Logos squanders his divine identity so as to be 
able to assume a human nature he can no longer strictly speaking be fully divine. This 
also compromises Gods immutability, for it suggests that there has been a change in 
the divine nature. The Christological problem for the kenoticists may have been an 
ingenious attempt to protect Christs human consciousness, and resist the 
Apollinarianist tendency that Christ had a divine mind and was thus omniscient. Yet 
with a kenotic Christ you end up with neither a real divinity nor real humanity, but 
some mutated version. At best it is God restricted, like a tennis player with one hand 
tied behind his back.740 Hans Kung reminds us that Christology must start out in its 
thinking from the Cross: the full, undiminished divinity of God is active in utter 
powerlessness, in the death agony of the Crucified, from which no divine nature 
may be removed.741  
 
Kenotic Christological theories were first proposed in the early nineteenth century,742 
although there are kenotic interpretations found in earlier Christian writers and the 
scriptures themselves. The Hymn found in Philippians 2:5-11 is the seminal text that 
                                                
739 Weinandy, 2002, 114. 
740 See Davis, Stephen T., cited in Polkinghorne, John (editor), (2001), The Work of Love. Creation as 
Kenosis, William B. Eerdmans Publishing Company, Grand Rapids, Michigan, 198. 
741 Kung, 539. 
742 The first explicit kenotic theologians were the Germans, Gottfried Thomasius (1802-75) and W.F. 
Gess (1819-91). Then the theory was defended by a series of able British theologians, including P.T. 
Forsyth (1848-1921), Charles Gore (1853-1932), H.R. Mackintosh (1870-1936), and Frank Weston 
(1871-1924), and more recently Hans Urs von Balthasar, where kenosis has undergone a renaissance 
in the last 30 years. Davis, Stephen T., cited in Evans, C. Stephen (editor), (2006), Exploring Kenotic 
Christology, The Self-emptying God, Oxford University Press, 114. 
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is interpreted with kenotic considerations743 and is a notorious minefield for 
exegetical interpretation.744 However, although some contest the pre-Pauline pedigree 
of the pericope, most agree that it is from St Paul745 who adapted it probably from a 
fragment of a text already circulating and used within a baptismal liturgical setting of 
the early Church.746 In John 13:1-20 there is the description of a mini-kenosis where 
Jesus adopts the role of a servant (doulos) and washes the feet of the disciples. 
Although Kenosis as a doctrine is more to do with the ontological character of Jesus, 
the ethical spin-offs from an understanding of Jesus adopting the role of a servant or 
slave are obvious; they subvert and overturn the established hierarchical instinct for 
prestige, and particularly in discipleship. As Stanislas Breton suggests: The figure of 
the slave, in such an accused relief, is more than an image that in an iconoclasm of the 
imagination shatters the idol of power. Yet more than a sign for a new understanding 
of the things of God, it is a categorical imperative toward life and action.747 The old 
settled distinctions between master and servant, rich and poor, dominator and 
oppressed crumble and in their place rises the model of a suffering servant, a saviour 
who is obedient to death, even death on a Cross. Some would suggest, therefore, that 
Kenosis is a vivid metaphor for the self-giving quality of the divine love revealed in 
                                                
743 Other New Testament passages that might support a kenotic theory include Mark 13:31-32; Luke 
2:52; John 11:23; Acts 10:38; 2 Cor. 8:9; and Heb. 5:7-9. 
744 The Greek verb employed here, kenoo, meaning to empty oneself, inspired these theologians to 
consider the idea that, in becoming a human being, God the Son in some way limited or temporarily 
divested himself of some of the properties thought to be divine prerogatives, and this act of self-
emptying has become known as a kenosis. Evans, 4. 
745 The pericope was a pre-Pauline hymn of Aramaic or Syriac provenance, or even of Judaic-Gnostic 
provenance and adapted by Paul. I give these theories no credence.The theological milieu of the 
pericope is thoroughly and inescapably Pauline. Phelan, M.W.J. (2004), The Christology of 
Philippians 2:6-11. An Examination of the Person and Work of Christ, Twoedged Sword Publications, 
Waterlooville, 8. 
746 A theory adopted by Stephen Sykes but one which originated from Ernest Lohmeyer in 1927. See  
Hick, John (2005), The Metaphor of God Incarnate, SCM Press, London, 78. 
747 Stanislas, Breton (2002), The Word and the Cross, Fordham University Press, New York, 98. 
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Jesus to which disciples are called, indeed it is a good metaphor that becomes bad 
metaphysics748 when it is taken out of this practical moralistic milieu. 
 
Kenosis has its prefiguring in the Hebrew idea of the Shekinah, or Gods indwelling 
but hidden glory, where in the Old Testament the eternal, infinite God comes down 
and dwells amongst his people to share their affliction, but through a laborious and 
drawn out process ultimately delivers them (Exodus 3:7-8). It is from Israelite 
experiences of God sharing their wanderings as an exile people that rabbinic literature 
conceived the theology of Gods self-humiliation in his Shekinah and ultimate 
homecoming.749 Not only in moments of redemption but at creation itself God 
withdraws to give space for his creation, equipping it with a volition and relative 
independence from himself, simply allowing it to be. This voluntary self-restriction 
thus maximizes the freedom and autonomy of what he creates.750 Yet if the strongest 
and purist revelation of Gods self-giving love is in the Incarnation then this will 
always remain the best window into the divine nature; for kenotic Christology will 
lead with a certain logical inevitability to a kenotic theism, although as Karl Barth 
reminds us (an opponent of kenoticism) God is always God even in His 
humiliation,751 and again more explicitly: The kenosis of the Son in the Incarnation 
is not that he wholly or partially ceases to be the eternal Son of the Father (otherwise 
                                                
748 Hick, 79. 
749 Moltmann, cited in Polkinghorne, 143. 
750 Ibid., 147.  
751 God is always God even in His humiliation. The divine being does not suffer any change, any 
diminution, any transformation into something else, any admixture with something else, let alone 
cessation. The deity of Christ is the one unaltered because unalterable deity of God. Any subtraction or 
weakening of it would at once throw doubt upon the atonement made in Him. He humbled Himself, but 
He did not do it by ceasing to be who He is. He went into a strange land, but even there, and especially 
there, He never became a stranger to himself. Barth, 179-180. 
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the Incarnation would not be a revelation) but that as the Son of God he is also made 
the Son of Man.752   
 
For Hans Urs von Balthasar (an exponent of kenoticism), it wasnt in the framework 
of the Christological doctrine of two natures but rather in the context of the Trinity; 
where inner-Trinitarian kenosis was reflected in the perichoresis of self-emptying, 
that demonstrated a self-surrendering love of each member of the Trinity into the 
other. As he states: God is not, in the first place,absolute power, but absolute 
love, and his sovereignty manifests itself not in holding on to what is its own but in 
its abandonment - all this in such a way that this sovereignty displays itself in 
transcending the opposition, known to us from the world, between power and 
impotence. The exteriorisation of God (in the Incarnation) has its ontic condition of 
possibility in the eternal exteriorisation of God - that is, in his tripersonal self-gift.753 
This kenotic self-surrender is Gods Trinitarian nature and is the mark of all his 
outward works in creation, reconciliation and the redemption of all things.Yet the 
most serious charge against kenoticism is highlighted here if, as a result of the 
Incarnation, the Son is in anyway considered to be weakened of his divinity, through 
this voluntary self-emptying. If there is any loss or interruption of the divine fullness 
of the Son then the charge even of Tritheism could be levelled at any kenotic theory.  
As E. Digges La Touche argues: If one of the Persons of the Blessed Trinity can be 
temporarily withdrawn from the intercommunion of the Deity either in respect of the 
whole or of any portion of His being, Monotheism can scarcely be preserved. The 
distinction between the Persons of the Godhead becomes at least as sharply 
individualistic as that between finite personalities. Thus we have no longer one God 
                                                
752 Cited in Crisp, Oliver D. (2007), Divinity and Humanity, Cambridge University Press, 149. 
(Originally from Barth, Karl, The Gottingen Dogmatics: Instruction in the Christian Religion, I ). 
753 von Balthasar, 1990, 28. 
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but three Gods.754 The doctrine of the Trinity thus appears to be compromised by a 
theory of Kenosis and from a Christological point of view, if the Son was at any time 
lacking in Divine attributes, then strictly speaking he was not co-equal with either the 
Father or the Holy Spirit; yet the established position of the Church is that the three 
persons are co-eternal and co-equal with each other at all times.755 The Russian 
Orthodox theologian Sergius Bulgakov, overlooking the allegedly false Latin dogma 
of the filioque comments: Perhaps the weakest and strangest element of the kenotic 
theories (e.g. in Gess) is the supposition that, during the kenotic humiliation of the 
Son, the Holy Spirit stops proceeding and from the Son, but proceeds from the 
Father alone.756 
 
The doctrine of Kenosis, therefore, is complex and more nuanced than on first 
consideration, being more than simply a retraction of divine glory. Although 
Bulgakov suggests that the Son removes from himself the garment of glory, that is the 
joy and bliss that proceeds from the love of the hypostatic union, the shared but 
mutual divinity of the three persons, only to take it up again later. Christs removal 
of the glory from Himself is precisely His descent from heaven. The Son of God, 
eternally being God, comes down from heaven and abandons, as it were, the divine 
life. His divine nature retains only the potential of glory, which must be actualized 
anew, according to the high-priestly prayer: And now, O Father, glorify thou me . . . 
with the glory which I had with thee before the world was (John 17:5).757 Christ 
retains the nature of Divinity for the duration of the earthly Incarnation but not its 
associated glory. Some would argue, therefore, that there is an inherent ambiguity in 
                                                
754 E. Digges, La Touche, cited: in Evans, 166.  
755 Hall, cited in Evans, 98. 
756 Bulgakov, 226. 
757 Ibid., 224. 
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approaching the Philippian text (2:5-11), pre-loaded with eisegetical considerations, 
for on closer exegetical scrutiny, there is nothing embedded within the text to suggest 
that the word empties himself either of his divine nature, or attributes.758 Clearly, if 
the Word ceases to be a member of the Trinity for the period of the Incarnation this 
would be incompatible with Chalcedonian Christianity, as: one and the same our 
Lord Jesus Christ, the same perfect in Godhead, the same perfect in manhood, truly 
God and truly man, and as Swinburne suggests, it would even beg the question 
who was in control of the universe when the second person of the Trinity (the 
Word)759 was constrained by the limitations of being human?760  
 
The position of kenosis can, therefore, be separated into three distinct  articulations of 
varying vigour. The strongest and most extreme form of an ontological kenosis would 
be the view that the Word relinquishes all divine characteristics761 so as to become 
human, and then takes up his divinity again after the ascension.762 Secondly, a 
functionalist (or quasi-kenotic) account of Christology would be a weaker position 
which involves the Word abstaining from exercising certain divine properties for a 
period of time, typically, although not necessarily, for the duration of the Incarnation. 
On this more subtle view there is a separation of attributes that are considered 
essential to divinity and those that are accidental, which he could lose or relinquish 
whilst remaining Divine.763 Thirdly, a divine krypsis764 position of kenosis, where the 
                                                
758 Phelan, 17. 
759 All things were made through him, and without him was not anything made that was made. John 
1:3. 
760 However, that does not mean that one of the persons of the Trinity could not freely empty himself 
of such properties, secure in the knowledge that the Father and Spirit will continue providentially to 
guide creation and perhaps even secure in the knowledge that he will someday be rewarded by them 
with the restoration of all the divine prerogatives. Evans, 213-214.  
761 The Giessen theologians held this view. 
762 Crisp,119. 
763 Ibid., 124-125. 
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Word does not relinquish or abdicate any of his divine attributes but they remain 
concealed. For the period of the Incarnation, the human nature has restricted access to 
the divine properties (that would compromise being human), and thus they remain 
hidden.765 This would account for Christs apparent ignorance of certain things.766 
The Word retains his omniscience but the human nature of Christ clearly does not. 
Although this position lurches towards a form of Nestorianism as Crisp points out it 
doesnt necessarily have to: One reason to deny this: it undercuts the unity of the 
person of Christ and is incipient Nestorianism. But why should this be the case on 
something like a two minds Christology? The human mind is contained in the divine 
mind, but the converse is not the case. The divine mind has access to everything in the 
human mind, but the converse is not the case. This is not clearly Nestorian or 
unorthodox.767 
 
What is important to note is that in conventional creedal Christology the Word 
assumes a human nature forever, there is nothing temporary with his Incarnational 
state; indeed humanity now has a permanent place in the inner life of the Trinity by 
virtue of the God-man. This poses problems for any strong ontological kenotic 
position which would entail the Word giving up certain properties never to take them 
up again from that moment forward.768 This is the standard criticism of kenosis that 
the earthly Jesus is not really divine, as he has abandoned properties essential to being 
God. Looking at it from the other end, the glorified logos who is rewarded for his 
obedience in heaven is not truly human either; for the criticism too impugns the 
                                                                                                                                       
764 Kryptic (or hidden) Christology; a position advocated by some Lutheran theologians of the 
Tubingen school. 
765 Crisp, 149-151. 
766 Mark 13:32; Matt. 24:26. 
767 Crisp, 131. 
768 Ibid., 133-134. 
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orthodoxy of kenosis for those who accept the permanent embodiment and humanity 
of the Logos. There is (so it is said) a kind of necessary reverse emptying in kenosis, 
where the glorified Logos, on returning to heaven, emptied itself of humanity.769The 
evidence from the synoptic gospels, however, clearly indicates that the human Jesus 
lacked some attributes of God such as omniscience and omnipotence. What is unclear 
is whether he did not possess them or whether he simply refrained from exercising 
them. If it is the case following the krypsis view that he had these powers but chose 
not to use them, i.e. feigning ignorance, then he would scarcely be human but rather 
superhuman. If on the other hand, he lost these properties, even temporarily, he would 
cease to be unequivocally God.770 The problem is compounded when there is 
speculation over what attributes are considered to be essential for divinity, and those 
that can be left behind as being accidental and inconsistent with being fully human. 
Can we, then, say that the metaphysical attributes of the second person of the Trinity 
were temporarily laid aside in the Incarnation, whilst the moral attributes were 
retained - so that Jesus Incarnated the goodness and love, justice, mercy and wisdom 
of God, but not the divine omnipotence, omniscience, etc.?771 Yet these metaphysical 
attributes are qualities traditionally associated by most people as accruing to divinity, 
even if they are given the appellation relative by some authors. However, this  
distinction is more fundamentally to do with the misunderstanding between the words 
morphe (form) and ousia (essence) of divinity.772Von Balthasar spells out the 
dilemma and tension within the doctrine of kenosis when he says: There is a 
theological truth which mediates between the two irreconcilable extremes: those of, 
                                                
769Davies, Stephen, T., cited in Evans, 135. 
770 Hick, 62. 
771 Ibid., 76. 
772Humiliation refers not to the nature (ousia) but to the morphe, to the divine form, which Christ 
removes from Himself in the Incarnation. It follows that, although the nature and the form are 
interrelated as foundation and consequence, they can be separated from one another. Bulgakov, 224. 
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on the one hand, a divine immutability for which the Incarnation appears only as an 
external addition, and, on the other a divine mutability of such a sort that, for the 
duration of the Incarnation, the divine self-consciousness of the Son is alienated in a 
human awareness.773 The problem that kenosis confronts us with, therefore, seems 
almost insurmountable. 
 
To recap then, kenosis stipulates that the pre-existent Son descends into our world and 
in this process abandons the divine privileges of power, glory and splendour (laying 
aside the relative attributes of divinity) to embrace the limited and fallen state of 
humanity. Whether this divestment is temporary or through a process of krypsis 
(concealment), it is clear that through the Incarnation the Word takes on, in addition 
to his divinity, a human nature for the redemption of his people, and not just 
temporarily for the period of his earthly life but forever.774 The second person of the 
Trinity is constrained by time and space, both geographic and cultural and even 
adopts the position of a servant. This self-emptying proceeds to further lengths in the 
embracing of a death reserved for the despised criminal classes; and as von Balthasar 
reminds us, the word descends further still, to the depths of Hell to taste the very 
bitterness of Godforsakenness in total abandonment, shorn of all divine attributes and 
comfort, where He is in total solidarity with us even in death.775 This kenotic letting 
go of the form of God thus does full justice to his humanity, and to the very portraits 
of Jesus presented to us in the gospels, for it is fundamentally a God in whom we can 
identify and since he is God he can fully empathise with us.776  
 
                                                
773 von Balthasar, 1990, 35. 
774 Crisp, 148. 
775 von Balthasar, 1990, 148-149. 
776 Evans, 7. 
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Yet more than this, not only is kenosis a reflection of the loving self-sacrifice of God 
which perhaps gives us simultaneously a glimpse into the private world of the Trinity, 
the purpose is essentially soteriological. The stooping down of God in love results in 
the very raising of humanity and the human condition itself. As von Balthasar 
clarifies: Thus we get: the abasement of God and the exaltation of man, and indeed 
the abasement of God is his supreme honour, since it confirms and demonstrates 
nothing other than his divine being - and the exaltation of man, as a work of Gods 
grace, consists in nothing other than the restoration of his true humanity.777 So 
kenosis is perhaps best grasped and understood as a pregnant metaphor778 that 
articulates the mystery of God entering his world. Through the Incarnation and the 
very surrendering of the fullness and power of God, he embraces its very opposite, 
thereby even managing in the process to set limits to the powers of evil.779 This 
paradox is concisely summarized by Pope Leo I who says: What he did was to 
enhance humanity not diminish deity. That self-emptying of his, by which the 
invisible revealed himself visible and the Creator and Lord of all things elected to be 
reckoned among mortals, was a drawing near in mercy not a failure in power.... Each 
nature retained its characteristics without defect, and just as the form of God does 
not remove the form of a slave, so the form of a slave does not diminish the form 
of God.780 
 
Much of the early Christological disputes and heretical formulations thrashed out 
were a genuine desire to protect the impassibility of God. The Docetists resisted the 
notion that God became man and that the manhood of Christ was only apparent and 
                                                
777 von Balthasar, 1990, 81. 
778 Hick, 6. 
779 Power, David N. (2005), Love Without Calculation. A Refection on Divine Kenosis, The Cross Road 
Publishing Company, New York. 9. 
780 Pope Leo Is Letter to Flavian of Constantinople cited in Evans, 144. 
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not real, an illusion or fabrication of physicality. This was a feature of most Gnostic 
systems, spurning the idea that God became man so as to sully himself in the worldly 
mire of corporeal existence. The central theological intention behind the Docetic 
reinterpretations of the gospels was to remove a divine saviour from all real 
involvement with the realm of matter and from participation in fully human life. For 
the Docetists such a reinterpretation was in part an obvious implication of divine 
impassability.781 Modalism, or the Eastern term Sabellianism,782 took the view that 
God did become man but only for a transitory period where Jesus was more or less a 
mask of God. God appears under three successive modes or manifestations of the one 
divine being. Although its aim was to underpin monotheism and preserve the unity of 
Father and Son in the redemptive process, it chipped away at and compromised Gods 
immutability; its conclusion inevitably led to Patripassianism.783 Here the fault line 
and connection between Christological and Trinitarian beliefs manifests itself. It 
should also be noted that while Patripassianism (early third century) was condemned, 
the real issue was not that the Modalists attributed suffering to the Father, but rather 
that they failed to distinguish adequately between the Father and the Son. 
Patripassianism was primarily a Trinitarian and not a Christological heresy.784   
 
Arius785 who gave rise to the unorthodox believe of Arianism provided a solution to a 
suffering God by teaching that Christ was not fully God, but some sort of lesser or 
inferior god, the first of all creatures. There was a time when he did not exist and 
although he was not of the same substance as the Father (who was ungenerated) he 
                                                
781 Gavrilyuk, 91. 
782 Derived from Sabellius (Early Third century) who gave the doctrine its most sophisticated form. 
783 If Christ is God, he must be identical with the Father, then since Christ suffered, the Father 
suffered. Richardson, 431. 
784 Gavrilyuk, 92. 
785  AD 256-336. 
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was an intermediary or subordinate demiurge between God and the world and an 
instrument of creation. The Logos was thus subject to change and could experience all 
the humiliations expected of him, birth suffering and death, but without it impacting 
on God the Father. The council of Nicaea (AD 325) condemned this position by 
reiterating that the Son was homoousios or of the same essence or being of the 
Father.786 (Later translated as consubstantial by the Latin fathers). Arius God was 
always perceived as being truly transcendent and impassible, yet as a result a remote 
and distant figure from suffering humanity. Nestorius,787 on the other hand, who gave 
rise to Nestorianism taught that there were two persons in the Incarnate Christ, one 
human and the other divine and only the human person suffered. This radical 
separation of natures led to a division of the person into two subjects (or two sons) so 
that the unity in Christ was at best a moral or accidental one. This was naturally 
condemned.788 The Church had thus struggled with three main competing systems of 
thought, all of which had in their own way attempted to avoid the notion that God 
suffered.  Docetism had boldly claimed that as Christ was a divine figure he couldnt 
possibly have suffered and so his humanity was a charade or pretence; 
Patripassianism lent itself towards the idea that God the Father was temporally 
changed into the suffering Son, at the expense of his transcendence and the distinction 
between persons in the Godhead; and finally Arianism couldnt stomach any notion of 
the supreme God being involved in suffering, therefore, held the view that Jesus was 
                                                
786 As opposed to Arius homoiousios which meant that Christ was of a similar substance to that of 
God. 
787 AD 389-451. 
788 To say God was born, or God suffered, died and rose, not only implied that the Logos was 
passible in himself, but that he changed in becoming man. The whole of Nestorius Christology is 
articulated to uphold the integrity and distinction of the humanity and divinity, and thus the 
immutability and impassibility of the Logos. Weinandy,  2002, 38. 
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involved in change, birth, suffering, and death, because he was not fully God, and 
more like a divine ambassador.789 
 
The suffering of the impassible God 
 
Classic Christology has ever since stated that Christs redeeming capacity is linked to 
his ontology and that God suffered as a man in the person of Jesus. It became central 
to the understanding of the Incarnation that it was the Son who was of the same 
essence as the Father who became Incarnate and suffered, and not the Father. At the 
birth of Jesus, the Son of God, suffering and death was a real event and in no way 
diminished his divine status. It was, therefore, permissible to say that not only a man 
but God himself became involved in the transient and mutable conditions of human 
existence. In others words the impassible God suffered. Patristic contributors 
unashamedly celebrated the fact that God suffered: Irenaeus speaks of the sufferings 
of my God and of the blood of God; Melito of Sardis, Tatian and others say that 
God suffered. Later, Tertullian too speaks of the suffering and the blood of God 
and even of the dead God; Gregory Thaumaturgus speaks similarly in his work on 
the Impassibility and the Passibility of God. And the pillars of Nicean orthodoxy 
also, such as Athanasius, Cyril of Alexandria and Hilary of Poitiers, speak of the 
suffering God or of the crucified God.790 This is the paradoxical embracing of 
opposites, where the infinite becomes finite, the transcendent immanent and the 
divine human. One linguistic move that became illegitimate and implausible, 
however, is the notion that God is altered by his Incarnation and his subsequent 
dealings with the world. Some mistakenly suggest that there is a retroactive impact 
                                                
789 Gavrilyuk,18. 
790 Kung, 522. 
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back into the being of God. Process theologians and others are willing to say that God 
suffers,791 and God needs the world to reach his own perfection. For them God is 
changed by suffering (which is perceived as a good and not as an evil) in order that he 
is able to reach his own fulfilment. God is essentially in process. If God fulfils his 
being through the suffering of creation and redemption, if he becomes more fully 
himself by pouring himself out in kenotic love for the world, then it seems that the 
world is necessary for God to be God.792  
 
Not only is this a blurring and fracturing of the distinction between God and the 
creature it suggests that God is actually dependent on the world, and not the other way 
round. In fact God does not create the world ex-nihilo in this system but out of chaos, 
he becomes a sort of co-creator.793 For process theologians, change and being changed 
becomes the ultimate reality for to be unchanging is to be irrelevant, static and 
synonymous with death. Without delving into a full analysis of process thought794 a 
bi-polar God, seen as a society of occasions, is involved in history reacting to a series 
and synthesis of preceding events. These occasions are intuited or prehended by 
God. There is an almost pantheistic and evolutionary thrust in the nature of God who 
is influenced by the world and can be wounded by its occasions.795 The single 
principle of prehending, which is but an aspect of creativity or experience, as in 
principle and always, partly active or self-created, utilizing previous events as 
materials for fresh syntheses, the syntheses themselves furnishing new such materials 
                                                
791 Fiddes, 2002, 51, 68, 75. 
792 Ibid., 57. 
793 Trethowan, 1985, 9-10. 
794 The founder of process thought was Alfred North Whitehead, an Englishman who was born in 
1861 and taught mathematics at the University of London until his acceptance of a chair of philosophy 
at Harvard. Trethowan, 1985, 3. 
795 According to Whitehead: God is not to be treated as an exception to all metaphysical principles, 
invoked to save their collapse. He is their chief exemplification. Richardson, 468. 
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and so on for ever - this principle expresses not only how the world hangs together, 
but also how it depends upon and yet also influences God.796 God is not really 
separated from the world for God suffers the consequence of being a participant in 
the history of the world. Everything that happens enters the divine life as a felt 
experience of goodness or loss.797  In a very real sense God is somewhat passive, 
unable to enter into any meaningful and redemptive relationship with humanity in the 
present. God is reduced to a sort of cosmic memory798 where past events are swept up 
and used as the raw material for further development and change. God is the great 
adventurer who is enriched by the finite where he lures or persuades the world to 
fresh possibilities. Suffering becomes a determinative feature of being alive. God 
romantically, but euphemistically, becomes the great companion, the fellow sufferer 
who understands.799 
 
For some theologians like Jurgen Moltmann our history is absorbed by God and 
internalized by him. The history of God and the history of humanity merge where the 
depth and abyss of human suffering, epitomized most eloquently on the Cross of 
Jesus, become one. All human history, however much it may be determined by guilt 
and death, is taken up into this history of God, i.e. into the Trinity, and integrated 
into the future of the history of God. There is no suffering which in this history of 
God is not Gods suffering; no death which has not been Gods death in the history on 
Golgotha.800 It is true that since Chalcedon one cannot attribute suffering exclusively 
to the humanity of Jesus alone, otherwise it would threaten the unity of the person of 
                                                
796 Trethowan, 1985, 53. 
797 Cited in Ibid., 80. 
798 Gunton, cited in Weinandy, 2002, 147. 
799 Quoted in Trethowan,1985 41 & Fiddes, 2002, 43. 
800 Moltmann, 255. 
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Christ.801 Yet it is a radical move to suggest that suffering enters the inner life of the 
Trinity, unless one adopts the formula the economic Trinity is the immanent Trinity 
and vice versa.802 Yet Moltmann and others want to suggest that the Cross is a 
Trinitarian event and has to be interpreted under the hermeneutic of Gods suffering, 
where one can say that there is forever a Cross in the heart of God.803 Omnipotence 
appears to be a bar that would limit any experience of the human condition,804 
whereas for some to suffer and die is not a sign of weakness but a sign of love. 
Indeed, God is presumed to suffer because not to do so would imply that he was 
incapable of love.805 The Christ event on the Cross thus becomes a God event. The 
Godforsakeness and cry of abandonment from the Cross806 is a tear and rending in the 
ontological fabric of the divine. It indicates a rebellion or alienation in the Trinitarian 
makeup. The abandonment on the Cross which separates the Son from the Father is 
something which takes place within God himself; it is stasis within God - God 
against God - particularly if we are to maintain that Jesus bore witness to and lived 
out the truth of God. We must not allow ourselves to overlook this enmity between 
God and God by failing to take seriously either the rejection of Jesus by God, the 
gospel of God which he lived out, or his last cry to God upon the Cross.807 This, 
according to Moltmann, is what makes Jesus Cross unique and distinct from all the 
other crosses of History. God in a sense passes judgment on himself. Yet at the same 
time there is also a symmetry of wills between Father and Son in their bifurcation. 
The Father delivers Jesus up to die Godforsaken on the Cross and the Son responds by 
                                                
801 Kung, 524. 
802 The Trinitarian axiom: The economic Trinity is the immanent Trinity and the immanent Trinity is 
the economic Trinity, was first cited by Rahner, Karl S.J. in (1967) The Trinity, Crossroads, New 
York, 25. 
803 Fiddes, 2002, 29. 
804 Moltmann, 230. 
805 Ibid., 237. 
806 Mark 27:46. 
807 Moltmann, 154. 
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giving himself up.808 Father and Son are united in their mutual surrender; where the 
grief of the Father is equal to the death of the Son.  
 
Moltmann can then paradoxically say: God died the death of the godless on the 
Cross and yet did not die. God is dead and yet is not dead.809 Death is taken into 
Gods own life and history.810 It is the relationality of the Trinity which reveals the 
eternal cruciform pattern in the divine life. However, Moltmann stops short of 
trespassing onto territory that is classically perceived as suggesting that God the 
Father died. We cannot therefore say here in Patripassian terms that the Father also 
suffered and died. The suffering and dying of the Son, forsaken by the Father, is a 
different kind of suffering from the suffering of the Father in the death of the Son. 
Nor can the death of Jesus be understood in Theopaschite terms as the death of God. 
To understand what happened between Jesus and his God and Father on the Cross, it 
is necessary to talk in Trinitarian terms. The Son suffers dying; the father suffers the 
death of the Son.811 Yet language like this, although suggestive of a God in solidarity 
with us, really only ends up with God as just another victim. Although there is always 
the qualification that Jesus death cannot be understood as the death of God but 
only as the death in God,812 it still suggests a vulnerable God who weeps with us 
because he suffers like us, because fundamentally he is like us.813 The distinction 
between creator and creature is lost. It panders to those who yearn for God as if he 
were some cosmic teddy bear whom they can always hug in a crisis, someone who 
will share their angst with them and cry when they cry. For a God who is incapable 
                                                
808 Ibid., 251-252. 
809 Ibid., 253. 
810 Lewis, 225. 
811 Moltmann, 251. 
812 Ibid., 213. 
813 It is more orthodox to say that God suffers in Jesus suffering. In Jesus death God himself tastes 
damnation and death. Kung, 555. 
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of suffering is a being who cannot be involved; Suffering and injustice do not affect 
Him. And because he is so completely insensitive, he cannot be affected or shaken by 
anything. He cannot weep, for he has no tears.814 More trenchantly, the idea that 
there is a rupture between Father and Son, where the relations of the Trinity are 
stretched to breaking point and finally shatter may be poetic, but not a literal truth; for 
the Father, Son and Holy Spirit are forever united in their eternal career. So to suggest 
that the Cross is a stake driven into the heart of God has more the character of myth 
than doctrine about it. 
 
The pain of God 
 
This radical anthropomorphic view does, however, appear to get God off the hook 
with regard to any deficient theodicy that fails to distance Him from the root cause of 
suffering. If God is implicated in suffering the argument goes, then it must be as 
victim otherwise he is de facto the torturer, for even to be a bystander is to be 
complicit through apathy. In the face of suffering you are either with the victim or 
the executioner - there is no other option. Therefore that explanation of suffering that 
looks away from the victim and identifies itself with a righteousness that is supposed 
to stand behind the suffering has already taken a step in the direction of theological 
sadism, which wants to understand God as the torturer;815 and the logical conclusion 
to any theological sadism is that one ends up worshipping the executioner out of sheer 
terror.816 To have a suffering God is a solution that reassures, for it prevents any 
notions of a brutal or indifferent deity, yet at the same time suggests a God who loves, 
and what is more radical still, a God who is in pain. Taking Moltmanns stance to its 
                                                
814 Moltmann, 229. 
815 Soelle, 27. 
816 Ibid., 28. 
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extreme conclusion theologians such as Kazoh Kitamori postulated that God 
communicates through pain. In trying to reveal his own pain to us as human beings, 
God communicates through human pain. To us the bitterest pain imaginable is that of 
a father allowing his Son to suffer and die. Therefore God spoke his ultimate word, 
God suffers pain, by using the Father-Son relationship. Thus the words the Father 
begets the Son are secondary to the primary words the Father causes his Son to die. 
This is the theology of the Cross.817 So here it is explicitly stated that God the Father 
is complicit in the murder of  his only Son, or at least allows it to happen - in the same 
genre of the Akedah, or near sacrifice of Isaac by his father Abraham (in Genesis 
22:1-18);  only this time, God goes through with the homicide. 
 
Here the Trinitarian relationship again is brought into play as a way to articulate the 
dynamic that is operating in the heart of God. What is projected onto the Cross is 
revealingly the inner life of the Trinity.818 Yet this position only seems to endorse 
suffering, giving it some kind of divine mandate. To suffer is to be close to the divine. 
To suffer places us on the highway of salvation where our individual wounds are 
raised to the status of being fruitful, and like Gods pain, will be agents of healing. 
By serving him through our pain, the pain of God rather saves and heals our own 
pain. When the pain of God heals our pain, it already has changed into love which has 
broken through the bounds of pain the love rooted in the pain of God.819 Yet there 
is more than an element of truth in the claim that it is through the wounds of Jesus that 
our healing is accomplished; because the Cross is now elevated to a unique position of 
                                                
817 Kitamori, Kazoh (1965), The Theology of the Pain of God, Wipf & Stock Publishers, Oregon, 47. 
818 The meaning of the Cross of the Son on Golgotha reaches right into the heart of the immanent 
Trinity. From the very beginning, no immanent Trinity and no divine glory is conceivable without the 
Lamb who was slainOne can never think of God in the abstract, apart from the Cross of Christ...God 
is from eternity to eternity the crucified God. Lewis, 228. 
819 Kitamori, 53. 
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mystical significance, for the wounds inflicted become the source of sanctification 
because they are Gods wounds; wounds of love. Because the pain of God is love 
rooted in his pain, the mysticism of the Cross creates power for sanctification. This 
love of God produces ethical sanctification in harmony with the order of the Holy 
Spirit. Mysticism which has justification as its background produces ethical energy - 
this is our mysticism.820 This highly charged position suggests that we become one 
with God in pain, and so to participate in the sufferings of Christ is a privileged 
channel of divine life or Grace. We are closer to God in suffering because God 
himself is in pain. 
 
Kitamori can suggest that the inner heart of God is pain,821 where the pain of God 
gives meaning and value to human suffering. The glory of the Cross reflects the 
radiance of his face, revealing the true nature of God, so that when one looks at the 
face of suffering in the world, the face of Christ emerges. But there is something else 
that hits me hard, and that is the expression on the face of a wounded man enduring 
violent pain. His face, filthy with dirt, unshaven, and emaciated, would gradually 
come to resemble in its struggle with pain, as night followed day, the expression on 
the face of Christ you see in pictures.822 Although this seems unduly masochistic it 
underscores the notion that Jesus wounds on the Cross are real, he completely 
embraces our reality for there is no docetic sidestepping of the cutting edge of 
crucifixion, yet the pain of God is really the dark side of his love. It is the forgiveness 
of sins,823 where the love of God is trying to pierce through his wrath824 which 
becomes focused on the Cross. For Kitamori, like Moltmann, there is the crude 
                                                
820 Ibid., 77. 
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822 Ibid., 148. 
823 Kitamori, 40. 
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suggestion that God suffers and similarly, like us, somehow dies. Although this 
cannot literally be true, it does force us to confront the traditional attributes of God 
and apply them radically to the Cross of Jesus to test their meaning, for all the old 
metaphysical concepts of God, along with the axioms of absoluteness, apathy, and 
immutability, must pass through the eye of the needle of the properly understood 
concept of the death of God.825 It uncovers a mysticism of pain, where through 
participation in the suffering of Jesus we are healed by his wounds. If God is in any 
way responsible for our afflictions,826 because of the sort of world he has created, he 
at least has the solution to what our healing will consist of. He now has first-hand 
knowledge because he has been wounded like us. Come let us return to the Lord; for 
he has torn, that he may heal us; he has stricken, and will bind us up.827 When the 
wounds are the most raw and when loneliness bites most deeply, it is then that Gods 
healing grace is revealed as being most active. God is paradoxically and perversely to 
be found in the opposite of what is expected; the unexpected encounter of strength in 
weakness, healing in sickness, life in death. That self-abandonment, sustaining 
opposition and negation through sins increase, is, in its very impotence, what releases 
the more abundant increase still of grace, the heightening overflow of divine being 
which is more present than absent in the midst of godforsakenness and godlessness, 
which outflanks sin, leaves hate exhausted, and secures the death of death, the 
negation of non-being.828  
 
 
 
                                                
825 Lewis, 245. 
826 This God is the one who caused his own beloved Son to die, the God in pain, the Father of our 
Lord Jesus Christ. Kitamori, 52. 
827 Hosea 6:1. 
828 Lewis, 225. 
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Christianity as a cult of suffering 
 
Christianity has been charged with promoting a cult of suffering,829 but the gospels 
are laced with a gospel of substitutive suffering where Jesus helps us not because of 
his power but because of his weakness.830 In Matthew 8:17 it states that this was to 
fulfil what was spoken by the prophet Isaiah, He took our infirmities and bore our 
diseases. making it quite clear that Christ helps us, not by virtue of his omnipotence, 
but by virtue of his vulnerability and agony. This solidarity with the human condition 
ensures that God is always with the one who is suffering, and that this in itself offers 
consolation. God is fundamentally compassionate ready to forgive, gracious, and 
merciful, slow to anger and abounding in steadfast love; (Nehemiah 9:17) and thus 
one can jettison any eccentric ideology of suffering that is necessarily linked to 
punishment.831 Yet, it has been a traditional assertion in Old Testament theological 
endeavour that all suffering is linked to Gods chastisement, where the pious person 
can take solace in the knowledge that sins are atoned for and guilt purged by the very 
trade-off with suffering. The Old Testament is littered with notions that suffering 
punishes, trains, tests and educates.832 However God does not remain aloof but 
grieves and reaches out in empathy with a theophany to ensure that His divine 
presence or Shekhinah comes to dwell with the children of Israel, even (and most 
especially) in the place of the thorn bush, which is an emblem of grief and distress.833 
It has been suggested that the one good thing that came out of Auschwitz is that 
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Jewish history has since broken any causal link between suffering and retribution. 
God does not punish because of ones sinfulness, as the book of Job, who is innocent 
of all crime and wrong doing, testifies. To link punishment with misconduct real or 
imagined, would dangerously give credence to regimes of brutality and totalitarianism 
around the world. One response that is almost universally rejected by all thinking 
segments of the community is that the Holocaust is Gods punishment for Israels sin. 
If the Holocaust accomplished anything, it effectively killed the doctrine of retribution 
as the key to Jewish theodicies. It may have worked for centuries, but today it is 
viewed as an obscenity.834 God, if anything, is also in exile and weeps with his 
people by the rivers of Babylon.835 Religion is a recognition that God offers a 
consoling presence where the pain of the world, and in particular pain that is 
considered sacred, is used as a healing agent rather than as a weapon to wield. In fact 
sacred pain clearly shows that in religious contexts pain is seldom just an aversive 
force. Pain may be medicine, a test, a rite of passage, or an alchemical agent of inner 
transformation. Consequently religion can act as consolation, as a challenge, or as a 
basis for social solidarity and not only as a sword hanging over the heads of 
sinners.836  
 
Yet the reality is that suffering can be crushing, disintegrating and seen as an enemy. 
It can equally trigger despair and resentment and even hatred towards God.837 
Extreme suffering can destroy the ability to communicate where the afflicted simply 
cave in on themselves.838 Mystics, martyrs and patients can brace themselves in the 
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836 Glucklich, 210. 
837 Stoeber, 72. 
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knowledge that pain can sometimes be sent by God, which if God is kind will induce 
states of euphoria and even operate as an analgesic to mask deeper hurt. The martyr 
and the ascetic regard pain as the phenomenal face of a divine mechanism - retributive 
and just, while on the other hand, their certainty produces a strange insensitivity to 
pain. This is true not just for martyrs (with their anaesthetizing adrenal rush) but for 
patients as well.839 Yet clearly there has to be a cautionary warning to guide people 
away from distorted styles of spirituality that seek union with God through pain, for it 
invariably leads to masochistic and ascetic outlets, rather than anything holy.840 
However, countless saints down through the centuries have testified to the blurring of 
the distinction between pain and being wounded by love, even if this was a result of 
some form of ascetic self-torture. In this process the centre of the self is displaced and 
the ego melts only to merge with the other who is God. As the empirical agency 
gives way to a more highly esteemed reality, the centre of being shifts outward, 
situating the sense of self in a greater centre of being. This applies not only to the 
mystic but to any religious individual - a pilgrim, for example. In the words of one: 
At one moment everything is pain. But at the next moment everything is love. 
Everything is love for the Lord.841 Thomas Muntzer, however, alerts us to the fact 
that suffering has to be embraced for its service to God, otherwise we become the 
Devils martyrs by default. If you dont want to suffer for the sake of God, then you 
must become the Devils Martyrs.842 Pain can more often than not be used by the 
Devil, for it is as an alchemical force that like the forgers fire has either the ability to 
transform and enrich the individual to a purer and higher state of being or, simply to 
                                                                                                                                       
one of them was crying. When they realize that nobody cares, that nobody will answer them, children 
no longer cry. It takes too much energy. We cry out only when there is hope that someone may hear 
us. Stoeber, 92. 
839 Glucklich, 17. 
840 Soelle, 95. 
841 Glucklich, 207. 
842 Muntzer, Thomas cited in Soelle, 133. 
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destroy. Unwanted pain can be transformed into something sacred if approached in 
the right way. Pain strengthens the religious persons bond with God and with other 
persons. Of course, since not all pain is voluntary or self-inflicted, one mystery of the 
religious life is how unwanted suffering can become transformed into sacred pain.843 
 
There is great consolation that Jesus suffers like us, and more acutely so because of 
his innocence, for even to be born into this world is to suffer. It is indeed part of the 
mysterious depth and nature of the human person844 and part of their calling and 
transcendental destiny to overcome that suffering. Yet Jesus suffers because we 
suffer; he is in total solidarity with us and for this reason suffering can often be a 
catalyst for compassion in others. Conversely, it can also be said, perhaps more 
poignantly, that Jesus suffers because of us. In some medieval iconography he 
displays his wounds to the damned and by insinuation declares that these are the 
reasons for their own condemnation.845 However, Jesus mission was in particular 
perfected through suffering where he learnt true obedience in love.846 Suffering has a 
didactic function for it educates through discipline;847 and through that discipline 
there is a restoration of goodness. As St Paul says: We rejoice in our hope of sharing 
the glory of God. More than that, we rejoice in our sufferings, knowing that suffering 
produces endurance, and endurance produces character, and character produces hope, 
and hope does not disappoint us, because Gods love has been poured into our hearts 
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through the Holy Spirit which has been given to us.848 Suffering can make one more 
sensitive to the pain in the world,849 or it can make us more suspicious and resentful, 
either way it changes us and for this reason the true religious project is for pain to be 
totally transformed into a higher good. In its relation to pain, the goal of religious life 
is not to bring anaesthesia, but to transform the pain that causes suffering into a pain 
that leads to insight, meaning, and even salvation.850 It is precisely through Christs 
suffering that redemption is accomplished, where human suffering is elevated to the 
level of redemptive significance.851 Suffering is used by God as an instrument of 
salvation, as well as an invitation to reveal the moral greatness and spiritual maturity 
of the human condition.852  
 
The wounds of Christ 
 
The Gospels at their most passionate reveal a Gospel of suffering, but it is precisely at 
this point that salvation is won, where the wounds of Christ heal at the profoundest 
level. The Song of the Suffering Servant,853 liturgically used by the Church in the 
liturgies of the Triduum of Holy week, epitomizes the salvation gained through 
innocent suffering. These texts are brought to bear for they faithfully portray by way 
of archetype the redemptive role that Jesus suffering acquires. Salvation secured 
through the Cross is not only remembered but now all suffering is swept up into a 
doxological hymn of praise and thanksgiving, for it becomes the very gateway to 
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paradise. In the liturgies of the Triduum, all suffering - psychodynamic, physical, 
emotional, spiritual, economic, political, the suffering that is actively chosen and the 
suffering that follows from the coming-to-be of human identity - is drawn into the 
hope of redemption and becomes the doorway to it. Christ enters into our full 
humanity and draws it all into the saving action of his life of outpoured love.854 
Although suffering is still perceived as an evil, God uses it as a mechanism for good 
where the wounds of the Saviour become the healing agent of salvation, the blood of 
Christ the elixir of life.  
 
The immolation of the Son on the Cross now becomes a dynamic act revealing the 
creative character of suffering touching the most vulnerable part of the human 
condition, where God and humanity meet and where life and death embrace. The 
sufferings of Christ created the good of the worlds redemption. This good in itself is 
inexhaustible and infinite. No man can add anything to it. But at the same time, in the 
mystery of the Church as his Body, Christ has in a sense opened his own redemptive 
suffering to all human suffering. In so far as man becomes a sharer in Christs sufferings - 
in any part of the world and at any time in history - to that extent he in his own way 
completes the suffering through which Christ accomplished the Redemption of the 
world.855 Christs suffering, then, is also an invitation for us to participate in his suffering, 
not only through baptism,856 the rite of Christian initiation, or through the Eucharist,857 but 
through active solidarity and transference. Human pain has forever been transformed and 
elevated to a rank of soteriological significance. For this reason suffering has an ecclesial 
dimension where those who suffer no longer suffer alone. For this reason we can say with 
confidence, along with St Paul, the most enigmatic and mysterious of all the sayings in the 
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New Testament: Now I rejoice in my sufferings for your sake and in my flesh I complete 
what is lacking in Christs afflictions for the sake of his body, that is, the Church.858 For 
this reason to gaze at the Cross is to unite ones sufferings with those of Jesus in the full 
knowledge that not only does he understand but he offers a sympathetic hand of 
consolation,  and ultimately transforms our suffering into joy. 
 
So although redemption has been completely accomplished by Jesus death, Jesus 
remains forever open to human suffering and invites us like St Thomas not just to 
probe those wounds859 but add our own to his; for it seems to be part of the very 
essence of Christs redemptive suffering that this suffering requires to be unceasingly 
completed.860 And so like St Francis, who was the first to receive the stigmata861 - or 
the wounds of Christ on his own body - all can testify to the physical intimacy and 
rich empathy between Jesus and his disciples. And for those in the Church the darkest 
secret of successful ministry, to be truly Persona Christi is the knowledge that it is 
only through ones own wounds can one heal. Since it is his task to make visible the 
first vestiges of liberation for others, he must bind his own wounds carefully in 
anticipation of the moment when he will be needed. He is called to be the wounded 
healer, the one who must look after his own wounds but at the same time be prepared 
to heal the wounds of others.862 For it is there, the place where wounds are 
confronted that there is a recognition that not only is one powerless to heal them, for it 
is a place synonymous with death,863 but strangely, it is there that the discreet 
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presence of Gods grace is most actively at work. For, it is suffering more than 
anything else, which clears the way for the grace which transforms human souls. 
Suffering, more than anything else that makes present in the history of humanity the 
powers of the redemption.864 The wounds of Christ received on the Cross are thus no 
ordinary cuts, for they are marks which reveal Gods Love,865 and although they bleed 
for a broken world, they are ultimately saving wounds that heal. 
 
And what these wounds bind up and heal is the state of alienation brought on by sin. 
For if while we were enemies we were reconciled to God by the death of his Son, 
much more, now that we are reconciled, shall we be saved by his life. Not only so, but 
we also rejoice in God through our Lord Jesus Christ, through whom we have now 
received our reconciliation.866 The purpose of the atonement, as the word lexically 
suggests, has always been the healing and repair of a broken and estranged 
relationship. The reason and necessity of the atonement is to restore, renew and 
strengthen friendship with God. This principle goes right back to the historic Day of 
Atonement, which was the supreme cosmic ratification and earthly maintenance of 
good covenantal relations. It goes with out saying that this reconciliation is 
profoundly multi-layered operating firstly for the individual with God himself, then 
with each other, then with communities at large and ultimately with the whole of 
creation. Reconciliation always comes from Gods initiative, who alone provides the 
means and method to achieve it.867 All this is from God, who through Christ 
reconciled us to himself and gave us a ministry of reconciliation, that is, God was in 
Christ reconciling the world to himself, not counting their trespasses against them, 
                                                
864 John Paul II, 29. 
865 In several places Gregory of Nyssa will speak of this suffering as the wounding of love (a double 
genitive). Ward, Graham, Suffering and Incarnation cited in Gibbs, 173. 
866 Romans 5:10-11. 
867 Rahner (2006), 283. 
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and entrusting to us the message of reconciliation.868 Discord eventually gives way 
to concord, hatred to harmony and the all pervading peace of the Kingdom of 
Heaven.869 The paramount ministry that Christ embraces on the Cross is one designed 
to achieve reconciliation and the restoration of friendship,870 where holiness is 
transferred to those incorporated into this new act of creation. For this reason it is to 
this telling metaphor (reconciliation) which captures what Jesus is about, and which 
subsumes so many others, that must be considered in the final analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
868 2 Corinthians 5:18-19, see also Ephesians 2:16. 
869 Luke 2:14, Romans 5:1. Ephesians 2:17. 
870 John 15:15. 
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Chapter  7.  Reconciliation   
 
For the early Church the resurrection was the hermeneutical grid through which the 
first Christians experienced and tasted the freshness of salvation.871 Gods 
intervention in the death of Jesus reversed and restored the apparent failure of his 
mission and definitively elevated it to a new and cosmic dimension. Yet the Cross 
remained pivotal as a landmark of solidarity with the human condition, the dying 
gesture of the God-man stretched out on the Cross was one of universal embrace, 
where the love of God with infinite compassion reached out to the farthest corners of 
the universe. The very form of the Cross, extending out into the four winds, always 
told the ancient Church that the Cross means solidarity: its outstretched arms would 
gladly embrace the universe. According to the Didache, the Cross is semeion 
epektaseos, a sign of expansion, and only God himself can have such a wide reach: 
On the Cross God stretched out his hands to encompass the bounds of the 
universe.872  
 
Yet the Cross more than anything else, brought peace through an act of reconciliation. 
It is this metaphor above all others that seems so serviceable because it captures not 
only the sheer gratuity of Gods intervention but also the harmony that it brings in its 
wake. The détente between God and humanity is effectively ended. A ceasefire has 
been declared between the state of alienation and separation that existed between God 
                                                
871 It was possible for early Christians to sum up the gospel without mention of the atoning 
significance of the death of Christ, but with some reference to his resurrection or exaltation. von 
Balthasar, Hans Urs (1989), The Glory of the Lord. A theological Aesthetics. VII The New Covenant, 
Ignatius Press, San Francisco, 70. 
872 von  Balthasar, 1979, 13.  
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and humanity. God has stepped onto the frontier and crossed it,873 crossed the no 
mans land that had become a yawning gulf between God and the human condition. 
Jesus effectively becomes the bridge over which humanity can cross back homeward 
towards God. For in him all the fullness of God was pleased to dwell, and through 
him to reconcile to himself all things, whether on earth or in heaven, making peace by 
the blood of his Cross.874 The theme of reconciliation is compelling because as well 
as being personable, it provides an organizing principle, or underlying concept, that 
unifies the other competing models that describe salvation. It is also comprehensive 
enough to capture the healing that exists as a result of Gods intervention between the 
divine and human, and simultaneously between people with each other; whereas 
technical language such as justify can only really betray the forensic status  of the 
human person vis-à-vis God875  
 
The word reconciliation, therefore, has a graphic nuance that encapsulates the enmity 
that existed between God and humanity, but also the rapprochement that is now 
affected. Salvation is reconciliation because it ushers in the ethos and essence of the 
Kingdom of God that breaks in with the person of Jesus and his teaching. It is this 
Kingdom which becomes the defining feature of his mission because it is a kingdom 
of reconciliation of people with the creator and with one another. Jesus preaching 
penetrates the most alienated sectors of the community.876 Those on the margins and 
traditionally those perceived to be furthest from the kindness of God, the poor, the 
                                                
873 Barth, 22. 
874 Colossians 1:20. 
875 Marshall, Howard, I. (2007), Aspects of the Atonement. Cross & Resurrection in the Reconciling of 
Humanity, Paternoster Press, London, 131-132. 
876 Thus he extended reconciliation not only to those pious people who followed the many 
prescriptions of the law, but especially to those sinners who did not know or hardly knew the law. 
Schwager, Raymund, S.J. (1999), Jesus in the Drama of Salvation. Toward a Biblical Doctrine of 
Redemption, The Crossroad Publishing Co., New York, 38. 
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sick, the lost and the broken. The invitation to this kingdom is in effect an amnesty, a 
moratorium that welcomes all, for even the tax collectors and prostitutes are eagerly 
entering it ahead of the pious.877 Yet it is God who takes the initiative to remove the 
obstacle or barrier between them in the first instance.878 Through the death, 
resurrection and ascent of Jesus, the gates of paradise that have been locked since the 
fall and dawn of humanity are reopened and fellowship is restored. Reconciliation is 
the restitution, the resumption of a fellowship which once existed but was then 
threatened by dissolution. It is the maintaining, restoring and upholding of that 
fellowship in face of elements which disturbs and disrupts and breaks it. It is the 
realization of the original purpose which underlay and controlled it in defiance, and 
by the removal of this obstruction.879  
 
What is important to emphasize is that the initiative from first to last always comes 
from God. Salvation is a gift and a result of the movement of prevenient grace which 
restores friendship whilst the human person is still classified as a sinner. The term 
Reconciliation has embedded within it both the positive aspect of Gods action and 
the negative reality of humanitys estrangement. For in this explanation it is 
precisely a God who loves the sinner originally and without reasons who is the cause 
of his reconciliation. Hence God is reconciled as one reconciled by himself, and it is 
as reconciled in this way that he obviously wills on his own initiative one and the 
same grace which both establishes Christ and gives us the possibility of freely turning 
to God.880 So God is both the active agent of reconciliation and the one to whom we 
                                                
877 Matt. 21:32, see: Ormerod, Neil (2007), Creation, Grace, and Redemption, Orbis Books, Maryknoll, 
New York, 92.  
878 Brummer, Vincent (2005), Atonement, Christology and the Trinity. Making Sense of Christian 
Doctrine, Ashgate Publishing, Aldershot, Hampshire, England, 53. 
879 Barth, 22. 
880 Rahner, Karl (2006), 283. 
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are reconciled. As St Paul States: But God shows his love for us in that while we 
were yet sinners Christ died for us.881 Salvation is, therefore, not something one can 
earn or coerce from God, for it lies always in the realm of gift. Moreover, it cannot be 
narrowed to individualistic needs either, for it has cosmic ramifications and reaches 
out to the perfection and consummation of all creation in the eschaton.882 
Reconciliation spills out to restore not just the relationship with God but the very 
brokenness of the world, reversing the fallout of human sin that destructively clipped 
creation in its primordial splendor.883 However, this does not necessarily imply a 
universal redemption, as taught by Origen in his infamous doctrine of 
apokatastasis,884 or for that matter the ultimate rehabilitation of the Devil, which St 
Anselm clearly refutes.885 Yet it is the God-man, Jesus, that singly occupies the 
historical space where conversion and healing is realized, the centre where the distinct 
lines of the history of salvation and the subjectivity of the Incarnation meet to affect 
reconciliation. For, only the viewing of this history in its unity and completeness, the 
viewing of Jesus Christ Himself, in the two lines cross-in the sense that He Himself is 
the subject of what takes place on these two lines. To that extent the reconciliation of 
the world with God and the conversion of the world to God took place in Him. To that 
extent He Himself, His existence, is this reconciliation.886  
 
Clearly, there is a tension between how this reconciliation is affected and where the 
emphasis is placed, either on the Incarnation as a soteriological force, the ministry and 
                                                
881 Rom. 5:8. 
882 Schwobel, Christoph, cited in Gunton, Colin E. (2003), The Theology of Reconciliation, T&T Clark, 
London & New York, 24. 
883 Genesis 3:17-19. 
884 This doctrine of universal reconciliation (apokatastasis) was condemned together with other 
teachings of Origen by an edict of the Emperor Justinian in 543 and by the third Council of 
Constantinople in 553. See: Schwager, 1999, 4. 
885 Anselm (2005), Basic Writings, Open Court Classics, Chicago, Book Second, Chap. XXI, 300. 
886 Barth, 136. 
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teaching of Jesus as epitomized in the healing miracles, or the strategic and 
transactional significance of the Cross. It would be illegitimate to caricature Jesus 
life merely as a prelude to his death, as some taster of the redemptive reality that he 
will secure on the Cross. Yet the crucifixion for Western Christians, in contrast to the 
Eastern Churches, has always seen the Cross as occupying the high ground of 
atonement theology. What exactly it reveals about the divine intentionality towards 
humanity, will dictate the way in which God is perceived and even influence our own 
dealings with each other. Indeed, St Augustine portrays the Cross as a didactic tool. 
He remarks: That while the disciples had forgotten their teacher, the good thief saw 
the Cross as a classroom: That Cross was a classroom; thats where the teacher 
taught the thief; the tree he was hanging on became the chair he was teaching 
from.887 The lesson first and foremost has to be that Jesus trajectory towards the 
Cross is not a suicide mission, but one that demonstrates a spirit of obedience in what 
it is to be human. The lesson we learn from Jesus Crucifixion is not that the Father 
wanted Jesus dead but that he wanted him to experience the fullness of being human. 
Herbert McCabe puts a controversial top-spin on this and succinctly says that: Jesus 
died of being human.888 It is simply regrettable that we have created a world where 
good people are often tortured and put to death. The obedience of Jesus to his Father 
is to be totally, completely human. This is his obedience, an expression of his love for 
the Father; the fact that to be human means to be crucified is not something that the 
Father has directly planned but what we have arranged. We have made a world in 
which there is no way of being human that does not involve suffering.889 The Cross, 
                                                
887 Augustine, Sermon  234.2, cited in Dryer, Elizabeth A. (editor) (2000), The Cross in Christian 
Tradition, from Paul to Bonaventure, Paulist Press, New York, 157. 
888 McCabe, Herbert O.P. (1987), God Matters. Contemporary Christian Insights, Mowbray, London 
and New York, 97. 
889 Ibid., 93. 
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therefore, is a sacrament which reveals the supreme humanity of Jesus at its most 
vulnerable whilst simultaneously unmasking the sin of the world.  
 
This solidarity with the human condition results in Jesus taking on board our 
anthropological destiny. He experiences the full powerlessness of the human reality 
co-determined by guilt and sin.890 For, in order to involve sinful humanity the 
reconciler must truly bear our fate of sin and godlessness. The form of Gods action in 
the Son is mediatorial substitution: bearing the sin of the world and imparting God's 
righteousness to us.891 There is a perception of crude exchange where Jesus shares 
the responsibility of his fellow human beings and like them shares their fate.892 
Instead of washing his hands in innocence he dirties them so as to stand shoulder to 
shoulder with them in an ontological gesture of solidarity. For our sake he (God the 
Father) made him to be sin who knew no sin, so that in him he might become the 
righteousness of God. 893 Obviously this degree of identification could suggest that 
he also becomes in need of redemption and reconciliation himself with the Father; a 
sort of prototype of all sinners.894 The patristic insights regarding salvation were thus 
keen to balance the humanity with his divinity. Thus the patristic ideas on salvation 
entailed the divinity of Christ. But divinity is not enough. Their ideas on salvation 
also required them to claim the full humanity of Christ. Apart from the axiom that 
only God can save, their ideas on salvation entailed a second axiom that Gregory of 
Nazianzus formulated as follows: What Christ has not assumed he has not 
                                                
890  But this human experience, which is really quite obvious, is prevented from becoming innocuous 
by the message of Christianity and its assertion that this co-determination of the situation of every 
person by the guilt of others is something universal, permanent, and therefore also original. There are 
no islands for the individual person whose nature does not already bear the stamp of the guilt of others, 
directly or indirectly, from close or from afar. Rahner, 2006, 109, see also 106-115. 
891 Schwobel, Christoph, cited in Gunton, 2003, 34. 
892 Vass, George (1998), A Pattern of Doctrines  2. The Atonement and Mankinds Salvation. 
Understanding Karl Rahner.  Vol. 4, Sheed & Ward,  London, 32-33. 
893 2 Cor. 5:21. 
894 Vass, 31. 
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healed.895 Jesus solidarity is such with the human condition that he participates in 
the horrors of human existential reality but with the aim of horror reversal, through a 
ministry of preaching, teaching and healing.896 
 
Jesus conceivably shared the generic load of the first Adam, for part of the genetic 
make up of the human race, the DNA of Adams constitution, as it were, is guilt, and 
this is applied to him, although he himself is innocent and uncontaminated by original 
sin.897 The case of Adam is of an ancestor incurring a debt to the Devil that then 
descended like a burdened estate, with ever accumulating interest, to his offspring. 
Christ by his death wiped out the interest, then transferred the debt to himself: as such 
he is bonus creditor.898 Salvation, therefore, becomes a matter of being relieved of 
this corporate sense of guilt which Christ pays off on behalf of all humanity on the 
Cross.899 Inevitably there is a tendency towards interpreting the Cross as some sort of 
mercantile transaction or cosmic economy of exchange, where humanitys sins are 
transferred to Christ, and in return his righteousness is imputed to us.900 God becomes 
simultaneously the broker and creditor. Jesus becomes the archetypal substitute for 
condemned humanity where the currency that is trafficked in is death.901 Although 
other images such as healing and the restoration of Gods image were also present 
they became sidelined, and the idea that Christ rescues us from death (the wages of 
                                                
895 Brummer, 81. 
896Adams, Marilyn McCord (2007), Christ and Horrors. The Coherence of Christology, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge, 202. 
897 I want to argue that God can take our guilt because he identifies so closely with us that our guilt 
can be shared, or transferred. Holmes, Stephen, R. (2007), The Wondrous Cross. Atonement & Penal 
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901 And reconcile sinners to God by his own death. Therefore have we clearly found that Christ, whom 
we confess to be both God and man, died for us. St Anselm, 2005, Book Second, Chap. XV, 278. 
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sin)902 became paramount but by way of exchange, with himself shedding his own 
blood.903 
 
So for some, like St Athanasius, the price that had to be paid was simply death, for the 
penalty incurred was the loss of the divine gift of immortality.904 But later death itself 
became personified as in the notorious ransom theory, and the debt was paid quite 
crudely and simply to the Devil. The devil held us as slaves; he produced the deed 
for us, using as paper our vulnerable body. The wicked forger stands there, shaking 
the bill at us and demanding payment.The human being could not save himself, for 
he was himself the debtor. No angel was enough to buy him free, for none had such a 
ransom. A sinless one had to die for sinners: this was the only solution left for our 
plight.905 This mythological construct was famously rejected by Gregory of 
Nazianzus who dismissed the idea that God needed to pay the Devil anything, even 
for the purpose of defeating him, so the ransom price was transferred quite logically 
to God instead.906 This represented a significant but dangerous shift in the 
soteriological landscape, where it was now God who demanded payment. Even 
though the ransom theory of Irenaeus continued to be the dominant orthodox theory 
on the subject for nearly a thousand years, behind it lurked the ghost of violence and 
the unresolved tension between Gods justice and forgiveness. 
 
Excavating the biblical data, the New Testament is studded with the sheer excess and 
bounty of Gods desire to reconcile unconditionally. There are no qualifiers or 
exchange rates set, only a spirit of contrition which accepts ones own poverty in 
                                                
902 Romans 6:23. 
903 Marshall, 3. 
904 Viladesau, 27. 
905 Proculus of Constantinople, Sermon on Mary, cited by Daley, Brian, In: Davies, Stephen, 160. 
906 Viladesau, 27. 
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relation to the magnanimity of God. In Jesus own dealings with sinners and in his 
teaching about forgiveness, compensation is never required as a prior condition for 
being received back into the love of God. This is true of the parables of forgiveness, 
the narratives of conversion or reconciliation of individuals or in the plain teaching of 
Christ. Satisfaction is never required as a condition of their being reconciled with 
God.907 The parable of the prodigal son908 is the archetypal metaphor for the 
relentless and ever welcome embrace from the Father to his wayward children. The 
parable of the unforgiving servant909 demonstrates that the mechanism of Gods 
mercy and forgiveness does not rely on a payment of debt, rather it is free and 
gratuitous and an abiding example of how forgiveness should work: from the heart 
and abundantly. Judge not, and you will not be judged; condemn not, and you will 
not be condemned; release one another from debt, and your debt will also be forgiven, 
give and it will be given to you; good measure, pressed down shaken together, 
running over, will be put into your lap. For the measure you give will be the measure 
you get back.910 Jesus consistently claimed that forgiveness came with no hidden 
strings attached even if one becomes a victim of murder; vengeance and the lust for 
payment shouldnt become the overriding concern. Where Abels blood cries from 
the ground for vengeance (Gen 4:10), the author of Hebrews wrote that Jesus blood 
speaks a better word than the blood of Abel (Heb. 12:24). Rather than crying for 
vengeance, Jesus blood speaks a word of mercy and forgiveness.911 Indeed it forms 
a cluster of some of the last words spoken by Jesus from the Cross: Father, forgive 
                                                
907 Winter, 66.  
908 Luke 15:11-32. 
909 Matt. 18:23-35. 
910 Luke 6:37-38. 
911 Weaver, J. Denny (2005), The Non Violent Atonement. Wm B. Eerdmans publishing co, Grand 
Rapids, Michigan / Cambridge, U.K., 62-63. 
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them for they know not what they do,912 indicating that the Cross reveals God as a 
suffering love for enemies.913 
 
 Yet on closer analysis there is also a dark side to this amnesty that casts its shadow 
over those who fail to implement the new rule. Jesus speaks of Gods coming as one 
of goodness yet there are also harsh words of judgement which exposes a major 
theological fault line in the doctrine of redemption. Jesus, despite his universal 
message of reconciliation and love of enemies914 shows an attitude of intolerance to 
those who do not receive it. So much so, W. Hirsch caustically comments: No one is 
more intolerant toward his opponents than he. He wants to see not only his enemies, 
but each person who refuses to believe in all his eccentricities, punished by eternal 
damnation, and he wants to throw them into the water with a millstone around their 
necks.915 So much so, one can question whether in fact the eschatological mediator 
of salvation becomes in part, the historical mediator of damnation?916 It also raises the 
question of what connection does Jesus death on the Cross have on the overall scales 
of justice, and the balance of probability for unconditional clemency? What is 
smuggled in with the concept of Jesus death being salvific, is the myth that violence 
is redemptive where behind the Cross some secret deal or metaphysical trade off is 
struck. For the Church Fathers it was the Devil who illegitimately insisted on payment 
as condition to release captive humanity; after Anselm917 this role is definitively 
reversed, where the Devil and God effectively swap places. It is now God who 
                                                
912 Luke 23:34. 
913 Adams, 101. 
914 Matt. 5:44. 
915 Hirsch, W., cited  in: Schwager, 1999, 53. 
916 Schwager, 1999, 81. 
917 It was of course one of the Cappodican Fathers, Gregory of Nazianzen, who first questioned the 
notion of any transaction with the Devil. He volunteered that the ransom should be seen in an 
allegorical fashion, as paid by the Son to God to whom he is seen in all things to yield. This shift in 
thinking effectively paved the way for the idea that it was now God who required the death of the 
Christ and not the Devil. See: Bartlett, 67. 
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legitimately exacts a payment of debt. Anselm, however, makes God the one who 
insists on debt. The debt humanity has incurred must be paid with human blood. The 
God who rejected sacrifice now demands it, for Christs voluntary offering of himself 
to death, which is at the heart of Anselms theory, was inevitably construed in 
sacrificial terms. From the start sacrifice and satisfaction run together. Law assumes a 
central function within theology.918 For this reason, it can be speculated that since 
Christianity became the dominant and official religion of the empire, the Roman 
system of law, which involved a retributive system of reward and punishment, 
supplanted the more biblically based system of covenantal law.919 The covenantal 
system of grace and favour, healing and restoration was replaced with a more blunt 
and exacting instrument of retribution. God and law merge, and to all intents and 
purposes become synonymous, for what is divinized is the sheer power of the law 
rooted no longer in generosity but parsimony, revenge rather than free forgiveness, or 
what some have called rationalized vengeance.920 The root of the doctrine is thus 
thrust back deep into the chilly soil of alienation and Gods justice, rather than the 
fertile plains of the Promised Land and liberation. It also provided a template on how 
human to human relations should be conducted. The penal consequences of this 
doctrine were grim indeed, as it entered the cultural bloodstream.In which earthly 
punishments were demanded because God himself had demanded the death of his 
son.921  
 
 
                                                
918 Gorringe, 102. 
919 See: Thiessen, Vic in: Barrow, Simon & Bartley, Jonathan (editors) (2005), Consuming Passion. 
Why the killing of Jesus Really Matters, Darton Longman & Todd, London, 38. 
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St Anselms satisfaction theory and the Cur Deus Homo? 
 
Anselms satisfaction theory thus has a lot to answer for, and will have to be analyzed 
in detail. St Anselm922 was born at Aosta (Italy) and entered the monastery of Bec in 
Normandy923 succeeding Lanfranc as Abbot924 and finally becoming Archbishop of 
Canterbury in 1093. His book Cur Deus Homo? (Why the God Man?) was written for 
his monks but was an attempt to explain to his detractors the necessity and fittingness 
of the Incarnation. It also has an apologetic purpose for in his sights were the Infidels, 
the Jewish and Muslim world who felt that Christianity was contrary to reason and 
that the Incarnation, and in particular the crucifixion, dishonored God. Islamic 
interpretation of Jesus death even as a prophet was so abhorrent that it concluded 
with the notion that someone else must have taken his place at the crucifixion.925 
Anselm was also contradicting the view, current since the second century, that the 
Devil had any rights over humanity.926 He says: Suppose, now, someone cites that 
handwriting of the decree which the Apostle says was against us and was blotted out 
by the death of Christ. Someone may think this means that the devil, as if under some 
sort of signed contract, justly exacted sin of man, before the passion of Christ, as a 
sort of interest on the first sin which he persuaded man to commit and as a penalty for 
                                                
922 AD 1033-1109. 
923 AD 1060. 
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sin, so that thereby he would seem to prove his just rights over man. I cannot at all 
agree with this interpretation.927  
 
To understand the model of the atonement that was so cogently proposed by Anselm 
it is necessary to understand the cultural forces that shaped its emergence. Anselm 
made the notion of satisfaction a central feature of his soteriological system which 
was essentially about making reparation for the honour violated by sin. Feudalism 
was the societal backdrop of the time, but equally significant is the monastic world 
which was the base from which Anselm operated. The Benedictine rule928 strictly 
governed Anselms life in the monastery where ordo or rank within the monastery 
was of fundamental importance. The Abbot occupied a position of primacy as Lord 
and represented Christ to the rest of the community.929 Another tier of influence came 
from the confessional and the realm of penance,930 where the early Fathers of the 
Church (particularly Augustine and especially Tertullian) had used the term 
satisfaction specifically in the context of penance and penitential practice. Tertullian 
was the first to employ the word satisfaction which is of a purely Latin conception 
having no Greek equivalent. It was borrowed from the legal language of Rome. 
Tertullian was a lawyer and thus with a lawyers brief introduces a forensic term into 
atonement theology, with the ensuing atmosphere of the courtroom, which in some 
way anticipates the Cur Deus Homo? and prepares the ground for later medieval 
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thought patterns of the atonement.931 Medieval penitentials cultivated the notion that 
one could pay someone else to satisfy ones own obligation to repair the damage done 
by ones sin,932 particularly if the penance was deemed too onerous.933  
 
The sacrament of reconciliation (also known as the sacrament of penance) still retains 
the requirement of issuing of a penance to show ones sincerity of repentance and 
desire to make amends.934 Indeed, the word penance still retains the flavour of 
punishment or penalty, despite absolution being a completely gratuitous act through 
the mercy of God; yet the element of satisfaction attached, whether of prayer, fasting 
or almsgiving is significant. Moreover, the perennial tension buried just under the 
surface in all discussions regarding reconciliation is also apparent here, between the 
priest perceived as healer or judge.935 Added to this sacramental theology of penance 
was the rediscovery of the Roman law in the schools of Pavia and Bologna which 
intensified the notion that an injured person could be compensated for other than by 
direct payment;936 and this was the case with comparative legal systems in other parts 
of Europe: According to German law, vengeance did not require to be executed on 
                                                
931 Foley, 78-81. 
932 See Viladesau, 71. 
933 In order to help the priests in the selection of what would be considered an appropriate penance, a 
codification of penitential practices was constructed, between the eleventh and fourteenth centuries, 
which were known as the penitential books (libri poenitentiales). These were lists of every kind of sin, 
with the exact type of penance attached. See: McBrien, Richard, P. (1981), Catholicism, Winston Press, 
Minneapolis, 779. 
934 The confessor is to impose salutary and appropriate penances, in proportion to the kind and number 
of sins confessed, taking into account, however, the condition of the penitent. The penitent is bound 
personally to fulfil these penances. Canon Law Society (1983), Codex Iuris Canonici (Code of Canon 
Law), Collins Liturgical Publications, London, Canon 981. 
935 St. Anselm appears to have laid his finger on a most important feature of any complete soteriology, 
for however much we emphasise the kindness of God we cannot escape the fact of Gods judgment, a 
fact more real to us even than to those who knew only the Law. Secondly, any adequate doctrine of 
Atonement must come to terms with the justice of God and not simply treat it as if it were removed by 
Gods love or mercy. McIntyre, 1954, 103-104. 
936 satisfactio referred to compensation to an injured person other than by direct payment. The use of 
this term for these commutations was obvious. It is against this background that we must understand 
Anselms introduction of a new metaphor for understanding the work of Christ  satisfaction. 
Gorringe, 89. 
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the evil-doer himself.The Church looked on Christians as forming a clan with the 
saints in heaven, and the performance of penance could to a certain extent, or entirely, 
be passed onto the latterGerman law held that the payment of the fine could be 
divided.937 It may have been from this source that Anselm derived the idea that 
humanitys servitude required the intervention of a third party where sins could be 
commuted and thus paid off by a fellow kinsman, but one who had the power to 
accrue the merit to do so. To unpack some of these influences further will give 
sharper insight into how Anselm developed his theory which was fated to have such a 
formative impact on subsequent views of the Atonement. 
 
Anselm breathed the crisp clean air of feudalism which meant a stratified society 
where everyone knew their place. This hierarchic composition involved a rigid 
division between classes with little room for social mobility. The Lord was at the 
pinnacle of this system and the serf or vassal at the bottom. The Laird had the duty of 
maintaining harmony and dispensing justice within the realm and in return the vassal 
owed allegiance and a debt of honour. There was almost a Platonic sense of perfection 
reflected in maintaining the balance and symmetry within the system. If anyone 
disrupted this order they had to repair the damage and also pay compensation, but the 
price exacted was invariably proportionate to ones social standing. Thus, in the New 
Forest laws introduced into England by Anselms Norman masters, the penalty for a 
freeman resisting a forest Verderer was loss of freedom, but for a villein the loss of 
his right hand. If a deer was hunted till it panted, there was a fine of 10 shillings: If he 
be not a free man, then he shall pay double. If he be a bound man, he shall lose his 
                                                
937 Foley, 112. 
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skin. The penalty for a serf killing a deer was death.938 Social status clearly 
determined the punishment meted out, for the same act was interpreted with differing 
degrees of severity depending on whether it was directed against a peasant, knight, 
nobleman or king.939 
 
A comparative incident is narrated in Dostoevskys The Brothers Karamazov, where a 
serf-boy threw a stone in play and hurt the paw of a Generals favourite hound. When 
he discovered the dog limping compensation was exacted but in a particularly cruel 
act of vengeance. The next day the general goes out hunting but the quarry is the little 
boy. His house-serfs were all mustered to teach them a lesson, and in front of them 
all stood the childs mother. The boy was brought out of the lock-up. It was a bleak, 
cold, misty autumn day, a perfect day for hunting. The General ordered the boy to be 
undressed. The little boy was stripped naked. He shivered, panic stricken and not 
daring to utter a sound. Make him run! ordered the General.940 The little boy is torn 
apart by the pack of Borzori hounds. Here, as in Anselms world class distinction is 
ruthlessly maintained and injustice, in the sense of offering anything like a social and 
ethical critique is overlooked; what is supported is the political status quo of the 
reigning elite. To some extent the very notions of satisfaction and expiation were 
deeply bound up with revenge in medieval culture. The loss of any honour must be 
repaired; for it as a fundamental breach in the system, but it is not enough simply to 
restore honour, what was required was an additional levy of satisfaction which took 
account of the persons standing who was dishonoured. If one looks closely at the rule 
of St Benedict, a document written in the 6th century, one can see a similar dynamic at 
                                                
938 Stenton, D.M.,Cited in Gorringe, 88. 
939 See: Gorringe, 93.  
940 Dostoevsky, Book Five, Part 5, Rebellion, 284. 
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work. It was a system which reinforced and deepened Anselms mindset and world 
view. 
 
Those who refer to Anselms satisfaction argument as expounded in his book Cur 
Deus Homo? have often overlooked just how influential the Rule of St Benedict was 
on shaping key features of the argument. Davies and Leftow941 hint at the influence 
that scripture would have had on him as a monk in his daily diet of lectio divina, and 
Hogg942 mentions that the coenobitic life would give coherence and balance as well as 
providing a rich biblical and liturgical context. Yet none have identified the Rule of St 
Benedict itself as having such an architectonic influence in shaping the thought world 
of St Anselm and in particular the Cur Deus Homo? The structure of a Benedictine 
community is unashamedly hierarchic, where anything ordered by the superior is to 
be received as if it was a divine command. For the obedience which is given to 
superiors is given to God, since he himself said: He who listens to you listens to 
me.943 And if there is any dissent or murmuring even in the heart, he will incur the 
punishment due to murmurers, unless he amend and make reparation.944 Chapter 7 
on humility is particularly instructive as it reinforces the requirement to capitulate to 
the superior in all things and at all levels of the human psyche and will. And if any 
brother, for however trifling a reason, be corrected in any way by the Abbot, or any of 
his seniors, or if he perceive that any senior, in however small a degree, is displeased 
or angry with him, let him at once without delay cast himself on the ground at his feet, 
and lie there making reparation, until that displeasure is appeased with a blessing. But 
                                                
941 Davies, Brian, 286. 
942 Hogg, David S. (2004), Anselm of Canterbury, The Beauty of Theology, Ashgate, Burlington, VT, 
24-25. 
943 Benedict, Chap. 5. 
944 Ibid. 
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if anyone should disdain to do this, let him either undergo corporal punishment, or, if 
he be stubborn, let him be expelled from the monastery.945  
 
Clearly, the balance of power in the Rule of St Benedict is from the top trickling 
downwards; for if the honour of a superior is compromised in any way recompense 
and satisfaction is demanded, and this is to be backed up with threats of punishment 
and excommunication. In the hands of an unscrupulous Abbot, the rule of St Benedict 
is a dangerous weapon of autocratic design. Terrance Kardong, a leading 
commentator on the rule of St Benedict warns of such danger. In a hierarchical and 
religious society such as a Benedictine monastery the potential abuse of authority is 
great. Not only is there an emphasis on the need for the lower orders to honour the 
higher but such deference is demanded in the name of God. The superior is seen as 
carrying out a special divine function. Thus obedience and respect verging on divine 
worship are demanded, one could hardly devise a more potent strategy for engaging 
the deepest and religious cooperation of the human person.946 However, the 
Benedictine model of religious life gave Anselm a structure that mirrored perfectly 
the supremacy of God as Monarch and Lord. To challenge the honour of the 
Christian God, the supreme Lord, was to threaten the capstone and cement of the 
universe. To do so by means of the doctrine of Christianity itself was to set fire in the 
family hall.947Christ in this system easily became the perfect knight whose noble 
death was to restore his Fathers honour through a spectacular gesture of obedience 
and sacrifice, for only a God-Man could make the necessary amends and satisfaction 
                                                
945 Benedict, Chap.71.  
946 Kardogn, Terrance (1992), Respect for Persons in the Holy Rule. Benedicts Contribution to Human 
Rights, Cistercian Studies Vol. 27.3.  
947 Bartlett, 80. 
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required.948 The recurring theme of sacrifice949 emerges from the fog of chivalry, 
where Christ gives himself up to death for Gods honour. Where since he does not 
deserve to die, it is a gift not demanded.950 It is this stately sacrificial surrender of an 
ideal son that makes sufficient the reconciliation between God and humanity. The 
redemptive meaning of the Incarnation, upon the perfect offering of an obedient life, 
upon a death whose loving acquiescence and completeness of sacrificial surrender 
absolutely satisfied a Fathers desire for an ideal Son, and it makes these the all 
sufficient source and explanation of our reconciliation with God.951 
 
The Cur Deus Homo works by a series of question and answers from Boso to his 
master Anselm, where the interlocutory syllogism results in an exposition of the 
purpose of the Incarnation. St Anselms argument rests on four foundational pillars 
which underpin the argument, notably: (1) The voluntary nature of the death of Christ; 
(2) The supreme value of his death; (3) The application of the merits of his death; and 
(4) his death as an example to humanity.952 From the outset the emphasis is on the 
death of Christ, where his life and ministry are relegated to a prelude to the 
redemptive exchange that takes place on the altar of the Cross.953 What is 
contemplated is a theory that operates at a dazzling legal and historical abstraction 
stripped of the data of Gospel relevance. As Hogg says: The Cur Deus Homo? has a 
lack of attention to the life of Jesus. There is a great deal of emphasis placed on the 
                                                
948 From Anselm onwards satisfaction and sacrifice were read together, and sacrifice was understood 
as propitiation. Gorringe, 29. 
949 How could the Father be satisfied with the death of Christ, unless He saw in the sacrifice mirrored 
His own love?  for God can be satisfied only with that which is as perfect as Himself. Agony doesnt 
satisfy God; agony only satisfied Moloch. Nothing satisfies God but the voluntary sacrifice of love. 
Foley, 160. 
950  Whately, Arnold R., in Grensted, L.W. (1929), The Atonement in History and in Life, Lightning 
Source U.K., 205. 
951 Foley, 142. 
952 McIntyre, 1954, 154. 
953 He sees the death of Christ as the basis of all the forgiveness which God has offered to men in 
history - not only after Christ but also before him. Ibid., 176. 
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death of Jesus and how that death affects life, but nowhere does Anselm offer us a 
sustained treatment of how the life of Christ contributed to the suitability of his 
death.954 However, Bosos opening remarks in Chapter 5 gives a synopsis of the 
grand sweep of redemption which is delivered through the sweat, blood and tears of 
the God-Man; Here the Devil (who knows no justice)955 is defeated, Gods wrath is 
dissuaded and the kingdom of heaven is secured.956 It immediately becomes clear that 
salvation is a transaction removed from the mundane affairs of humanity and instead 
played out in an ideal metaphysical realm above their heads. Although it is God who 
desires the death of his Son,957 there is a symmetry of wills between them, where 
Jesus freely enters death for the salvation of humanity in a rugged spirit of obedience. 
There is, however, no real attempt to conceal, through clever window dressing, the 
violence that lurks behind the throne of God.  
 
However, much space is devoted in the argument to prove that Christ dies willingly 
and without compulsion. It is strictly in accordance with obedience and the demands 
of justice that Christ offers his life as a satisfaction and not because of any coercion 
from the Father.958 The crux of the redemptive process hinges on the fact that Jesus 
suffered because of his own freewill, he was not commanded to do so, but he obeyed 
in order to save human kind.959 Anselm: God the Father did not treat that man in the 
way you seem to think, nor did He hand over the innocent to death in place of the 
guilty. For God did not compel Him to die, or allow Him to be slain, against His will; 
                                                
954 Hogg, 180. 
955 The devil, though, had deserved no right to inflict the punishment; on the contrary, his action was 
all the more unjust in that he was not motivated by love of justice, but was driven by an impulse of 
malice. Anselm, 1969, Book 1. Chap.7, 72. 
956 Although, nowhere does God appear in the Cur Deus Homo? as a God of Wrath. McIntyre, 1954, 
180. 
957 The Father desired the death of the Son, because he was not willing that the world should be saved 
in any other way. Anselm, 1969, Book 1. Chap. 9, 80. 
958 See Hogg, 34. 
959 Foley, 123 & McIntyre, 1954, 155. 
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rather, He Himself, by his own free choice, underwent death, to save men.960 Yet 
the argument breaks down at a key point because although the Father does not compel 
his Son, it is still transparently His desire that He should embrace death. Anselm: He 
did, it is true, speak of the will of the Father, not however, because the Father 
preferred His Sons death to His life, but because the Father was unwilling that the 
human race be restored unless man performed some deed as outstanding as that death 
was to be. Since reason did not require something another could not do, the Son says 
the Father wills His death, and He would rather endure His own death than the loss of 
the human race. It is as if He said: Because You do not will the world to be 
reconciled in any other way, I declare that in this way You are willing my death. May 
this will of yours, then, be done that is, let my death occur, that the world may be 
reconciled to you.961 Consequently, the Son is left with very little room to 
manoeuvre and although there is no compulsion the dice are loaded in favour of Jesus 
choosing the will of the Father, which is to accept death for the salvation of humanity 
and drink from the chalice which the Father gives him.962The Father then may be 
said to will the Death of the Son, because He virtually leaves the Son no alternative 
but death, if man is to be saved. The Son, by reason of the uprightness of His will, 
makes that will of the Father His own, or, perhaps more accurately, the Father wills 
what the Son wills, once the Son wills what is acceptable to the Father.963  
 
Jesus death is a lesson designed to teach that there is no salvation by any other 
means.964 Boso volunteers the obvious objection to such a gratuitously unjust act: 
For it is a strange thing if God so delights in, or requires, the blood of the innocent, 
                                                
960 Anselm, 1969, Book 1. Chap.8, 75. 
961 Ibid., Book 1. Chap.9, 79-80. 
962 Ibid., 80. 
963 McIntyre, 1954, 157. 
964 Anselm, 1969, Book 1. Chap.10, 82.  
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that he neither chooses, nor is able, to spare the guilty without the sacrifice of the 
innocent.965 He then spells out the severity of the situation (which according to the 
structure similar to that of the Benedictine model and the feudal society outside the 
monastic enclosure) is fundamentally blighted by sin. God reigns as supreme Lord 
who now requires a debt of honour to be paid. Due to the gravity of sin, any 
restoration of honour will also require compensation in acknowledgement of the 
anguish incurred and in deference to the dignity of the person offended. So then, 
every one who sins ought to pay back the honour of which he has robbed God; and 
this is the satisfaction which every sinner owes to God.966 It is incompatible with 
justice that God will simply forgive without compensation or punishment.967 
Compassion alone is insufficient, for the rule of law which is identical with Gods 
justice, ensures that Gods honour is protected and the distinction between innocence 
and guilt is preserved. Indeed, to pass over sin would be a breach of order, where 
there would be no significant difference between the innocent and the guilty.968 The 
unrighteous would be perceived as being freer than the unrighteous and what is more, 
even rival (or seen to be equal to) God, which would be an incongruous 
contradiction.969  This ensures that distinctions are maintained and that the Kingdom 
of God does not slide into chaos or anarchy, whilst simultaneously Gods freedom, 
justice and love are not seen to be compromised.970 What is important to note is the 
punitive language of punishment that is required to cancel out sin.971 
                                                
965 Ibid., 82-83. 
966 Ibid., Book 1. Chap. 11. 84. 
967 St Anselm concludes that since it is impossible for God to exercise His liberty, His will, His 
kindness except within the limits of what is just and right, He cannot forgive the sinner without 
punishing him. McIntyre, 1954, 99. 
968 Anselm, 1969, Book 1. Chap. 12, 86. 
969 Whately, Arnold R., in Grensted, 202. 
970 St. Anselm has shown that there are three attributes of God which must in no way be compromised 
- Gods freedom, His justice and His love. His freedom is compromised if God is solely determined in 
His Will to save the world by some inner necessity of His own Being, or by the sinful condition of 
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Law becomes the supreme principle that shores up the edifice of the divine, although 
Anselm admits that Gods honour is intrinsic to his being and can never be subject to 
injury or change. What is revealed is a vindictive spirit that lurks at the throne of God, 
a spirit of vengeance and a desire for retributive justice, although naturally Anselm 
does not refer to it in this way. If God is offended, as supreme governor of the 
universe, he is entitled to a pay back and will exact this if it is not forfeited. If 
humanity does not freely pay their debt it will be taken from them and they will have 
to suffer torments as punishment in order to put them back in their rightful place. It 
is impossible for God to lose his honour, for either the sinner pays his debt of his own 
accord, or, if he refuse, God takes it from him. For either man renders due submission 
to God of his own will, by avoiding sin or making payment, or else God subjects him 
to himself by torments,972 even against mans will, and thus shows that he is the Lord 
of man, though man refuses to acknowledge it of his own accord.973 In Anselms 
world, the Lord, whether Abbot or Laird, maintains justice as a kind of benevolent 
dictator, Gods proxy, whose job it is not only to dispense justice but also maintain 
the good order and harmony of the realm. The aesthetic argument is strong and it is 
not just a Platonic reflection of the celestial court on earth but an admission that sin 
despoils and disrupts the very fabric and concord of the cosmos.974 The very schema 
of the restoration of humanity and the cosmos is fitting in the symmetry that is 
                                                                                                                                       
man; His justice is compromised if He allows sin to go scot-free; and His love if He has no regard for 
the final blessedness of those whom He once created. McIntyre, 1954, 201. 
971 To remit sin in this manner is nothing else than not to punish; and since it is not right to cancel sin 
without compensation or punishment; if it be not punished, then it is passed by undischarged. Anselm, 
1969, Book 1. Chap. 12, 85. 
972 This could mean that God either inflicts torture (horrors) upon humanity, or leaves them alone to 
their own self-destructive tendencies, the endemic wages of sin. 
973 Anselm,1969, Book 1. Chap 14, 89. 
974 But when it does not will what it should, it dishonours God so far as it can, since it does not subject 
itself freely to His plan, and, to the extent of its power, it disturbs the order and the beauty of the 
universe, although it does not injure or degrade the power and dignity of God, at all. Anselm, 1969, 
Book 1 Chap. 15, 90. 
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employed: The obedience of Christ to undo the disobedience of Adam; the virgin 
Mary to restore the damage done by the first women Eve; and wood of the Cross 
reversing the eviction from paradise, caused by the rapacious looting of fruit from the 
tree of knowledge.975 Indeed, this soteriological sketch itself has a precursor in the 
work of Irenaeuss recapitulation model of the Atonement. Even the number of the 
fallen angels is scrupulously made up from the elect of humanity to ensure a 
fulfilment of Gods plan, to restore it to its ripeness of being. Anselm: It is certain 
that God intended to make up the number of angels who had fallen, out of human 
nature, which he made sinless.976 Although in this concept he may have been 
influenced by St Augustine who mentions this theme first in his Enchiridion and The 
City of God,977 and we know that Anselm was heavily influenced by St Augustine.978 
Anselm is also adamant that it is necessary for God to bring to perfection what he 
begun concerning human nature,979 for he cannot allow sin to violate the beauty of the 
universe or his will to be thwarted. 
 
The heart of the argument rests on the anthropological legacy of a corrupted and 
wounded nature, where humanitys true appellation is being one of a sinner, and as a 
                                                
975 It was fitting, surely, that just as death had entered into the human race because of the disobedience 
of man, so by the obedience of man, life should be restored. Further, just as the sin that was the cause 
of our condemnation had its origin in a woman, it was equally fitting that the author of our justification 
and salvation should be born of a woman. It was also fitting that the devil, who conquered man by 
tempting him to taste of the fruit of a tree, should be conquered by a man through suffering he endured 
on the wood of a tree. There are also many other things which, carefully considered, show a certain 
indescribable beauty in this manner of accomplishing our redemption. Anselm, 1969, Book 1 Chap. 3, 
68. 
976 Anselm, 1969, Book 1 Chap. 16, 92. 
977 Mankind, who constituted the remainder of the intelligent creation, having perished without 
exception under sin, both original and actual, and the consequent punishments, should be in part 
restored, and should fill up the gap which the rebellion and fall of the devils had left in the company of 
the angels.  St Augustine, Enchiridion. Chap. 29, 35-36. See also City of God. Chap. 22, 1023. 
978 Hogg, 80. 
979 Anselm, 1969, Book 2. Chap. 4, 122. 
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result cannot shirk the debt owed directly to God.980  For Anselm dishonouring is 
sinning and although Anselm does not distinguish evil from sin,981 the definition of 
sin in the Cur Deus Homo? is simply this: not to render to God his due, and that is 
essentially to withhold the submission of the will to God.982 Moreover, to defraud 
God of the honour which belongs to him, results in a debt to God.983 Indeed, any 
defiance of the will of God is interpreted as sinful, even if a glance that God forbids 
should result in the salvation of the entire universe.984 For any offence against an 
infinite God is an infinite offence.985 As Boso succinctly lays out the catch-22 
formulae of humanitys constitutional plight: Man as a sinner owes God for his sin 
what he is unable to pay, and cannot be saved without paying.986 However, more 
positively, it underscores the fact that only God can save, and only divine intervention 
is capable of making restitution. Yet although only God can repair the damage and 
make the necessary satisfaction it is only fitting that humanity ought to. Hence the 
need for the God-Man. For God will not do it, because he has no debt to pay; and 
man will not do it, because he cannot. Therefore, in order that the God-man may 
perform this, it is necessary that the same being should be perfect God and perfect 
man, in order to make this atonement. For he cannot and ought not to do it, unless he 
be very God and very man.987  
 
                                                
980 For St Anselm sin is an intensely personal thing: it is the failure of the creature to make that 
response of will, intelligence and affection which he ought, by reason of his very creatureliness, to 
make to his creator. McIntyre, 1954, 72. 
981Gasper, G.E.M. and Kolenberger (editors), (2006), Anselm and Abelard. Investigations and 
Juxtapositions. Papers in Medieval Studies 19, Pontifical Institute of Medieval Studies, Toronto, 177. 
982  Anselm, 1969, Book 1 Chap.11, 84. 
983 Foley, 125. 
984 Anselm, 1969, Book 1 Chap. 21, 108. 
985 McIntyre, 1954, 9. 
986 Anselm, 1969, Book 1. Chap. 25, 117-118. 
987  Anselm 2005, Book Second, Chap. VII, 260. 
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Jesus, therefore, stands in solidarity with us, being of our own race, and for this 
reason sufficiently qualified to represent us, yet he is free from the stigma of sin and 
immune from the limitations of the human condition. Sin has the quality of infinite 
affront to an infinite being and thus only a divine being can make the satisfaction 
required, for only a God-Man can stretch over the gulf that separates them to heal the 
division and debt of sin.988 So, salvation is simultaneously a descent from God and a 
reciprocal ascent from humanity in the person of Jesus. The efficacy of Christs 
intervention through the Incarnation is such, that St Anselm emphasizes that Christ 
offers God something which he does not owe to God as a debt. Anselm: Let us see 
whether this way consists of giving His life, or laying down His life, or delivering 
Himself up to death for the honour of God. God will not require this of Him as an 
obligation, for, as we have said, He will not be obliged to die, because there will be no 
sin in Him.989Jesus is sinless and therefore does not deserve to die, for only sinners 
are under the penalty of death and are obliged to die, thus he dies freely and thus 
makes sufficient satisfaction. The Deus-homo cannot offer up anything of His life to 
God as an adequate satisfaction; the alternative is that He offers His Death, which is 
possible satisfaction, since being sinless He is not required to die.990 Boso sums up 
the argument for the need of a redeemer with both divine and human credentials 
which is the reality of the Incarnation. This debt was so great that, while none but 
man must solve the debt, none but God was able to do it; so that he who does it must 
be both God and man. And hence arises a necessity that God should take man into 
                                                
988 In II.11, II.18, the general contention is that the Death of Christ does not have only a God-ward 
reference, nor is its significance exhausted in the fact that Christ offers it up as a gift to God by way of 
private transaction. His Death is a public event, with, as it were, a horizontal reference. It provides an 
example of the price that is to be paid by those who earnestly seek to obey Gods Will. McIntyre, 
1954, 185. 
989 Anselm, 1969, Book 2. Chap.11, 136. 
990 McIntyre, 1954, 171. 
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unity with his own person.991 Unfortunately, the stark reality of this system is that the 
death of Christ becomes the central if not exclusive moment of salvation and the 
means of reconciliation.992 The resurrection is eclipsed and the reason for the 
Incarnation is focused directly to the moment that Jesus can willingly climb the 
scaffolding of the Cross and go like a ritual lamb to the slaughter. Yet this sacrificial 
act from a divine-human being is so meritorious993 that from the store chest of Gods 
grace the surplus and superabundance of what he has achieved can be liberally 
transferred to his brothers and sisters, who are the beneficiaries of this transaction 
between the Father and Son, yet remain passive spectators. Still, the reward accrued 
from his death is richly and lavishly bestowed on humankind, their debt is remitted 
and they inherit not just the family silver, but the very keys to the kingdom of 
heaven.994  
 
Here the concept of merit is brought to bear where Christ transfers the reward to his 
brethren for whom he represents.995 Christs death was voluntary and because of his 
sinlessness unnecessary and therefore surplus and thus of supreme value. His merits 
are infinite and, therefore, superabundant and available for humanitys rescue.996 
There is the concept of supererogation (doing more than is required) where in his 
                                                
991 Anselm, 1969, Book 2. Chap.18, 155. *(This and succeeding chapters are numbered differently in 
the different editions of Anselms texts on the Cur Deus Homo?) 
992 The Son says that he desires his own death. For he preferred to suffer, rather than that the human 
race should be lost; as if he were to say to the Father: Since thou dost not desire the reconciliation of 
the world to take place in any other way, in this respect, I see that thou desirest my death; let thy will, 
therefore, be done, that is, let my death take place, so that the world may be reconciled to thee. 
Anselm, 1969, Book 1. Chap. 9, 82. 
993 Now it is clearly stated that the value of the Death of Christ derives from the value of His person. 
Only the Deus-homo could achieve this excess of merit. McIntyre, 1954, 183. 
994 Upon whom would he more properly bestow the reward accruing from his death, than upon those 
for whose salvation, as right reason teaches, he became man; and for whose sake, as we have already 
said, he left an example of suffering death to preserve in holiness? For surely in vain will men imitate 
him, if they be not also partakers of his reward. Anselm, 1969, Book 2 Chap. 19, 160. 
995 The solution is that He will bestow the award on another. And on whom should He bestow it but 
on those for whose salvation He became man, and to whom He left the supreme example of His 
death? Whately, Arnold R., in Grensted, 206. 
996 Foley, 130, 150. 
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dying Jesus does something extra which God the Father does not require and his own 
nature necessitate. Here merit and satisfaction become intimately connected.997 God 
makes over the reward to those for whose salvation the Son became Incarnate. The 
situation is not that Christ offers His Death to God on behalf of, or in the stead of, 
man for his sin, but rather that Christ offers His Death to God as a gift which He is not 
required to give, where upon God makes over to Christs brethren the reward due to 
Christ. 998 Christ, thereby establishes merit which is then transferred to sinners, but 
this excess is derived exclusively from the value of his divine person (in alliance with 
his sinlessness) and the sheer gratuity of his offering. Anselm: Since not all men who 
were to be saved could have been present when Christ effected that redemption, so 
great was the efficacy in His death that its effect reaches even to those who live in 
other places and times. That it must be of benefit not only to those who were present, 
moreover, is easily known from the fact that not so many could be present at his death 
as are required to build up the heavenly city, even if all who lived all over the world at 
the time of His death were allowed to share in that redemption.999   
 
However, although McIntyre wants to say that St Anselm does not isolate the life 
from the death of Christ (as it is consistent with a single pattern of Divine action and 
self-offering)1000 yet the accent falls with a certain inevitability and morbid 
fascination on the death of the God-Man. A death which is both simultaneously an 
example of dying for the sake of justice, and a mechanism to establish a reservoir of 
merit that can be accessed by his kinsman. Anselm: To whom will it be more 
appropriate for Him to transfer the fruit and recompense of His death than to those for 
                                                
997 McIntyre, 1954, 171-172. 
998 Ibid.,181. 
999 Anselm, 1969, Book 2. Chap. 16, 145. 
1000 McIntyre, 1954, 191. 
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whose salvation, as we have learned from reliable arguments He made Himself man 
and to whom, as we said, He gave by His death an example of dying for the sake of 
justice. It is useless, surely, for them to imitate Him if they will not share in His 
merit. 1001 It is the centrality of his death, regardless of how it is interpreted, that 
becomes the defining moment of any soteriological equation; for this God-Man need 
not have preached and founded a kingdom, no disciples needed to have been gathered; 
He only required to die.1002 Yet because Christ pays for sinners a debt he did not 
owe, and gives us a far greater example in so doing, his life delivered up in death is 
truly worthy of salvation. Anselm: For He, without having any need to do it for 
Himself, or without being compelled to do it for others to whom He owed nothing but 
punishment, has given up a life so precious, yes, His very self, that is to say, so 
exalted a person, with such tremendous willingness.1003 Anselm interestingly omits 
to say how the benefits of Christs satisfaction are appropriated by individual 
believers, but presumably it is taken for granted that the sacramental system of the 
Church will be the ordinary dispenser of Christs grace. 
 
The primary problem with the Anselmian model of the atonement, apart from its 
specific cultural and historical setting, is that the target of Jesus death appears to be 
to satisfy Gods honour;1004 where sin is perceived as high treason and not as moral 
corruption.1005 Foley argues that Anselm has missed the point of salvation because sin 
is portrayed as something unreal and irrelevant to the actual needs of humanity: He 
                                                
1001 St Anselm, 1969, Book 2 Chap.19, 160. 
1002 Foley, 144. 
1003 Anselm, 1969, Book 2. Chap.18, 156. 
1004 St. Anselm does not labour the sin-death relationship - a fact which some, as we shall see, regard 
as the gravest defect of this theory - for he is more concerned with the effects of sin upon God than 
upon man, and, consequently, the dishonour done to God is for him the dominating feature of the sin-
situation. McIntyre, 1954, 69. 
1005 Foley, 156. 
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(Anselm) has no understanding of a real salvation because he has no real 
understanding of sin. It is represented as something momentous in its effects upon 
both God and man, but its true ethical character is never discussed.1006 Anselm lays 
the foundations which are later used to bury some grisly corpses where Christs death 
is interpreted more as a propitiation (appeasement) of Gods wrath, or more crudely 
still a punishment, rather than as an expiation or forgiveness of sin. In later 
developments of the argument which evolve into full blown penal substitution 
versions of Anselms original, it is Gods Justice or Law that is the target for Jesus 
death. There always lurks here the ghost of vengeance where the myth or mystique of 
redemptive violence is used as the means to secure salvation, the substitutional death 
of an innocent for the liberation of the many. By deleting the Devil from the equation, 
Anselm shifted the target of the death of Jesus away from the Devil and directly 
toward God.1007 God becomes the one who requires Jesus death as a method of 
payment, not to release captive humanity (as with the ransom theory) but to satisfy his 
offended honour. And what is more, we are rescued from the Father, which is a far 
more mischievous thought than our rescue from the devil by ransom.1008 What is 
exposed is a violent subplot behind the rhetoric of salvation. 
 
Penal substitution 
 
It is God who to all intents and purposes orchestrates Jesus death so as to balance a 
noble levy of honour with satisfaction. Perversely, Jesus assassins become the agents 
of the divine will. In this case, Jesus ceased being the revealer of God, and his 
                                                
1006 Ibid., 155. 
1007 Weaver, J. Denny, in Sanders, John (editor) (2006), Atonement & Violence. A Theological 
Conversation, Abingdon Press, Nashville, 4.  
1008 Foley, 178. 
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opponents were entrusted with the divine mission of killing him as punishment on 
humankind, which stands in direct contradiction to the claim that in his mission Jesus 
human will cooperated in complete obedience with the divine will that sent him.1009 
Once God switches place with the Devil in requiring the death of Jesus where there 
opens up an opposition between the Justice of the Father and the love and mercy of 
the Son, where God requires his death to satisfy some metaphysical transaction. With 
Anselm it is only satisfaction but from Anselm onward penal substitution simply 
leaps the formal steps of satisfaction, moving at once to the point of wrath that lies 
behind the whole, and making Christ bear this passively rather than offer compensa-
tion actively.1010 Penal substitution is the most religiously pornographic of all models 
of the atonement (and relatively recent despite claims to the contrary by evangelical 
Christians); one should always be on ones guard against the fundamentalist spin that 
the mechanics of atonement can be laid bare once and for all by any one model, 
particularly one that is so hardcore in its adherence to the image of God-sanctioned 
and God-directed violence. 
 
Anselms satisfaction theory reigned supreme but eventually was displaced by 
versions associated with the reformers, and especially in some quarters with 
Calvinism,1011 which were more explicitly penal in character. These lent themselves 
very easily to promoting structures of oppression in society along class lines, because 
the violence of God was easily transferred to the civic realm1012and criminal law.1013 
                                                
1009 Weaver, 56. 
1010 Bartlett, 85. 
1011 There is little doubt that for Calvin the death remains the main focus, but with its gruesome 
character stressed in a way that would have been quite foreign to Anselm. For Anselm it was enough 
that Christ had given up what he did not owe (his life), whereas for Calvin the satisfaction borne is the 
punishment that might otherwise have been imposed on us. Davies, Brian, 296. 
1012  Boersama, Hans, in Sanders, 61. 
1013 Gorringe, 140. 
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Capital punishment, for example, was seen to be a logical and divinely endorsed 
method of administering justice.1014 With the satisfaction motif, and its later penal 
variants, there was an easy accommodation with violence because there was nothing 
ethically inherent in the model for resisting it. In fact to the contrary, punishment or 
the threat of punishment was a characteristic feature of its genus. It happily nurtured 
the idea that to seek compensation in the form of retribution for ills received was 
tantamount to a divine mandate, where one could flaunt a kind of pseudo-moral 
superiority over others who had violated the law. In place of literal compensation for 
an injury a recompense is made in the form of a kind of pleasure, the right to torture. 
In punishing the debtor, the creditor participates in a right of the masters: at last he, 
too, may experience for once the exalted sensation of being allowed to despise and 
mistreat someone as beneath him ... the compensation ... consists in a warrant for 
and title to cruelty.1015 In penal substitution Jesus is punished in place of killing us, 
thus God receives the necessary price that is required by our debt of sin to satisfy his 
law. Although this was quite foreign to Anselms original satisfaction theory he had 
inadvertently laid the groundwork.1016 
 
For this reason all versions of atonement theory that are rooted in the restoration of 
Justice through the means of a payment of death or punishment must be rejected. 
Satisfaction atonement, in any of its variants, is atonement that assumes divinely 
authored and divinely sanctioned violence of the death penalty as the means to restore 
justice, as the basis of salvation. Satisfaction atonement is based on an intrinsically 
                                                
1014 The theology of satisfaction, I contend, provided one of the subtlest and most profound of such 
justifications, not only for hanging but for retributive punishment in general. Gorringe, 12. 
1015 Ibid., 25. 
1016Anselm regards satisfactio as compensating penalty, and The phrase substitutionary 
satisfaction would not be inappropriate. Man ought to make the satisfaction, but the Deus-homo 
substitutes Himself for man and achieves that end to the honour of God. McIntyre, 1954, 87, 172. 
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violent assumption - restoring justice means punishment.1017 No matter how it is 
concealed, Jesus death is used vicariously to save a guilty humanity from the 
punishment or debt they deserve so they can enjoy the benefits of salvation. It also 
reinforces the notions of victim-hood where to passively suffer, even in situations of 
exploitation or abuse, is a noble thing with religious merit attached because it 
emulates Jesus submissive and obedient death.1018 Even when the reality is 
camouflaged with fashionable notions of God the Father suffering in unison with his 
Son, the terror of abandonment on the Cross, the God we are dealing with is still 
really a vengeful God who lusts for blood and payment. More trenchantly still, just 
because God suffers in the process it doesnt actually change anything in the grand 
scheme of things. As Karl Rahner says with a degree of dry cynicism: To put it very 
primitively - it does not help me at all to get out of my dirty mess and my despair just 
because things are going just as badly for God.1019 Satisfaction my have started as an 
innocuous method of settlement to secure salvation by restoring Gods honour, but 
very soon absolute revenge takes its place, and therefore Christs death is a 
displacement or substitute for that revenge. It was immediately possible, therefore, 
that the idea of penal substitution would break out once more from the tight 
reciprocities of satisfaction.1020  
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1017 Weaver, 201. 
1018 Weaver, J. Denny, in: Barrow, 50. 
1019 Rahner, Karl (1986), Dialogue: Conversations and interviews, 1965-1982, Crossroad, New York, 
126. 
1020 Bartlett, 85. 
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The wrath of God 
 
This leads us to contemplate the notion of Gods wrath. Penal substitution is seen as 
God venting his spleen and punishing Jesus in our place.1021 Forgiveness and mercy 
are concepts squeezed to the sidelines in favour of satisfying the revenge of the 
Father.1022 Ideas of cosmic child abuse obviously come tumbling in which cannot be 
dismissed by claims that the Son is complicit; for this simply adds a masochist twist 
to the sadistic action.1023 Penal substitution also clings to the more primitive notion 
buried in the atavistic archives of a sacrificial mindset of averting the wrath or 
displeasure of a god. Gods anger needs to be averted or appeased. Some 
contemporary supporters of penal substitution excavate the biblical data and utilize 
the night of the Passover as an archetypal referent for how Christs blood averts the 
wrath of God.1024 The blood of the lamb smeared on the door posts of the Hebrews 
deflects Gods destructive anger, yet on closer inspection it is the angel of death1025 
and not God himself who inflicts injury. The blood isnt used as a gift to ensure 
propitiation, but an element in a redemptive equation to break the stubborn heart of 
Pharaoh. The night of the Passover is a jail break from the bondage of slavery into a 
night of liberation heading towards the Promised Land. In the Old Testament Gods 
anger is always linked to the purging of sin, and targets acts of infidelity that 
compromise the covenant and penetratingly to sin itself. Gods anger is not a 
sustained disposition, a face of the divine which needs to be averted, but a mechanism 
                                                
1021 Jesus death on the Cross is revealed in the light of his resurrection as the punishment suffered in 
our place for the blasphemous existence of humanity. Pannenberg, Wolfhart (2002), Jesus-God and 
Man, SCM Classics, London, 273. 
1022 Pitstick, 130. 
1023 Ibid., 140. 
1024 Jeffery, Steve., Ovey, Mike & Sach, Andrew (2007), Pierced For Our Transgressions. 
Rediscovering the Glory of Penal Substitution, Inter-varsity Press, Nottingham, England, 34, 38 (see 
Exodus 12:1-50). 
1025 Also referred to as the destroyer. Exodus 12:23. 
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calculated to humble those to a point of capitulation and readiness to receive 
salvation. Two things are established in the Old Testament: that Gods wrath or 
displeasure at human sin is never equated with righteousness. His righteousness, like 
his holiness, is an enduring predicate of Yahweh and declares his will to accept man 
into fellowship with him; the wrath is reserved for individual acts of judgment, 
which exercise a function of this covenantal will; the punishment passes away, but the 
blessing endures.1026 The Old Testament does not speak of the sacrificial system as 
being an elaborate piece of machinery to protect people from the moodiness, 
displeasure and ultimate wrath of God.1027 To the contrary, what emerges on closer 
scrutiny, is a God who is quick to forgive, generous with his mercy and instantly 
recognized by his compassion,1028 all of which is celebrated in the penitential 
Psalms.1029 
 
Gods Wrath in the Old Testament (and the biblical corpus as a whole) is not about 
what God actively does, but the fertile traps that are laid when a wrong act is plotted. 
Sin is deconstructive by nature and contains within it the seeds of its own demise.1030 
In fact from an etymological point of view the Old Testament is devoid of any one 
single word exclusively for punishment; words such as sin, crime and evil deeds 
always have embedded within them the nuance of disaster, destruction and ruin.1031 
One always in the end gets sucked into the negative slipstream that one has initiated. 
The biblical principle is clear: you reap what you sow;1032 God merely gives the 
individual space to be the architect of their own ruin. He allows individuals to 
                                                
1026 Balthasar, 1989, 205. 
1027 Jeffery,48. 
1028 Hosea 11: 8ff. 
1029 Fee, Gordon D., in: Davies, Stephen, 59. 
1030 Psalm 2 v16-17. 
1031 Schwager, 1999, 21. 
1032 Galatians 6:7. 
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inadvertently punish themselves.Gods judgment upon sin is the abandoning of 
sinners to a situation without him, so that they are left under the power of sin and false 
gods that cannot save, and the end result is death. That is the nature of judgment, in 
that God wills it to be so. It leaves sinners to their sin.1033 Gods anger is thus 
synonymous with judgment where God respects our freedom even to the vertiginous 
point of self-destruction and ultimate damnation. The wrath of God is not understood 
as something which God does actively, but is rather the condition of human 
involvement in the murderous lie ... God is described as handing us over to ourselves: 
this is the content of the wrath.1034 The only route out from the blind alley of self-
induced ruin is by genuine repentance.1035 Until this happens God is perceived as the 
enemy. As long as people are trapped in their sin, in prisons of their own making, God 
is sensed as a frightening and hostile alien power.1036 
In the New Testament a similar trajectory for the word wrath is played out. Wrath is 
not a punitive shock wave from the throne of God aimed at individuals but its aim is 
to create a spirit of repentance, a broken heart and radical conversion. Karl Barth can 
therefore say that the wrath of God is in fact the fire of Gods Love.1037 It is not about 
punishment but refinement, rehabilitation and ultimately reconciliation. Wrath as 
divine punishment only crops up a handful of times in the New Testament, mainly in 
the Pauline corpus and the book of revelation, but it is always linked to a future day of 
judgement.1038 The Lambs wrath in Revelation is not to mete out revenge and 
retribution but to lead people to repent, be reconciled to God, and thus be delivered 
                                                
1033 Marshall, 61. 
1034 Alison, James (1996), Raising Abel: The Recovery of Eschatological Imagination, Crossroad, New 
York, 46-47, 168. 
1035 Ormerod,157. 
1036 Schwager, 1999,196. 
1037 Barth, 94. 
1038 Rom. 2:5; Rom.12:19; Col. 3:6; Eph. 5:6; 1Thess. 1:10. 
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from the powers of evil: Satan, the beast, and the idolatrous empire.1039 In the book 
of Revelation Jesus is also referred to as the one who treads the winepress of the fury 
of the wrath of God Almighty.1040 Gods wrath, therefore, has a clear end of time 
eschatological dimension. There is no escaping the future judgement and the 
inevitable crushing of the sinners chosen way of life,1041 for Gods anger is, if 
anything, an unambiguous referent to Gods abhorrence and categorical no to sin.  
However, the seven bowls of wrath mentioned in Revelation 16 have more the 
function of purging and purification than wanton destruction, they indicate a critical 
time is upon the Christians of Rome to renounce allegiance with the beast (the Roman 
Empire) and resist its mark. The seven bowls show Gods wrath, in hating and 
destroying evil, which serves the purpose of cleansing creation to prepare for the new 
heavens and new earth, the culmination of Revelations gospel vision.1042 Christ in 
the Book of Revelation is depicted as the angry man, the eschatological judge. It 
would be antithetical to the purpose of the New Testament to see Jesus as a recipient 
of this anger; for God anger in the New Testament is never connected directly to the 
suffering and death of Christ, but only to sin.1043 For those anxious to detect echoes of 
wrath in the New Testament suggestive of a violent exchange in the divine economy 
will be disappointed. The notorious text in Galatians 3:131044 which refers to Jesus as 
becoming a curse for us is often cited as a text to support penal substitution. It has 
been interpreted as Jesus suffering a divine curse instead of us, but Paul omits any 
such reference. Jesus dies the death of a criminal and to all intents and purposes one 
                                                
1039 Swartley, Willard M. (2006), Covenant of Peace. The Missing Peace in New Testament Theology 
and Ethics, Wm B. Eerdmann Publishing CO., Grand Rapids, Michigan / Cambridge, U.K., 336. 
1040 Rev.19:15. See Jeffery, 124. 
1041 See: Marshall, 18. 
1042 Swartley, 2006, 337. 
1043 OCollins. Gerard, In: Davies, Stephen, 2. 
1044Christ redeemed us from the curse of the law, having became a curse for us - for it is written 
cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree.  
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defeated or cursed by the law. Paradoxically in the process he liberates us from that 
process and any vain attempt to cling to law as a sure route to justification. If those 
who administer the law use it as a blunt instrument against the Son of God its 
unlikely we will fare any better. Law is a notoriously unsafe investment to rely on in 
securing salvation.1045 In the Pauline corpus there is no explicit reference to Gods 
anger as a projectile bearing down on any one individual. The representation of 
direct punishment by an external authority is not once indicated by Paul. The anger 
consists entirely in the fact that God hands people over to the dynamic and inner logic 
of those passions, and of that depraved thinking, which they themselves have 
awakened in their turning away from God. Thus Gods anger means that God fully 
respects the evil that people do with all its consequences.1046 Christ, on the Cross 
does not placate an angry God, even in the book of Hebrews, where Jesus death is 
linked specifically to sacrifice.1047 Gods wrath then, is an indicator of what lies ahead 
and expresses the urgency and state of emergency that now exists, a ripeness of time 
to make a decision irrevocably for the kingdom of God, for today is the day of 
salvation.1048 
 
Many, however, are unwilling to jettison the anthropomorphic visage of wrath and the 
need for Gods anger. Notions of justice are clearly entangled with vigilante 
aspirations connected with the need to be tough on crime, which equates with a more 
dogmatic and rigid administration of justice. Clemency is equated with leniency and 
divine hospitality with naivety; for it only succeeds in opening the doors of the 
                                                
1045 OCollins, Gerarld S.J. (2007), Jesus our Redeemer. A Christian Approach to Salvation, Oxford 
University Press, 153. 
1046 Schwager, 1999, 165. 
1047 The idea that through his single sacrifice for sins (Heb. 10:12) Christ placated an angry God 
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kingdom to all and sundry: We would open the door not just to the good person but 
also to the Devil to come in.1049 Violence, therefore, is seen as a necessary evil, it 
acts like a metaphysical bouncer to keep out those unworthy of the eschatological 
banquet. Restorative justice cannot function without due regard for the need for 
punishment. Ironically, by cutting out the wrath and violence of God in an attempt to 
hold up his love, we end up losing the very thing we are trying to safeguard: the 
restoration of shalom and, therefore, the enjoyment of the presence of Gods love.1050 
Ironically, the Kingdom of heaven is open to all, and if those invited to the wedding 
feast will not come God extends the boundaries to include both the deserving and 
undeserving.1051 Gods restorative justice and Shalom will not be deterred by the 
parsimonious attitude of the self-righteous. Yet notions of Gods anger still lingered. 
In medieval times when Christ was presented as a wrathful Lord, Mary, the Mother of 
God, became the welcome refuge of sinners who would not dare to turn to Christ 
himself. In the chronicles of the Franciscans (compiled in 1360 and 1370) brother 
Leo, a companion to St Francis, has a dream of the last judgement. His Franciscan 
brethren are assembled at the foot of two ladders that ascend to heaven, one white, the 
other red. At the top of the red ladder stands a wrathful Christ. St. Francis calls his 
disciple to climb the red ladder; but he is unable: he falls. Francis prays for him, but 
Christ displays his wounds and declares, Your brothers have done this to me. 
Francis then leads Leo to the white ladder, which he climbs easily, to find the Virgin 
Mary awaiting him at the top.1052  
 
 
                                                
1049 Boersma, Hans, 2004, 178. 
1050 Boersama, Hans, in Sanders, 65. 
1051 Matthew 22:8-10. 
1052 Chronica XXIV Generalium Ordinis Minorum, cited in Viladesau, 162. 
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St Thomas Aquinas 
 
Even Peter Abelard, who developed a far more attractive model of the atonement 
based on Gods transforming Love, pens some revealing lines in a hymn he wrote for 
Holy week to the nuns of the convent of The Paraclete. Christ is clearly presented as 
a substitute for our punishment, so that we in turn may enjoy the benefits of heaven 
and forgiveness.1053 St Thomas Aquinas in his Summa Theologia also makes the point 
that Gods severity is manifested in the way that he is unwilling to remit sin without 
punishment.1054 Therefore Christs passion provided adequate, and more than 
adequate satisfaction for mans sin and debt, his passion was as it were the price of 
punishment by which we are freed from both obligations.1055 Christs passion works 
because it effectively delivers humankind from the debt of punishment by making 
adequate satisfaction, which is the cause of the forgiveness of sins.1056 Naturally, 
Aquinas approach to the atonement is more complex than this, and indeed he 
incorporates a cluster of metaphors to do full justice to the significance of the Cross. 
In one passage a number of metaphors are compressed together which include Merit, 
Satisfaction, Punishment, Redemption, Sacrifice and Reconciliation all rolled into 
one, found in article 6, of question 48 which addresses the question: Did Christs 
passion bring about our salvation as an efficient cause? He replies: When Christs 
passion is viewed in relation to his divinity, it can be seen to act in an efficient way; in 
                                                
1053  Alone you go to be a sacrificial victim Lord,  
Offering yourself to the death you came to take away; 
What can we say, we wretched people, 
Who know that you pay the penalty for the sins we committed? 
Ours, Lord, ours are the sins whose punishment you bear. 
Make our hearts suffer along with you,  
So that by that very suffering we may deserve forgiveness. 
Petrus Abaelardus, Hymnarius Praclitensis, In Parasceve Domini, cited in Viladesau, 84. 
1054 Aquinas, 1965, 63. 
1055  Ibid., (3a.48,4), 85. 
1056  Ibid., (3a.49,3), 103. 
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relation to the will which is rooted in Christs soul, by way of merit; in relation to the 
very flesh of Christ, by way of satisfaction, since we are freed by it from the guilt of 
punishment; by way of redemption, inasmuch as we are thereby freed from the 
slavery of sin; and finally, by way of sacrifice, thanks to which we are reconciled to 
God.1057 He also reiterates the central idea found in Anselms Cur Deus Homo? that 
a ransom payment for humanitys freedom isnt paid to the Devil put directly to 
God,1058and for good measure there is also a whiff of the classic Christus Victor 
model when he says that the Cross is an effective self-defence against the evil one. 
The remedy prepared by Christs passion is always available to man for self-defense 
against the wickedness of the devils, even in the time of Antichrist.1059Aquinas, 
therefore, brings a rich and synthesizing approach to the atonement, but along with his 
contemporaries he has no qualms stating, that thanks to the Passion, the cause for 
hatred between God and Man has been removed, because sin has been wiped away 
and compensation made with a more agreeable offering, which is a far greater reason 
for reconciliation with the human race than wrath.1060 
 
Wrath then, has always cast some dark shadow over the redemptive landscape but it 
should never be equated with violence emanating from God, for the Cross is 
fundamentally about the disclosure of human violence. Indeed it only muddies the 
waters and negates the clarity of the Cross as the supreme revealer of the sin of the 
world, the ubiquity of human violence, if it attempts in anyway to lift it up and project 
it onto the Cross as some divinely sanctioned construct.1061 More realistically, one can 
contemplate that on the Cross Jesus suffers the extremity of what it is to be human. 
                                                
1057  Ibid., (3a.48,6), 91-93. 
1058  Ibid., (3a.48,4), 87. 
1059  Ibid., (3a.49,2), 101. 
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The wrath of God is the purifying principle that seeks to reverse the vortex of 
negativity, the overwhelming centrifugal tendency that sin induces. Gods wrath is 
thus a stabilizing force because it is rooted in the creativity of love. Gods wrath tests 
Jesus authenticity and desire not to give up, to be obedient to his call to be fully 
human and in response freely offer up his life back to the Father. By freely offering 
Himself as the sacrifice which had to be made when God vindicated Himself in 
relation to man, by choosing to suffer the wrath of God in His own body and the fire 
of His love in His own soul. It was in that way that He was obedient. It was in that 
way that He was the righteous One.1062 Jesus dies a death of exclusion from the 
community, a community which he seeks to heal, for he goes to the furthest point, to 
the very outer rim of nonbeing1063 to ensure that no one else has to trespass here; no 
one else has to die this death of eternal damnation.1064 For some, he even becomes the 
target of our own anger, like the proverbial and long-suffering scapegoat. Yet he not 
only dies a cursed death by sharing our horror participation, he effectively calms our 
anger by showing solidarity with us and even allowing any excess anger to do its 
worst to God.1065 Jesus on the Cross thus sublimely indicates that Gods Wrath is 
always infinitely more healing than our own, because fundamentally it is rooted in 
love and only love redeems. For it appears that Gods cup had flowed over with 
plenty; from wrath, one could have thought. But when God thunders, the cloud of 
wrath pours out a rustling love.1066  
 
                                                
1062 Barth, 95. 
1063 At last I neared that mysterious and final spot on the very edge of being, and then the fall into 
the void, the capsizing into the bottomless abyss, the vertigo, the finale, the un-becoming: that colossal 
death which only I have died. Through my death this has been spared you, and no one will ever 
experience what it really means to die: This was my victory. Balthasar, 1979, 175. 
1064 Pannenberg, 295. 
1065Adams, 277. 
1066 Balthasar, 1979, 38. 
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The Kingdom of God ushers in a state of peace and forgiveness 
 
Jesus death was therefore not something desired by the Father to balance some 
cosmic equation,1067 it was the by-product of an inevitable confrontation with evil that 
calculated on entrapment and execution as a means of extinguishing the threat from 
the Son of God.1068 Violence emanates not from God but from the dark corners of 
history and the forces aligned that oppose Jesus. Ultimately, violence becomes the 
favoured medium of unprincipled individuals who secure their tenuous grip on power 
by responding with violence. All human communities depressingly end in the 
oppression of the weak by the strong, the good by the corrupt. All structures of 
communication that we develop turn eventually with a terrible inevitability into 
structures of domination - no longer ways of sharing life with another but of taking 
life from another. In the end, every human society becomes structured by 
violence.1069 Violence becomes the preferred weapon of those whose existence is 
threatened by being exposed by the virtue of others, people whose life style implies a 
criticism of their own. As Plato sententiously predicated before the birth of Christ the 
just man will be roundly persecuted because he is just.1070 Jesus death therefore may 
be a direct result of engaging with the powers of evil, routing them from their 
burrows, but his mission was to usher in the kingdom of God which is one of peace. 
Peace be with you!1071 is his first utterance to the disciples after the resurrection 
thus revealing that the Kingdom of God is not built on the politics of revenge or 
counter-violence. Redemption happens when there is a resistance to evil and the 
                                                
1067 Weaver, Denny, J. in: Barrow,52. 
1068 Matthew 2:13. 
1069 McCabe, 96. 
1070 They will tell you that the just man who is thought unjust will be scourged, racked, bound will 
have his eyes burnt out; and, at last, after suffering every kind of evil, he will be impaled.  (Socrates to 
Glaucon).  Plato (1993), The Republic, Oxford Worlds Classics, Oxford University Press. 
1071 Luke 24:36. 
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unmasking of its cynical use of debt, credit and payment for any slights received or 
perceived. Jesus mission was not to die but to make visible the reign of God, it is 
quite explicit that neither God nor the reign of God needs Jesus death in the way that 
his death is irreducibly needed in satisfaction atonement.1072 Jesus death is 
ultimately the contrast between the non-violent reign of God and the rule of evil,1073 
which openly traffics in raw retributive justice. This is the Justice of Hell, because it 
neither seeks nor desires restoration, but only insists on payback through punishment 
motivated by revenge. What is required for authentic reconciliation, is a form of 
justice that restores fellowship through the extending of the costly olive branch of 
forgiveness. Only by entering into the furthermost depths of human violence without 
reserve and with a spirit of non-retaliatory forgiveness can relationships be healed, 
fellowship restored and the pain of alienation ameliorated; for only true atonement 
restores the ethics of paradise lost. 
 
Jesus ministry was one characterized by forgiveness, the easing and relieving people 
from the guilt and burden of sin.1074 When Peter asked whether he should forgive 
seven times any injury, Jesus responded by saying that he should forgive seventy-
seven times,1075 a perfect number seventy times over thus hinting at an infinite 
amount; and his teaching on anger and the desire for retribution was equally clear.1076 
It is characteristic of bruised human nature to nurse resentment and seek revenge, but 
this in the long run only makes the initial wound fatal. However justified, our 
unforgiveness will ultimately be the undoing of us. For anger, hatred, bitterness and 
revenge are death-dealing spirits whose ultimate aim is to possess us to the point 
                                                
1072 Weaver, 72. 
1073 Weaver, Denny, J. in: Barrow, 57. 
1074  Schwager, 1999, 104. 
1075 Matt. 18:21-22. 
1076 Matt. 5:21-22. 
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where they destroy us.1077 But true forgiveness is also costly, for the one who forgives 
suffers, yet by its very nature it is also unconditional, for forgiveness cannot be 
demanded or expected but always has the extraordinary quality of unmerited gift. 
Reconciliation cannot be earned but it inevitably does come at a price.1078 Retributive 
justice ensures that perpetrators pay full compensation and something extra for the 
wrong inflicted, but restorative justice seeks fellowship through forgiveness. Gods 
justice is always restorative for forgiveness so conceived is compassion for the 
enemy even as the enemy displays only strength, cruelty, and oppression. It is a dream 
of the enemy as friend.1079 It is a risky undertaking because true reconciliation 
exposes the vulnerability of the pain of the injury inflicted. It dare not hide from the 
truth, but takes both the perpetrators, and victims, need for healing deadly seriously, 
confronting the very rupture in the relationship. There is another kind of justice, 
restorative justice, which was characteristic of traditional African jurisprudence. Here 
the central concern is not retribution or punishment but, in the spirit of ubuntu, the 
healing of breaches, the redressing of imbalances, the restoration of broken 
relationships.1080  
 
Yet for reconciliation to work there has to be forgiveness from the offended and 
penitence (repentance)1081 from the offender. There can be no disregarding of the 
gravity of the offence caused, for the truth of the situation of the victim has to be fully 
acknowledged, otherwise the victim is effectively re-victimised and power shifts back 
                                                
1077 Tutu, Desmond (1999), No Future Without Forgiveness, Rider Press, Johannesburg, 122. 
1078 The power to forgive is not obtained for nothing, it must be bought at a price, it must be paid for 
with the suffering of him who has been sinned against. Quick, O.C., cited in Brummer, 41, 43. 
1079 Bartlett, 157. 
1080 Tutu, 51. 
1081 No reconciliation, no forgiveness and no negotiations are possible without repentance. The 
biblical teaching on reconciliation and forgiveness makes it quite clear that nobody can be forgiven and 
reconciled with God unless he or she repents of their sins. (Challenge to the Church, a Theological 
Comment on the Political Crisis in South Africa, publication of the Programme to Combat Racism of 
the World Council of Churches, November 1985.) Cited in Brummer, 48. 
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to the abuser who is reconfirmed in their role.1082 True forgiveness has to do with 
openness and then the putting away of enmity, the remission of guilt, which can only 
be initiated by a process of love.1083 There can be no being trapped in the endless 
cycle of payment and repayment for as the parable of the unforgiving servant 
suggests, the demand for debt collection can only escalate. It escalates to the point 
where in desperation one realizes that one cant pay, and then one is left to the caprice 
of the jailor and his private torture chamber. And in anger his lord delivered him to 
the jailers, till he should pay off all his debt. So also my heavenly Father will do to 
every one of you, if you do not forgive your brother from your heart.1084 To break the 
cynical cycle of parsimony requires the generosity of mercy, which we can try to 
emulate but which only God can truly supply. The Cross is a symbol not of payback 
and debt collection but one of unrivalled forgiveness, a rich currency of compassion. 
For reconciliation on the Cross is fundamentally a deed of divine love initiated for 
enemies whilst they are still enemies.1085There is no limit to Christ's forgiveness, his 
gift of himself in the darkness of human violence and abandonment. And the very 
quality of this no limit resists, subverts, overturns the hitherto irresistible damnation 
of death. Where before a death inevitably ends in the rictus of the corpse; the sign of 
violence triumphant, in the Cross, the event of the Crucified, it is changed endlessly 
into a glance of compassion.1086 Penal substitution only removes sin seen as guilt 
rather than as estrangement,1087 it does little to effect deep and lasting reconciliation. 
It has more the character of a cold and commercial transaction in an anonymous bank 
                                                
1082 Ormerod, 158. 
1083 Spence, Alan (2006), The Promise of Peace. A Unified Theory of the Atonement, T&T Clark, 
London & New York, 46.  
1084 Matt. 18:43-35. 
1085 Schwager, 1999, 160. 
1086 Bartlett, 154. 
1087 Brummer, 77. 
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vault,1088 where pain, punishment and humiliation are also inflicted for good measure, 
rather than the restoration of friendship in the loving embrace of the God-man Jesus. 
Jesus suffering on the Cross can never be a condition of forgiveness but it is a direct 
expression of the lengths that God is prepared to go in a generous act of 
forgiveness.1089 Like the Akedah and the sacrifice of Abrahams son Isaac,1090 God 
gives his all for reconciliation.1091 
 
The Cross is a prayer and the music of salvation 
 
Jesus on the Cross dies praying and in so doing he fashioned death into an act of 
prayer and a supreme act of worship itself.1092 For the Cross is a prayer and, indeed, 
the only prayer known to Christians. All our prayers are prayers only by sharing in the 
prayer of the Cross, the exchange between Jesus and the Father in which Jesus offered 
the whole of his life to the Father and the Father raised him from the dead.1093Christ 
secures the atonement of the human race through this basic humble act of 
intercession,1094 it is a request for reconciliation to the Father from the Son whom he 
cannot refuse.1095 Christs role then is simply to ask for forgiveness where in the 
                                                
1088 Although the commercial and economic implications of the word debt are emphasised, for St 
Anselm this would to some extent be a caricature of his position because for him the primary 
significance of the term is religious and moral. See McIntyre, 1954, 73. 
1089 Brummer, 87. 
1090 Genesis 22:1-19. 
1091 John 3:16. 
1092 Ratzinger, Joseph (Pope Benedict XVI) (1986), Behold The Pierced One, Ignatius Press, San 
Francisco, 22. 
1093 McCabe, 100. 
1094 Winter, 113. For St Anselm supplication and the prayer for forgiveness is actually part of the 
payment of debt. See McIntyre, 1954, 105. 
1095 The satisfaction for mans sin is not offered by man but by the God-man through the special 
merits of His Death. That offering does not, of itself, redeem all men and erase their sins. They must 
appropriate the benefits of His death, and they do so by some such prayer as Boso quotes. The prayer 
for forgiveness is actually part of the payment as a result of which forgiveness comes to the sinner. 
McIntyre, 1954, 105. 
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process there is a radical healing of love.1096 His death in effect becomes an act of 
glorification, and unlike the Gnostic cross of light that is concealed behind the symbol 
of the wooden earthly structure,1097 the real Cross becomes a sacrament of the Church. 
Through the wood of the Cross (as articulated in the Anglo-Saxon poem in The 
Dream of the Rood1098), there is the gateway to paradise. Men were prevented from 
entering the heavenly kingdom by sin and the gate remained firmly shut; but by 
Christs passion, Christ merited for us the opening up of the kingdom of heaven by 
removing the pernicious obstacle of sin. Through Christs passion however we are 
delivered not only from the sin of the entire human race both as regards the sin and 
the debt of punishment (for Christ paid the price of our ransom), but also from our 
own sins, provided we share in his passion by faith, love, and the sacraments of faith. 
Thus through Christs passion we find the door of the heavenly kingdom open.1099 
By his resurrection and ascension1100 we are led by Christ into the heavenly Kingdom.  
 
And once inside the gates of heaven which have been opened up by the wood of the 
Cross and the Passion of Christ which it supported, is the sound of music heard from 
that sweet and blessed country, played on nothing less than the proverbial harp. 
Cassidorius writes: The harp signifies the glorious Passion which with stretched 
sinews and counted bones sounded forth his bitter suffering as a spiritual song. 
Indeed, every mention of the harp in the Old Testament can be taken as a symbolic 
referent to the crucifixion, where Christ on the Cross evokes the idea of stretching, 
                                                
1096 Ratzinger, 96. 
1097 Apocryphal Acts of John, 98 in James, M. R. (1960), The Apocryphal New Testament, Clarendon 
Press, Oxford, 254-255.  
1098 Viladesau, 60. 
1099 Aquinas, 1965, Article 5 Did Christs Passion open for us the gates of heaven? 111. 
1100 The soteriological significance of the ascended Christs intercession meant that the resurrection 
itself was considered as having atoning value. He was delivered to death for our sins and raised to life 
for our justification (Rom.4:25). Spence, 42. Aquinas also mentions the significance of the ascension 
in the soteriological act of the atonement. Aquinas, 1965, 111. 
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with arms taut and ribs showing, like the strings of an instrument. So we can say 
without hyperbole; The harp itself is like the crucifix, since it is made of wood, with 
animal gut stretched on it; Christ on the Cross is like the harp of God, on which Gods 
music of salvation is played-by the striking of the strings. 1101 Yet Jesus is struck on 
the Cross not by blows of punishment or wounds designed to seek satisfaction, but by 
grace upon grace. Wicked men may have placed him there, and his human condition 
may reflect extreme solidarity with us; yet it takes seriously the reality of sin that acts 
as a barrier between us and God. In him reconciliation is affected and sanctification 
renewed, that mysterious transformation or deification through the movement of 
grace, which heals and restores, and is made available only to those with faith, itself a 
gift. The Cross of Jesus is thus the only place where Heaven and Hell meet, the cross-
road of salvation, for in the end, In the whole event of atonement, justification, 
sanctification and calling, as grounded in the divine verdict, direction and promise, 
have as it were a central function. In them, in the understanding of grace under these 
concepts, it is still a matter of expounding the being and work of Jesus Christ as the 
Reconciler of the sinful world and therefore of sinful man with God. It is still a 
matter, then, of what took place in Him for the conversion of the world to God. That 
is how it must be to the very end.1102  
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1101 Viladesau, 118. 
1102 Barth, 147. 
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Conclusion. 
 
In this thesis the Cross of Jesus takes centre stage because quite simply Christians 
have always regarded it as the supreme act of redemption and the place of salvation 
for humanity.1103 I started by suggesting that exploring the Churchs teaching on the 
doctrine of the atonement is akin to diving in deep waters, where exploring treasures 
from this redemptive salvage can be overwhelming yet fruitful. Like the pearl-
divers hand trembling under water; towards his store of food and beauty,1104 for the 
gospel also reminds us that: the Kingdom of heaven is like a merchant in search of 
fine pearls, who finding one pearl of great value, went and sold all that he had and 
bought it. 1105 The irreducible pluralism of metaphors in atonement theology ensures 
that there can never really be one metaphor commanding special place in the overall 
doctrine of salvation. This may naturally lead to an array of perplexing and often 
competing images which seem to cloud the waters rather than strive for clarity or 
perspicacity. Nevertheless, this rich unity in diversity approach towards these images 
should be retained so as to do full justice to the soteriological significance of the 
Cross.   
 
However, it should always be asked how and in what way do these metaphors 
essentially relate to each other? If they are combined, should one metaphor take 
primacy in order to control and in someway steer this cluster into more languid and 
clearer pools of analytical reflection? Perhaps the solution lies in the creative space in 
between words when these metaphors are held in tension. Atonement language is 
                                                
1103 Dillistone, F. W. (1946), The Significance of The Cross, Lutterworth Press, London, 10. 
1104 Conqest, R. (1988), New and Collected Poems, Hutchinson, London, 32. 
1105 Matthew 13:45. 
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historically embedded within the tradition as products of a particular time, place and 
culture. For that reason they may often appear to falter and miss the mark to a 
contemporary ear, yet they are still part of a historical doctrinal development and 
heritage. Each separate metaphor will naturally mirror the overriding concerns of its 
day, and the task is to establish whether any of these singularly distinctive metaphors 
can be brought together to form some kind of dialectical relationship of familiarity. 
Indeed the twentieth-century British atonement theology was heavily dominated by 
the belief that there are several independent theories, images or metaphors of the 
atonement with no significant interconnection. They are treated in one of two ways: 
either by seeing them as a collection of understandings from which only one need be 
selectedor from which several or all should be held together in some balance.1106  
 
In this thesis I have analysed the main soteriological lines of enquiry and have 
indicated that there is a fertile tension and overlap between the metaphors of: 
sacrifice, the scapegoat as expounded by René Girard (with violence being isolated as 
the primitive drive and problem in society) where both lead towards the metaphor of 
reconciliation, which subsumes them into itself. Added to this mix is Abelards 
insight that it is love that motivates and binds the whole redemptive process together. 
Ransom and rescue are seen to orbit this dense cluster of metaphors because humanity 
always requires liberation from sin, death and alienation. It is this cluster or 
arrangement of metaphors that I propose is the most persuasive and convincing for a 
contemporary understanding of the atonement. Although I was critical of Anselms 
satisfaction theory, preferring to see Abelards insight as the great idea and missed 
opportunity of the medieval period, it would be an oversimplification to see these two 
                                                
1106 Terry, 42. 
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redemption theories as warring for precedence in the later middle ages.1107 However, I 
believe that I have demonstrated that Anselm still inadvertently lays the foundations 
for later penal satisfaction theories which forensically focus on the death of the 
Messiah. These lead to more rustic and transactional models of redemption (penal 
substitution), that I have deliberately excluded as they are classic epistemological 
traps1108 from which it is difficult to break free. Yet the strength of atonement 
theology is the existence of the sheer variety of images, which means that the Cross 
can never be reduced to one exclusive hermeneutical system alone, for this would 
empty the Cross of its power and meaning. 
As stated at the outset, however, the death and resurrection of Jesus should always be 
seen together, for his death is meaningless  without Gods intervention which alone 
gives the Cross significance,1109 for on the third day He rose again, according to the 
scriptures.1110 However, for the purposes of this thesis it was necessary to focus 
exclusively on the Cross in order to come to a deeper understanding of what is 
achieved at this point in the drama of salvation. It is true that the totality of Christs 
life, death and resurrection, seen as a redemptive sweep, is wholly salvific; but it 
remains the case that it is particularly through his death, because it was there that the 
whole process came to its focus, the relationship was restored and the way opened for 
man to live anew according to Gods original design.1111 The Cross reveals Gods 
glory, albeit paradoxically through humiliation and weakness,1112 the antithetical 
position to the posturing and swagger of the world. For the word of the Cross is folly 
                                                
1107 Bynum, 199. 
1108 Steiner, 170. 
1109 Hooker, 139 
1110 Nicene Creed (AD 325). 
1111 Dillistone (1946), 103. 
1112 Hooker, 141. 
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to those who are perishing, but to us who are being saved it is the power of God.1113 
The Cross is Gods sign of solidarity and hope within the tragedy of the human 
condition, where evil is not allowed to prevail. At the lowest point of despair, Gods 
response is unequivocally one of offering new life and glory. It is the glory of the 
Christian Gospel to proclaim that God has entered into this situation in Christ to re-
create and renew and - this surely is important - to make the splendour of the re-
creation even more wonderful than that of creation itself. This is the process which, 
within this field of the imagination, we call the atonement.1114 
There are indeed objective and subjective elements that are stressed in the various 
metaphors of the atonement, but the Cross itself operates symbolically as an iconic, 
denotative, totemic and liturgical sign, like a fork in the road it challenges for a 
response: either to believe in and commit oneself to the God of Jesus Christ, or to 
conclude that human existence is in fact what on the surface it most certainly appears 
to be, namelya meaningless waste of effort and suffering, ending in a silence of 
universal death.1115 For the Church, the Cross became a universal sign of faith, hope 
and love and emblematic of its own identity, and for ancient Christianity it also 
became physically associated with prayer and blessing;1116 as Tertullian writing in the 
second century elaborated: At every forward step and movement, at every going in 
and out, when we put on our clothes and shoes, when we bathe, when we sit at table, 
when we light the lamps, on couch, on seat, in all the ordinary actions of daily life, we 
trace upon the forehead the sign of the Cross.1117 Indeed, making the sign of the 
Cross indicates the abiding soteriological significance of the Cross of Jesus for 
                                                
1113 1 Corinthians 1:18. 
1114 Dillistone (1946), 152. 
1115 Farmer, Herbert, cited in Dillistone (1946), 191. 
1116 Andreopoulos, 85. 
1117 Tertullian, De Corona. Ch. III, 94. Cited in Stott, 28. 
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ordinary believers when they pray: In the name of the Father and of the Son and of 
the Holy Spirit.1118 Amen.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                
1118 Matthew 28:19. 
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